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In recent years considerable experience with engine condition monitoring (ECM) has been accumulated, both in
military and civil aircraft applications This Symposium has covered a wide range of applications to military aircraft and
helicopters, to airline operations and to the use of aero derived gas turbines. The scope included user's experience with 0!

board ECMI system and their integration into logistic systems; comparison of diagnostic methods for fault prediction;
experimental results achieved by these methods; the impact of ECNIon future propulsion systems; and potential capabili
arising from the availability of new diagnostic techniques. The emphasis of the Symposium was o'n operational experien4
and current technological developments.

Un capital de savoir-faire considerable a &t6 constitu6 ces derniare annees dans le domaine du contr6le die l'itat des mot
d'aeronef (CEM), tant civils que militaires. Le present Symposium a couvert tine vaste game d'applications aux avions
hilicoptkres militaires, et aux moteurs It turbine A gaz derives, des avions die ligne. Ues sujets traitas comprenaient!
l'experience d'utilisateurs des syst~mes CEM embarques et die leur integration aux systimes de logistiques; comparason
methodes de diagnostic die pannes; lea rdsultts experimentaux obtenus par ces diverses mithodes; l'impact du CEM sur
syst~mes die propulsion ftiturs et lea capacitis potentielles imergeant die ces nouvelles techniques die diagnostic. Le
Symposium a 6ti principalement axe sur l'experience opErationnelle et lea developpements technologiques actuellemeni
cours.
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I-I

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ENGINE CONDITION MONITORING
FROM THE EFA VIEWPOINT

by

J. V. Goodfellow

Section Leader Engine and Engine Accessories

NEFMA

Arabellastrasse 16, 8000 MUnchen 86

FRG
1. Introduction

The European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) is a collaborative project involving four
European Nations, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom. The purpose is
to develop a new fighter aircraft to enter service with the Nations Air Forces
in the second half of the 19O's. In order to manage the project on their behalf the
four participating governments have established the NATO European Fighter Management
Organisation (NEFMO). Within this organisation the NATO European Fighter Management
Agency (NEFMA) is a full time joint establishment responsible for the day to day
management of the project. The agency interfaces with two industrial consortia,
EUROJET (FIAT, MTU, ROLLS-ROYCE and SENER) who are to develop the engine and its
accessories and EUROFIGHTER (All, 8Ae, CASA and MBR) who will develop the rest of
the aircraft and integrate the whole into a weapon system.
The task of NEFMA over the past year or so has been to convert the four Air Forces
joint Operational Target into a firm European Staff Requirement (ESR) and to
negotiate the details of the specifications and the contracts required for the
development of the aircraft. This paper, based on the experience of that activity,
attempts to provide a short general review of the major constraints and factors that
can influence the Engine Health Monitoring (EHM) System requirements of an advanced
fighter aircraft.

2. Overall Requirement

The objective with EFA, as with all such projects, is to develop a highly cost-
effective weapon system and in this age of severe budget constraints that really
means the most effective that can be achieved for a given cost.
Overall Life Cycle Costs (LCC) consist of three major elements, development costs,
production costs and in-service costs. The exact figures vary but it is generally
accepted that the first is the smallest and that the third is by far the largest
and Increasing attention is b ing given to reducing this element by proper design
from the outset of the project. However while every effort is made to minimise the
overall total LCC it is inevitable that, in the initial phase of a project, the most
immediate attention is directed at the development costs. The amount of money that
Governments are able to make available for development can be a major constraint on
the system that is able to be developed. However probably even more important than
the budget allowed is the very strong pressure to avoid the cost overruns that have
occurred in previous projects. In an attempt to ensure that the development cost
limits are respected for EPA the participating Nations have required that, as far as
possible, the contractors commit to maximum prices for achieving development require-
ments. It is further required that, again as far as possible, the contractor should
eventually commit to fixed prices. The intention is that this will eliminate over
optimistic assumptions of the technological advances that can be made and that then
result in delays and escalating costs when they are not achieved on-time. This does
not mean that the aircraft will be a low technology system, the requirements are too
demanding for that, but the discipline is intended to ensure that the requirement and
the solution are realistic for the timescales set and the budget available.
The reduction of production costs is also given some priority during this initial
phase. Aircraft basic empty mass is often seen as being closely correlated with
production cost and in the case of EFA firm requirements have been set for aircraft
size and mass limits. Such limits can inevitably pose constraints on all systems
within the aircraft.
The in-service costs, although of a long term nature and less immediately subject to
budget constraints, are still of great importance to the Air Forces and there is a
very firm requirement for EFA overall 'CC to be minimised as well as for effective-
ness to be maximised. Systems such as EHM are considered to have great potential for
improving both the long term costs and the effectiveness of the weapon system, as
will be discussed later. A strong requirement for EHM has therefore been written but
one which has nevertheless had to take account of the constraints discussed above
concerning development cost and time, aircraft mass and size and realistic technology
levels.
The potential beneficial influence of the EHM System on both the effectiveness and
the overall cost of a weapon system can be illustrated simply as follows.
Effectiveness (E) is dependent on three major factors, Availability (A) for use when
required, Reliability (R) once airborne and Performance (P) during the engagements.
This can be expressed simply as:

E cC A x R x P

Costs (C) come in the three broad phases discussed above, development, procurement
and in-service. The in-service costs are by far the largest element, and are signifi-
cantly affected by the maintenance which is necessary to achieve Availability. The
more a system requires maintenance the lower will be its Availability. Thus we could

• . .--- -
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say that
C o A- I

Bringing these together gives

E ' A xRxP
U

The important message is that Cost-Effectiveness is strongly dependent on
Availability. To have a high availability a system must have low maintenance
requirements and this depends on two factors:

a. Time between failures

A high failure rate will result in the need for frequent maintenance and so an
important requirement is for systems and components to have a high reliability or
durability, depending on their characteristics. This can only be achieved by good
design from the beginning.

b. Maintainability

When a failure does occur there is a need to be able to correct it very quickly.
This requires two attributes:

(I) Testability. The overall design must include testing facilities capable of
providing a rapid and accurate diagnosis of actual and potential faults. This
requires that the necessary testing and analysis systems are built in and
developed as part of the overall system.

(ii) Repairability. The system must be capable of rapid and economic repair. This
agan requ res that the appropriate characteristics are designed into the
system at the outset.

The recognition by the EFA partners that such attributes as Reliability and
Maintainability (R & M) can have a strong influence on overall cost effectiveness,
together with the understanding that they must be built-in from the beginning, has
resulted in their being given equal priority with performance in the Staff Require-
ment. This does not mean that any significant trade-off is allowed, the requirement
is to achieve the necessary performance and to have good R & M attributes as well.
The potential of Testability for improving aircraft availability and operational
reliability and for reducing support costs is also recognised and it is in this area
that EHM has an important part to play. This has had a strong influence on the
development of the detailed requirements and specifications for the system.

3. The Aircraft

The European Fighter is a single seat, twin engine, delta wing aircraft with
canards. The aircraft is aerodynamically unstable and depends on its flight control
system for stability, a strong reason alone for requiring a reliable power unit. The
two engines are mounted at the rear with chin intakes under the fuselage. The
empty mass of the aircraft is to be under 10 tonnes.
EFA is to have an Integrated Monitoring and Recording System UIMRS) which will
have both an on-board and a ground-based element. The on-board system is to
continuously monitor and test all systems and includes the following functions.

a. Detection and immediate notification to the pilot of all failures that affect
flight safety or mission capability.

b. Perform sufficient testing and analysis to be able to indicate to the ground crew
immediately at the end of a sortie either that the aircraft is serviceable and
likely to remain so for at least another mission or that maintenance action is
required.

c. Indicate accurately to the ground crew what maintenance actions are necessary to
restore the aircraft to a servicable state. All such indications are to be made
by a display at a single maintenance data panel.

d. Storage of data for input to and analysis by the ground element of the system.

The functions of the ground system are to include:

a. Diagnostic analysis of defect data for off-aircraft maintenance.

b. Life analysis and recording.

c. Performance analysis and performance trend analysis.

d. Indication of future maintenance requirements.

e. Interface with the various logistics ADP systems that are being developed
by the four Air Forces.

-,!?
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4. The Engine

The engine itself is a two spool, reheated turbofan fitted with a full authority
DECU. The by-pass ratio is about 0.4, overall pressure ratio around 24 and the
SLS thrust is about 90 KN. The engine is to be fully modular and designed
generally for on-condition maintenance although some components may be hard
lifed. The electronic systems will therefore be required to have a self monitoring
capability and there will be an engine health monitoring system which is to be
functionally integrated into the aircraft IMRS. The main functional requirements
for the EM can be summarised under four headings:

Serviceability Status Monitoring
Usage Monitoring
Condition Monitoring
Incident Monitoring

Status Monitoring
The EHM is required to monitor the serviceability status of the engine and to provide
an indication to the pilot or the ground crew, as appropriate, when the engine
becomes unserviceable. Pilot indications are to be limited to those that affect
flight safety and mission capability. For the ground crew the requirement is to be
able to achieve a rapid turn-round. They need an immediate automatic indication as to
whether the engine is serviceable or not and, if not, precisely what maintenance
action is required. Faults must be identified accurately down to LRI level. The
false alarm rate must be low in all cases and especially low for pilot indications.
The system must also notify any need for servicing and ideally this should be
quantified when appropriate, e.g. a call for oil replenishment should include an
indication of the quantity of oil required.

Usage Monitoring

Many engines have acquired a reputation for unreliability because supposedly lifed
components have failed at random times and have failed to achieve the flying hour
lives expected. However experience has shown that a simple time count of usage is
a poor measure of life consumption for a military engine. Life is strongly
dependent on the way in which an engine is actually used and this has been found
to vary with many factors including the aircraft's role, its base and the pilot. The
EHM is therefore required to monitor the actual usage of the engine, including all
changes of temperatures, pressures, speeds etc and to determine accurately the
effect of that usage on the life consumption of the engines components. This
requires that a full understanding of the factors affecting component life is
established and that algorithms for calculating life usage are developed before the
aircraft enters service. These algorithms must be sufficiently accurate to provide
the best possible usage of the full life potential of the components without
endangering flight safety or running too high a risk of expensive failures in
operation. For any critical lifed components the calculations must be performed on
the aircraft to provide an immediate indication to the ground crew if the
components are becoming life expired i.e. due to limit exceedances.

Condition Monitoring

As was stated earlier, the engine is to be designed for on-condition maintenance. The
EHM system will therefore be required to detect all failures and impending failures,
both mechanical and performance, and isolate them down to maintenance module level.
This will require that the appropriate analysis methods are developed. These analyses
are expected to be primarily based on data obtainable from such sources as monitoring
the oil system, engine vibrations, engine performance and performance trends. However
it is anticipated that analysis based solely on such parameters will not be able to
fully meet the requirements to isolate failures to maintenance module level and so
there is also interest in exploring the potential of new techniques such as gas path
analysis for improving capability in this area.

Incident Monitoring
The EHM system is required to automatically detect, monitor and analyse any one of a
defined list of engine related incidents. Sufficient on-board analysis is required to
enable the serviceability status of the engine to be established immediately.
Sufficient data must be stored to enable a full diagnosis to be performed in the
ground based station. The analyses required for such diagnoses must also be
developed prior to the aircraft entering service.

s. Summary

The Engine Health Monitoring System for EFA is to be an integral part of the overall
Weapon Systems Integrated Monitoring and Recording System. This will include both an
on-aircraft element and a ground-based station which will .ave to interface with the
different logistics ADP systems being developed by the Air Forces. By means of
measurements and analysis the EHM is required to automatically and continuously
monitor the condition of the engine and to detect and accurately diagnose any need
for immediate and future maintenance actions. The purpose is to provide for a rapid
turn-round at the flight line and to reduce both the need and the time required for
all maintenance thereby increasing the overall availability for operational use. The
intention is that this shall contribute to the significant improvement in Weapon
System cost effectiveness that is believed to be achieveable through greater
attention to Reliability, Maintainability and Testability.

* -- 
t
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DISCUSSION

R. FEATHERSTONE

Have you allocated cost and weight requirements for the sensors and pro-

cessors of the engine health monitoring system?

Author's Reply:

The engine contractor has provided both a mass and a cost for the develop-

ment of the complete engine system including EHN. The breakdown within these

overall figures is strictly the responsability of the engine contractor.

....." ..... T ....".1. ....... ........"
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AN OVERVIEW OF US NAVY ENGINE MONITORING SYSTEM
PROGRAMS AND USER EXPERIENCE

Andrew J. Hess
Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, DC 20361-5360, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The Naval Air System Command (NAVAIR) has made a commitment to require inflight
engine monitoring capabilities and Engine Monitoring Systems (EMS) on all new aircraft
and engine programs. The current EMS requirement and system design concepts are the
end result of over 15 years of developing system capabilities and justifying system
benefits. These requirements and system design concepts are based on the lessons
learned from the F/A-18 and A-7E Inflight Engine Condition Monitoring System (TECMS)
programs. The highly successful A-7E IECKS is the cornerstone on which all Navy EMS
are based today.

NAVAIR has revised the general engine specifications to contain detailed
requirements for a comprehensive EMS. These requirements have been included for
flight safety, maintenance, engineering management and operational support benefits.
These specification requirements have been used on all new aircraft/engine programs
(e.g., F-14A+, F-14D, A-6F, AV-8B, E-2C re-engine and V-22). When justifiable, EMS is
also being considered for retrofit on several older aircraft/engine applications.

This paper gives an overview of US Navy EMS program status. Established EMS
functional capabilities and requirements are discussed and detailed specification
items are reviewed. Current EMS projects are examined with respect to system
description, program status and individual peculiarities. Finally, conclusions are
given on EMS projected benefits, user experience, lessons learned and future
directions of this technology.

1. Introduction.

The inflight monitoring of aircraft engine condition has been a technique used
since the first airplane became airborne and the first pilots noted engine vibration
levels through their "seat-of-the-pants" sensor package. Normal cockpit
instrumentation is monitored to determine engine condition and after the flight,
provide information which gives indications of engine health and required maintenance
actions. Inflight engine monltorinq has indeed been around as long as aviation, but
what is changing is the relative degree of sophistication of the monitoring
techniques. As aircraft gas turbine engines become more complex and costly, and as
their maintenance and support costs increase, the use of more effective monitoring
techniques becomes a necessity.

Many increasingly sophisticated Engine Monitoring Systems (EMS) have been
developed and tried. Some of these systems have been very successful in advancing the
state-of-the-art, while others have only been partially successful. All these
previous EMS programs have provided valuable "lessons learned'. The US Navy has tried
to profit from its previous EMS programs and to apply these lessons to the next system
development.

This paper will give an overview of US Navy ENS program status. Established EMS
functional capabilities and requirements will be discussed and detailed specification
items will be reviewed. Several current EMS programs will be examined with respect to
background, system description, experience and high light "lessons learned*.

2. General EMS Requirements.

NAVAIR has made a real commitment to require inflight engine monitoring
capabilities and EMS on all new aircraft and engine programs. The current EMS
requirements and system design concepts are the end result of over 15 years of
developing system capabilities and justifying system benefits. These requirements and
system concepts are based on the "lessons learned" from the A-7E and F/A-18 Inflight
Engine Condition Monitoring System (IECMS) programs. The highly successful A-7E IECMS
(later called ENS) has been the cornerstone on which all present Navy ENS are based.
The positive experiences with these two programs have lead to the inclusion of
comprehensive EM4S requirements in the General Specification for Aircraft Turbojet and
Turbofan Engines, MIL-E-5007E (AS) dated 1 September 1983 srd the General
Specification for Aircraft Turboshaft and Turboprop Engines, MIL-E-8593 E (AS) dated 1
March 1984.

The EMS requirements in these general engine specifications are being tailored for
use on all new aircraft and engine programs. As a minimum, the comprehensive ENS
specified will include the following functional capabilities and requirements:

a. Take-off thrust check with cockpit indication. Provided primarily as a
flight safety and engine health indication.
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r b. Engine operational limit exceedance with five second pre-event and 25
second post-event time history recording with cockpit warning. Provided as both a
flight safety indication and maintenance troubleshooting aid. The exceedance event
time history records will be used along with a data processing ground station (DPGS)

pand diagnostic logic to provide automated diagnostic maintenance messages to simplify
data analysis.

c. Engine component life usage tracking (e.g., LCF and hot section cyclic
usage, engine hours, time-at-temperature). Provided primarily to track individual
usage of critical life limited engine components by S/N and to implement engine
warranty guarantees. Both a DPGS and an interface wit!, a fleetwide
maintenance/logistics management information system is required to adequately perform
these tasks. There are also flight safety and reduced engine removal rates associated
with this ENS capability.

d. Vibration frequency analysis (narrow band 'comb" filters and/or
"one-per-rev" tracking filter plus broad band) with cockpit warning. Provided
primarily as a flight safety indication and to improve aircraft availability by
shortening troubleshooting time for engine vibration pilot *gripes*. This capability
will also be extremely useful for improving engine discrepancy fault isolation and
fault detection and for providing trend data.

e. Performance degradation trending (gas path analysis). Provided primarily
to address the Engine Analytical Maintenance Program (EAMP) requirement "to acquire
performance data for trending". This data will be used to determine when to reject an
engine for low performance and may in some cases be used to fault isolate to the
module level. The actual data analysis for performance trending will be done off the
aircraft using a DPGS and special software routines. As with engine component life
usage tracking, an interface with a fleetwide maintenance/logistics management
information system is required to effectively implement engine performance trending.
This performance data may also be used for short-term trending to identify POD and
water wash requirements, and in conjunction with other EMS capabilities to generally
improve maintenance troubleshooting effectiveness.

f. Surge, bogdown and afterburner blowout detection and documentation.
Provided both as a flight safety indication and a means of improving maintenance
troubleshooting. Data will be recorded during these events for analysis in a DPGS.

g. Oil system monitoring. Provided both as an important flight safety
indication and as an aid to maintenance troubleshooting. The exact type of oil
monitoring was not specified to enable each type of aircraft/engine application to
take advantage of the best available techniques. These oil monitoring techniques
could range from chip detectors to master indicating chip detectors or quantitative
debris monitoring devices.

h. Fault detection and fault isolation of engine weapons replaceable
assemblies (WRA's). Provided primarily as a means for improving organizational
(0-level) maintenance troubleshooting effectiveness and reducing unsubstantiated
removals of engine components. There are also flight safety and aircraft
availability benefits associated with this capability. An O-level DPGS and automated
diagnostic software is require to effectively implement this capability.

i. Engine, engine module and aircraft serial number identification. Provided
to facilitate the use of engine component life usage and performance trend data with
an automated maintenance/logistic management information system.

These general engine specification ENS requirements also describe overall system
elements, interfaces, growth capacity and minimum parameter definition. The following
are paragraphs taken from the ENS requirements sections of these specifications:

"The total engine monitoring system will be comprised of engine and airframe
sensors, engine and/or airframe mounted signal conditioning and data processing
electronics, an airframe mounted visual data display, an airframe mounted removable
bulk data storage facility, a ground based data processing station and both airborne
and ground station software. The malfunction of any ENS hardware or software shall
not affect engine performance throughout the environmental conditions and operating
envelope of the engine. The level of fault detection and isolation of engine WA's
shall be determined by failure mode and effect analysis and reliability centered
maintenance analysis.*

E The EN4S shall have Built In Test Equipment (BITE) and self-check capability. The
ES shall have a minimum of 100 percent software growth capacity. Both airborne and
ground station data processing software algorithms shall be provided as an appendix of
the engine specification. If a digital engine control unit (ECU) is available, a data
interface with the EMS shall also be provided. The sensors together with their
location shall be specified in the engine specification. Electrical connections and
circuit details shall be in accordance with NIL-STD-1553 MUX Bus requirements and
shall be shown on the electrical installation connection figure.*

*gn? me Mnitorin Sensors. To support the requirement for inflight engine condition
sonitoring, engine sensors shall be provided for the following minimum parameters: HP
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shaft speed (NH), LP shaft speed (NL), compressor inlet temperature (Ti), compressor
inlet pressure (P1), compressor exit temperature (T3), HP compressor delivery pressure
(P3), turbine exit gas temperature (TS), turbine exit pressure (P5), afterburner
nozzle position (AS), fuel flow (Vf), power lever angle (PLA), inlet guide vane
positions (IGV), oil pressure (Poil) and vibration (VIB). Any additional engine
and/or aircraft sensors required for engine condition monitoring shall be defined in
the engine specification. The instrument range, system accuracy, time response and
electrical characteristics for each parameter shall be present in tabular form in the
engine specification."

"Thrust Indication. The engine shall provide signals for thrust com-utation. The
method for computing thrust from these signals shall be provided as an appendix of the
engine specification. These thrust computations shall be used by the EMS to provide
engine health take-off thrust check, with cockpit GO/NO-GO indication, and to support
engine performance degradation trending. Engine droop characteristics following the
initial thrust transient (e.g, ground idle to take-off thrust) shall be taken into
account when making thrust computations. The method used shall be accurate within
+3.0 percent of the actual net thrust and shall be verified through sea level static
and altitude test operation."

"Special Maintenance Instrumentation Provisions. The engine shall provide signals for
use in conjunction with other diagnostic equipment and/or technical data to provide
diagnosis and fault isolation of malfunctioning engine control functions. Provisions
shall be made for installation or connection of any instrument sensing equipment
necessary to evaluate engine performance at acceptance after overhaul. The use of EMS
supplied data with other engine peculiar ground support equipment (PGSE) shall be
defined in the engine specification."

3. A-7E EMS.

The US Navy A-7E is a single-engine light attack aircraft powered by the Allison
Gas Turbine (AGT) T741-A-2 engine. The A-7E EMS is a derivation of the early Inflight
Engine Condition Monitoring System (IECMS).

Background. The IECMS program was initiated in 1971 as the US Navy's first effort to
develop a comprehensive EMS capability and to address engine related flight safety
issues on the A-TE aircraft. The EMS is successor to the IECMS and represents the
application of an on-board microprocessor based system to continuously monitor engine
health, proide cockpit warning functions and output appropriate maintenance
information. The current EMS configuration is the culmination of several phases of
system development and evaluation. Both the early IECNS configuration and the EMS
were used to provide the experience and data to justify procurement of a relatively
expensive (approximately 10 percent of the engine cost) retrofit system. The close
scrutiny and the requirement to define and "prove" the cost-benefits of a
comprehensive EMS significantly stretched out the system development and evaluation
phases of this program. Pull retrofit of the A-TE fleet began in 1984 and is now
complete.

System Description.

The principal design goal of the original IECMS was to reduce engine related
aircraft losses by 50 percent. As the system was developed, evaluated and modified in
response to changing program justification requirements (e.g., the increasing
importance of on-condition maintenance), other design objectives were introduced. In
addition to improved flight safety, these design objectives were: reduced maintenance
costs, increased aircraft availability, and increased mission effectiveness.
The A-7E EMS is comprised of four major subsystems: an engine sensor kit, an avionics
kit, an airframe change kit, and a DPGS. The EMS continuously monitors a total of 46
engine and airframe parameters. The engine kit monitors 35 of these signals by means
of 14 transducers added to the basic engine installation. The avionics kit consists
of a Teledyne Controls supplied microprocessor based Engine Analyzer Unit (EAU) and a
Data Display Unit (DDU). The avionics kit monitors and signal conditions all
parameters, activates cockpit warning lights, provides out-of-limit exceedance "flags'
for downing gripes and records data on a removable Tape Magazine Unit (TNU) for
subsequent post-flight ground analysis. The airframe change kit was designed and
instolled by the government and includes cockpit modifications, additional sensors and
switches and a wiring harness. It should be noted that the EAU is mounted in a
specially designed compartment in the engine bay. The DPGS is an "off-tbe-shelf"
ground based computer system utilized for analysis, automated diagnostics, and
trending of EMS data.

Allison was the prime manufacturer responsible for developing the EMS airborne and
ground based hardware and software. A more detailed description of the A-7E EMS
program and operational experience can be found in references (a) and (b).

Accomplishments and Experience. During the progressive fleet evaluation program
several major accomplishments occurred. Enthusiastic acceptance of the system and

endorsement by the fleet operating squadrons are primarily due to improved maintenance
troubleshooting time resulting in increased aircraft availability. During a 1979
fleet evaluation period two squadrons of early XE30S equipped A-72's documented a 60
percent reduction of engine maintenance man hours per flight hour and a 40 percent
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reduction in engine removal rate. There has also been a consistent reduction in
unsubstantiated component removal rates. The most significant accomplishment has been
the absence of engine caused aircraft losses. There were no engine caused aircraft
losses with the original two squadrons of IECxS nor with the early fleet ENS. Fleet
wide retrofit of DES on all A-7E and TA-7C aircraft is now complete and there has been
only one documented engine related aircraft loss. In this particular incident, the

* engine problem was related to a HP fuel pump failure that the EMS was not designed to
detect.

Lessons Learned.

The very successful A-7E IECHS and ENS programs provided the basis to justify the
capabilities and benefits of future US Navy ENS programs. Some of the important
lessons learned from these programs are as follows:

a. As the first Navy comprehensive ENS program, a lot of time and effort was
required to overcome the management prejudice and uncertainty associated with ENS
benefits, reliability, and cost-effectiveness. This really stretched out the program
but once accomplished would not have to be repeated on subsequent aircraft programs.

b. ENS works. It saves aircraft, reduces maintenance and improves aircraft
availability.

c. Improved flight safety and increased troubleshooting effectiveness sold
the system at the time of initial production decision. Use of the system to provide
life usage data, performance trending and parts life tracking, though inherent in the
system design, did not play a strong part in the production decision process.

d. Fleet-wide retrofit of ENS on an older aircraft is desirable and
justifiable. The A-7E aircraft was about half way though its projected operational
life when retrofit was initiated.

e. Our one aircraft loss for an engine problem was caused by an accessory
failure that was monitored in the early IECNS design but dropped in the production EMS
as a system cost reduction item.

f. A dedicated team of contractors lead by one clearly established prime
gives the best chance for a successful development program.

g. Vibration monitoring is perhaps the most useful ENS capability. A good
vibration monitoring capability can address a very large group of engine problems.
Most of the system's flight safety related "finds" have been through the vibration
monitoring capability.

h. The longer freezing of the development software can be delayed, the more
capable and successful the production EMS will be.

i. Engine manufacturer on-site contractor support for a period following
fleet introduction is required.

4. F/A-18 IECMS.

The F/A-18 aircraft is a dual mission fighter and attack aircraft powered by two
General Electric (GE) F404-GE-400 engines. The F/A-18 is currently operational with
the US Navy and Marines, the Canadian Forces, Australia and Spain. The IECKS was an
original design requirement and was developed during the normal aircraft
Full-Scale-Development (FSD) program.

Background.

The IECNS was developed for the F/A-18 aircraft by McDonnell Aircraft (MCAIR) with
GE responsible for the F404 engine sensor package and software algorithm development.
A minimum baseline system was defined in the original aircraft and engine
specifications. The system design evolution consisted of extensive trade-studies
being conducted by both MCAIR and GE to define the practical and cost-effective levels
of monitoring consistent with state-of-the-art sensor, avionics, and diagnostic
software capabilities. This trade-study approach made extensive use of failure modes
and effects analysis (FMEA), MSG-2 type analysis and sophistLated life-cycle cost
models. These trade studies were to be used by the program managers to justify any
system growth from the baseline definition and were intended to define an optimized
IECNS to be developed during the F/A-18 aircraft and F404 engine FSD programs.

After Navy approval of the trade-study result and prototype system definition, the
Phase II system development effort commenced with IECNS sensors being used on the
initial F404 development engines, GE developing the software algorithms, MCAIR
procuring avionics hardware and the IECNS being flown concurrently with the first full
scale development flight test aircraft. Not only was the F/A-lB IECKS developed
simultaneously with initial aircraft and engine development programs, the system was
intended to be fully compatible with the aircraft/engine maintenance concept as it
evolved into an operational maintenance plan.
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System Descriptiun.

The original design goals of this system were to provide inflight pilot warnings
of any detected engine anomaly serious enough to warrant aborting the flight and to
provide data to track the actial life usage of the intended life limited engine
components. A secondary design goal was to reduce maintenance costs by recording
information during an engine anomaly for fault isolation on the ground. This
secondary design goal would increase maintenance troubleshooting efficiency and reduce
aircraft turn around time. The F/A-18 IECMS is a real-time engine monitoring and life
tracking system and has been installed on all production and test aircraft. The
system is highly integrated with other avionics systems, minimizing cost and weight.
The system alerts the pilot during flight to serious engine anomalies and sets
maintenance codes for the ground crew. Engine data is automatically recorded up to
five seconds before and 25 seconds after the anomaly. In addition, life usage
parameters, used for tracking remaining engine life, are calculated during flight.

The primary components of the on-board system are as follows:

En ine Sensors - 13 engine sensors are used by IECMS. All but five of these
s 7re reqred for engine control or cockpit display purposes. The sensor

signals are passed to the airframe in an analog or frequency form and are then
converted to digital form. Each signal is carried by a discrete wire.

Airframe Parameters - The IECMS airframe parameters include Mach number, altitude,
freestream t-tal temperature, angle of attack, normal load factor, fuel pressure and
temperature. All of these parameters are required for the aircraft flight control
system and are therefore available without additional cost.

Maintenance Si nal Data Converter (MSDC) - The Bendix supplied MSDC, which is
located in the right Leading Edge Extension (LEX), converts the engine sensor signals
from analog or frequency form to digital. In addition to converting the IECMS
signals, the MSDC converts the signals from seven other systems (fuel, environmental
control, electrical, etc.). Thus, the MSDC is not dedicated to the IECMS, but is
shared by the other systems.

Maintenance SIinal Data Recorder (MSDR) - The MSDR, located in an easily
accessible avionics bay under the left LEX, receives the digital data from the MSDC
and records the engine data on a magnetic tape called the Tape Magazine Unit (TMU).
Data is recorded when an anomaly is detected by the IECMS logic and prior to takeoff
(for engine performance trending). The MSDR is a part of the MSDC. The data recorded
on the THU also includes airframe fatigue data, and a 'crash tape" recording. The THU
has sufficient capacity for approximately seven flights.

Maintenance Monitor Panel (IOMP) - The MMP is located in the nose gear wheel-well
and provides the ground crewman with a three-digit number, called an MMP code, for
each event detected by IECMS during the flight. Currently, IECMS defines 44
maintenance codes for engine anomalies detected during flight. In addition, 231 codes
are defined for monitoring other systems on the aircraft. The MMP code provides a
direct entry into the troubleshooting trees in the maintenance manual.

Mission Coimuter (MC - The MC contains all of the logic used by IECMs. The IECMS
logic cones ts o 400 1 -bit words, which is two to four percent of the MC capacity,
depending on MC model. The logic can be thought of as falling into three categories:
continuous engine operation monitoring logic, "as required" monitoring logic, and
engine life usage tracking logic.

Digital Display Indicator (DI) - Two independent cathode ray tubes, called DDI's
are used to display engine data and other system information as requested by the
pilot. Each DDI can display information independently, allowing different systems to
be simultaneously presented to the pilot.

Engine data is displayed in the cockpit. Five engine parameters are continuously
displayed on digital gages and, when requested by the pilot, eight additional
parameters are displayed on the DDI. When these parameters are displayed on the DDI,
the current engine and flight data can be recorded by pressing a DDI button. The
record button is located immediately below and to the right of the DDI screen. When
pressed, five seconds of prior engine/flight data and 25 seconds of subsequent data
are recorded on the TMU. This same pre/post-event data record is automatically
recorded by IECHS whenever an engine exceedance is detected. The "pre-event"
recording feature is accomplished by continuously storing the last five seconds of
data in the computer memory and freezing that data when an exceedance is detected or a
data record is requested by the pilot.

In addition to the operational exceedance engine monitoring functions of IECMS,
engine life usage is also monitored during flight. Eight Life Usage Indices (LUI's)
were developed by the engine manufacturer specifically for the F404 engine. These
LUI's are recorded on the magnetic tape and transferred to a ground based Parts Life
Tracking (PLT) program via a ground station. The LUI's tracked by IECNS are:

o Full W2 RP cle - This LUI, sometimes referred to as a "Type I Cycle", is
defined as aOff to Intermediate to Idle 12 RPM Cycle.
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o Partial 12 RPM cycle - This LUI, sometimes referred to as a "Type III cycle",
is defined as an Idle to intermediate to Idle N2 RPM4 Cycle.

o Equivalent Full Thermal Cycle (EFTC) - This LUI is the number of temperature
cycles occurring in the high pressure turbine blades weighted in severity
according to the magnitude of the cycle.

o Stress Rupture Counts SRC - SEC's are accumulated at a rate dependent on
high pressure turbine (PT) blade metal temperature. The higher the blade
metal temperature, the faster SRC's are added.

o Time at Maximum Power (TAMP) - TAMP is the time at Intermediate power setting
or above.

o Full PS3 Cycle - This LUI is used to track pressure cycles for the core engine.
AfTulTTcycTeoccurs when the compressor discharge pressure reaches a level near
the maximum allowed. These cycles occur only at high-speed flight at low
altitudes.

o Partial PS3 Cyles - Partial PS3 cycles occur when the compressor discharge
pressure reac es 85 percent of the maximum allowable.

o Engine Oerating Time - This is simply the time the engine operates at or above
ground Idle.

Additional capabilities have been added to IECMS over a period of time, either as
a response to new fleet discovered engine deficiencies or as better understanding was
gained on how to monitor original requirements. A more detailed description of the
F/A-l8 IECMS system can be found in reference (c).

Accomplishments and Experience.

During the course of system development and subsequent fleet use of the system,
many significant accomplishments occurred. Probably the most significant has been the
continued use and support of the system by the fleet, even though only a marginally
functional ground based data processing station, the Enhanced Comprehensive Asset
Management System (ECAMS), was provided.

Recording data during engine anomalies has provided valuable feedback which
accelerated the development of the engine. Many times problems that occur in the
flight environment are nearly impossible to duplicate on the test stand. Lack of
insight into these problems delays their solution, resulting in a less mature engine
and greater retrofit costs when the solution is found. Acquiring pre/post-event data
as the engine anomaly occurs during flight provides the insight to understand the
cause of the problem. The benefits have been a more effective Component Improvement
Program (CIP) and a more rapid development of the engine.

Tracking engine usage during flight has reduced engine spare parts costs. The
engine usage is tracked using the LUI's as previously described. Based on actual
usage data, spare parts costs savings for one life limited engine component were
estimated to exceed $18.10 per engine flight hour, or $72,400 over the
4000 hour life of an engine. Total Life Cycle Cost (LCC) savings would be greater if
all elements of costs in the LCC accounting system were considered.

Lessons Learned.

The F/A-18 IECMS program has and is continuing to provide many significant lessons
learned. Some of the more important of these are as follows:

a. Extensive trade-studies to design and justify the most cost-effective
system doesn't always cause the optimum design to be implemented. A much more success
oriented approach is to specify desired system functional capabilities and to maintain
these specification requirements as mandatory.

b. To reduce weight and cost, engine monitoring systems can be integrated
with the other avionics on the aircraft. This is best achieved during initial design
of the aircraft.

c. Using a central Mission Computer (MC) as an airborne memory for the EMS
software greatly limits development and growth. The ENS software requirements in the
MC will always take a secondary priority of importance to tactical capabilities and
needs.

d. To enhance flexibility and reduce cost, the monitoring system software
should be fully re-programmable without requiring hardware modification to accommodate
logic modification as more experience is gained in the operational use of the weapon
system.

t. To accelerate engine development, the monitoring system should have the
capability to record data during and prior to a detected engine exceedance. This is
beneficial for developing the monitoring logic and for understanding the cause of
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engine anomalies.

". To accelerate development of the monitoring logic, a continuous recording
system is desirable during the flight testing stage. Such recording can be achieved
via a separate on-board recorder or through ground telemetry.

g. To avoid electromagnetic interference (EMI), all low voltage signals,
especially vibration signals, should be amplified as near as possible to the sensor.
To avoid saturation of the charge amplifier, the vibration signal should be filtered
to eliminate the high-frequency signal above 10,000 Hz prior to amplification.

h. A maintenance recorder can also provide a crash recorder function. The
TU has survived and been successfully used in the post-crash investigation of most
F/A-lB crashes.

i. Ground Station software development must be part of the original system
and aircraft FSD program. The F/A-18 ECAS program was added as an after thought and
has continuously limited the development and full implementation of IECMS
capabilities.

J. Without full development of IECMS troubleshooting and diagnostic
capabilities, fleet support of engine component life usage tracking is difficult.
This is because improved troubleshooting and diagnostic capabilities are used by the
fleet operators on a daily basis while life usage tracking is a more long term
benefit.

k. Poorly designed vibration monitoring capabilities will cause erroneous
indications which are not tolerated by the fleet. The ICEMS avionics design left out
a required high frequency vibration filter. This design ommission caused high energy
noise from the vibration accelerometer to sometimes satucate the signal processing
electronics and resulted in erroneous vibration warnings. The fleet quickly turned
off the cockpit vibration warning function.

1. To avoid setting false cautions and maintenance warnings, engine
operational limit exceedances should persist for several computer iterations.

m. Through aircraft FSD and continuing into production, there will be a great
use of EMS supplied data to address many types of engine problems in the engine CIP.

5. AV-SB EMS. The AV-8B Harrier Aircraft is a Vertical and Short Take-off and
LandTngTV-SfOL) attack aircraft powered by a single Rolls Royce F402-RR-406 engine.
The AV-SB aircraft is an updated design of the British AV-8A aircraft and is being
built jointly by (MCAIR) and British Aerospace. The EMS was developed jointly by
NAVAIR and the UK Ministry of Defense (NOD) for application on both the AV-SB and the
British GR-5 aircraft. This system is also being procured for the Spanish Harrier
Aircraft.

Background.

The Harriers EMS evolved from a UK MOD attempt to define and develop a
standardized EMS for application on several British Aircraft. The initial application
for such a system was the GR-5 aircraft. Since the AV-8B and GR-5 aircraft were being
developed under a joint program it became natural for a common EMS effort to be
proposed. Under a joint US/UK Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) a common system was
developed meeting both the US and UK requirements. Originally the UK requirements
stressed life usage monitoring while the US was more interested in the increased
flight safety afforded by vibration monitoring and the improved troubleshooting
provided by limit exceedance and incident recording. After much collaboration a
standard EMS with common hardware and software was developed and is being implemented
in both services' Harrier aircraft.

The development of the Plessey EMS avionics was a government furnished equipment
(GFE) effort, lead by UK MOD. The engine kits and software algorithms were supplied
from Rolls Royce. The installation considerations and integration were divided
between British Aerospace and MCAIR. This required quite a management coordination
effort.

Accomplishments and Experience.

The major accomplishment has been the successful development of a standard ENS
with common hardware and software meeting both countries' and services' peculiar
requirements. Even though the AV-8B and GR-5 aircraft are sim'lar, how they are to be
used and bow the individual services perceived the use of EMS data in their own
maintenance concepts are somewhat unique. This took a significant management effort
on the part of all parties and often involved some good compromise.

System development and qualification is complete and production delivery is under
way. Flight test evaluations were conducted both by the US Navy and MCAIR at their
facilities and by the British Aerospace and the RAF in England. The systems are just
now being implemented in fleet aircraft.
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System Description.

For the AV-8B and GR5, where great emphasis has been placed on size and weight
constraints, the EMS hardware comprises two airborne and two ground units as follows:

Airborne:
Engine Monitoring Unit (EMU)
Quick Access Recorder (QAR) optional
The US Navy will use a Data Storage Unit (DSU) Maintenance
Recorder

Ground:
Data Retrieval Unit (DRU)
Data Processing Ground Station (DPGS)

The airborne units are mounted in the wheel-well and used respectively to compute
e:gine life and store raw data. Ground data handling equipment consists of the DRU
which is a back pack or hand held unit. This unit can also be used to diagnose
transducer/signal input failures and/or produce first line engine diagnostics for
service use.

The EMS is designed to provide the following functional capabilities:

LCF C - Centrifugal LCF counts can be calculated for up to 14 specified
componnisIIId up to 18 for combined thermal and centrifugal LCF counts.
Additionally, torque and pressure induced LCF functions can be incorporated.

Turbine Blade Life Usage - Thermal fatigue and creep usage can be calculated on up
to four specified components. Blades will be lifed on either thermal fatigue or
creep.

Limit Exceedances - The EMS can be programmed to detect any limit or rate of
change exceedance. On detection of an exceedance it will continue to monitor and
record its duration and magnitude.

Vibration Monitoring - The EMS will receive a broad band vibration signal from one
piezoelectr i tanduer. The signal will be conditioned through an integrating
charge amplifier and passed through an array of 15 discrete band-pass filters. The
filters can be selected to isolate a specific frequency band associated with gearboxes
and accessories.

Incident Recordin - When a limit exceedance occurs, or a specified rate of change
is exceeded, vant data will be recorded for a minimum period of five seconds
before and 20 seconds after the incident. In addition to recording data from
exceedances, more complex incidents can be programmed in the same way as software
becomes available. At the request of the US Navy a pilot initiated record capability
has been incorporated.

Continuous Recodl - A continuous recording device can be fitted to any aircraft
when woTe i datiai a required. All input, and some calculated parameters can be
obtained.

Data Retrieval - The life usage and incident data can either be displayed on a LED
display, or in the case of the AV-8n, on the cockpit CRT. However, the amount of
information displayed in this way is, of necessity, very limited, and the displays are
not suitable for the output of stored data associated with incidents. A Data
Retrieval Unit (DRU) has therefore been provided. The main function of the DRU will
be to transfer data from the aircraft to the ground data computer. Hard copies of
parameters versus time and trend plots will be available from the ground computer, and
parts life records will be automatically updated. A data processing ground station
capability is being developed by both services.

The data required to perform these functions are available from five different
types of data source:

Analogue Transducers
Multiplex Data Bus (1553)
Digital Engine Control System Data Bus
Engine Display panel UART link
Vibration Transducer

Results are stored in non-volatile memory and are available for output to ground
based support equipment (DRU), the cockpit Digital Display Indicator (DDT) or, in the
US Navy's case by reading the DSU. Discrete outputs are provided in the form of a
cockpit amber caution lamp and a refueling panel incident/exceedance warning
indicator. Raw data obtained from continuous recording are available in tape cassette
or tape cartridge form.

By design, significant system growth capacity is available to add future
functional capabilities. A further detailed description of the AV-8B and GR-5 ENS can
be found in reference (d).

___.-!'. 4~
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Lessons Learned.

The joint AV-SB and GR-5 aircraft WMS program has and still is providing may
lessons learned. Some of the more important ones are as follows:

a. The unique W4S requirements of two services in two countries can be merged
into a common system development. This approach takes a large government management
effort and is based on the willingness to make intelligent compromises, keeping
communication paths open and having lots of face-to-face meetings of all participating
parties.

b. Interfacing the EMS with a DECU is very desirable and can help obtain a
very comprehensive monitoring functional capability with the addition of only a few
extra dedicated EMS sensors. This is particularly true in regard to the parameter
signals necessary to increase fault detection/fault isolation capability of control
input and output related accessories and WRA's.

c. Similarly, a standard MUX Bus interface gives the ENS access to a large
number of aircraft parameters which normally would not be easily and affordably
available. This capability lets ENS interface with many other aircraft subsystems and
lets the EMS pickup new parameter inputs which were not defined as necessary in the
original system design.

d. An adequate EMS stall warning capability can require a P83 parameter
sampling rate as high as 50 to 100 times per second.

e. High EMI environments and electronic noise considerations can mandate
mounting the vibration signal charge amplifier on the engine as close to the vibration
pickup as possible. The low level signal of a vibration accelerometer makes long runs
of unshielded wire very undesirable if the charge amplifier is located in the EMS
avionics "black box."

f. Noise in the aircraft wiring, subsystem signals, and MUX Bus can require
additional ENS signal input filtering to avoid erroneously interpreted data spikes.

g. other aircraft subsystem BITE capabilities can be misinterpreted by the
interfaced ENS software causing data interrupts, erroneous diagnostics, or equipment
shutdown.

h. Troubleshooting system development problems over long distances,
particularly during flight tests with inadequate funding, no central contractor as
prime and confused contractual support requirements is very difficult to impossible.
The optimum solution, of course, is to have one well funded contractor as prime in
charge of and responsible for making the system work at a single flight test site.

i. Aircraft wiring problems, if not adequately attacked and attended to will
greatly retard system development.

j. Late attention to all of the systems ILS elements and to DPGS development

will delay system production incorporation and subsequent fleet implementation.

k. A GFE system development is very management intensive and makes software
changes difficult to manage and implement.

6. E-2C ENS.

The US Navy E-2C is an all weather airborne early warning and control aircraft
that patrols defense perimeters to detect approaching enemy threats and directs the
friendly aircraft to engagement. The current E-2C is powered by two Allison T56-A-425
Series III engines. The US Navy is procuring new E-2C aircraft with updated avionics
and powered by a new technology engine and using improved maintenance concepts. An
ENS to monitor the health of the engine was initiated in 1984 and was incorporated
into the engine design.

Background. An 1NS for the T56-A-427 engine was developed by Allison Gas Turbine
under Navy contract for retrofit into the E-2C aircraft. The system, designated as
T56-A-427 EMS, is designed to continuously monitor engine health, record pertinent
information, and through a ground station provide diagnostic information to operating
personnel. In-house and fight testing are under way and system completion is expected
in late 1988. Advances in state-of-the-art computer and sensor technology have
improved system cost and reliability over previous ENS systems. The 3MS was
originally to be developed as part of the engine FSD program, bvt funding cuts caused
the EMS to be developed as a separate contractual effort.

System Description.

The ENS system is comprised of the elements necessary to perform continuous engine
monitoring for the purposes of providingi flight safety-related cockpit warnings,
postflight exceedance/maintenance indicators, postflight data analysis specifying
maintenance requirements and procedures, and long-range tracking of engine performance
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and parts life usage criteria. The elements consist of dedicated ENS components, data
outputs from the engine Digital Electronic Control (DEC), and airframe discrete
(switch position) recognition via an airframe installed harness. The dedicated ENS

*components include an airframe mounted GE supplied Engine Analyzer Unit (EAU) with a
removable Tape Transport Cartridge (TTC), engine-mounted transducers and a Ground
Station (GS). The airborne equipment functions to acquire data while the ground
station performs detailed maintenance diagnostics and engine usage data bookkeeping
functions.

The EMS concept and design philosophy for the E2-C/T56-A-427 is based on the
following objectives: enhanced flight safety, reduced maintenance costs, increased
aircraft availability and reduced in-flight mission aborts. This system concept and
design philosophy is common to all new Navy EMS programs.

Flight safety, the main emphasis of the T56-A-427 EMS, is enhanced by advanced
detection of malfunctions and computer assisted maintenance decisions. Advanced
detection of engine malfunctions in their early stages is intended to provide
sufficient warning to the pilot to enable safe landing prior to major engine/component
failure. The system is designed to provide the pilot with a degree of information
regarding engine health equal in measure with his work load and need.

The overall reduction in engine maintenance costs ranks second only to flight
safety in justifying the need to have an operating EMS. Maintenance expenditures
(man-hours and material) are reduced through elimination of shotgun troubleshooting,
reduced fault isolation time, early detection of malfunction (reducing or eliminating
secondary damage), and on-condition maintenance capability (versus fixed time
intervals).

Aircraft availability is automatically improved via reduced maintenance actions
and man-hours. Improved availability can ultimately pay off in reduced inventory. In
addition, valuable manpower resources can be redirected from engine-related
maintenance to other areas, helping increase aircraft availability.

The system objective of in-flight mission abort reduction is best fulfilled
through improved overall maintenance and early detection of engine malfunctions.
These system capabilities enable corrective maintenance to be performed in the early
problem stages to reduce the number of malfunctions requiring mission aborts.

Accomplishment and Experience.

The accomplishments to date have only involved the system design, development and
qualification efforts. No real user experience has been accumulated. Much of the
system design and development efforts have centered on trying to manage issues that
were continuously arising between the development prime and his subcontractor. This
situation was compounded by the Navy breaking out the avionics for a direct
procurement from the development subvendor before the system was fully developed and
qualified.

Large slippages in the engine ISD and flight test programs have both helped and
hurt the EMS development effort. The additional time afforded from these slippages
has enabled similar delays in the EMS development program to be seen as less critical
to the overall program. Conversely though, the test cell and flight test slippages
have greatly reduced the amount of operational test time the EMS will experience prior
to production incorporation. This will most significantly impact the amount of
development software changes possible prior to production delivery.

Of significant note concerning this ENS design is the use of Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) data analysis for the vibration monitoring capability. This is the
first US Navy application of FIT vibration analysis in an airborne EMS, and should, if
successful, provide the most powerful form of engine vibration monitoring yet.

Lessons Learned.

The E-2C EMS program though not yet fully developed and implemented into
production has already provided many significant lessons learned. Some of these are
as follows:

a. Funding cut backs and management redirection can certainly adverely impact
a well planned program. The ENS developmert was originally an integral part of the
new T56-A-427 engine FSD program. An urgent funding cutback caused the ENS effort to
be redirected as a separate development effort. Many of the planned EMS development
items normally procured were dropped Just to keep the prograi. alive. This
particularly affected testing and software documentation. At the same time, the EIS
avionics was redesigned to handle a four engine application of the current model T56
engines. Only problems resulted from this program redirection.

b. The EMS avionics should not be broken out from the development prime
prematurely. Because of pressures of new procurement regulations, a decision was made
to break-out the first production lot procurement of the =4S avionics before
qualification and flight tests were finished. This was a very bad move since both
Allison, the development prime and Navy program management immediately lost management

4 -
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leverage with the avionics subvendor.

c. Aircraft delivery pressures should not force premature EMS production
commitments. Because of aircraft delivery schedule pressures, a pilot production
contract was signed for ENS avionics before much engine test cell and flight test
experience was accumulated. This leaves very little time and management leverage for
cost-free software changes prior to production delivery. It is very likely that the
program structure and production delivery schedules will cause us to freeze the
software configuration too early.

d. The ENS avionics subvendor pilot production contract should not be signed

until all development specification issues are resolved. The Navy signed a
pilot-production contract with the EMS avionics subvendor before all development
problems and prime/subvendor specification issues were resolved. This again was a
Navy management mistake, caused by delivery schedule pre3sures, which left the user in
the middle of some costly and unresolved development issues.

e. Design trade-offs within the EMS system should not adversely affect the
systems overall performance. The EMS avionics design failed to adequately isolate
some sensor input failures from affecting similar sensor inputs. This was because of
poor design trade-offs of internal fault tolerance versus fault detection.

7. P-14D, and A-6F Fatigue and Engine Monitoring System (FENS).

The F-14A+ aircraft is a re-engined version of the current F-14A Tomcat fighter
powered by two GE Fll0-GE-400 engines. Besides the new engines, the F-14D introduced
a new set of avionics including a standard 1553 MUX Bus. The A-6F aircraft is an
upgraded version of the current A-6E Intruder aircraft with among other modifications
two new F404-GE-400 engines, a 1553 MUX BuS, and new avionics. All three of these new
aircraft are built by Grumman Aircraft and include very comprehensive FEMS
capabilities.

Background.

After several unsuccessful attempts to structure and fund an EMS program, the
current P-14A aircraft still does not have a monitoring system. With the proposal of a
F-14A re-engine project, an ENS requirement was specified. This requirement was
especially easy to justify since the USAF version of the P110 engine already had an
ENS capability in the F-16 aircraft. Also new engine warranty guarantees mandated
some level of ENS to track life usage. very early in the program definition this
basic EMS requirement was combined with a similar requirement for an airborne aircraft
fatigue monitoring system. As the CFE prime, Grumman Aircraft conducted a competition
and selected Northrop Electronics to built the avionics for a common PENS.

The A-6F aircraft planned to use the original F/A-l8 aircraft MSDR system to meet
its aircraft fatigue and engine monitoring requirements. Concerns over the
state-of-the-art of the current MSDR hardware and the undesirability of using the
Mission Computer (MC) for the airborne application program changed this plan.
Previous 345 programs* "lessons learned" were applied, and a version of the F-14D FEUS
was proposed for the A-6P application. Commonality goals were applied and the
Northrop FENS was re-defined to provide a 100 percent common hardware system for use
on the F-14A+, F-14D and A-6F aircraft. It should be noted that along with the common
FENS functional requirements, the A-6F system also monitors the status of
approximately SO other subsystems.

System Description.

FENS is intended to extend the life and safety of the fleet by permitting
maintenance to be performed as a function of actual life usage instead of costly time
scheduled maintenance routines at periodic intervals.

PFUS io comprised of an Airborne Data Acquisition Set (ADAS), a Data Storage Set
(DSS), an Engine Nounted Signal Processor (EMSP) and the Data Processing Ground
Station (DPGS).

Airborne Data Aauilsition Set. The ADAS is maintained common to the F110-GE-400
(T-14A+ and 7-14D) end the P404-GE-400D (A-6F) EMS requirements by containing the
necessary hardware/software for both engines. Configuration of the ADAS for each
engine is accomplished through the use of external aircraft harness pins. The ADAS is
comprised of an Airborne Data Acquisition Computer (ADAC) and the Flight Maintenance
Indicator (NI).

Airborne Data Acauisition Computer. The ADAC processes data and interfaces with the
NC as a 1553 NU1 3.s remote terminal. In the case of the F-14A+, the ADAC receives
data from the Computer Signal Data Converter (CSDC) via s Serial Digital Data
Interface (SDDI). The ADAC is responsible for executing fatigue and engine monitoring
algorithms and setting engine failure alert flags for the NC. The ADAC also
interfaces directly with the RI to display USI codes, flag the MI's failure
indicator and clear the PHI display.
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li~ght aintenance Indicator. The FmI is located in the nose wheel-well for easy
by mantenance personnel. The FMI has the capability of Inputing discrete data

* to the ADAC to initiate the fluids check function and initiate the fault code display
function.

Data Storag Set. The DSS consists of a Data Storage Unit (DSU) and a Data Storage
In Receptacle (DSUR). The DSU contains the necessary electronics to communicate
with the MC as a 1553 HUX Bu remote terminal and is transportable between the
aircraft and ground stations. The DSU contains enough solid state non-volatile memory
for two to eight flights before removal, and data received from the MC is sequentially
stored. The DSUR is connected on a MIL-STD-1553 avionic bus and is located in the
aircraft cockpit.

Engine Mounted Signal Processor. There is an EI4SP mounted on each engine to provide
elementary data acquisition functions for reading data from engine mounted sensors.
The engine data collected by the EMSP is then sent to the ADAC via the 1553 HUX Bus.

Data Processing Ground Station.

The DPGS features include in-flight event data outputs for trouble-shooting and
failure investigations, performance trending alerts and charts, and an event and
maintenance history database. The DPGS incorporates a Parts Life Tracking System
(PLTS) to provide:

o Automated life consumption and configuration tracking by part.

o Removal forecasting.

o Fleet usage data reporting.

o Identification of part location.

o Transaction history.

o opportunistic maintenance advisory.

Accomplishments and Experience.

As of this date the PENS has not been operational in the fleet so there has been
no real user experience. Because of program slippages, there has been only limited
Grumman and lavy flight test experience using the system. What little there has been
was used mainly to troubleshoot specific system development problems. These problems
mainly involved fine tuning the software and getting the system interfaces and
installation integration to work right. The system integration efforts were greatly
enhanced by the extensive use of the Grumman avionics development laboratory 'benches'
and aircraft front frame avionics integration facility.

The major accomplishment of the FEMS program has been the design development and
implementation of a common aircraft fatigue and engine monitoring concept with 10J
percent common avionics hardware on three different aircraft using two different
engine types. This accomplishment is extremely significant since it shows that when
it makes sense, a standard monitoring system can be used on differing aircraft
applications. In this case there were two different basic aircraft types, three sets
of installation and integration problems, two very different engine type with their
own sensor sets, and three unique software application programs. Also, the A-6F added
other subsystem monitoring functions. In this case these three aircraft programs were
happening at approximately the same time frame and would all be done by the same prime
aircraft manufacturer. A common FEMS made sense and worked.

Lessons Learned.

The F-14A+, F-14D, and A-6F FENS programs have provided many lessons learned.
Many of these deal with program management and system integration. Some of the more
significant ones are as follows:

a. A common combined fatigue and engine monitoring concept using standard
avionics hardware can be designed, developed and implemented on two different aircraft
types, using different engines and requiring unique software programs. Attempts to
apply standard EMS hardware should not be applied universally, but only when it makes
sense.

b. one prime contractor for system development and early production
Implementation works best.

c. 7bo many. different contracts for various parts of the program, though a
programmatic and funding necessity, was very difficult to manage.

d. Use of very extensive avionics system bench integration tests were
extremely valuable but did not completely eliminate aircraft installation and software
problems during flight test.

• J .... .
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e. Changes in other aircraft subsystems software which interfaces with the
FE1S can adversely affect the FENS software. This is particularly bothersome when
these other interfacing subsystems are having development problems, either known or
unknown. It takes time to troubleshoot and fix these subsystem software problems and
the FENS development and evaluation process suffered.

f. It is unwise to adopt unchanged engine algorithms used for another ENS
application of the same engine. The initial FEMS position was that the older USAF
F110 engines algorithms would change by not more than 20 percent for the F-14
application. This was a naive position and caused too little software changes to be
budgeted, did not take into account that USAF F-16 software was changing as they
corrected their field problems, caused the production software configuration to be
frozen prematurely and resulted in production system delivered with known software
errors.

g. Not enough funding was allocated for FEMS software changes during aircraft
FSD. Similarly, post-development aircraft support budgets require adequate FENS
funding items for continuation of fine tuning of the system and software changes. The
danger is that this type of required support gets minimized or left out of fixed-price
contractual commitments.

h. It is very hard to predict and budget all FEMS development requirements in
a fixed-price development contract. Also sub-vendor 'buy-ins' in this type of
contractual arrangement could kill a good program either in development and/or
production.

i. DPGS software development is best done by the engine manufacturer.

j. A real time clock with continuous Julian Date capability is extremely
desirable to life usage monitoring and parts life tracking.

k. Getting the DPGS software and parts life tracking system developed
correctly and concurrent with fleet introduction of this airborne FENS is still one of
the most difficult tasks.

1. With two aircraft developments being conducted simultaneously, man-hour
priorities and shifting aircraft schedules greatly affect a common FENS development
program. This type of situation presents a unique management challenge.

m. Having gone through the F/A-18 IECMS experience greatly contributed to
GE's ability to develop new F404 algorithms and enhanced FENS applications software.
This is true for both the airborne and ground system elements.

n. The responsibility split by the GE team developing F-14 and A-6 ground
station software worked well and resulted in relatively common, "user friendly"
software with standard output formats.

o. The A-6F FENS turned into the first US Navy comprehensive mechanical
condition monitoring system by monitoring the engine, aircraft fatigue usage, and the
status of up to 80 other aircraft subsystems.

8. V-22 Vibration, Structural Life and Engine Diagnostics (VSLED).

The V-22 is a new multi-mission aircraft design using tiltrotor technology,
combining the efficient flight characteristics of a modern turboprop aircraft with the
vertical take-off and landing characteristics of a conventional helicopter. The V-22
aircraft will he used by US Marine corps, Navy, Air Force and Army for their
respective unique missions. The V-22 is powered by two Allison T406-AD-400 turboshaft
engines and depends heavily on monitoring techniques to optimize maintenance
efficiency.

Background.

The next generation of integrated aircraft health monitoring systems is now under
development for the Bell-Boeing V-22 tiltrotor aircraft. The VSLED system will be
instrumental in minimizing operational maintenance costs on this aircraft.

Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. is developing and integrating the VSLED system for
the V-22; Allison Gas Turbine is supplying the algorithms unique to the engine
monitoring function. The hardware and operating system for the VSLED airborne unit are
subcontracted to Teledyne Controls of Los Angeles, California.

The V-22 program has stringent maintainability and serviceability requirements,
and the VSLED system is being developed to help meet them. One of these requirements
is that the V-22 require half as many maintenance hours as helicopters of an
equivalent class. This means the V-22 must have a system to support the on-condition
maintenance concepts pioneered on earlier military aircraft. The application of
on-condition maintenance to the ENS will alone account for significantly lower
operational costs and enhance system readiness.

System Description. Recent years have seen great progress in the development of
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systems for processing and using data for the control of aircraft and the monitoring
of their condition. The V-22 has computers and data buses that exploit this progress
heavily for controlling and monitoring every aspect of flight. In addition to
supporting such obvious aspects as flight performance, engine performance, and
navigation, the data system can collect and process information on the functioning and
condition of system components for maintenance purposes. VSLED is the combination of
dedicated hardware and software that permits development of an on-condition system for
maintenance purposes.

Overall VSLED monitoring requirements.

Bell is developing all of the VSLED applications software that integrates the
following major monitoring functions:

a. A set of vibration diagnostic algorithms for the drive train, rotors and
engines.

b. On-board analysis of rotor track and balance and generation of
instructions for adjustment.

c. A structural-life monitoring program for the airframe.

d. A structural-life monitoring system for the rotor system and associated

dynamic components.

e. An engine monitoring system (EMS).

The central nervous system of the V-22 is a MIL-STD-15S3 dual-redundant data bus.
The VSLED avionics hardware operates as a remote terminal on this bus, receiving data
from a wide range of aircraft systems via one of two AU/AYX-14 mission computers that
direct traffic on the data bus. Through this avionics bus VSLED has access to the
triple-redundant flight control computers and their wealth of navigational and control
system data, all of which it uses in its algorithms. The avionics bus is also a
gateway for the display of maintenance data, rotor track and balance data, and
performance data on any of the four multi-function cockpit displays.

The avionics package includes a solid-state data storage cartridge. Data stored
in the VSLED airborne unit can be transferred to the cartridge for post-flight
processing at a designated ground station. The cartridge, which is part of the
aircraft data storage system (DSS), is also used to upload preflight mission data and
can be used to establish VSLED parameters peculiar to a specific aircraft
configuration.

The V-22 monitoring concept represents the most comprehensive system yet. A more

detailed description of the VSLED system can be found in reference (e).

Engine Monitoring System.

Design Goals.

The engine monitoring system is being designed to achieve the following goals:
increase flight safety, support on-condition maintenance, reduce life cycle costs and
acquire warranty data.

Improvements to flight safety result primarily from automatic in-flight display of
out-of-limit operating conditions. Display of in-flight operating limit exceedances
gives the pilot the timely information he needs in order to take action to avoid a
major engine failure. The system further improves flight safety by giving maintenance
personnel post-flight diagnostics for timely and accurate corrective maintenance. In
some cases, the fault isolation and detection capabilities of the system provide
information on maintenance requirements that is not otherwise available. For example,
trends In vibration levels can indicate the need to perform maintenance long before a
failure occurs.

The system supports on-condition maintenance by acquiring and analyzing the data
necessary for the direction of corrective and preventive maintenance. Performance and
vibration trending, parts life usage tracking, and full-time exceedance monitoring and
fault detection combine to make an on-condition maintenance concept possible. Instead
of being based on fixed intervals, inspections and maintenance will be scheduled as a
result of a measured rate of performance degradation or parts life usage. Operating
limit exceedances will be confirmed and quantified through the recorded data and,
depending upon their severity, the appropriate maintenance action will be scheduled.

Accomplishment and Experience.

The main accomplishments to date have resolved around establishing a final system
definition, getting development hardware built, generating initial algorithms and
software programs, and solving aircraft integration problems. At this time, only very
limited subsystem qualification has been performed and no flight-testing has occurred.
The management coordination of all the various subvendors involved in this fully
integrated monitor system has been a major accomplishment.

(N
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The design effort required to develop the small, light weight and very
functionally capable VSLED avionics unit with its large growth capacity has been
significant. The designed in hardware growth potential to add expanded gearbox
vibration monitoring at some future date is a significant accomplishment. The use of
FFT vibration analysis techniques implemented by a separate microprocessor is also
significant. This is the US Navy's first attempt to monitor a complete aircraft power
drive train including engine, gearboxes, proprotor, shafting and hangar bearings.
Much of the V-22 VSLED monitoring functions will apply directly to any future
comprehensive helicopter monitoring system.

Lessons Learned.

Even though the V-22 VSLED program is only in the initial stages of system
development, there have been several items that could be classified as lessons
learned. Some of the more important ones are as follows:

a. The new aircraft and engine maintenance concepts and warranty guarantees
are depending more and more on the data that an EMS can provide. The V-22 maintenance
plan and the T406-AD-400 engine warranty requires an EMS capability as provided by
VSLED.

b. There is a definite trend in the new aircraft programs to provide a more
integrated monitoring system. This is true in that the avionics supplying the
monitoring functions is not stand alone but integrated into the complete aircraft
avionics suite, often involving several 'black boxes", the mission computer, the 1553
WUX Bus, and common data storage units. This is also true in that more aircraft
subsystems are being monitored by the same integrated monitoring system.

c. -There is a trend toward grouping the mechanical subsystem monitoring
functions into one area of the integrated monitoring system, while the avionics
monitoring functions are accomplished in another area. This trend is exemplified in
the V-22, where the avionics monitoring function is performed in the mission computer
while engine, airframe fatigue, proprotor, gearbox, and hangar bearing monitoring is
performed by VSLED.

d. There is a trend, supported by increased airborne computer processing
capacity, to provide a higher level of on-board diagnostics and troubleshooting
capability. As the airborne system provides increased fault detection and fault
isolation capability, there is a lesser requirement to analyze recorded data in a
ground station before supporting aircraft turn-around decisions.

e. The DPGS software development can easily get off-track if it is not
contractually scheduled as an integral part of the aircraft FSD program. The VSLED
ground station software development was not part of the original FSD contract and
therefore, is significantly lagging the airborne system development. Airborne and
ground station system software development should be concurrent and managed by the
prime contractor.

f. With careful planning, significant growth capacity can be designed into
the airborne system with minimum cost and weight penalties. Comprehensive gearbox
vibration monitoring was a desired growth capability of the VSLED. This growth
capability was achieved by estimating necessary hardware and software requirements,
allocating the necessary spare connectors and input channels, increasing the power
supply, leaving two spare card slots and designing the mother board with this
increased capacity specifically in mind.

9. Conclusion.

Fully profiting from the experiences of previous EMS programs and applying
available lessons learned to current and future development efforts is a continuing
task requiring attentive management practices and good 'corporate' knowledge. Most
EMS benefits have now been well established and there is no continuing need to
re-justify these for every new program. The best way to ensure having an EMS as part
of a new aircraft development program is with detailed functional capability
specification requirements.

To date, if the top three lesson learned for EMS development were listed, they
would be as follows:

a. EMS works and the benefits are accepted.

b. One contractor should be established as prime for any development effort.

c. With an integrated avionics systems approach, careful management attention
must be paid to ensure that EMS fun'tional requirements are not compromised.

1-41-
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SUMMARY

The cost effectiveness of engine condition monitoring has often been questioned. The
Royal Air Force (RAF) has considerable experience of engine condition monitoring based
on a series of trials. Recently aircraft have been introduced with comprehensive
monitoring systems. Previous condition usage monitoring trials are outlined together
with the reasons for changing from scheduled based maintenance to condition based
maintenance. The cost effectiveness of various methods is revealed and the difficulty
of justifying the retrofit of equipment fleetwide is discussed. Finally, some of the
current activities in the RAF on condition monitoring are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

This is the second paper in a series of three prepared by the Air Force Department of
the UK Ministry of Defence on the subject of Engine Usage and Condition Monitoring
Systems (EUCAMS). The first, at reference 1, dealt with the broad aspect of the UK
requirement. The third, at reference 2, will be presented to ASME in June on the subject
of the application of Engine Health Monitoring (EHM) for future technology engines.

The Armed Forces of the UK have been accused of not revealing the cost effectiveness
of EUCANS and this paper has been prepared to answer that challenge. EHM is regarded
as part of the wider term EUCAMS which includes information management and the control
of assets. It is often not a clear argument whether one system or method Is more cost
effective than another, but the RAF does have a perspective on the cost effectiveness of
EHM based on RAF experience. This experience is based on three major exercises that
have sought to show the advantages in terms of:

a. Improved flight safety.

b. Aircraft availability.

c. Reduced support costs.

The equipments available to the RAF for EHM are discussed briefly together with a cost
effectiveness study for the application of those equipments to the Hawk and the Tornado.
The case for retrofitting equipment to aircraft is examined and the policy for EHM
on future aircraft is outlined. The advantages of parts life tracking is available
to the RAF in limited form on Tornado, but this will be much enhanced for the Harrier GR5
and could be improved for the Tornado. The systems currently being brought into service
are quite diverse, but their anticipated performance leads to the advantages sought by
the policy of introducing EUCAMS to the RAF. EUCAMS permits the move towards condition
based predictive maintenance, but this philosophy needs to be incorporated in the design
of an engine from the inception.

2. THE BENEFIT OF EUCANS

EUCAMS should give us the facility to monitor engine condition accurately and hence to
carry out maintenance activity only when necessary. All the following advantages Involve
considerable cost implications:

a. Flight Safety. A comprehensive monitoring system would not have prevented all
6 or so of our engine-caused aircraft losses per year. However, a significant
number of the mechanical failures and pilot overload events could be avoided with
appropriate monitoring techniques and one aircraft, costed at say £15M, saved per
year would pay for a sizeable EHM programme.

b. Life Cycle Costs (LCC). The engine represents a large part of the in-service sup-
port costs for aircraft. For example, the engine represents 47% for Harrier and 32%
for Hawk. These costs need to be reduced, because currently we spend 25% of the LCC
procuring an aircraft and then 75% supporting it over Its life. These ratios are
similar for engines but high support costs are preventing us from having better
equipment and updating equipment as often as is necessary.

_ _ _ _ _ _"
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C. Aircraft Engine Availability. In 1985, engine unserviceability was the single
*largest reason for lost Tornado flights. This has a severe operational implication

from cancelled missions, but there is an associated loss of training which causes
frustration to our aircrew and groundcrew alike.

* 3. EHN EXPERIENCE

The major exercises that have shown the financial advantages of EHM are as follows:-

a. Engine Usage Monitoring System. Engine Usage Monitoring System (EUMS) was
started in the 1970s to show engine usage and enable the calculation of accurate
LCF exchange rates. EUMS records engine parameters, via a data acquisition unit,
onto a standard C-120 cassette. The method is based on sampling engines. At each
unit flying the aircraft, a number of engines are instrumented for data sampling;
the data is then processed in industry who recommend exchange rates. E45M has
been saved over the life of the Adour in Hawk where the exchange rate has been reduced
from 8 to 2 cycles per hour.

b. Air Staff Target 603. Air Staff Target (AST 603) involved the embodiment of
EHN equipment to show the cost effectiveness of automatic data recording as an
EHM technique in conjunction with an on-condition maintenance policy. It commenced
in 1975 and the trial on 12 Hawk aircraft ran from October 1981 until the beginning
of 1985. The work in AST 603 included LCF calculation, assessment of creep and
thermal fatigue and condition monitoring through gas path parameter analysis of
limit exceedance for diagnostic purposes. A number of lessons learnt are detailed
at reference 1 and AST 603 formed the basis of the EMS for Harrier GR5.

c. Air Staff Requirement 1943. Air Staff Requirement (ASR) 1943 became the basis
of on-board calculations of LCF life used. The method has been a success, but
the cost of retro-installation has, so far, precluded its use on any aircraft other
than on those of the Red Arrows acrobatic team. Engines used by the team have been
shown to have a variability in cyclic consumption of up to 16:1 for aircraft in
different positions in the team's formation. Red Arrows engines are now lifed
directly by using the Smith's Industries Low Cycle Fatigue Counter (LCFC).

4. CHOICE OF EQUIPMENT

In 1984 Rolls Royce were commissioned to carry out a study on behalf of MOD into the
financial benefits that might have accrued by fitting various equipments for EHM to
the Hawk and the Tornado. From this study the RAF considered the advantage of the
existing EUMS fit against an additional fleetwide fit of an LCFC and then against a
fleetwide fit of an engine monitoring system (EMS) which includes the same lifing
facilities as the LCFC. The EMS used for the study was similar to that being procured
for the Harrier GR5.

a. Hawk. The savings attributed to EUMS for Hawk were estimated over 15 years from
1982. Savings for LCFC and EMS were estimated for a 15 year remaining life of the
aircraft, with an assumed start date of 1984. Actual and theoretical savings have
been estimated as follows:

Cost Total Cost Saving Cumulative Saving

EUMS 1 1 45 45

LCFC 1.05 2.05 (EUMS+LCFC) 9 54

EMS 2.7 3.7 (EIMS+EMS) 7 61

All the above figures are in millions of pounds Sterling. From the cost and saving
data, an LCFC fit would cost twice as much as EUMS but give only 16.5% saving beyond
that attainable with EUMS. An EMS would give all the benefit n1 the LCFC, but
would cost 270% more than a EUMS installation. It was clear to MOD that the return
on investment fully justified the cost of EUmS on Hawk but 83% of the benefit had
been obtained without making a further investment in LCFC. By tripling the cost,
EMS could have been installed but EUMS had already given 74% of the potential total
advantage. Now these deductions assume that EUMS would have been fitted regardless
of the other solution chosed.

b. Tornado RB199. Assessment of cost effectiveness for RB199 was a different
exercise because exchange rates from EUMS had shown that the design assumptions were
reasonable. Tornado EUMS has contributed to enhanced flight safety as well as having
assisted with logistic management. A reappraisal of the stress features and a
reassessment of the data base for the engine lifing showed that there are substantial
differences between operating units LCF exchange rates. The problem has been
highlighted because of the present system which calculates lifing for all Mks and
modification states of the engine in the same way. Studies are now in hand to see
whether such a common life policy is safe and cost effective. To examine whether a
fleetwide fit of an LCFC is cost effective needs the establishment of the baseline
for savings. In the case of the RB199 this is not the highest exchange rate in the
fleet, but the acceptance that flight safety has been confirmed and that the logistic
element of critical component lifing can be tackled in the fut re. EUMS on Tornado
cost £1.3M but the cost of a fleetwide fit of LCFC would have been £4.OM. For an

aT
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expenditure on EUNS of 32.5% of the cost of an LCFC fit, a considerable flight
safety benefit has been achieved. Based on Tornado EUMS results, we know that
variability of LCF consumption would result in a cost saving on 25% of components.
Currently, the exchange rates are based on a weighted average. From the report we
have assumed that 25% of the saving would be spread over 2/3 of the fleet, but the
remaining 1/3 of the aircraft would be found to be consuming LCF at twice the average
rate. The forecast saving in the Rolls Royce report for LCFC was £48M. However
the saving would drop to £20N if the variability of exchange rate were only 10%.
Figures for both cases appear below:

Variability
of usage 25% 10%

Saving - £48M £20K
RR Report
NOD estimate
Likely saving = 2/3 x 48 - (113 x 48)/2 2/3 x 20 - (1/3 x 20)/2

= £24N £lom

These figures assumed the actual saving will be abated over 1/3 of the fleet because
for those aircraft the exchange rate is higher than for the majority. Hence, a
return on investment of between 2 and 6-fold could be made through a fleetwide fit
of LCPC despite the advantages already accumulated through EUMS. Unfortunately,
this calculation assumed that the modifications for an LCFC could be implemented
quickly for the aircraft fleet; this is often not the case.

5. PARTS LIFE TRACKING

Since the study, referred to above, the advantages of the Engine Structural Integrity
Programme (ENSIP), detailed in reference 3, have been evaluated. In addition we have
found that variability of engine cyclic usage in the Tornado Fleet can be as high as
5 times for some components. One of the major features of the ENSIP approach is the
requirement for a life management plan including a parts life tracking (PLT) record
for individual components. The RAF has not tracked the life of individual components
other than on the basis of "lowest life part gives the life of the engine or module".
Calculations from EUMS showed that the variability on intermediate pressure compressors
(IPC) was particularly high for different roles of the aircraft. A poor logistic position
for the components led to the entire fleet being reassessed to see if some components
could have life extensions. This resulted in some 200 hours per component being clawed
back on some 300 IPC. This was equivalent to a saving of 60 IPC, represented a consider-
able financial saving and led to the concept of the fleet based exchange rate as opposed
to the more usual common exchange rate.

The advantage of this method of lifing cannot be realised unless a safe appreciation of
variability and its causes is obtained for a fleet of aircraft. In hand is a study of
the causes of variability, using the EU14S data base, together with a study to show
how often parts move between various operating units. Fleet-based exchange rates can
only be operated after statistically sound levels of data are available from each
operating unit. It has been found that after 100 sorties have been recorded for a role
or unit, the exchange rate tends towards a constant value. This true value can take
some time to emerge, particularly where training squadrons change role to operational
duties. Thus it is necessary to continue recording, to guard against small changes in
usage or tactics which can substantially affect exchange rates and the logistical position
for the engine. As a result, it has been proposed to increase the number of EUM4S aircraft
on the Tornado Fleet to 60 (from the 15 in procurement) so that each group of aircraft
has 10% with EUNS fitted. The cost of retro-fitting the aircraft will be recovered in
the first year's full saving which has been estimated at £3. The total saving over
the remaining life of the aircraft should amount to some £60M.

The first RAF aircraft to have an individual engine monitoring system (EMS) will be the
GR5 Harrier. This will therefore be able to give the life of individual components
against the engine usage. The RAF has insisted that the lifing with the EMS should be
executive from the introduction of the aircraft to service. The changes in aircraft
configuration make estimates of saving against the equivalent costs for the GR3 Harrier
an unfair comparison.

6. THE CASE FOR RETRO-FIT

The cost of individual health monitoring equipments Is comparatively low. Unfortunately,
the same is not true for the parallel aircraft modifications. In paragraph 4 the
Rolls Royce cost effectiveness study seems to have considerable benefits available from
a commitment to fitting LCFC or an ENS but a return on investment would have taken many
years. Modification of a large fleet of aircraft can take up to 10 years in the RAF
and this does not include the approval time for a new modification. Any life calcu-
lation method for individual engines would need to be implemented much more widely to
show a return on investment and attract the interest of military financiers. The benefit
for a retro-fit of part of the Tornado fleet with EUMS has been compelling for 2 reasons:

a. The EUMS modification for the aircraft already exists and would not have to be
subjected to an approval procedure involving other Nations in the Tornado programme.

id Mm
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b. There are a number of aircraft in engineering programmes, including major
modification that could have the EUMS modification embodied within a reasonably
short timescale.

Other than for a compelling flight safety reason, the RAF is unlikely to retro-fit a
fleetwide engine monitoring system. This has only occurred once in the RAF and that was
for the installation of the LCFC on the Red Arrows Aerobatic Team, this is discussed in
greater detail at paragraph 3.

7. AERO-ENGINE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

The high cost and the in-service support cost of the Military aero-engine has led to a
need for a system of management for engines within the RAF. The disposition and service-
ability status of all engines and modules is monitored very closely by the Supply Aero-
Engine Records Office (SARO) at MOD Harrogate. With the introduction of modular aero-
engines the amount of data flowing into SARO increased dramatically, to the point where
normal telex status reporting and manual input were slow, manpower intensive, and prone
to error. The modular policy generated a significant increase in the in-service strip and
build of aero-engines, and modular aero-engine maintenance documentation was also found
to be an order of magnitude greater than that of the earlier non-modular types.

Better handling of increased levels of engine data and the need to overcome some of the
high paperwork overheads has led to a much greater use of computer data communications.
the close management of engine assets, accompanied by the use of sophisticated math-
ematical modelling of spares requirements, ensures that whole-item and spares purchases
are kept to an absolute minimum. Much of the data for the management process is captured
daily by high-speed data links and now development is underway to extend the on-line data
transfer of logistic, usage and configuration histories between the RAF and industry.
As the number of modular engines increases, and industrial repair and overhaul becomes
subject to fixed price contracts, there is a greater need for engine data by industry.
Future engine requirements dictate that high quality, resilient data handling networks
should exist.

8. NEW AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMES

It is RAF policy to fully implement condition based maintenance and include the provision
for EHM within the EUCAMS structure for a11 future aircraft. There are a number of
aircraft coming into RAF service or at the requirement stage, and all of these aircrafts
have engine monitoring requirements. The complexity and use of the systems varies
depending upon the specific aircraft and role. The following briefly describes the
systems:

a. Tristar. The Tristar in RAF service has a system called the Aircraft Integrated
Monitoring System (AIMS). Working continuously, AIMS records flight data which is
processed in a ground computer for SHM, auto pilot performance and aircraft oper-
ational performance. It has been shown that LCF calculation and automatic exceedance
detection are cost-effective for this application.

b. BAa 146. The aircraft of the Queen's Flight are fitted with the Smith's on-
board Engine Life Computer (ELC). Gas path performance monitoring of the aircraft
engines will permit on-condition monitoring. The ground-based computer for storing
ELC data will eventually be used for lifing critical components in the engine.

c. Harrier GR5. The Harrier GR5 Engine Monitoring System (EMS) uses on-board
processing to record engine usage. Engine parameter limit exceedances are auto-
matically identified and recorded in a solid state memory. A Data Retrieval Unit
(DRU) is used to extract engine information from the EMS at the end of the flying
day. Data can be displayed to the groundcrew at the aircraft, but the display of
trend patterns requires the support of a ground-based data processor. The on-board
system has a performance snap shot at each take-off and it is still being considered
whether automatic diagnostic routines should be triggered by certain exceedances.

d. Tucano. The Tucano has an integrated monitoring system for its systems and this
includes engine information.

e. European Fighter Aircraft (EFA). The requirement for engine monitoring in EFA
was given in the European Staff Requirement (ESR) for the aircraft. The EFA system
will be very different from previous systems, but the exp-rience gained during
AST 603 and the Harrier EMS should be included in the proposal made by the aircraft
and engine supplier. It is well known that stress levels in EFA engine components
will dictate that damage tolerant criteria will have to be employed for lifing.
This dictates some of the recording requirements for the engines since an accurate
account of usage is required. In addition, to get a reduced cost of ownership,
there should be a comprehensive condition monitoring programme for the engine.

f. E3A-Sentry. It is RAF policy to maintain the E3A angines on condition. MOD
staffs are in the latter stages of negotiating for the installation of a suitable
system before the aircrafts are built.

g. EH-lOl. The requirement for the EH-10 utility version includes statements on
the inclusion of an engine monitoring system.

l
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9. CONDITION BASED MAINTENANCE

There are a number of activities that can be carried out prior to service entry of an
engine and contribute to the effective maintenance of the engine. Such activities can
contribute to the effective introduction of an EHM and make the monitoring system credible
with our experienced tradesmen. The following are 2 important areas for action by engine
suppliers:

a. Accelerated Mission Testing (AMT) and Data Base Information. The RAF has
embraced ENSIP detailed in reference 3 and the testing and ANT involved with the
ENSIP methodology will ensure that a data base of information is available at
service entry. Advantage should be taken of this information to compile rules to
assist the diagnosis of probelms for early flying. If the operator is forced to use
such a data base from the Outset of a new programme there is every possibility that
the methods will be better accepted by experienced tradesmen.

b. Reduction of Manpower and Training. Comprehensive EHM can help with diagnosis
and reduce the time spent in trouble-shooting engine problems. Given an on-line
transfer system for information, it should also be possible to create an instant
update of diagnosis information at the operator's level. This concept requires
training in the facilities available and their use. In addition, manufacturers of
engines and EHM systems should allow for the cultural changes in maintenance that
such developments in information technology imply. Inevitably, the more experienced
technicians will be more used to traditional maintenance methods and they may not
take kindly to diagnosis by a grotnd-based computer. Eventually such changes will
result in down-skilling at squadron level.

10. CONCLUSION

The RAF needs EHN to help to Improve flight safety, enhance aircraft availability and
achieve reduced support costs. The majority of the UK experience in EHM has been based
on component lifing enhancement and this has been the area in which the majority of the
cost savings have been achieved. The goals of a programme and the choice of equipment are
a major factor in any return on investment that is possible with EHM. For aircraft types
that are already in service it has been shown that sampling of aircraft usage gives the
maximum return on investment due to the cost of aircraft fleet modifications. It is RAF
policy to install fleetwide condition monitoring systems for engines because of the ease
with which equipment can be installed during aircraft build. The individual lifing of
aircraft parts and aero-engine information management are areas in which the RAF is now
gaining experience. Aero-engine information is a topic that has greater scope for
development due to the need for the creation of information interfaces between the
supplier of the engine and engineering and logistic agencies within the service. The RAF
is embarking upon a number of aircraft programmes which include a variety of ERM
equipments, there will be scope for reports on the progress of these programmes over the
next few years. It will be necessary to monitor the programmes to ensure that the
monitoring technology we espouse gives the required return on investment and that the
methods are suitable for use within the cultural environment of the RAF. Training and
understanding at all levels within organisational maintenance are the key to the success
of condition monitoring leading to predictive maintenance.
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ABSTRACT

The paper highlights currant Canadian Forces (C) policy with respect to aircraft Engine Condition/
Health Monitoring (0KM/UM). In doing so a summary of CF aircraft types and the CM/Em techniques
applied to each is presented. The paper reviews the CF's experience to date with the development and
application of K(/1101 techniques. This Includes an exaalnation of the effectiveness of the CF's
Spectrometric Oil Analysis Prograa and the use of magnetic particle detectors and manual performance
trending.

The paper "a on to present plans for further development and implementation of policy, methodologies
*nd techniques and for the integration of these Into an effective SM/El capability that will pay bene-
fits both in terse of life cycle costs and operational availability.

INTIODUCTION

Engine Health Monitoring (Elm) is defined as the collection, analysis and use of many types of data
relevant to the mechanical or thermodynamic health of an engies which will assist in its operations,
maintenance, emanagmant. design, safety and logistics. In the Canadian Forces (CF) the custom has been
to use SUE rather than Engne Condition Monitoring (1C) to label this discipline. The acronym Elm is
used in this paper In the sense defined above and does not represent any specific recognised engine
monitoring program.

The concept of KNN is directly related to the maintenance requirement of an aerospace propulsion system.
Its origin dates as far back " the piston engies era and its evolution has mainly paralleled advance-
ments in the field of the gas turbine engine (1). Kilitary ZEN prograss have been paced largely by
cooperative development programs between the US and IK military operators and the engine manufacturers.
In Canada. HEM has been an element of aircraft maintenance for some three decades concentrating, until
recently, on a short term monitoring approach, using limited semi-automated and manual monitoring
techniques (2).

With the extension of the service life of many of its aircraft fleets and the progressive implementation
of the concepts of On-Condition Maintenance (00), the CF has been exploriv new monitoring approaches
through research and development (RAD)

1 
in the fields of ERM and eng ne life usage management. The CF

Is presently sponeoring R&D efforts In the field of on-line oil monitoring, vibration analysis and other
engine monitoring techniques to Sain the required knowledge and expertise to face the years ahead.
Furthermore, SHM ectivities will Increase with the procurement of nea ohipborne, transport, Search and
Rescue (SMR) and light helicopters. The New Shipborne Aircraft (NSA) program has already taken a lead
through its requirement specification (3). The specification calls for a condition monitoring program
to provide the necessary support to effectively make rational decisions with respect to flight safety,
preventive and corrective maintenance, life cycle maintenance and logistic support.

This paper reports on the present CF policies related to OUM, and the effectiveness of current SIR
techniques me applied to CY aircraft engines. The paper also looks at the future of am in the Cy
concentrating on the on-going R&D program and future policies.

* CURRENT CANADIANS FORCES POLICIES IATED T 10 N

The CF Aircraft Maintenance Policy is defined at reference (4). Present HIM policies are techniques
specific and address spectrometric oil analysis (3) and non-destructive testing (6). A future vibration
analyeis policy i presently undergoing review. Techniques such &a 'ilter debris analysis, performance
treding, magnetic particle detection and soe others have been used on a requirement basis, usually at
the recnarodation of the engine manufacturer, but their use ha yet to be covered by formal policies.
The anjor factor having led to this situation has been the large variety of anga types in the CF
inventory (see Table 1) and the maintenance concept mployed with thm.

1 This R&D has been conincted primarily through the National Research Council of Canada (030C) with
specialist support from OesTOPS Ltd. Funding for R&D efforts, since 1982, hae been provided through
the Department of National Defence's (DN's) Chief of Research and Development,

il
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A number of developments have led to the requlremnt to establish an overall CNN policy for the CP which
would eliminate the fragmented approach used to date. First, the trend towards extending tim between
overhaul for old engines as well as the Introduction of OC aS a maintenance concept for nev engines has
ude 336 a key maintenance support factor for engine life cycle managers. Second, the NSA powerplnt

maintenance concept will rely on an advanced health monitoring program which is presently in the defini-
tie phase. This EW progra will form the basis for other acquisition projects and will require the CY
to forualise and integrate its approach to HM. Third, the CY is presently revising the long torn plan
for the Aerospace Maintenance Development Unit (ANDO) which will establish at the unit s CF center of
expertise in SIR. Part of AIUU's present tasks are to develop techniques and procedures for ERN, assess
those developed by contractors, and provide training in those techniques. In its expanded role LIDm
will impart the knowledge gained through such activities to the field units. They will also develop the
methodologies and procedures to ensure S3M is successfully applied in the field.

I3K development program sre monitored at National Defence Headquarters through a Propulsion Working
Group. This working group is presently defining an E1M policy to become an integral part of the CF
engine life cycle managemant.

EFFECTIVENISS OF CURRENT 13M TECHNIQUES
USED IN THE CANADIAN FORCES

The effectiveness of present R13 techniques has been analyzed through engine data obtained from engine
life cycle material managers, the ANDU, flight safety records and the CF Aircraft Maintenance Management
Information System.

OIL KONITORING TECHNIQUES

Spectrometric Oil Analysis

Spectrometric Oil Analysis (SOA) is carried out on 36 different aircraft component types, 15 of which
are engines. The technique consists of taking oil samples periodically for analysis at an area SOA
laboratory. In the CP there are eight SOA laboratories; one in Germany and seven located across Canada.
These laboratories carry out the analysis of some 30,000 oil samples a year. Atomic Emission (AR)
spectrometry is used to analyse the oil; 10 elements are measured simultaneously and the wear metal
levels are given in parts per million for each element.

This technique provides quantitative information on the amount of the different wear metals in the oil
which allows the identification of abnormal wear. Also, knowing the material composition of each
engine's oil wetted components usually permits the identification of the faulty component. The
technique is limited by the particle seis produced, failure mode, filter size. and engine design.
Secause AX spectrometry only has a good response to particles up to five microns In size, any larger
particle produced will not be measured accurately. Thus COO Is not effective in cases of failure by
fatigue which usually produces large flakes. The use of very fine and effective filtration systems in
new engine designe is a major limitation for SOA because almost all particles produced due to abnormal
wear or failure are removed on the first pass through the filter leaving little wear debris in the oil.
The effectiveness of the CF SOA program has been quantified in two different ways. The first consists
of calculating the proportion of SOA recomendations confirmed by a failure or abnormal wear. The
second consists of calculating the proportion of failures involving oil wetted components for which
there wee SOA Indication.

Using the data produced by AINDU in the last five annual SOA program reports from 1982 to 1986 inclusive,
it was determined that 90% of all the SOAs recomending corrective maintenance action on engines were
confirmed cases of significant component degradation. If the data from the other component types, is,
gearbox, accessory drive, APU, etc. are included, the proportion dropped to 842. These numbers indicate
that the SO recommendations are reliable.

The records on four types of engines and two gearboxes have been reviewed to assess the proportion of
failures where SOA indicated a problem. The results are provided in Table 2. The study shows that SOA
effectiveness i@ dependent on engine design, filter sin end failure sods. For the CT-64 and T-400
engines it is to be noted that there is common oil system for the gearbox and engine. This reduces
the apparent effectiveness of SOA for these engines because the exact location of the faulty component
becomes more difficult to determine. This results in having both components removed and sent to the
contractor for Investigation and/or repair. For the T-55 and T-58 engines, the relatively good SOA
effectiveness is mainly due to the oil filter site which is large enough to leave sufficient wear debris
in the oil. Due to the periodic nature of SOA progra sampling, rapidly developing failures can proceed
to the point of detection by other means in the period between samples.

Magnetic Particle Detectors

Magnetic Particle Detectors (MPDe), which include both magnetic and electric types, are in use within
the CF in several different types of engines end have performed with various degrses of effectiveness.
Depending on the aircraft type and angine configuration. MPDh can be lcatd in the main power section
oil return line, the reduction gearbox or main transmission system. The system may have a warning light
in the cockpit or may provide a wrning indication through a continuity check done on the ground. The
periodicity of this check veries from once each flight to every hundred hours.

MPhs have been useful in detecting the initial stages of internal breakdown of gears, bearings snd other
oil-vetted components. They have, however, been susceptible to false alarm caused by a build-up of
normal wear metal across the detector or by electrical malfunctions. In certain aircraft types, special
pilot-activated "fussbusters have been used to burn off non-critical sited wear metals thereby reducing
the number of false alarm.

. . .. ... . . 4
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The results of a limited study on PDe used i CF aircraft is reported in Table 3. Sam obervations 00
these are as follows:

a. MID succes rats Very widely depending s the de~ector location end whether or nt it is
equipped with a fussbster. For exaple, the CL35 Twin Nuy helicopter has a very low
detection success rate for the engine (19Z) but a relatively high success rate for the gearbos
(662). A prototype fusabstar has *hom the potential for a significant reduction in the
fales alarm rate for this aircraft.

b. to? those aircraft for which there have been few occurrences, the average success rate ia 602.
An excption to this is the CH124A See King helicopter, which even though it is equipped with
a fussbuter, has experienced only an average success rate. This can he attributed in pert to
excesively large fuss associated with the breaking in of the new transmisaion.

c. In helicopters such as the C1113A labrador, and CiiS Iroquois (Single usy), where there is
already a very low occurrence rate, the value of Istalling a "futsbuster" is questionable.

For fixed wing aircraft. NPDs have been used without a cockpit indicator (except for the CP140 Aurora)
and have proven to he a simple and effective maintenance tool.

In summary, MPID have played en important role in preventive maintenance and have contributed greatly to
the flight safety of CF aircraft. They have been useful for detecting gearbox and engins problems, and
have been employed in conjunction with cockpit indicators in all CF helicopter types. In general their
effectivenees has improved when used in conjunction with a fuzsbuster.

Vibration Mooitoring

Vibration levels have traditionally been seen as a measure of the mechanical health of a machine.
Vibration Monitoring (VM) is carried out on a limited number of CF turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines.
Konitors provide continuous readouts of vibration at selected pick-up points. These woltors are read
periodically during flights and the vibretion levels trended and/or compared to established lits. The
application of vibration wonitoring on the CF engines is specific to each engine type both in flight or
in the test coil.

On the F404 engine only one accelerometer per engine to used for in-flight monitoring while three are
used in the test cell. In flight, the accelerometer is constantly and automatically monitored by the
In-flight Engine Condition Monitoring System (IEQES). If the predetermined limit is exceeded, there is
a maintenance code produced for the flight line technician's use. To date the ayetem has not functioned
up to expectations. When there is a vibration limit exceedance, it mst be corroborated by the pilot or
another related malfunction indication before any maintenance action is undertaken. The engine is then
removed and sent to the test cell for confirmation and/or troubleshooting. To data, none of the engines
removed because of in-flight vibration level exceedance have been rejected when tested in the test cell.
Vibration wnitoring has not led to substantial results in detecting mechanical degradation on the
F404.

On the JT3D engine, the application is somewhat different. There are two velocLoters on each engine
with monitors in the cockpit that are observed periodically durLng flight to detect significant vibra-
tion changes. The readings are taken at stabilised thrust settings and treded. No specified limits
are provided. If, at any ties, with a stabilized thrust setting, a rapid increase in vibration level
and other abnormal engine indications are observed, the thrust of the affected engines must be reduced.
If the thrust reduction does not return the vibration level to the previous value or if engine abnormal-
fites persist, the engine is shut down. To date, however, no engine removals have been the direct
result of in-flight vibration indications. The problem most often has been found in the monitoring
system itself.

Vibration Analysis

Vibration Analysis (VA) was introduced in the air element of the CF as a diagnostic tool for engles
problems in the late 70's. While continuous vibration monitoring may be used to indicate general
machine condition, through a frequency content analysis of vibration signal* it is possible to isolate a
troublesome component. mas iabalances caused by POD damage, blade loss or bearing failure can be
detected by properly mounted transducers. Lesser damage such as misalignment or deterioration of bear-
ing Condition my also be uncovered. The technique was successful in solving dynamic and engine
problem oan the CNIk4A and Cl113A on numerous occasions as reported by DubG (7).

CF experience has Indicated that the hardware technology used in VN/VA Is not yet reliable enough to be
an effective tool, and secondly, the retention of knowledgeable and experienced technicians to interpret
VM/VA results correctly is very difficult.

Performance Treading

It is recognlsed that the performance of gee turbine engines decreases with the accumulation of operat-
ing hours due far example to erosion and fouling. The CP has four engine types on which treading is
carried out.

The T400-CP-400 engine on the C135 Twin Bay helicopter has a power assurance check carried cat before
the first flight of each day during which % and ITT are recorded. Using these data, agie bay
personel produe a trend chart that is maintained ms long a the englne te installed in the aircraft.
By monitoring this chart, it has been possible to detect wh a compressor wash or hot sction iespec-
tion is required.
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Similarly. for the FTIA-27 eites is the C138 Twin Otter aircraft, Tq, IT. MG and par recorded
in flight by the flight engiaeor. These figurse are reduced and computed by the maintenance control and
records section sho then produce tred charts for thee paramters. From this informtio it has ben
possible to coefirm sea feelts an dirty compressors, blood valve irregularities, POD-damaged compres-
sores hot section problem ead dirty fuel nsasles which had been originally detected by other mans.

The JT3D-7 engine in the Seeing 707 has four different parameters, I, 2. 3OT and Wip. recorded in
flight. Thes data are plotted on trend charts by engine bay personnel and then forwarded to Pratt and
Whitney Canada for interpretation. oweer. there has often been little or no feedback to the engine
bay personnel to asilt them in eagine diagnotics.

The CF-18 Hornet has the capability to record 13 engine pmrameters continuously to a magnetic tape
cartridge. The data from thse tepee form the =ejr contribution to the P404 trending program which is
currently under development. A prototype of this trending program was triled in the field from 1985
to 1987. It Involved performance test ground rune every 25 flying hours. Performance data were
measured in a specific data capture window based on the engine pressure ratio. This approach wee
abandoned for two reasons. First, the process of down-loading data from the tape and processing thee
was cumbersom. Second, the cost in man-hours and aircraft downtie associated with the frequent
ground-runs we significant.

In smmary, the CF experience with the application of existing KKK techniques has been mixed. This has
been due to the complexity of som of the techniques and the difficulty in providing well trained,
experienced technicians to apply the techniques. As well, a General policy providing direction to the
field and the identification of resources required has been lacking.

LOOKING AHEAD

This part of the paper looks ahead at SNN from a CF viewpoint. The status of the present R&D program is
reported along with som projectlos of future applications.

ON-GOING INVILOPIIW

On-Line Wear Debris Monitor Testing

DND is involved in a testing program of on on-line wear debris monitor soon to be installed on two
CCIS Buffalo aircraft. This device, called Forroscan(R), was developed by Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd
(AZCL) for determining the concentration of suspended ferromagnetic particulate material in CANDO
reactor heat transport systeoe (8). DUD has since funded work by AZCL oriented towards the modification
of the device so that it may be used to easure ferromagnetic wear debris in the lubrication systems of
propulsion engines. This device provides continuous quantitative output as well as a wide detection
range of particle size from less then one micron to greeter than 1,000 microns. Consequently, the
gradual deterioration of oil wetted components can be monitored and maintenance planned accordingly.

Ferroscan(R) has been successfully tested on a helicopter tail rotor gearbox and on a T-56 engine
mounted in an engine test cell (9). A flight trial on the Buffalo aircraft with its CT64 engines is
about to get underway. It is scheduled to last four months during which time data will be gathered by
an on board aicro-controller. This data will be compared with data derived from other currently used
oil and debris monitoring techniques in order to assess its accuracy and reliability.

Filter Debris Analysis

As filter mash sizes become smaller, methods such as BOA and ferrography are expected to become less
useful. Consequently, in addition to on-lins wear debris monitoring, Filter Debris Analysis (FDA) is
anticipated to become increosingly important in CF ONM. DUD scientists have been conducting extensive
research into the use of FDA as a method of determining wear rates of oil wetted components. In parti-
cular, methods for determining the exact constituents in the wear debris collected on filters are being
developed and tested. For example, a data base is being established for the F404 and CT-64 to allow
correlations between FDA determined oil debris constituents and the condition of various oil-wetted
components. A similar initiative for the C9124A Sea King engine and transmission is presently under-
way.

BOA Applications

Although the overall experience with BOA has been mixed, the CF is continuing to develop and enhance its
BOA program for those anginee and components where BOA has demonstrated to be effective. For example,
Spectrol1 Jusior(R) portable mission spectrometers are being introduced into service to support air-
craft such as thn C1124A Sea King helicopter during deployed operations. This device is used for
on-site oil analysis of up to 10 different wear metals simultaneously. Rovever, on-line wear debris
onitors threaten to replace BOA as the optimm oil monitoring technique for mny engines and components

since 953 of the total debris in meny cases is ferromagnetic. BOA will likely continue to be relied
upon for the oil woitoting of components where there is a high probability of non-ferrous wear debris
being produced.

Vibretion Analysis

A project investigating the use of VA for diagnosing segine problems is being conducted at 3RCC. NRCC
staff are evaluating the um of currently available systems for VA. Various signal conditioning and
data handling nothods will also be developed in collaboration with industrial partners. Current work is

2 See paper by Mulr, Rudnitki and Cue
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oriented towards identification of the vibration aignatures associated with specific engina faults. In
particular, thee fault signatures are being characterized through a process of introducing seeded
faults in test rig studies and on the T56 and P404 engines. Among other phenomena, rotor imbalance and
hearing damage effects will be investigated. In addition, further analysis of signal conditioning and
analysis methods is being carried out Including developments which should maks possible the isolation of
actual =chenical faults from vibration data. Finally, a prototype system, appropriate for field appli-
cation, will be demonstrated.

Performance Trending

NRCC staff are examining the efficacy of various gas turbine engine CPA techniques as they relate to
thermodynamic performance and fault diagnosis. It is intended to establish diagnostic algorithm based
unon a library of fault signatures to be established experimentally (through implantation of specific
engine faults). In this way, it is hoped to be able to develop computer simulations of both healthy and
problematic engines. Currently, work underway is aimed at determining the changes in thermodynamic
performance of an engine as a result of specific faults. The experimental studies will make use of the
P404, T56 and J85 engines currently at the NRCC Engine Laboratory.

NRCC staff are also conducting an examination of experimental performance assessment techniques as they
relate to the aforementioned study. It is hoped that a more precise determination of easurement
accuracy in basic instrumentation as well as the development of more automated test cell equipment will
be achieved. Generally, this project is also aimed towards developing more accurate and reliable
sensors and tes methods, in particular non-intrusive sensor techniques. It is also 1RCC's intention to
investigate better methods of data acquisition and calibration of equipment. Application will initially
be on engines installed in test cells and eventually on engines installed in aircraft. The investiga-
tions are focussed mostly on steady stats operation with some work on transient data analysis as well.
In the future there will be an increasing emphasis on the use of data collected during transient operat-
ing condition found in actual operation while continuing to work with steady state date as well.

Expert System applied to Engine Monitoring

With the support of DUD, 1NRCC is in the first year of a three year project to develop, demonstrate and
evaluate the use of knowledge-based and expert system for fault diagnosis. A technology demonstration
of a system for use with the J85 engine is slated in December 1988; the application will be for the
troubleshooting of engine faults during functional and performance tests. In the second year, the
methodology and applications will be generalized for other EHM cases. The third year will see the
application and evaluation of more advanced artificial intelligence and information proesasing technol-
ogy. The emphasis will be to develop packages which could integrate the diverse and complex diagnostic
methods and fault characterizatioca of the new EHM techniques, described previously. Such packages
would be aimed at field operations in both training and actual maintenance.

CF5/J85 Loads and Engine Health Monitor

DND is funding the development of an on-board Loads and Engine Health Monitor (LEAN) for the CF5 air-
craft. This system will include both EBM and structural condition monitoring (as well as information
collection required for possible future parts life tracking development) and is intended to eventually
be applicable to several aircraft in the fighter/trainer category. From an engine perspective, this
work was initiated primarily to monitor the parameters relevant to understanding the J85-CAN-15 engine's
stall propensity. It Is currently planned that this package will gather data and flag exceedances only
and that further fault detection and isolation will be carried out by ground-based software,

Leigh Instruments Inc were contracted by DND to define the requirement specifications for the LEHN
system. This work was completed in late 1987 and is now to be followed by the development of a proto-
type system. It is anticipated that the prototype system will then be installed on a test aircraft at
the CF's Aerospace Engineering and Test Establishment early in 1989 for flight and pound testing. If
the test and evaluation progrm prove to be satisfactory the CF plans to initiate production of these
units for fleet-wide installation in late 1989. The CF5 Freedom Fighter, CT133 Silver Star and CT164
Tutor are the most likely aircraft to eventually see installation of this system.

F404 Engine Fault Diagnosis and Performance Trending Procedures

CasTOPS Ltd, under DND contract, is working to establish three improved software tools designed for use
in the field. The tools concern IECMS troubleshooting, Engine Test Facility (1TY) troubleshooting and
data trending. A fault library is a basic part of the IOI4S end ST troubleshooting software. The data
for the building of this fault library are being obtained from NRCC and are the result of their work
noted in the section above on performance trending.

P404 In-flight Real Time Thrust Recorder System

Computing Devices of Canada (COC) Lt' has been contracted to design a Real Time Thrust Recorder System
(TTS) to measure ia-flight thrust on the F404. The RTTS will initially be used to facilitate flight
testing of the C1-18 ornet aircraft when investigations are carried out into the effect@ of new
arraements of external stores. However, by compering measured thrust with that expected at a certain
fuel flow ratmes, the operator my be able to detect degradation in powerplant performance end hence
initiate the appropriate troubleshooting action. The potential for the application of the iTS to 334
use will also be explored. CDC will report on the application of the RTTS to the CF-1 and then will
define a CF requirement specification. A laboratory progem at 01c is planned for 1988 which will
validate the ITTS concept and to study the possible reduction of the nmber of pressure sanors
required. The CF are planning to have a ITTS installed for aid 1989. The development of this project
is being funded by National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Defence Advanced Research
Project Agency in the United States, and by the Department of Industry, Science and Technology, and DUD
in cansd.

4.
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PLANNED DEVELOPMENT

General Policy on gNM

R1M has become the corner stone of 0CM for gas turbine engines, leading to improved engine availability
and airworthiness, and reduction in life cycle cost. The long term establishment of 0CM as the main
maintenance concept for aircraft engines will require a comprehensive and coordinated approach to E4.
Such a comprehensive EH program will require dedicated speziliat personnel to collect and collate
engine condition data, analyze engine condition trends, sad consequently make recomendations to flight
line and engine bay technicians for action. Thus the fragmented approach taken with EHM policy to date
will need to be changed. A general policy outlining direction and responsibility for the various tasks
involved in EiN is being developed.

Studies Ahead

E441 systems available today are neither complete nor easily fitted on a variety of aircraft. These
system have been developed in response to a specific set of requirements for a particular aircraft
(10). As well, these systems do not provide diagnostic capabilities beyond some simple alerts on-board
and the ability to download recorded data to a ground-based computer for review. The data processing
required in order to contribute meaningfully to the engine maintenance program is usually not addressed.
It is believed that a comprehenaive approach to EH1 system design is needed, from data gathering
on-board aircraft to a recommendation for maintenance action when problems arise.

With this in mind the development of a generic on-board Aircraft Condition Monitoring (ACM) system is
presently under consideration. A design aim will be to provide a modular system, in order to provide
maximum compatibility with all CF aircraft while providing the benefits of hardware and software common-
ality. This ACM system would be part of a comprehensive aircraft management system. The proposed
system would consist of Installed flight, structural and engine sensors, data acquisition, storage and
processing hardware as well as a ground-based processing and diagnostic capability for engine, transmis-
sion and airframe condition and usage monitoring, performance trending, and prognosis. This system
would be specifically designed for use by engineering, maintenance and logistics staff. This project is
different from the CF5/J85 LEM project described earlier in this paper in that the latter will initial-
ly be tailored to the CF5 aircraft specifically and will use contemporary hardware and software. The
generic ACM system will be designed using a top-down approach. The conceptual design study for a
multi-purpose EHM system has been completed (11). Lessons learned from the LEtMM projects will be inval-
uJable to the generic ACM system development.

Before commencing the aforementioned development project, DMD will be performing several preliminary
studies oriented towards determining the feasibility of this proposal and if warranted, defining the
system requirements. This would include the determination of the most meaningful parameters to be
monitored and the most appropriate methods to handle the data to allow effective 0C.

While the activities described above are underway, a related study will be undertaken with the objective
of determining the long term cost effectiveness of IN generally. The program will involve the install-
ation of off-the-shelf engine monitoring hardware to selected aircraft. The data provided by the
on-board system as well as other sources will be reviewed on an on-going basis by specially trained
technicians who will recommend corrective maintenance actions as required. Following a three year trial
period during which detailed records will be kept on all cost and benefit parameters, the overall
effectiveness of this approach to engine maintensnce will be assessed.

As in the case of the generic ACM development project, the EM trial is being preceded by a feasibility
study and a project definition study. The aim of the former study is to determine whether an effective
and meaningful aircraft gas turbine ENN trial program can be carried out with currently available
"off-the-shelf" ESM equipment on contemporary CF aircraft. Should such a trial prove feasible, the
latter study's aim will be to establish the overall definition of the work including the project's
schedule, cost, structure and recommended EHM related equipment and CF aircraft. The feasibility study
is currently underway.

Aircraft Acquisition Programs

As in the pest, new aircraft acquisition programs will import new monitoring technologies into the CF.
The condition monitoring requirements for the NSA air vehicle have been specified early in the program
(5, 12). The specific objectives of the NSA engine condition monitoring program are to improve flight
safety, track and record the engine health and usage, and provide troubleshooting and diagnostics
capability. The Canadian Forces Light Helicopter, the New Transport Helicopter and the New SAR Nelicop-
ter acquisition projects are more likely to take the same approach to £34 as for the NSA from both hard-
ware design and system engineering viewpoints.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the CF's approach to £3M policy setting, implementation an. development has been techni-
que specific. Individual techniques have often been implemented in a hit and miss fashion with no
reference to the other techniques used on the sae aircraft or other available techniques. The establi-
shment of a comprehensive £3M program which coordinates the application of each technique thus permitt-
ing the strengths of one to offset the weakness of another is an important goal of the CF. Although
development will continue on specific techniques, priority will be placed on the formulation of a
general policy for EIM, the building of a center of expertise at AMDU and the development of the
previously mentioned comprehensive R34 program.

ILi
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LIST OF SYMBOIS

ACK Aircraft Condition Monitoring
AS Atomic Emission
AECL Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd
AETE Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment
ANDU Aerospace Maintenance Development Unit
CAHND CANadian Deuterium Uranium
COG Ltd Computer Devices of Canada Ltd
CF Canadian Forces
DMtS Data Management System
DRD Department of National Defence
EC Engine Condition Monitoring
ECT Exhaust Gas Temperature
EHM Engine Health Monitoring
STT Engine Test Facility
FDA Filter Debris Analysis
POD Foreign Object Damage
GPA Gas Path Analysis
IECMS In-flight Engine Condition Monitoring System
ITT Inlet Turbine Temperature
LEN Load and Engine Health Monitor
MPD Magnetic Particule Detector
HG Gas Generator Speed
H1 , 2  Low, High Pressure Compressor Speed
NRCC National Research Council of Canada
NSA Now Shipborne Aircraft
00 On-Conditlon Maintenance
R&D Research and Development
ETTS eal Time Thrust recorder System
SA Search and Rescue
BOA Spectrometric Oil Analysis
Tq Engine Torque
UK United Kingdom
US United States (of America)
VA Vibretion Analysis
VN Vibration Monitoring
Up Feel Flow
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Table I CF Aircraft ZAlginea and BM Technique&

Techniques

a Spectrometrc OilAnal. (s as Xs aa s

A Fitter Visuallnspeon s s s

Filter Debris Analysls (2)(2)1 (3) (3)

0 Magnetic Particle Detect, z a a z a z a a a a

c= Vibration Moniltoring a (41 a a (4) x:

S Vibration Analysis 4

C. Gas Path Analysis (5) sa a s

S2 Performance Runs (5)a a (6) a sas as a

t. 

* Sreacope Inspection a a a a a a a a

£i Hot Section Inspection (7) (8) a a] a1 a1 (9N

1)One third of thes fl..t on 20 (irs sampling frequency; remainder an 100 hr.
(2) Under developnment at Defence Research Establishmeont Pacific, Victoria, BC
(3) Carried out by contractor
(4) On tet cal) only
(5) Undler develomn
(B) T58A-I4LFE only
(7) Through boroecopic Inspection
(8) T56A-78 and T5SA-14LFE
(9) UN aircraft In Sinai only

Table 2 - Some SOAP Perfomantce with CF Aircraft
Knginoo and Gear Boxs

No. of
Aircraft, Unad.- Prime reason for removal Secondary Success
Engine anid Removal Indication Rat
GearBox Involving

Types Oil-wetted SOA Filter Ma Other SOA Filtl.[a (%)
CopnoiPug P

00-115s
CT64-820-1 9 2 1 0 1 0 0 33

0CH-135 2 0 0a 1 0 00 0
T400-CP-400I

CH4-147 1 0~ 1 2 0 0 so
T55-L-1 IC

014-1 131-124 17 5 0 0 12 3 1 0 47
* T58-GE-SBIF'

CC-i 15
Speeld Dcesr 22 3 6 1 12 1 2 0 is

Gearbox ____

CH4-135
Redticton 50 0 l 7r 0 2 20
Goat" r

;~~-* ,.>.e
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Yablo 3 - Sass Zzpexaces with 3D a in CY Aircraft

(I .?a £5 - 31 Do@ £7)

Egn E- Gearbox Vwm
Afitatl and Cociipa Fuzz-
En"ki Typs Indica'n bunst Ioccur- FleSms Occur- FaleSccs

roomc Alarm Rave nmnc Alarm Rate

two
CP-140 yes proto- 17 11 35% 31 1 1 65%

T56-A-14LFEtye

CHt-113A " n ni ni / 2 2 0
T58-GE-SF ys il nl fl 2 2 0

T53-L-138 yes rv) I nil 100% nil nil n/s

CH.G-24 Yes yes nil nil fl/a 19 a 57%

CH-147 hall1
T55-L-IICS Yes Re.0l 4 nil 100% a 3 63%

mod

CH-136 Wtl
T63-A-700 yea 11.01 8 3 63% 6 3 50%

Ctt-135On
T400-CP-400 yes prolo. 16 13 19% 6 2 66%

type

CH4-13S
250-C208 yes yes 2 0 100% 0 0 W/e

-~ .. ~ ______
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DISCUSSION

G. IISTRIS

1. What type of training does the airforce provide to the vibration

analysis personnel?

2. The EiM policy statement referred in your paper, is it intended

for the promulgation to the airforce only or for all elements of the

Canadian Forces?

Author's Reply:

1. No special training is provided to personnel in the use and inter-

pretation of Vibration Monitoring (VM) dsta. The only guidance provided

is that included in technical orders for each aircraft.

Training and Vibration Analysis (VA) is provided at two levels. Officers

and non-commissioned officers attend a one week workshop in Advanced

Dynamic Analysis provided by Scientific Atlanta. Technicians take one

week course given by Aerospace Maintenance Development Unit specialists.

The course cover VA policy and theory, operation of VA equipment and

diagnosis.

2. The EHM policy referred to is intended to apply to the maintenance

of aircraft gasturbine engines only and not to those operated by other

elements of the Canadian Forces.

H. SARAVANANrrrOO

What is the delay between the sampling and the transmission of the

result of the SOAP analysis to the operator?

Author's Reply:

The turnaround time is very quick and never exceed 24 hours.

Ai
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ON' BOARD LIF MONrrORl1NG SYSTEM TORNADO (OLMOS)

by

LTCJ.HXunz
German Air Force Directorate Air Armament

Postfach 902 500/501/14
5000 K61n 90, Federal Republic of Germany

and

U.Schulz
Dornier Systems
Postfsch 1360

7990 Friedrichshafen, Federal Republic of Germany

The "Onboard Life Monitoring System" of the G Tornado was introduced mainly because of
one reason, saving costs during the entire using phase of the Weapon System, by better
utilization of the inherent life of airframe, structure and engine. Using the flight
hour as a measurement for material usage, the disadvantage is obvious. The real material
fatigue can not be measured or calculated without knowing the various material stress
levels for airframe and engines. Therefore in military aviation it is very important to
know about the individual fatigue history of aircraft to safe costs and improve flight
safety.
The personnel situation in the service does not allow the introduction of new systems,
that are intensive in manpower. Therefore it is very important that any "On condition
Monitoring System" shall improve the "Trouble Shooting" and other maintenance routine
work as well. To extract data from the Aircraft shall not increase the down time of the
Aircraft and shall not lengthen the Operational Turn Around.
The main challenge therefore is the harmonization of On condition Maintenance principles
with the personnel structure in the service and the existing maintenance and repair
levels.

2. Technical jLauiramwnta
2.1 Technical Baseline

The Tornado Aircraft was already in existence, when the requirement for a "Maintenance
Data Evaluation System" was finalized. The Crash Recorder System with the Data
Acquisition Unit as the kaycomponent was the baseline to start from. This System should
be supplemented by a Maintenance Recorder, recording maintenance relevant data, which
should be evaluated after flight, using a ground based computer.

2.2 Technical Innovation

The development of more powerful, faster and smaller electronic components was the main
reason to take "On board processing" into consideration. The existing Crash Recorder
System should be the basis for an "On board Life Monitoring System" .The new functions
should be incorporated, and no additional Electronic box (LRU) should be installed in
the Aircraft (beside tape recording devices, where provisions were already installed).
The Data Acquisition Unit was dedicated to perform this requirement, and a detailed
study should prove, that the required processing capacity could be installed in the
existing Acquisition Unit on board the Aircraft. The result of the study seemed to be
realistic and a joint working group was established to define and precise the functional
requirements.

3. Functional Reauirements OLEOS
3.1 Overall System Performnnce

The overall functional requirements of OLMOS can be structuralized basically into three
categories:
On board functions (to be realized in Data Acquisition Unit)
Transfer functions (to be developed)
Ground functions (to be developed)
The on board part of OLMOS shall collect and process stress relevant data, determine
life consumption of Engine and Structure, Monitor limit exceedances of aircraft
structure, engine and other definable (free programmable) events. The results have to be
stored in non volatile memories. Critical events shall be indicated after flight on the
central maintenance panel. The noncritical results of lifing accounts should be
extracted when time is available (preferable once a day), for off board trending and
control.
A handheld teirminal should extract the data from the Aircreft to transfer the data to a
ground station. For the evaluation of events (quick look) the KHT should be able todisplay eventdata at the Aircraft. The operation of the HNT should be independent of A/C

electrical power.
The groundstation should be a convenient evaluation facility and shall link the OLMOS to
the base computer, so data can be distributed easily to other users and the lifing data
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can be monitored in the logistic System.
The onboard recording on the existing CraShrecorder, as well as the recording on the
optional Maintenancerecorder will be considered as OLMOS related functions.
The Data and Information flow from the Aircraft to the logistic ground based System and
vice versa will be shown in the following flowdiagram.

3.2 OUjOS Functions in DAD Ic
3.2.1 Engine Life

The Engine of the Tornado Aircraft (Turbo Union RD 199) is validated and certified
against cycles instead of flighthours. The main reason is the principle problem in
military aviation, that the different missions will stress the engine differently. The
Low Cycle Fatigue in rotating engineparts is becoming more and more significant, because
of the higher temperature levels modern engine are designed to. Earlier studies
indicated, that e.g. in formation flying the wingman will stress his engine up to two
times higher, than the leader. In the famous U.S. Airforce Showformations the difference
in accumulated cycles between Nr.l A/C and Nr.8 A/C was even more significant. To count
engine cycles, which are based on "Low Cycle Fatigue" is therefore the most important
requirement of OLMOS. Other fatigue categories, like "Thermal Fatigue", "High Cycle
Fatigue" or "Creep" were discussed during the development phase, the experts however
believed, that for the RE 199 engine it might not be necessary. For future engine
developments, especially when the temperaturelevels will be even more increased, these
fatigue categories might become moore important and an even more complex on board
processing might be required. For the Tornado however the LCF (low cycle fatigue)
calculation was considered to be sufficient.

3.2.2 Engine Placarding

The Engine Performance is controlled by the Pilot during Run Up. This manual procedure
does have some disadvantages. Even with well defined run up procedures there is quite a
difference in crewhandling. The Tornado procedure requires a manual conversion of the
gained snapshotdata into comparable "standard day" data. Not all of these data are
available in the cockpit (e.g. air intake temperature), the result is not very precise,
at least the gained data do not allow any trending. The requirement to snapshot the run
up was added to OLMOS to prevent unnecessary engine run ups for adjustment purposes.

3.2.3 Structural Life

In Order to simplify the read out of structural stress data and to gain more accuracy,
the requirement of structural life counting was added to 024O5. The Tornado Aircraft was
originally fitted with a simple accellerometer (G-counter), which did allow the counting
of "O-categories". This feature already did allow an individual Airframe monitoring,
however some important parameters (e.g. present weight, stores) were not available, the
results were quite rough. The parameter were available in the existing system, the
requirement to monitor structural life usage could be added to the O240S requirement
without rewiring the Aircraft.

3.2.4 Event Monitoring

The main argument, to use a bulk storage device to coll t in-flight data and evaluate
these data after flight, was because of possible events and limit exceedances during the
mission. Flight test engineers were using this method w,,en ever new A/C were designed
and tested. Day by day operation however does require a more comfortable tool. OLMOS
does provide a programmable event monitor to allow the monitoring of limit exceedances,
and assist in diagnostic if spurious failures or hard to find failures are assumed.

3.2.5 Logistic data Monitoring / Related Requirements

*To allow the User an easy and carefree groundhandling of OLMOS data, additional data
have to be added to minimize manual inputs at the groundatation. These data are e.g.
flight hours, amount of lending gear (undercarrier) engagements, Tailnumber of the
Aircraft etc.. All these requirements are leading to a complex airborne computer system.
In order to meet state of the art standards consequential requirements have to added,
mainly to improve the internal testability.

A. Loaistic Recuirementa
4.1 General Requirements

The On Board Life Monitoring System has to be snbedded into the logistic system of the
Air Force, and specially a very close match with the maintenance echelons has to take
place. For the different Subsystems, like structure, engine, avionics, the integration
of OLOS has to follow different rules.

~!
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4.2 Handling at Aircraft

First loyal maintenance handling has to be relatively simple. There is no indication
required for the Aircrw. There say be a different philosophy in handling similar
Systems in commercial aviation, in the Airforce however it was decided to keep the
monitoring of stress relevant data strictly in the hand of the maintenance personnel
(the only exception is the run up check).
The line chief will have a failure indication at the CUP (Central Maintenance Panel),
when the system reports a Hardware or sensor failure. The same indication will occur,
when one of the programmable events were triggered during flight. The indication at the

CHP can not be interpreted by the lot level maintenance personnel, OLMOS (2nd level
maintenance) specialists are required for further diagnosis. Using a special AGE (Hand
Hold Terminal), it is possible to interpret events or failures. The HHT also is used for
data transfer between the Aircraft and the Groundstation.

4.3 Handling at Shop level

At shop level OLMOS may assist various specialists to perform "On Condition
Maintenance". Mainly the following shops may be able to get better information and do a
such better and more sufficient maintenance job:
- Engine maintenance (controlling lived items)
- Engine control (controlling operating parameters to adjust ECU)
- Avionic maintenance shops (shorten trouble shooting time)
- Structure and Engine maintenance (inspections after events)
The main evaluation task will be performed by the OLMOS Ground Station, in order to
prevent bottle necks some of the Software has to run also on other computers. The
shoplevel organization should not be changed by introducing OLMOS.

4.4 Handling at Material Command level

On Material Command level the individual Airframes are controlled to optimize retrofit
packages for depot inspections. This task cannot be performed at winglevel, because
additional evaluation at industry level is required.

4.5 Handling at Industry level

To assist the Logistic and Material Command some of the evaluations has to be done at
industry level. Each individual Airframe will be controlled by tailnumber to optimize
depot inspections. On top of this task the Ge firm IABG will do special evaluations on
request, using the result of the event monitor or the maintenance recorder, which will
be installed in 5-10% of the Aircraft. It is also an industry job to validate new OLOS
programs and carry out all type of software maintenance.

5. Conseauential Reauirements
5.1 Functions of the Hand geld Terminal

To meet the handling requirements on ground, and to allow stand alone operation
(emergency operation) the HUT has to transfer data bidirectional from DAU to OGS and
analyze failures and event. In the transfer mode the HUT has to store data of 10
Aircraft and the transfer operation should be carried out without using Aircraft power.
A special designed batteries pack will be part of the HUT equipment.

5.2 Functions of OLUOS Ground Station

The main function of the ground station is the acquisition and control of the various
DAU data. To allow easy distribution of data into the Logistic System the ground system
has to be linked to the Base Computer. All data necessary to support engine changes will
be provided from the Logistic System. A stand alone mode has to be possible (e.g.
oversea operation).

5.3 Functions of Recorder Test Unit

As a consequential requirement to OLMOS, the update of the RTU (already existing) was
required. For Testing the System and the Aircraft sensors, the RTU has to be updated, on
top of this testrequirement, the RTU was designed to hold one complete dataset of
Crashrecorderdata, and convert signals into physical units.

6. OLMOS System Layout

The System was introduced into service 1985 on a prototype basis. The principle design
is shown in the following Blockdiagramm (Fig.2). The groundequipment which is not used
on Aircraft is commercial type equipment the HUT, RTU and the Batteries pack is designed
to military environmental specifications.

- ..... . .......... .
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7. DATA &cusisitom Unit UardwsreiSoRt351e

The key element of the OIOS is the on board processing facility DAU ic. There is

another paper presented in the afternoon, where in more detail the onboard software is
presented (J. Droed&, HU). With the next diagrams I would like to draw your attention
on the embedded design for the engine calculation module. The Hardware for this OU
Module could be installed on one circuitboard for each engine.

The development of ONOS proved, that on Board Monitoring is possible, and the received
data can be used in the Logistic System. The Tornado OLNOS technology is using state of
the art Hardware and structured Software. OLMOS is a System which serves engine,
structure and functional equipment as well, the level of integration is high, but due to
the structured Softwareapproach the system can be handled. The Software was developed by
four companies, and in the using phase the same companies are sharing the ON
maintenance. High integrated Systems definitely do need a very close management on both
sides, the government and the industry, however OLMOS proves that even commercial and
proprietary aspects can be worked out.
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DISCUSSION

R. DYSON

Vibration system are praised and criticized. Please provide your ratio-

nale for the decision not to include vibration sonitoring.

Author's Reply:

OU9MlS does include a vibration monitoring. however it is a strict "vibra-

tion" monitoring. There is no frequency analysis performed

within "012135".

J.L.HOUILLON

Le syatbme OLMOS n'est pas opkrationnel aujourdhui. d'o6 lea trois quea-

tions suivantea:

1. Quand le systime, sera-t-il opkrationnel dana la Luftwaffe?

2. Comsent sera initialis6 l'eidommagement des pikes critiquea des

moteursaen service depuia plusieures annies?

3. Quelles piL~ces soot suivies?

Author's Reply:

1. The first production syatema were introduced into aervice in 4/87.

The existing TORNADO'S will be retrofitted. The complete fleet will

be operationnal in 1992.

2. All "M0-12.13" engines will be monitored by flight-hours. The group

A"parta will have individual A-factora asaigned. The monitoring will

be performed by flighthuur and IA-factor. An engine converted from

a 'flighthour controlled" engine to an "OLMOS controlled" engine will

pick up the conaumed life gained by the present procedure.

3. All rotary group A parts of the engine.

- _____~~_7______
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR ON-BOARD MONroTRING SYSTEMS

by

Squadron Leader PJJenkins BSc(Eng) ACGI C Eng MRAeS RAF
Procurement Office, MOD

Eng 2, Room 164, St Giles Coort
1 St Giles High Street

London WC2H 8LD, United Kingdom

SUMMARY

"With the advent of eicro-proceesors" Is a phase which has heralded a host of advances in aircraft
mounted equipment. It promises to yield rich dividends for the hard pressed maintenance engineer by
providing detailed information on equipment performance to enable defects to be accurately and rapidly
diagnosed. Latest developments in the propulsion field show the potential of being able to anticipate
certain types of defect and thus achieve true on-condition maintenance in these cases. The ai of this
paper is to highlight the vitally important role played by maintenance information sanagement systems In
storing, analysing and displaying the data captured by on-board monitoring systems and to make
recommendations for a code of practice for the successful implementation of such systems.

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Increasingly, military aircraft are being designed to incorporate on-hoard monitoring systems. For
instance, it is now RAF policy for all new aircraft to be fitted with an integrated flight data recorder
(IF R). Unfortunately, what has tended to be neglected has been the requirement to manipulate and manage
this information In a way that provides clear, unambiguous advice in a readily understandable form. To
date, the trend has been to view the problem primarily from the airborne side with attention only
focussing on the potential users requirements very late in the day.

1.1 The Section in which I work is the Engine Usage, Condition and Maintenance Management Systems
(EUCAMS) Project Office in the UK MOD Procurement Executive. It used to be called Engine Health
Monitoring but this title fails to adequately describe the range of activities covered. Some of the
developments we have been responsible for are the Engine Usage Monitoring System (EUMS), and Low Cycle
Fatigue Counter (LCFC), Air Staff Target (AST) 603, about which you will be hearing elsewhere, and the
Engine Monitoring System (EMS) fitted to the Harrier GR Nk 5. We have also developed the Harrier
Information Management System (HItS) to support the EMS and are developing a similar system for the
Tucson. Finally, we are involved in the process of defining the requirements for the Integrated
Monitoring and Recording System (IMES) and the Ground Exploitation System (GES) for the European Fighter
Aircraft (ZFA) - but that requires a paper in its own right. I will briefly describe the various
information management systems using our experiences on the Harrier and Tucano systems to Illustrate
important points.

1.2 The future trend, as exemplified by the Tucano and EPA, is to integrste the engine, airframe and
systems monitoring function Into either a physical or virtual system. Hence, airframe fatigue
consumption calculation can be enhanced by introducing recording the readings of strain gauges
strategically positioned on the airframe. Avionics and some mechanical systems will also benefit
from being constantly monitored to improve the diagnosis of defects and, more Importantly, transient
defects.

2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 EUMS

2.1.1 The Plessey Avionics EUMS is fitted to a percentage of aircraft in eath of the UK fast jet
fleets and to a number of helicopters and transport aircraft. RUNS continuously records a limited
number of engine parameters, primarily shaft speeds and JPT, onto a standard audio cassette format.
The cassette, together with a proforma giving sortie details is sent to Rolle Royce Bristol (RM)
where the data is analysed snd stored on a computer (a DEC PDP 11/70). This analysis is fairly
complex and beyond the capabilities to be found on the average Service unit. The data output gives
LCF consumed per flight which can be tagged with a Sortie Pattern Code (SPC) and Squadron identity.
It is then possible to place the LCF cycles/hr exchange rate in context. On some engine types, the
analysis bee shown that it has been possible to halve the originally estimated exchange rate is
effectively double the component's life, which can represent a large financial saving. On other
engine types, RIMS has highlighted greater than as*uned engine usage and, hence, "life" has had to be
reduced. However, the greater knowledge of actual usage is an important contribution to flight safety.
Its got to be goodl

2.1.2 The big problem with SUMS is "data drag". It can take up to a month between a flight and
processing a cassette at RE. If data is corrupted end the cause is equipment malfunction, then, by the
time the defect has been rectified, a lot of data will have been lost. The EUNS results cannot be used
on their own as they only reflect a smell percentage of fleet usage, hence, various statistical
techniques need to be used to overcome any bias if the results were to be applied to the whole fleet.
So the time taken for a meaningful output to be made available rules out using SUMS data for let or 2nd
line use.

~ - AL
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2.2 LOW CYCLE FATIGUE CoWIR (LC)Q

2.2.1 The Smith. Industries LcFc wa me possible by "the advent of the micro processor. Similar
inputs to RUNS are fed to the aircraft munted LCFC uhich then continuously computes LCF usage by
running an appropriate algorithm in its sicro-processor. The original LCFC displayed results on 4
electro mechanical counters which are normally read at the end of the day's flying and recorded in the
aircraft documentation. This to the system used on the Sed Arrows Hawks and is the only fleet fit of
LCFCs. The system is analogous to reading airframe fatigue meters, although, in this cast the numbers
directly represent life consumed.

2.3 AST 603

2.3.1 AST 603 spawned a quite ambitious ad advanced trial of engine monitoring techniques. Whilst it
would be true to say that the project suffered more than its fair share of problem, it also enabled the
way ahead to he defined. The trial, at an RAP advanced flying training school, comprised 12 Hawk
aircraft, fitted with an expanded BUMS fit. and a ground station, similar to that at REB, to process the
cassettes. An RAF team of 3 ran the system.

2.3.2 The on-station computer acted as the information management system but required a high degree of
knowledge to operate it. In the latter stages of the project, a much more "user friendly" system was
designed called the Prototype Information Management System (PINS). Two companies, SCICON and
Stewart Hughes, combined to produce and demonstrate this system which was heavily based on the USAF's
Maintenance Information Management System (MINS) hot tailored to meet the RAP's requirements.

3.0 HA IER Cl WK 5

3.1 The Harrier GR Mk 5 will he the first SAF aircraft to be fleet fitted with an ENS. The PINS
experience was very valuable in focussing thoughts to define the requirements for a system to support
the Barrier SNS. The original idea was to manage the EMS data on the Station Engineering Management Aid
(SEMA), a micro-computer based centralised engineering database. However, SENA Implementation at
RAF Wittering, the first Harrier CR Nk 5 unit, was not planned until 1 year after the aircraft entered
service. Thus was born the Barrier Information Management System (HINS) as a stand alone system but
with the ability to interface with SENA in due course.

3.2 ENS

3.2.1 A brief description of the Harrier EMS is appropriate. Firstly, there is the aircraft mounted
equipment, the Engine Monitoring Unit (ENU), and, secondly, there is the ground based equipment, the
Data Retrieval Unit (DitU). The DEU does sll the processing to provide the functions described in
para 3.2.2 below whilst the DU is used to download the data and feed it into BINS. The DRU 1s also
used to re-set data stores in the SNO following an engine or ENU change. To cope with the Harrier's
deployed role, the DRU is designed to download its date to a cassette recorder so that the data may he
transferred to HINS back at base. Fig I gives a simplified overview of the system.

3.2.2 The major features of the EMU are as follows:

a. It runs 6 LCP algorithm in real time and stores the results in a "per flight" and a
cumaulative consumption store.

b. It runs 2 algorithms for determining the life of HP Turbine Stage 1 and Stage 2 blades and
stores results as per sub-pars a above.

c. It carries out exceedance detection of a wide range of parameters such as overspeeds,
overtemps etc, and records maximum parameter value, time spent above the limit and time into flight
at which the exceodance occurred.

d. Following exceedance detection, E4S records the entire raw data stream for the duration of the
incident, including a short period before and after the exceedsnce, and stores this data in solid
state memory. The ENS is able to provide data prior to an exceedance because data is held in a
circular buffer able to store up to 60 seconds of data.

. Over a period of 6 flights, ENS records and stores that engine/sirfrome combination's
vibration signature and uses this data to trigger a vibration maintenance warning before a
vibration exceedance is recorded. ENS also monitors vibration levels associated with the highest
angina speed at take off and each 15 sinutes thereafter.

f. On the Harrier, a check is carried out which is similar to the Power Performance Index for
helicopters. The object of the check is to assure that the aircraft and engine combination will
produce a certain standard of performance. To obtain a feel for just the engine performance, it is
neceseary to carry out a separate engine performance snapshot when the engine compressor air is not
being bled off to control the aircraft below wing borne speeds. ENS is planned to automatically
capture hover performance and a take off parameter snapshot for ground analysis to due course.

3.3 RIM

3.3.1 Development of BINS was started when the Harrier's in-service dote was only 21 months sway. The
MN had been in development for soe 30 months prior to that. The original philosophy had been to read
data from the ONS as and when necessary (at that stage only excesdance summaries were being logged) in
mch the sam way as for the LCFC. However, as the DES design progressed, advances in memory capacity

... .
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of non volatili random access memory (NVIAM) devices permitted the introduction of rav data recording
and storage. Direct calculation of LCP consumption allowed the change from the traditional syste, of
"lifig" the engine In hours to iting in LCF cycles. Now, the Pegasus has 36 Group A parts which, in
theory, could each consume LCY at different rates. The EMU only runs algorithms for 6 Group A
components. These components are the met highly stressed features in each spool/shaft and the
combustion chamber outer casing. The remaining Group A parts are related to these 6 by a read across
factor which is currently set at unity. Some sort of ground based storage and display system was
clearly needed to support this functionality and this formad the basis for the requirements for HIMS.

3.3.2 HIN inputs are as follows.

a. E11 data is loaded via the DOU for on-base operations.

b. E data is loaded vie a cassette for off-base operations.

c. The following data has to be entered asnually:

I. Sortie details, hours flown and sortie pattern code, fro, the aircraft documents.

ii. Removal/installation of engines/coaponents.

iti. Database corrections.

3.3.3 Following the introduction of SERA, RIMS will obtain the date in pares 4.3.2.c.i and 4.3.2.c.ii by
electronic transfer from SERA.

3.3.4 The main HIMS functions say be described as follows:

a. Maintains a record of LCF consumption of all 36 Pegasus Group A parts by using read across
factors from the 6 LCF algorithms running In the EU.

b. Maintains a record of HP Turbine blade usage.

c. Maintains a record of exceedances recorded in the EMU.

d. Displays raw incident data graphically.

e. Displays a summary of engine life remaining In hours.

f. Displays a summary of rate of usage between different engines.

g. Produces date to re-set EU data stores.

h. Transfers data to and receives data from SENA.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe all these functions fully, so I will only describe a
few of the outputs below.

3.3.5 One of the most useful outputs from HIMS will be the ability to investigate engine defects
without having to rely implicitly on aircrew reports. This is not a slur on sircrew but a recognition
that they are likely to be rather too busy flying the aircraft following an engine malfunction to pay
other than passing Interest in how parameters are changing during a malfunction. Maintenance engineers
will be presented with a summary of the incident is maximua value reached, duration above limit and the
tie into flight at which it occurred as well as being able to "view" the incident by plotting out the
relevant parameters either on a VDU or onto hard copy and correlating what actually happened with the
advice In the engine manual. Provided the EIEU is functional, no longer will the words "When I looked
into the cockpit the JPT wes falling through 850'..." be greeted by "What temperature did it reach?".
Accurate data will be readily available.

3.3.6 Another useful output will be that of engine life remaining In hours. Having said that we want
to get away from lifing engines in hours wh6 come beck to it? Very simply, hours remaining are what
matter when operating aircraft, so converting back from cycles to hours gives a basis for managing the
engine. However, as this hours remaining figure is derived by dividing a cycles/hour exchange rate into
the component with the lowest cycles remaining figure. it could decrease at a slower or faster rate than
the aircraft flying hours depending on the severity of engine usage. For example, when aircraft are
being used on an armament practice camp, the range is usually closer than usual. Transit time to and
from the range is, therefore, much lower than when at base. As LCF consumption is either very low or
zero during transit, for every hour spent flying, proportionately, the engine is consuming such more LCF
than would normally be the case. However, this increased complexity in determining engine life is
automatically token care of within HIhS.

3.3.7 Another example which has a use both in-service and at the engine manufacturer, is the ability
for the first time to display the difference in the rate of engine life usage between engines on a
squadron end also between pilots. Whilst I am not suggesting that in the Service a check should be kept
on engine usage by individual pilots, It may be a useful output when evaluating different operating
profiles. At 4th line, this information will prove invaluable when assessing the amount of scatter that
the manufeturer is likely to expect when the aircraft is flown by different pilots on the name sortie
pattern. This data can then be used to modify the "ssumptions" used in lifing calculations.
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3.4 FUTURE HANCEMENTS

3.4.1 Although originally envisaged, the EMS currently does not have a facility to automaticelly
capture data to calculate hover performance on the Harrier. To those unfamiliar with Harrier operation.
this procedure is carried out to check the overall performance of the engine/airframe combination. It
is analogous to the helicopter power performance index check. The Harrier procedure requires the
services of experienced aircrew as very accurate hovering is required. Ideally. there should be no wind
so that the use of the reaction jet controls can be ainimised. Inevitably, this is rarely the case and
so for a number of reasons a hover performance check may have to be reflown. I would expect the software
for the automatic capture and calculation of hover performance to be available in late '88. HINS will
take on this data and store it against the particular engine/airframe combination.

3.4.2 Another function which has been delayed is the capture of a snapshot of engine parameters at a
repeatable point in the flight envelope. Such a point has been identified as occurring shortly after
take off when the aircraft is in full wing borne flight. The snapshot window has been defined as
occurring approximately 7 seconds after the aircraft is airborne and the nozzles are fully aft. 10
parameters will then be recorded over a 6 second period and either averaged or all 6 values stored. Thic
snapshot data will be downloaded to HIMS where a Rolls Royce provided analysis routine will be used to
determine the engine's performance. This could be particularly relevant where a hover performance was
below specification but the snapshot data analysis indicated that the engine was above the minimum
acceptable power. This would eliminate the engine as being the prime suspect and would immediately
direct the fault finding to the airframe. Conversely, the indication of a deteriorating engine from this
analysis could trigger either an engine inspection or an unscheduled hover performance check. Again, by
providing early warning of an engine's deterioration, maintenance personnel may be able to reduce the
impact of an engine change on a squadron's programme. Furthermore, selecting aircraft to go on exerzises
where maximum performance is required will become relatively easy. No doubt aircrew will pay particular
attention to these outputs to bid for the jet with the beat performance!

4.0 TUCANO T MKl

4.1 The Tucson on-board system, called the Airborne Integration Monitoring System (AIMS), comprises a
Data Acquisition and Processing Unit (DAPU) and an Accident Data Recorder (ADR). The OAPU, which Is
analogous to the Harrier EMU, is downloaded to a Data Extraction Unit (DEU) which in turn will download
into the Tucson Information Management System (TINS). The DAPU carries out engine lhfing, but in a
simpler form than that used in the Harrier ENU, and also replaces the traditional fatigue meter, or more
correctly the counting accelerometer. The DAPU also has an exceedance detection and logging facility but
does not collect raw data following an exceedance. Finally, a performance snapshot is taken on the first
occasion in each sortie when the aircraft climbs through 5000 feet.

4.2 The major differences in TINS compared with HINS, is the ability to handle airframe fatigue data.
The "g- counts are stored and converted to fatigue index (Fl) readings using a simple fatigue algorithm.
The raw "g" counts are still passed back to MACE for the full rigorous FI calculation. To overcome the
problem of "the ortgional aircraft with I different -ings, 2 different fuselages and I different
tailplane" the history of each of these major components is tracked within TINS automatically. It is,
therefore, a simple matter to determine the true life of a wing, say, even when it has been used on
several different aircraft.

5.0 LESSONS LEARNED

SYSTEMS APPROACH

5.1 The most obvious lesson to be learned from the experience with MIMS and TINS is the reiteration of
the use of the systema approach to introducing new technology. This is to use the word "system" in its
widest form by which I mean the inclusion, or consideration, of any relevant factor. By its very nature,
the "system" starts by the customer considering the performance, readiness requirement, ie aircraft
availability, and life cycle costs he r-uires from the aircraft. From this can be defined the
engineering philosophy required which, in turn, defines the type of Information which must be acquired
on-board to support the appropriate ground based engineering functions.

5.2 The importance of the ground station cannot be stressed too highly and considerable effort should be
expended in defining its requirements. These requirements should then drive the definition of the
airborne system. Of course, it could be that existing or projected technology cannot support the
required functions ie it may not be feasible to collect some data, In which case a compromise between
what is required and what is technically feasible will be necessary.

5.3 It is important at this stage to recognise that it is essential to have some means of uniquely
tagging Information gathered. The least ambiguous way is to use time tagging which implies a real time
clock (RTC) somewhere in the monitoring system. For advanced aircraft designs using data buses, a single
RTC In the aircraft will suffice. For less complex aircraft, or in the retrofit case, it is essential to
have a RTC in the monitoring equipment even if this means having to accept the penalty of changing a
battery every 3 to 5 years.

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SYSTEMS

5.4 Many military air arms these days have a computerised engineering database. Some operators will be
tempted to include the functions of the IN1S Into their existing facilities. Whilst this may be possible,
a ore attractive solution is to design a distributed processing system and define either the data
transfers required or, better still, utilise an Open System Architecture. This implies use of operating
systems such as UNIX or PICK. The great advantage of following this route is that the same software can
run on any hardware which can run UNIX or PICK. This is a very Important consideration as software costs
far outweigh hardware costs these days and it is likely that hardware will require replacement every 5 to
10 years.
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FUNCTIONAL REQUIRBMNT SPECIPICATIONS

5.5 Having laid the foundations of a system. it is then time to begin producing the functional
requirement specification (FEE). It is vitally important to get the FES as accurate as possible. The
penalty for inaccuracy and ambiguity is a very expensive rework of the software at a later stage.
Producing a FES is an activity that most involve the end-user in a considerable amount of effort.
Otherwise, there is the danger of an avalanche of modifications being required, at great expense,
as soon as the system enters service as the user finds that the software doesn't work In the way he
wanted, or expected, it to.

5.6 It IS at this stage that all the Interface requirements should be identified. Some interfaces will
be satisfied with merely a transfer of data using some form of magnetic media. Other interfaces may
require direct on-line data transfer. There may be conflicting operational requirements between systems
with some only updating databases in batch processes and others relying on real time updates. This
implies some form of "data drag" and, hence, the 2 databases will only be in synchronisatLon once or
twice a day. It is most unlikely that all data held In distributed databases needs to be transferred
between then. Rather, those data fields whose transfer is essential should be identified, and they
should conform to a standard format. The use of standard Data Dictionaries within the ranges of systems
being linked will greatly simplify this process.

5.7 Another form of "data drag" is caused when aircraft operate away from base and, for varioue
reasona, the paper records take some time to return to the host unit. This can give rise to
several problems:

a. Some aircraft sortie details will not be available for, say, up to 3 months.

b. A monitored/lifed item has been changed on the aircraft and neither the on-board system nor the
ground system is updated with the change.

c. A monltored/lifed item has been changed and the on-board system is updated
but the ground system is not.

5.8 For the first case, allowance needs to be made for "dummy" or estimated details to be entered to
allow the database to function until the real details arrive. The database then needs to be "rolled
back" to the area to be corrected, and, having input the correct details, the database must then be
"rolled forward" and carry out any necessary changes resulting from the input of th- real data.

5.9 For the second case, the same "rolling back", correcting and "rolling forward" of the database is
required. However, an additional requirement is to reflect the changes in lifed/sonitored components
removed from and fitted to the aircraft. This is to enable the correct allocation of life consumed by
the old and new parts. The RTC is invaluable in sorting out this type of problem, always assuming that

the correct time has been used on the aircraft work sheets which recorded the component change.

5.10 In the third case, the ground station software should trap the error as there will be a
discontinuity in the life usage readings of the affected component.

5.11 When raw data Is collected to assist in the diagnosis of incidents then, there is further scope for
expensive errors to be made. The manner in which the basic data frame is composed and handled should be
unambiguously stated. For instance, if a data frame comprises a number of sub-frames, both the on-board
system and the ground system should handle the data either by frame number of by sub-frame number. An
obvious statement but one which should not be left unstated.

5.12 Equally, once the aircraft is in service, it may be necessary to change the data frame format to
permit the capture of additional parameters or to increase the sampling rate of a particular parameter.
This should be allowed for within the design of both sir and ground systems. A possible solution is for
the airborne system to contain the frame format standard in a byte in the data frame and for the ground
station to read this byte before implementing the appropriate decode sequence for that particular data
frame format, This will enable incident data with different frame formats to be automatically decoded
correctly.

SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

5.13 A recent alternative to a rigorous FRS is to "prototype" the system. Use of modern fourth
generation language (4GL) packages allow the rapid creation of a "prototype" system which can be shown to
the user for commot. Proceeding in an Iterative process leads eventually to the creation of the PU.
It is difficult to say which of the 2 systems is the better other than when first creating a ground
station the prototyping option can offer advantages by showing the software in action. This can trigger
thoughts on how to use the system which would not have come to light until some operating experience had
been gained with the system. Additionally, interfaces will be sore easily identified as the system is
run.

5.14 The use of a modern 40L Relational Database Nanagement System (EDENS) can have a most beneficial
effect on the speed of software Implementation and hence on the overall cost of the development. it
Is important to evaluate the available RDBNSs to ensure that the most appropriate one is chosen for the
task. This will depend on a number of factors such as the size of the database, the amount of data
processing envisaged, the speed of response required, the type of queries likely to be instigated and
the ability of the package to interface with other software packages. Of particular importance is the
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type of query likely to be used. Very often it is not until a system baa been running for sm time that
It becomes clear that a particular query function, which would be very useful, yas not specified at the
start. An example could be the aftermath of a turbine disc failure where a life reduction is required
pending the resolution of the problem. The question the engine fleet manager most vents answered is "Now
many engines are at risk and what effect vould a emall varietion in the life cleared have on my
operationa?" Now, a flexible and well designed system could be easily modified to cope with
such a query whereas a less flexibly constructed system would merely Increase the frustration of the herd
pressed manager by being unable to provide such data without resorting to manually sifting through a host
of outputs which contain the answer somewhere in them.

CHOICE O0 HARDWARE

5.15 The reader will note that the choice of hardware is left until last. This is entirely deliberate
and serves to show how the influence of hardware has waned with the advent of Open Systems Architecture
(OSA). The choice of hardware then is dependent on the following factors:

A. Will the hardware support OSA?

b. Will the selected RDBNS run on the hardware?

c. How fast will the hardware run when subject of a recognised benchmark?

d. Is there a recognised interface package to allow the chosen hardware to interface with other
existing systems?

e. Does the hardware support colour graphics?

5.16 Having addressed the above points satisfactorily the hardware may be procured and the software
development can start in earnest.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

6.1 When designing an aircraft monitoring system, the design starts with the consideration of the
whole system. This means considering how it Is intended to maintain the aircraft, what level of
aircraft availability is required and the life cycle costs envisaged by the aircraft operator. Failure
to do so will result in a situation arising whereby it will not be possible to obtain the optimum
advantage from the investment in the monitoring system. Indeed, in the worst scenario, it is possible
to find that, unless considerable sums of money are invested, the monitoring system becomes virtually
unmanageable.

7.0 RECOMMENIDATIONS

7.1 During the development of information management systems for use in military aircraft with
monitoring system it has been found that the following "code of practice" can yield very great benefits
in terms of maximising the expected benefits:

a. Adopt a "systems approach" when analysing the requirements for a monitoring system.

b. Specify a real time clock In the airborne system to time tag all relevant data.

c. Determine the extent to which integration with other ADP systems is required.

d. Consider the use of Open System Architecture.

e. Rigorously identify the functional requirements, particularly the interfaces which will be
required. Alternatively, consider "prototyping" the system.

f. Evaluate and choose the most suitable database management system bearing in mind the
considerable advantages offered by fourth generation language packages. Aim for maximum flexibility
in the database.

g. Evaluate and choose the most suitable hardware to run the chosen software aiming to meet the
requirements for speed of operation with the chosen software, interface requirements with other
hardware and VDU attributes.

7.2 Adherence to the above code does not automatically guarantee success but at least the major problems
will have been addressed.

The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily represent the policy of the Ministry
of Defence.

Copyright (C) Controller W1O London L9gg8.
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DISCUSSION

C.M. O'CONNOR

What measures exist to validate data transferred to the HIM and what

procedures are there to secure it from unauthorised access.

Author's Reply:

Firstly, during data transfer from the aircraft to the Data Retrieval

Unit, Manchester II protocol is used to ensure that no data corruption

occurs even when this operation takes place in a high Electromagnetic

environment. When transferring data from the DRU to HIlS there is no

need for data validation. Once the data is on HIMS, the system checks

the airframe and engine number with that listed on the database and

warns the operator of any error. Currently no other data validation

is carried out. However should in-service operation indicate that

further validation is required, appropriate validation checks will be

introduced later.

Security is maintained by use of passwords.

M.J.FLE4NG

How is data retrieval managed whilst the aircraft spends prolonged

periods away from home care?

Author's Reply:

When the HARRIER is operated away from its base, after downloading data

to the DRU, data is transferred to a cassette tape. Data integrity is

ensured by a write, read, verify sequence and by use of data buffers.

The cassettes are then transferred to base and read into HIMS.

If the aircraft are deployed to another base it is possible to position

a spare HIMS computer system and transfer data by means of floppy discs.

D.E. COLBOURNE

We have heard earlier of the great usefulness of vibration monitoring-

but of its reputation for unreliability- does your off-aircraft analysis

system have any benefits to offer?

Author's Reply:

We have planned to carry out vibration analysis within HIMS. However

we found that the data captured did not link shaft speed with vibration

amplitude uniquely. Thus iL is not possible at the moment to utilise

the data to the extent originally envisaged.
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SUMMARY

The Canadian Forces have adopted a conditional maintenance concept for the engines
of the CF-1S fighter aircraft. In support of this concept, advanced engine performance
monitoring procedures are being developed to track the general performance level of each
engine and identify problematic engine components. The procedures are based on take-off
ground roll data recorded by the aircraft In-Flight Engine Condition Monitoring System
and steady-state data obtained from automated Engine Test Facilities. The development
and field evaluation of these procedures is described. A discussion of future develop-
ment work and related research activities is also included.

NOMENCLATURE

AS - exhaust nozzle area PR - pressure ratio

CVG - compressor variable geometry PRdes - design point pressure ratioposition PLA - power lever angle
FVG - fan variable geometry position O - turbine flow parameter, WIT/P

- gross thrust - design point turbine flow

MFC - main fuel control parameter

N - rotor speed TI  - engine inlet temperature

Ndes - design point rotor speed T56  - exhaust gas temperature

N1  - fan rotor speed W1  - engine airflow

N2  - compressor rotor speed Wfm - main fuel flow

P1  - engine inlet pressure 61 - inlet temperature correction
factor T1 /286 KP8 3 - compressor delivery pressure

61 - inlet pressure correction factor,
P56 - exhaust gas pressure Pl/l bar

INTRODUCTION

The General Electric F404-GE-400 engines of the CF-18 are the first Canadian
military engines to be maintained under a formal "on-conditiLn" maintenance program.
Under this program, maintenance actions are dictated largely by direct or indirect
measurements of actual engine condition; hence, advanced condition monitoring and fault
isolation capabilities are required to ensure that engine and aircraft availability
targets are met.

The r404 is a low bypass, twin-spool turbofan engine with a mixed flow exhaust and
afterburning. The engine is typical of modern military gas turbines, employing variable
fan and high pressure compressor geometry to obtain a high compression ratio and a
variable area exhaust nozzle to optimize engine performance over a wide operating range.
The layout of the 1404 is presented in Figure 1 which also defines the engine station
nusbering used for performance analysis.
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Operational P404 engine condition monitoring is provided by the aircraft's In-
Flight Engine Condition Monitoring System (IECUS). The IE(4S continuously monitors
several different engine and aircraft performance parameters, evaluates engine component
life usage indices, activates cockpit cautions and sets maintenance codes whenever an
engine operating limit is exceeded, and automatically records engine performance data on
a removable tape cartridge for post-flight analysis (1]. Each CF-18 main operating base
in also equipped with a modern Engine Test Facility (TF), capable of both on-wing and
off-wing engine performance verification testing.

In 1965, the Canadian Forces (CF) contracted with GasTOPS Ltd. to develop engine
performance trending and troubleshooting procedures based on the Information available
from the CF-18 IECMS and ETF. To-date, software has been developed which enables engine
maintenance technicians to access, display, analyze and print the various data record-
ings provided by the 134S, to track the performance of individual engines based on
engine health indices derived from the IZ04S take-off recordings and to identify
specific engine problems using steady-state engine performance data recorded in theSTF.

This paper describes the development and in-service evaluation of the CF-18 engine
performance monitoring procedures. The direction of future development work is also
discussed.

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE MONITORING

The CF-18 IECMS records F404 engine performance data automatically during the
ground roll of each aircraft take-off and whenever an engine operating limit (fan speed,
compressor speed, exhaust gas temperature, oil pressure or vibration) is exceeded.
Additionally, a pilot record button feature enables engine performance data to be cap-
tured on an as required basis. The exceesdance and pilot-activated recordings are com-
prised of 5 seconds of pre-event and 35 seconds of post-event data. The take-off
recordings begin when the engine power lever is advanced to the take-off power setting,
end when the aircraft lifts off and are typically 6 to 10 seconds in duration. Table I
summarizes the major parameters which are recorded by the IECS and the frequency of
each recording.

The development of operational CF-18 engine performance monitoring procedures has
centred on the take-off recordings. In general, these recordings capture the dynamic
response of the engine to a rapid throttle movement from idle to the take-off power
setting. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate two representative parameter versus time
traces, fuel flow (Wfm) and compressor rotor speed (N2 ), obtained from an I2CMS take-offrecording. It is evident from the figures that the engine is in a transient state
throughout the take-off ground roll. To make use of the take-off data for engine
performance monitoring purposes it is therefore necessary to relate engine condition to
the dynamic behaviour of the engine as exhibited by the take-off recordings.

The use of transient data for engine performance monitoring has received relatively
little attention by monitoring system developers. At the present time, the dynamic
behaviour of gas turbines (and in particular complex engines such as the F404) under
degraded conditions is not well understood and the requirements of an airborne measure-
ment system suitable for transient performance monitoring have yet to be established.
In the case of the CF-18 IECHS, it is therefore reasonable to assume that the IECMS
take-off recordings have been included because of their perceived usefulness, rather
than on the basis of a proven performance monitoring capability.

This situation clearly complicates the task of developing reliable performance
monitoring procedures based on the CF-1 take-off recordings. For example, the data
capture algorithm used by the IEC4S does not account for any variability in the starting
conditions of the transient; however, depending on how a take-off is executed, the
starting engine speed can vary between ground idle and approximately 90% NJ Because of
the variable geometry features of the engine, the dynamic response of the engine will
also be dependent on ambient temperature. The accuracy of the transient measurements
must be considered as well. For instance, the parameter versus time plots of Figure 2
indicate that data must be filtered or smoothed to eliminate signal noise and sampling
rate problems. The data smoothing techniques presently employed are summarized in Table
2.

In spite of the difficulties described above, a number of relatively simple "engine
health indices" have been derived from the CF-18 engine take-off recordings and are
presently under evaluation. For example;

1. Fuel Ratio Units: During a rapid acceleration from ground idle to take-off,
tne main fuel control (MFC) provides fuel to the engine according to a pre-
defined fuel ratio unit (Wfm/PS3) schedule. This schedule is affected some-
what by ambient temperature, but is independent of the starting speed of the
transient. Hence, it is reasonably repeatable from one take-off to another.
Examination of the W /P 53 versus N2 relationships for a large number of take-
offs indicates thaP t. fuel ratio unit curves may be useful in identifying
problematic fuel control components. Figure 3 shows two fuel ratio unit
curves, one taken before and the other after an WyC removal from an engine
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which experienced a flameout on startup. The overfuelling which occurred

prior to the flameout incident is clearly evident. For field evaluation
purposes, the fuel ratio unit values at 81% and 87% N2 are presently being
monitored.

2. Rotor Acceleration Time: mmediately following a rapid throttle advance to
tae tae-or: power setting, the variable exhaust nozzle of the F404 moves to a
completely closed position and remains closed until the exhaust gas tempera-
ture limit of the engine is approached. It has been determined that the fan
and compressor rotor acceleration time during the interval when the nozzle is
closed are quite consistent, irregardless of the starting conditions of the
transient. Furthermore, as indicated in Figure 4, the rotor acceleration
times are also sensitive to fuel control adjustments. The usefulness of the
acceleration times as indicators of additional engine problems is presently
being evaluated.

3. Compressor Delivery Pressure Rise Time: Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the
compressor delivery pressure traces for the left and right hand engines of an
aircraft which experienced severe blade damage to the HP compressor of its
left engine. The divergence of the left and right traces following the damage
is clearly visible. As a mean of detecting cold end gas path problems, the
difference between left and right hand engine PS3 rise times (time to reach
250 psi) Is presently being evaluated. By comparing left and right hand
engine values, take-off to take-off variations are minimized. Figure 6
presents a number of data points taken from a single aircraft over a period of
3 months. The changes in relative engine performance following each engine
removal are quite pronounced. It is felt that the magnitude of performance
changes due to engine condition degradation will be similar to or greater than
the engine-to-engine variations shown in Figure 6; hence, engine performance
trends should be detectable.

The analysis of CF-18 engine take-off data has resulted in benefits to other CF-18
Engine Health Monitoring programs as well. For instance, it has been determined that N2signal noise can cause erroneous values of the N2 low cycle fatigue countc to be
recorded by the IBMS. Strictly speaking, the left and right hand engine partial N2counts for a given aircraft should be similar or identical. However, a mission-by-
mission analysis of CF-18 engine life usage data and take-off performance recordings has
revealed that one engine can accumulate partial N2 cycle counts at a significantly
higher rate than the other (by as much as a factor of 8) as a result of a noisy N2signal.

TEST CELL DIAGNOSTICS

The highly modular design of the F404-GE-400 has enabled the Canadian Forces to
establish an in-depth repair capability for these engines in the field. In support of
these repair activities, modern Engine Test Facilities have been constructed at each C-
18 main operating base. Each ETF is capable of comprehensive engine functional and
performance verification testing for both installed and uninstalled engine configura-
tions. Data acquisition and processing is accomplished by a computer-based system which
interactively leads the operator through the required test schedules, displays the test
results and stores the test data on magnetic disk for future reference. The test sched-
ules and performance specifications provided by the manufacturer are used to ensure that
each engine is capable of meeting minimum performance requirements. In the event that
an engine fails to meet these requirements, however, it is often difficult to pinpoint
the cause of a performance deterioration.

The Engine Laboratory of the National Research Council of Canada and GasTOPS Ltd.
have demonstrated that component-based thermodynamic engine models provide a systematic
means of investigating performance-related gas turbine engine problems [2, 3]. The
Engine Laboratory has successfully developed these models for a variety of military gas
turbines including the F404-GE-400 engine. *Component-based' implies that the overall
engine model is comprised of individual component performance models. For the F404
engine this amounts to separate models for the fan, HP compressor, combustor, HP
turbine, LP turbine, bypass duct, mixing duct, propelling nozzle and variable geometry
control systems. If suitable performance characteristics for these components can be
estimated, engine performance over a wide range of operating conditions can be pre-
dicted. Furthermore, having established a component-beased engine model, the influence
of specific modes of component degradation on overall engine performance can be investi-
gated by appropriately modifying the Individual component characteristics.

A major obstacle to the development of compnnt-based enine models is the lack of
available component data. These data are usually proprietary to the engine manufacturer
and, with the scant information which is normally provided, the estimation of suitable
component characteristics remains a difficult tak. For the 1404 engine, adequate
representations of the turbine and nozzle characteristics were obtained using relative
scaling techniques such an the turbine flow and efficiency correlations shown in Figures
7(a) and 7(b). These techniques are inadequate, however, for the variable geometry fan
and HP compressor of the 1404. For thee coponents a more sophisticated perfomnce
estimation method was developed whereby ideslizad stage performance characteristics were
inferred from known operating data and a meanline stage-stacking procedure was used to
estimate overall fan/comprosor performance 4. Figun presents the estimated pro-
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-- - sure ratio versus flow characteristica of the P404 fan. Prom the figure it in clearly
evident that the variable geometry system has a pronounced effect on fan performance.

The predictions of the F404 engine model are compared to data provided by the

National Research Council in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). As indicated in these figures, the
simulated performance predictions show remarkably good agreement with the test data.
The engine model im thus a valid thermodynamic representation of 1404-E-400. It is
capable of predicting engine performance at the overall and component levels over a wide
range of operating conditions under both nominal and degraded component conditions and
has bon used extensively in the development of the F404 performance monitoring proce-
dures.

The use of the engine simulation for fault isolation purposes is depicted in Figure
10. within a specific data capture window, the data acquisition system of the RTM
records the required steady-state performance parameters. The subsequent processing of
these data includes data smoothing and validity checks, correction for non-standard
engine inlet conditions, comparison of measured performance parameters to baseline
values and evaluation of performance deviations (engine fault signature). Fault isola-
tion is accomplished by an algorithm which compares the engine fault signature to a
library of known or simulated fault signatures and produces a list of most probable
faults.

The catter in the performance data used for fault isolation can be greatly reduced
by limiting data capture to a specific "window" of operation. For a mixed flow turbofan
such am the P404, the position of the variable exhaust nozzle has a significant effect
on overall engine performance. For this reason, the data used for 1404 fault isolation
are recorded at a part power setting within the *cruise flat' region of exhaust nozzle
area schedule, as indicated in Figure 11. It is also important to select a data capture
window such that the performance deviations due to an engine fault can be readily
measured. Figure 12 shows the estimated variation in P404 airflow due to a progressive
reduction in HP turbine efficiency. It is evident that the airflow deviations are
larger and more consistent in the mid-power operating range. once again, this behaviour
can be attributed to the influence of the variable exhaust nozzle on P404 performance.

The second major step in the fault isolation process is to compare the measured
performance data to baseline or expected performance curves. Strictly speaking, the
relationship between any pair of measured or calculated performance parameters, cor-
rected to standard engine inlet conditions, may be used as a baseline. However, it is
advantageous to limit the number of baseline pairs to the minimum required for effective
fault isolation. A detailed investigation of F404 performance under nominal and
degraded conditions was conducted using the engine model. Based on the criterion of
minimum performance variation with engine inlet temperature (i.e. minimum influence of
the variable geometry systems) and maximum sensitivity to engine component deteriora-
tion, the following baselines were selected:

3. W/a /6 1 vs. N1//8 12. N2/791  vs- NII-10 1
3. Fg/&]. VS. N2//0.S1
4. Wfm/lSl81 vs. N 2 /1/01
5. Ps 3 /P1  vs. N 2 /40 1
6. T5 6 /G1 Vs. PsG/P1
7. N2/le vs. Ps6/P1

The engine airflow (Wl) and thrust (Fg) measurements are available only in the unin-
stalled test configuration.

Figures 13(a) and 13(b) illustrate how the selection of a specific baseline can
reduce data scatter caused by the angina variable geometry system characteristics. It
is evident from the figures that corrected thrust (Pg/61) correlates much better with
corrected compressor speed (N 2 /'8 1 ) than with corrected fan speed (Ni//el).

The analysis of fTF data for a number of serviceable P404 engines indicates that a
considerable variation in engine performance can occur as a result of the tolerances
allowed on the se:tup of the variable geometry system. For example, Figures 14(s) and
14(b) illustrate the typical scatter obtained for HP compressor variable geometry
position and engine thrust measurement data. Because of this data scatter, corrections
for each of the measured variable geometry positions (MYG, CVG and AS) must be applied
to the baselines noted above. The magnitudes of these corrections were determined using
the engine model predictions in conjunction with field measurements. The application of
these corrections results in a reduction in data scatter by a fattor of approximately 2
to 3.

Having established a suitable set of baseline curves and measured performance
deviations away from these curves, fault isolation in accomplished by comparing the
deviations to a -library- of estimated deviations for specific engine faults. For the
most prt, the present 1404 fault library has been derived from the engine model pre-
viously described. Figure 15 mcarises several faults which have been simulated and
their anticipated effects on 1404 performance in a fault matrix format. A probabilistic
fault Islation algorithm has also been developed based on the ssumptions that the
model predictions represent the mean or expected values of the performance deviations
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and the actual field data will be distributed normally about this mean. In this manner,
the me:sured performance deviations are used to assign a probability value to each
candidate fault.

A preliminary evaluation of the steady-state fault isolation procedures has been
conducted using data recorded by the T306 during special ground runs performed every 25
flying hours. A control group of 8 engines was used and the performance deviations for
each engine were tracked against flying hours for a period of approximately 18 months.
Figures 16(a) and 16(b) show two typical trend plots for one of the control group
engines. Superimposed on the plots are the significant maintenance actions which
occurred during the evaluation period. It is evident from these plots that the perform-
ance measurements are quite repeatable and that distinct performance shifts can occur as
a result of maintenance. For the most part, the observed engine performance changes
could be attributed to readjustment of the variable geometry systems following repair.
In one instance, however, an engine which experienced foreign object damage exhibited a
fault signature very similar to the engine model predictions.

Evaluation of the fault isolation procedures using ZTF data has only recently
begun. Software has been developed which enables field technicians to assess the gen-
eral condition of an engine and, if desired, display the engine fault signature. Analy-
sis of the fault signatures is conducted by GasTOPS Ltd. and results to-date indicate
that a number of common engine problems can be detected with a reasonable level of
confidence. For example. Figure 17 shows a fault signature obtained from an engine
immediately following a flameout in the test cell. Included in the figure for compari-
son is the predicted fault signature for an HP compressor variable geometry misadjust-
mant, which proved to be the problem upon subsequent troubleshooting. A second example
is given in Figure 18. In this case the measured fault signature for an engine which
experienced severe HP compressor damage is compared to the model prediction for a 5%
reduction in lip compressor efficiency. It is noteworthy that, with the exception of fan
and nozzle problems, the model studies indicate that the F404 can sustain considerable
damage to its major components and still pass the Engine Pressure Ratio performance
verification test. This reinforces the need for an enhanced performance verification
capability.

FUTURE WORK

The CF-18 engine performance monitoring procedures described in this paper are
still undergoing field evaluations and their reliability is as yet unknown. It is
evident that further development of both the operational performance monitoring and test
cell diagnostic procedures will be required before they can be fully integrated into the
day-to-day activities of the field maintenance personnel. In support of these develop-
ments, a number of basic research activities have also been identified.

Of fundamental importance to the operational performance monitoring program, is an
improved understanding of 7404 dynamic behaviour under both healthy and degraded engine
conditions. The Engine Laboratory of the NRC is presently assessing the feasibility of
developing a dynamic model of the F404-GE-400. This model will be used in conjunction
with test cell experiments to investigate the effects of common P404 faults on the
transient performance characteristics of the engine. The Canadian Forces have dedicated
a special "ground runner" engine to the project. Damaged components will be implanted
by the overhaul contractor and testing is expected to begin early in 1989.

In conjunction with the ground runner engine tests, an evaluation of the measure-
ment system requirements for transient performance data analysis will also be conducted.
A prototype data acquisition system has been developed by the NRC for 404 performance
testing and will be installed in the overhaul contractor's test cell. If possible,
performance data recorded by the NRC measurement system will be compared directly to
similar data obtained from the aircraft Maintenance Signal Data Recording System
(MSDRS). From this evaluation, potential improvements to the MSDRS will be identified.

As previously noted, a major impediment to using the take-off recordings for
performance monitoring is the variability in these recordings introduced by the way
different pilots handle the aircraft. As an alternative to the take-off recordings,
special ground runs have been considered, for both transient and steady-state perform-
ance analysis. The present data handling features of the 1306 (i.e. cartridge tape
data storage) make such ground runs impractical on a regular basis. However, the
Canadian Forces is presently investigating the possibility of a mobile engine test unit
which would access engine performance data directly from the aircraft multiplex bus. A
special purpose interface between the Engine Test Facility computer and the aircraft
data bus has already been developed for installed engine testin.

Future develo ent of the test cell diagnostic procedures will focus on improve-
ments to 7404 fault library. In addition to field data analysis, the NRC Engine
Laboratory has an ongoing research program aimed at quantifying the effects of comson
engine problems on component performance characteristics. The basic approach to the
research program involves physically imbedding faults into an engine and comparing
experimental performance deviations to theoretical models of these faults. The primary
test vehicle for this work at the present time is an Allison T56 turboshaft engine. TS6
engine instrumentation provides for data collection at the overall engine, component and
individual compressor stage levels. The stage level measurements enable the results
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Obtained frtom T56 testing to be generalized and subsequently applied to other engines
such am the 1404. A General Electric JOS-CAN-15 engie eand the 1404 ground runner
previously mentioned are also available for experimental investigations. Using the
ground runner engine, the Engine Laboratory intends to correlate performance measure-
meant taken in each of the Cr-18 Engine Test Facilities to reference measurements taken
in an MC cell. At the am time, two additional P404 sensors (lp compressor inlet and
oxit temperature) which enhance the fault isolation capability of the test cell diagnos-
tic procedures will be qualified. Current text plans for the JOS-CAN-15 engine include
fuel control unit and variable geometry system fault studies. Finally, the Engine
Laboratory is also evaluating the potential of a knowledge-based or expert system
approach to fault diagnosis as a means of integrating the F404 fault library data with
other engine condition data sources much an oil debris analysis and vibration analysis.

COCWLUSIONS

The CI-18 engine performance monitoring procedures described in this paper show
considerable promise for assessing the general health of the 1404 and identifying
specific component problems. The development of these methods, to a large extent, has
been made possible by the availability of a comprehensive thermodynamic model of the
engine, capable of investigating the effects of engine degradation in a systematic
manner. Further substantiation and refinement of the performance monitoring procedures
is necessary before they can be fully integrated with existing field maintenance activi-
ties. In support of this work, fundamental research in the areas of transient data
acquisition and analysis end gas turbine performance analysis and testing under degraded
component conditions is planned.

1. P.M. Doene and W.R. Kinley, F/A-l8A Inflight Engine Condition Monitoring System
(XSC0S)-, AIAA-83-1237, 1983.

2. R.J. Dupuis, H.I.H. Saravanamuttoo and D.M. Rudnitski, "Modelling of Component
Faults and Application to On-Condition Health Monitoring*, ASHE 86-GT-153, 1986.

3. H.I.H. Seravanamuttoo and B.D. Macisaac, -Thermodynamic Models for Pipeline Gas
Turbine Diagnostics-, Trans. of the ASMW, Vol. 105, Series A, pp. 875-84, 1983.

4. D.E. Muir and H.I.R. Saravanamuttoo, *Health Monitoring of variable Geometry Gas
Turbines for the Canadian Navy", Paper presented at the ASME IGTI Conference,
Amsterdam, 1988.
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Parameter Recording
Frequency

Pressure Altitude (PALT) 10 Hz
Mach Number (MN) 10 Hz

Angle of Attack (AOA) 10 Hz

Normal Acceleration (AN) I Hz

Total Temperature (TO) 10 Hz
Engine Inlet Temperature (TI) 10 Hz

Fan Speed (M1) 10 Hz
Compressor Speed (N2) 10 Hz
Exhaust Gas Temperature (T56 ) 10 Hz
Exhaust Gas Pressure (P56) 10 Hz

Compressor Exit Pressure (PS3 ) 10 Hz
Main Fuel Flow (Wfm) 10 Hz
Power Lever Angle (PLA) 10 Hz

Nozzle Position (AS) 10 Hz
Oil Pressure (MOP) I HZ
Vibration (VI) I Hz
Fuel Temperature (TF) I Hz
Aati-Ice Valve Position (AIVP) I Hz
Bleed Air Door Position (BADP) I Hz

Table I - Parameters Recorded by the IEC!S

Parameter Smoothing Technique

N1  Exponential Curve Fit

N2 Exponential Curve Fit

Wfm Spike/Flats Removal
Generation of Missing Data Points
2 Point Moving Average

PS3  2 Point Moving Average

T56  2 Point Moving Average

P56  2 Point Moving Average

Table 2 - IECMS Take-off Data Smoothing

iFAN H -COMBUSTOR n e Layout

Figure 1 - 404-GR-400 Engine Layout
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Figure 15 - F404-G-400 Engine performance Fault Matrix
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DISCUSSION

j NM. BEALJEPLARD
Is the IECIS only activated on take-off? Was it never considered

worthwhile getting stabilized data at "50Oft"?

What do you do about installation effects in your model?

Author's Reply:

The IE MS records engine performance data each take-off and whenever

a parameter limit exeedance is detected. The take-off recording was

developped initially to serve as a go / no-go indicator for carrier

based take-offs and has subsequently been used for performance monito-

ring purposes. A multi-role tactical aircraft such as the F-18 does

not have a repeatable in-flight operating condition where stabilized

engine performance date can be obtained.

Most of the data analyzed to date has been obtained from the test cell

or from the IECMS take-off recordings (MachN
0 

less than .35), hence

intake compressibility can be ignored. The steady state engine model

includes a relatively simple intake pressure loss model. The pressure

loss is assumed to be proportional to flow squared,

t

... . -- .. -, .g -
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B-11 CI ENGINE MONrORIHNG

by
Bline

Member oftheTechical Staff

and

PrMm, WfSIPsM
Rockwell Intmenationa Corporation

North Amedean Aircraft
2770 E. Canon Street
Lakewood, CA 90712

USA

ABSTRACT

The Central Integrated Test System (CITs) is a real-time test system which continually monitors
the perfornnce of the 34 principal systems, onboard the B-lB aircraft, including the four General
Electric FlOl turbofan engines. CITS consists of an onboard computer, four Data Acquisition Units, a
data converstion unit, a printer, a magnetic tape recorder, and a control and display anel.
Approximately 19,000 parameters are available for recording and display purposes. CITS performs the
following functions:

" Provides real-time information to the aircrew in the event of a system malfunction which
permits immediate evaluation of mission capability.

* Records data when faults occur, enabling fault analysis by ground personnel and automatic
preparation of the appropriate work orders.

" Provides trend data and other special engine recordings for use in ground-based diagnostic
systems.

" Minimizes the need for ground support equipment.

The Engine Diagnostic algorithm was designed in close coordination with General Electric.
Information obtained from early test cell runs was utilized in the original logic design. Many
modifications have been made as a result of flight test experience, but the overall test sequence has
remained unchanged.

The Engine Diagnostic software utilizes approximately 100 parameters per engine. The test logic
is exercised four times per second and a fault is declared if a failure condition occurs for six
consecutive passes. Every effort is made to ensure that a single failure will result in only one fault
code out of 154 possible codes per engine.

The B-lB Engine Diagnostic program is the most advanced flying test algorithm. Its inherent
coplexities are due to calculations of test limits based on aircraft flight mode, environmental
conditions, and engine control schedules. These limits are then compared to actual engine readings,
and if established limits are exceeded, a fault code is annunciated.

INTOWDUCTION

Supportability was given a high degree of emphasis in planning for the B-IB because this new
concept aircraft would operate from dispersal bases with limited ground support resources. As a
result, the B-IB has significant self-sufficiency features not generally found on other aircraft.
These features are possible because Auxiliary Power Units (AFU's) were incorporated into the aircraft
design to provide self-contained power for ground operations. The APt's provide the motive forces to
generate electrical and hydraulic power required for alert reaction and ground maintenance operations.
In addition, the AFU's provide high-pressure bleed air used by the aircrafts environmental control
system to cool onboard equipment and condition the crews air supply during ground operations. The
other major element to providing self-sufficiency was to provide the aircraft with an onboard Central
Integrated Test System (CITS).

CITS is an onboerd fault detection/fault isolation system that automatically and continually tests
the operation of all major B-IB systems, in flight and on the ground, and detects and isolates faults to
the Line Replaceable Unit (tRU) level (see Figure I). In flight, failed modes of operation are detected
and displayed to the crew in Near-English language messages to aid in making mission-oriented decisions
and in planning alternate courses of action during the flight. Detected faults, both in flight and on
the ground, are automatically isolated and isolation codes referred to as CITS Maintenance Codes (04C's)
are printed on paper tape and magnetically recorded. This allows unscheduled ground maintenance to
start immediately upon aircraft recovery, without the need to acquire and hookup operational support
equipment.

%10
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SYSTEM DESCR IPTION

The CITS consists of a digital computer with a memory capacity of 256K 16 bit words, four DataAcquisition nits (DALI's} for interfacing with aircraft systems to transmit and receive test signal

data a Data Conversion Unit ( dJ) to interface the comfmfication and traffic control system to transmitand receive test signal data, a Control and D~isplay Panel (CCD) for operator interface, an Airborne
Printer (AP) to provide a paper copy of in-flight and ground test faibire data, and a Crrs Maintenance
Recorder (C4R) which provides magnetic storage of B-IB failure data for further in-depth analysis of the
detected failure using ground data processing (see Figure 2). A MIL-STD-ISS3 data bus system connects
the CITS hardware to the CITS comter and the CITS computer to the avionics computer complex to
accomdate the display, printing, and recording of the offensive avionics and defensive avionics
testing results (see Figure 3).

DATA ACQUISITION UNIT (DAU) 4 CITS
DATA CONVERSION UNIT (DCU) 1 COMPUTER CONTROL & DISPLAY PANEL

PRINTER

TYPICAL AVIONICS MAINTENANCE
SYSTEM COMPUTER (7) RECORDER

Fgu 2,. hI S+, E*wt
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Figure 3. Integrated 8- 1O Test System

The onboard test functions for the B-lB are accomplished through the efforts of the B-lB Associate
Contractors, with Rockwell designated as lead contractor for total system development and integration.
The offensive Avionics Contractor, Boeing Military Aircraft Company (B4AC), is responsible for the
testing of the Offensive Radar System, the Avionics Controls and Display System, the Stores Management
System, the Inertial Navigation System and the Terrain-Following and Avoidance System. These test
functions are resident in each of the associated avionic computers and terrain-following computers.
Each of these computers (6) performs the testing of its related systems and reports test status of the
CITS control and display panel, airborne printer, and maintenance recorder via the Avionics computer
complex to the CITS computer interface.

The Defensive Avionics Cnntractor, AIL Division of Eaton Industries, is responsible for the testing
of the Electronic Countermebsures System, the R. F. Surveillance System and the Tail Warning Function.
These test functions are resident in the Defensive Avionic Computer. This computer tests its related
systems and reports test status to the CITS (CCI), AP, and CM11) through the Boeing computer complex to
the CI7S computer interface. The B-lB Weapon System Contractor, Rockwell is responsible for providing
the testing for the avionics and aircraft systems. This testing includes the Automatic Flight Control
System; Stabilization Control and Augmentation System Pitch, Roll and Yaw; Flaps/Slats System;
Speedbrake Spoiler System; Structural Mode Control System; Wing Sweep System; Integrated Propulsion
System; Landing and Deceleration System; Electrical Multiplex System; Aircraft Structural Data
Collection System; Communication and Traffic Control System; Fuel Management Systems; Environmental
Control Systems; and the CITS self-test functions. These test functions are resident in the CITS
computer and test status is reported on the CC), AP, and CMR (see Figure 4). The engine manufacturer,
General Electric (GE), is responsible for developing engine test and trending requirements and providing
them to Rockwell for incorporation into the integrated propulsion system test functions.
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The CITS testing functions are essentially automatic with a minimum of operator action required.
All test logic, failure messages, and failure codes are predetermined and fixed within the various
resident-stored software programs, thus eliminating the need for the operator to interpret results or
make decisions as part of the normal testing process.

SYSTB4 CAPABILITIES

The major objective of the Central Integrated Test System is to detect a minimum of 95 percent of
all the B-lB weapon system faults. Definition of a fault is any failure which causes a system to
operate in a degraded state, thus requiring maintenance action in order to return the aircraft to full
mission capability.

The second objective is to isolate the cause of a fault to a Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) for at
least 65 percent of all detected faults and to isolate at least 95 percent of all remaining detected
faults into groups of four or less LRU's.

The third objective is to minimize false indications to a maximum of 2 percent. Definition of a
false indication is to declare a fault condition that does't exist, to fail to declare a fault
condition that does exist, or to incorrectly isolate a detected fault.

The remaining objectives are to minimize the need for flight line support equipment and to reduce
the B-lB life cycle costs. Because of the B-lB support concept, and the fact that support resources
which duplicate CITS capabilities are not being procured, CITS will be essential in supporting the B-lB.

OPERATIONAL USAGE

Duting aircraft operation the CVTS is continually and automatically monitoring all B-lB systems and
reporting the health of these systems to the crew (see Figure S). Detected aircraft weapon system
faults are displayed to the crew and recorded for maintenance action when the aircraft returns to base.
Optional CITS modes of operation have been provided to the operators which will allow interrogation of
the test systems to obtain more detailed failure and operational information. The operator may select
the parameter monitor mode of operation and through keyboard entries, access specific test parameters,
up to three at a time, and observe the actual signal values in real time. This mode or operation is
selectable in flight and on the ground and provides access to, and display of, approximately 10,000
aircraft signals. Another optional CITS mode available to the aircrew is the in-flight fault isolation
mode in which the fault isolation codes (lIC's) for detected failure are displayed on the CCD. This
mode is designed for use when an aircraft is to be recovered at an austere base. By selection of this
mode, the operator can access the fault isolation codes and transmit them by radio communications to the
planned recovery base. The recovery team can then be prepared to recover the aircraft and have
replacement LRU's available when the aircraft lands (see Figure 6). When the aircraft is recovered at a
main operating base, the crew chief removes the CI'fS printer tape and maintenance recorder cartridges.
The removed cartridges are then taken to the CITS Ground Processor (CGP) where the data is stripped and
processed. Failure data will be extracted and provided on a display terminal in the debriefing area
where flight crew observed failures and anomalies can be noted and compared to the CITS detected
failures.

CITS-detected failures that are isolated to a single LRU will result in a work order being
generated by the Ground Processing System to remove and replace the LRU and retest the system using the
CITS Ground Readiness test. CITS-detected failures that are isolated to an ambiguity of two or more
LRU's will result in a work order being generated to perform additional fault isolation tests on the
aircraft to further isolate the failure to a single LRU utilizing Technical Orders (T.O.'s). These

CCD

REAL TIME AI CREI

FAILURE CODE
RECORDING

SMAGNETIC TAPE

PARAMETER a

FAILURE DATA PREVENTATIVE~~~AND CEUE
RECORDING GROUND DATA PROCESSING MAINTENANCE
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Technical Orderg will utilize the CITS capabilities of Ground Readiness and parameter monitoring and
will introduce operational support equipment after all CITS resources have been utilized including the
ground processing of the failure snapshots at the time of failure. After the failure has been isolated
and repaired, system operation will be verified using the CITS Ground Readiness Test. Flight Crew
anomaly observations for CITS tested systems that did not have a related CITS output will result in the
generation of a work order to conduct the CITS Ground Readiness tests to verify the failure or reverify
system operation.

Flight crew failure observations for systems not tested by CITS will result in the generation of a
work order to fault isolate the problem using CITS in the parameter monitor mode of operation and or
with operational support equipment.

B-IS RETURNS
TO BASEE

SFAULT

UNLOAD ON-BOARD CITS GROUND / DATA TO CAMS

DATA CARTRIDGES PROCESSOR D/

DA(CGP
SNAPSHOTS

TAKEN

RODUCE W'
PREPARE CIts REPORTS FEXIBLE DISKS
AS REQUESTED

REP~IS 9 TRACK TAPES 1 >. ENGINE DATA
& SORT DATA

Figure6. CI S System Data Flow

At the conclusion of the Rockwell CITS Maturation effort, a joint Air Force/Rockwell CIrS
evaluation was conducted at Ellsworth AFB to measure the performance of the CIIS. All CITS-indicated
failures and crew-indicated failures were analyzed and dispositioned as to the cause of the failure
indication. The result of this evaluation indicated that the Rockwell CITS had less than one false
indication per flight.

ENGINE TEST APPROAQI

The B-1B aircraft is powered by four GE 101 engines. These engines are of the augmented, mixed
flow, turbofan type with aerodynamically coupled low and high pressure section5 and a variable area
exhaust nozzle (see Figure 8).

....... 180.7 IN.

M.AXIMUM,),A ...................... 55.2 IN.
AIRFLOW ........... ......... 3S2 LB/SEC

PRESSURE RATIO .................... 26.S
BYPASS RATIO ......................... 2.01

TEMP CLASS ....................... 26000 F

THRUST CLASS .................. 30,000 LB

IS ................... 4,450 LB

Fgure 7. F1OI-E-102 Turbofao Engine
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The test approach for the F1ll Engine Diagnostic algorithm was the result of a closely coordinated
effort between GE and Rockwell. Several areas required thorough study before the test approach could be
determined:

* Complete understanding of engine operation and functions.
a Thorough knowledge regarding which signal parameters were easily accessible and those which

were also necessary but might require additional instrumentation.
* Understanding of the various modes of engine operation.
0 Identification of the parameters necessary for useful trending data and the appropriate flight

modes for trend point capture.
* Identification of the failure modes associated with unacceptable engine operation.

To simplify the analysis of the Engine subsystem, the engine components were divided into eight
major systems:

a Control System
* Main Engine Fuel System
* Augmenter Fuel System
a Electrical System
* Ignition System
* Lubrication System
0 Exhaust Nozzle System
* Basic Engine

The failure modes which CITS could detect and isolate were determined for each system.

Accordingly, tests were designed for each system and integrated into a logical sequence. The original
test approach was designed to detect engine failures which were defined as either a 10 percent power
loss or as an event leading to pilot corrective action to reduce power. As the program progressed,
failed sensors and failed signal processors were also fault isolated in order to prevent false failure
indications for engine LRU's and to assist maintenance personnel in the field.

TEST PARAMETERS

Engine parameters which were selected for use in testing are shown in Table 1. Most of these

parameters are also used for cockpit indications and engine control. All parameters in Table 1 are also
recorded for engine trending purposes. The data flow from the engines to the CITS computer is shown in
Figure 8.

Table I

6-4B ENGINE PARAMETERS

CORE SPEED ANTI-ICE VALVE POSITION
FAN SPEED VIBRATION (3)
FAN DISCHARGE PRESSURE TORQUE MOTOR CURRENTS (4)
FAN INLET TBMERATURE AUGENTER INITIATION SWITCH
NOZZLE AREA (2) FLAME DETECTOR SENSOR
TURBINE BLADE TEMPERATJRE AIJG4ENTER FUEL VALVE POSITION
INLET PRESSURE STATUS WORDS (4)
(OMPRESSOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE OIL PRESSURE
DUCT PRESSURE RATIO OIL TEMPERATURE
INLET GUIDE VANE (IGV) POSITION OIL QJANTITY
POWER LEVER ANGLE CORE FUEL FLOW

Fl, & CCOC/KPIpO T 7 4 ECCm

Symms , ... . .

. . . .CONTROL
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Other parameters outside of the engine are also required for monitoring. These are necessary to
determine operating mode and environmental conditions. Examples of some of these parameters are listed
in Table 2.

Table 2

B-1B ENGINE RELATED PARAMETERS

MACH AIRFRAME FUEL FLOW
AMBIENT PRESSURE THROTTLE POSITION
IGNITION SfITCH POSITION CIRCUIT BREAKER STATUS
START SWITCH POSITION RELAY STATUS
SPEED LOCKUP SWITCH POSITION FUEL TEPERATU E
FUEL StU-OFF VALVE POSITION INLET LIP POSITION

LOGIC DESIGN

Information obtained from early test cell engine runs was utilized to provide test limits in the
original logic design. Three basic operating modes were selected for testing.

* Start-Up Cycle
* Transient State
e Steady State

The Engine Start Cycle portion of the test involves testing certain conditions such as: ignition,
hot start, hung start, and slow start.

The Transient State portion of the test is applicable when engine parameters are at constant
unrest. This may include signal and sensor integrity, oil pressure and temperature, vibration,
compressor stall, turbine blade temperature, augmenter control, and rapid power loss.

The Steady State portion of the test is applicable when engine parameters are observed to be
steady. This may include nozzle control, augmenter control, inlet guide vane position, fan speed, and
speed ratio. Various engine control schedules are computed at this time. Figure 9 displays an example
of a typical engine schedule, turbine blade temperature versus fan inlet temperature.

ENGINE TEMPERATURE UMIT SCHEDULE

TEST LIMIT 10 lopfU.0

I - -' TEST TOLERANCE BAND

FAN INLET TEMPERATURE - *R

FW 9. A lW~ Engine Cow" 8eh.Esg

When the engines are perceived to be in a steady state condition, different tests are performed
depending on whether the aircraft is on the ground or airborne. While on the ground, a ground thrust
test occurs. While airborne, an engine-to-engine comparison is performed for fan speed, augmenter fuel
flow, and far pressure ratio. A torque motor signal validity test is performed in either case. See
Figure 10 for a block diagram of the logic flow.

Preconditions, which include relay statuses, circuit breaker statuses, and various switch settings,
are examined at the beginning of the test to prevent false failure indications. Counter and flag
initializations and frequently used computations are also performed at this time. Engine parameters are
sampled and the test logic is exercised at a rate of 4 times per second.

W:1
., •:,, .':i' , r - . ......... ... .... .. .... .. - ,-,:" i - .A. . .. -
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Figure 10. F101 Engine Test Logic Flow

A typical test sequence, whether it is a transient, steady state, or any other type of test
consists of the following steps:

* A validity check of the signals to be used in the test is performed. A valid signal parameter
is within its normal range and the sensor appears to be behaving normally. If the signal
validity check fails, the test is bypassed.

a Environmental conditions are determined, if necessary. For example, in the augmenter control
test, compressor discharge pressure must be above a certain limit before the test can be
performed. If compressor pressure is below this limit, the engine is outside of the test
envelope and the test is bypassed.

* Switch positions are interrogated for correct configuration, if required for the test.

* Actual engine readings are compared against previously established limits plus or minus a
tolerance. Test limits are determined by the hardware design, such as minimum allowable oil
quantity. In the case of control schedule tests, the appropriate input parameter(s) are used
to compute the scheduled value for the tested parameter, allowing for environmental conditions
and aircraft flight mode. (For example, the scheduled turbine blade temperature is computed
using the actual fan inlet temperature. See Figure 9). When an actual reading exceeds the
reference, a fault has been detected and a failure code is annunciated.

* If more then one LRU is suspect, fault isolation is performed using failure mode information
for the individual LRU's. Ideally, a failure can be isolated to a single LRU by the CITS
logic. When this is not possible, additional data analysis and troubleshooting must be done by
ground crews. See Figure 11 for a block diagram of a typical test sequence.

CITS ENGINE DIAGNOSTICS IN THE REAL WORLD

When the CITS was initially installed on the B-1B aircraft, false failure indications plagued the
entire system, especially the engine diagnostic area. Hundreds of hours had been spent in laboratory
testing and design reviews prior to release. owever, the engine diagnostic algorithm is very complex
and engine performance depends entirely upon environmental conditions and pilot discretion, which makes
thorough testing extremely difficult. Each area of the test exhibited deficiencies which had to he
corrected to eliminate the false indications.

AL
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START-UP CYCLE

In the start-up cycle test, one of the first deficiencies to appear as the inability of the test
logic to distinguish between an engine start problem and an aircraft ignition circuit problem, something
which frustrsted maintenance personnel in the field. Fault isolation of the aircraft ignition circuitry
as added to solve this problem. lso, hot start limits were adjusted upward to provide nore realistic
levels where maintenance action would be required.

TRANSIENT STATE

In the Transient State teat, several types of problems were encountered. Engine signal processorfailures could not be distinguished from CIIS interface hardware failures, so CI'S hardware self-test

parameters were added to the logic prior to testing the signal processor.

Th oIwer Lever Angle (PLA) is a key parameter in the test logic because it defines the engine
power setting. Failures of the PEA transducer were undetected thereby triggering many false slams in
the engine control schedule logic. The failure mode for the PtA tranducer was defined and logic as
designed to isolate this failure without creating false alarms in another CIT'S System, the Engine Thrust
Control System

A failure mode for the exhaust nozzle is tested in the Transient test. This fals failure occurred
when transitory moveents of the nozzle created the right conditions to set the failure code. A,
software timer was placed in the logic to correct this problem. The timer approach as also used when
switches, such as the anti-ice switch, changed state to allow for hardware response time and when
transient out-of-limit paramters, such as low oil pressure, caused false slarms during certain airborne
Imaneuvers.

Another key parameter to engine diagnostics is the corrected fan speed. Somtimes, the fan speed
parameter would fail in a degraded enner which as not detected by the logic causing false slarms in
the engine control schedule tests. A comparison of the fan speed parameter from two sources corrected
this problem.

Differentiation between sensor mlfunction, signal processor malfunction, and an actual ISV failure
was smeties difficult. For instance, an out-of-limit vibration partier might require
troubleshoting to isolate the three possibilities (depending upon pilot reported anomalies). When a
signal parameter failed in a degraded fashion, fault isolation as especially difficult. Field
experience with the actual failur rates of the involved caonxents has been the only answer to this
problem.

The fault filter for CIITS subsystems as orginally a 3 pass filter. Early field experience with
the angin test seemed to indicate that this filter (which would declare a fault in little more than 0.5
seconds) as resulting in false failures during transient situations. Qianging the fault filter to 6
passes seemed to be a resonble solution to this problem. After all, a hard failure would surely last
at least 1.25 seconds.

This aproach worked wll, excet in one very iqiortan area, comressor stalls. fmiring stalls,
tony peremeters change rapidly. As a result, many different logic p~tha are taken during the failure,

i and the 6 pass filter requireent is soemtiaes nt met before the core speed drops below the minimal
, tested level. The end result is that no O4C appean and a loss of failure data occurs. An

. .!investigation is Weing conducted to detemine if the falt filter should be set to 3 passes for these
. .. N types of codes.

T cC
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Augmenter light-off time is tested in the transient state This was a comon false failure until
appropriate preconditions and timers were added depending upon which area of the flight envelope the
aircraft was in.

Rapid power loss was an early false alarm. This appeared when the engines were turned on because
certain counters and flags were not properly initialized when CITS was powered up.

STEMD STATE

A small, but very critical code error in the steady state logic caused many control schedule false
alarms. With the complex and comprehensive logic required in engine diagnostics, it is unrealistic to
expect that every logic path can be tested prior to release. Infrequent software errors are expected to
appear as more logic paths are exercised in the future.

Unanticipated herdwre failure modes resulted in nondetection of some nozzle control schedule
faults. Field reports of undetected stalls resulted in additional logic to correct this deficiency.

The IGV control schedule test was modified primarily in the area of test limits and tolerances.
Limits which were valid in the test cell were not appropriate to everyday field operation and resulted
in false failure indications. The tolerances were adjusted to account for environmental conditions and
errors inherent in signal transmission hardware.

In the engine-to-engine thrust comparison test, fan inlet pressure is used in the relative thrust
calculations. During some unusual in-flight maneuvers, this parameter would vary across the four
engines and produce false engine comparison failures between the outboard engines. This problem wes
solved by averaging the four fan inlet pressures and requiring that they each be within a small range of
the average prior to using that engine in the thrust comparison. Fault isolation of the fan inlet
pressure and fan discharge sensors was also necessary to prevent false thrust comparison faults.

Augmenter fuel flow comparison was discovered to he unreliable at the minimal flow levels.
Therefore, a minimum level of fuel flow was established as a precondition to that engine being used in
the comparison test.

Obviously, many modifications have been made to the test logic and software coding since the
initial release. The coordination of these changes by Rockwell and GE was facilitated by regularly
scheduled meetings which were attended by GE engineering, Rockwell engineering, and military maintenance
personnel. The maintenance personnel provided valuable insight into the areas where CITS was doing well
and where it could be improved from a practical standpoint. Feedback from the field regarding failure
codes exhibited and actual mmintenance performed is essential to the verification of this type of
program.

Successful fault detection and isolation has occurred in all areas of the logic. Table 3 contains
a list of the types of engine failures which have been detected by the CITS Engine Diagnostic test
during the past 3 years of B-lB service.

It must be remembered that some engine problems cannot be detected by the CIT. These include
metal fatigue, hydraulic leaks, clogged filters, and loose cables or connectors.

TOW 2

ENGINE FAILURE8 DETECTED I CM

LOW OIL QLANTIIY RAPID POWR LOSS
HOT STARTS NOZZLE OFF SOEIULE
SLOW STARTS IGV OFF SCIEUJLE
LOW OIL PRESSURE FAN SPEED OFF SCHEDULE
HIGH OIL TGPIEAITERE FAN SPEED MISO.PARE
HIGH VIBRATION SIGNAL VALIDITY
C%4PRESSOR STALL INLET THICHATURE SENSOR
HIG TURBINE TBPER1JRE ELBCMONIC CORMOLS
SION MDENTER LIGHT PAN SPEED SE IOR

SPECIAL ENGINE RIBORDINGS

In addition to fault detection and isolation, CIE records specified parameters at a rate of 4 per
second during certain out-of-limit conditions such as: high turbine temperature, fan or core
overspeed, high thrust, augmenter fuel flow iscompare, and rapid power loss, This data has proven to
be extremely valuable when analyzing severe engine failures such as compressor stalls.

Trend data is also acquired each flight at take-off and during climb and cruise when the correct
conditions are met. Engine start and stop times are recorded, as well as engine serial timbers, to
facilitate accurate trending of each engine in ground-based diagnostic systems.

CRRENT STAI S

A month-long evaluation was conducted at an operational B-IB base to determine the reliability and
usefulness of the CIlS. Pilot reported anolies and failure codes were tracked an 13 aircraft for 33
flights. Seve unique engine fault codes occurred on five aircraft during eight of 33 flights (one
code repeated on two flights). Data analysis revealed that five codes could be isolated to a single
LRU. The remaining two codes required troubleshooting to resolve an ambiguity between two or more

, -
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IRU's. Three types of IRU's were isolated including two AFT controls, a signal conditioner, and a fuel
valve control. There were no undetected engine failures. This results in an average of 0.05 failure
codes per engine per flight. One failure indication isolated the incorrect LRU.

The Engine Diagnostic algorithm has evolved into an extremely useful tool for engine maintenance.
At the time of writing, two potential false alarms existed which are scheduled for correction this
year. Potential false alarm refers to a code which does not appear on every flight, but it could
appear depending upon enviromental conditions. Another area is being investigated for improved fault
detection of high turbine temperature at sub-idle core speeds.

aONCUISION

The substantial amount of engine condition monitoring experience gathered during the early years
of B-IB deployment has resulted in many modifications to the original test design. Hopefully, this
experience will allow future systems to be designed and implemented on multi-engine aircraft with fewer
initial problems, The issues which need to be considered and resolved when designing an engine
monitoring system fall into the following areas:

" Design the engine hardware with monitoring in mind. This includes providing the appropriate
test points and providing the most reliable sensors possible. Because perfect sensors do not
exist at this time, a method should be provided to differentiate between sensor malfunction,
signal conditioner/processor malfunction, and actual [RU failure.

" Determine the minimua complexity of the algorithm necessary to perform the test function. An
extremely complex algorithm is expensive to design and implement. It also consumes a large
amount of computer time in a real-time system. The B-lB engine test my or my not be more
complex than necessary, but this will only be determined by continued evaluation over years in
the field.

" Provide the most effective means of communication between the personnel involved in the test
design, test implementation, and the users in the field. Expertise from many areas is
required when designing the test logic. Engine hardware design, performance, and controls
information is vital to the algorithm design. This design must be correctly transmitted to
the software programmer. Evaluation of the final product requires consistent input from
maintenance personnel in the field. Formal written interface documents and regularly
scheduled meetings between the interested parties are essential to the success of an engine
monitoring program. This is particularly important in a fully integrated test system.

With computer technology rapidly advancing to decrease computer size while increasing memory capacity,
engine monitoring will become more sophisticated. The long-ter goal should be automatic fault
isolation to a single [RU requiring a minimum of human intervention.

MR.
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DISCUSSION

H. MAY

You are recording the turbine blade temperature. How do you determine

this temperature?

Author's Reply:

Turbine blade temperature is determined with the use of a General Elec-

tric developed pyrometer which has an accuracy of + or - 10 to 15 *F

at the limiting temperature of 1750*F.

D.E. COLBOURNE

Do you use the same capture rate in steady state and transient phases

of engine operation?

Author's Reply:

Data recording rate is determined by the purpose of the recording,

not whether it is transient or steady-state. The data capture rates

are as follows:

1. Fault dode recording- 3 aircraft data "snapshots" total:

At time of fault declaration

30 seconds after fault

60 seconds after fault

2. Trend data capture at take-off, climb or cruise- 8 trend data recor-

dings total at 1/4 second intervals.

3. Trend data capture for certain faults, such as rapid power loss-

20 trend data recordings total at 1/4 second intervals.

4. Special recordings are done at a rate of 1/4 second intervals for

as long as the condition lasts, such as a high turbine temperature.

These recordings consist of a very limited number of parameters.

• 't , -- ______________
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ENGINE LIFE CONSUMPTION MONITORING PROGRAM FOR R8199
INTEGRATED IN THE ON-BOARD LIFE MONITORING SYSTEM

by
J. Broads

Motoren- und Turbinen-Union Mlnchen GmbH
Dachauer Strasae 665

8000 Munich 50
West Germany

SDMEARY

The On-Board Life Monitoring System (OLMOS) of the GE Tornado consists of on-board
equipment (Data Acquisition Unit DAU) where the majority of the data processing
is carried out, and of ground equipment (OLMOS Ground Station OGS, connected to
the Central Logistic Support System BMS) where the majority of the data management
tasks are carried out.

The Engine Life Consumption Monitoring Program (ELCMP) is Dart of OLMOS. Its main
task is LCF life consumption calculation, which consists of data acquisition and
data checking, calculation of temperatures and stresses, as well as damage assessment.
A general view of the calculation path within OLC14P is given, and the hardware
structure of the system is presented. Some advantages of individual and complete
engine monitoring are pointed out.

1. INTRODUCTION

The On-Board Life Monitoring System (OLMOS) is a system for monitoring the life
consumption of the Tornado aircraft in the German Air Force.

The requirements of the German Air Force for this system and its functional structure
are presented in /1, 2/. The monitoring tasks carried out by OL1OS are the following:

- engine life consumption monitoring

- structure life calculation

- structure limit exceedance monitoring

- event monitoring

- logistic data monitoring.

Basic requirements are individual monitoring of each aircraft and each engine by
means of on-board data processing, on-board result storage, and on-board bookkeeping
of the state of engine life consumption.

The Engine Life Consumption Monitoring Program (ELCMP) is that part of OLMOS which
covers the monitoring procedures for the Turbo Union RB199 engine installed in
the Tornado aircraft. ELCMP contains as primary tasks

- LCF life consumption calculation of group A parts

- performance trending

- diagnosis and statistics

during engine running, which are carried out on-board in real time.

Result storage as well as data transfer is done by means of a set of accounts.
There are two types of accounts. The first are accumulating accounts. They haveto be set to an initial value before the system operates. In particular, after

any maintenance action (e.g. replacement of an engine) these accounts have to be
updated before further engine operation. Their values after an engine run are the
sum of the value at the beginning of this run and the results obtained during this
ac tual run.

The second type of accounts are overwritten during every engine run. They contain
only results of the most recent engine run. These nonaccumulating accounts are
updated only when the engine run exceeds a certain time threshold. This provides
igainst information loss in case of mishandling of the system.

The accounts contain the actual state of engine life consumotion. The comparison
with the approved values is made on ground. For this purpose the accounts are milked

*frequently, and the data are transferred to the OLMOS Ground Station (OS) and
the Central Logisodc Support System (BNS), where the comparison is made and required
maintenance steps are initiated.

'A ,.. . .. ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ..... ...
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2. STRUCTURE OF OLMOS

The OLMOS system includes

- on-board functions, such as data acquisition, data processing, and result storage

- transfer functions, such as data transfer between aircraft and ground station
and quick-look of the results.

- ground functions, such as data management, data display and data update.

The respective tasks are carried out in dedicated equipment as shown in Fig. 1.

The on-board equipment consists of the Data Acquisition Unit (DAU), which acquires
the data from the different sources, processes the data, and stores the results.
The DAD also provides data for recording at Crash Recorder (CR) and Maintenance
Recorder (MR). In case of faulty DAD operation, it initiates a DAU-fail indication
on the Central Maintenance Panel (C0P).

Data are transferred between aircraft and ground station by means of a Hand Held
Terminal (RT), which is a portable, battery-powered piece of equipment. The battery
serves as power supply for the DA during the data transfer process, too, so that
for this purpose powering of the aircraft is not necessary. The HUT is designed
to collect and transfer data of up to 12 aircraft. Furthermore it serves to display
data for quick-look purposes or in the event of the ground station not being available.

The OLMOS ground station has the task of data management and data display for all
aircraft of an air base. This includes the abilities of data update in consequence
of maintenance actions. Additionally, the OGS is connected with the Central Logistic
Support System.

Further details of the structure of OLMOS were published at the 14th International
AIMS Symposium /3/.

3. SAFE AND ECONOMIC ENGINE LIFE USAGE

Aircraft engines contain a number of parts which cannot be operated for unlimited
periods. These parts have to be retired before life limit exceedance. When the
life limit of a part is reached depends on its life potential and the operational
usage.

Group A parts are parts of an engine whose failing could jeopardize the aircraft.
The life of the group A parts of the R8199 engine is limited by Low Cycle Fatigue
(LCF). Such a part has reached its life limit after a certain number of load cycles,
which is defined during engine development and design. When the limit number of
cycles is reached, the respective Part has to be retired. If not, the orobability
of failure will rise rapidly.

To assure safe and economic usage of the life Potential of the RB199 engine, is
the most important objective of the ELCMP within OLMOS. This is achieved by means
of individual and complete engine life usage monitoring. Individual usage monitoring
has clear advantages compared with the usual qeneral life usage monitoring method.

Fig. 2 shows life-consumption distribution curves versus the ratio of real life
consumption to calculated life consumption, where calculated life consumption is
calculated either individually by OLMOS or generally by cyclic exchange rates (B-fac-
tors) and flight time. The advantage of individual - and of course complete - life
usage monitoring is proved by the considerably smaller scatter band in the distribution
curve of individual life monitoring compared with general life monitoring.

Based on individual and complete actual usage monitoring, safety increases because
the risk of exceeding the approved life limit is smaller than when general monitoring
is used.

On the other hand, individual and complete usage monitoring means that for each
component of the engine the life consumption is calculated and compared with the
approved life, and so each individual component can be used until its approved
life is consumed. Consequently, as a result of more efficient use of the life potential,
individual monitoring means an improvement in economy because no component will
be retired earlier than necessary.

From Fig. 2 it also can be seen that the cyclic exchange rate must be conservative
with respect to safety, and therefore it is not very economic. But, if it were
more economic the distribution curve for general monitoring would shift to higher
ratios and the objective of safety would be violated.

fihC
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4. MONITORING CONTROL PARAMETERS

Individual and complete engine usage monitoring is carried out using ELCMP, which
is operated within the DAU. To control the monitoring calculations a set Of monitoring
control parameters is employed. This parameter set contains the most important
constants of the algorithms.

Minor changes and refinements to the algorithms can easily be adapted by simply
changing the monitoring control paramenter set, leaving the ELCMP-software unchanged.

5. ENGINE IDENTIFICATION

To avoid data confusion, engine identification

- with respect to the individual engine and

- with respect to the engine configuration

is necessary.

Identification is effected by means of an engine identification code (see Fig. 3).

The individual engine is identified by its serial number.

Engine configuration identification is necessary because the engine configuration
has an influence on LCF calculation and performance trending. All steps within
the calculation path may be affected by modifications in engine design. The number
and location of monitored areas may change with the engine configuration, too.
Consequently, for different configurations different algorithms or different parameters
may be valid. The actual configuration is identified by a configuration combination
number, an engine variant code, and a number of group A part codes.

The engine identification code serves to control all the possible options within
ELCMP. It also contains a software revision number for identifying the required
software version. If the software version in question does not meet the requirements,
monitoring calculations are not possible. ELCMP checks whether the requirement
is met. If the result is negative, the monitoring calculations will not be carried
out, and a respective diagnosis account will be flagged.

Every software version will be compatible with earlier engine configurations, so
that the latest software version will meet all requirements.

6. CALCUALTION AND PROCESSING STRUCTURE

The whole calculation and monitoring process of ELCMP is orientated on an engine
running history, as shown in Fig. 4. It is divided into three parts, which are
separated by particular criteria.

The first or initial part begins with DAU power-up. After power-up, a built-in
test is carried out and the monitoring control parameter set is loaded into the
processor. Afterwards, the input data are checked to ascertain if the start criterion
has been reached.

The start criterion is reached when the engine speed rises to idle. Then the main
part of the monitoring process, consisting of plausibility checks of the input
data and of life consumption calculations, and including the performance trending
procedure, commences.

All steps of the main part of the monitoring proces' are repeated every 0.5 seconds.
The process is finished when the end criterion is detected. The end criterion is
defined by engine shutdown while the aircraft is on the ground.

After the end criterion has been reached, the final Part of the monitoring procedure
is carried out. That means the LCF calculation is completed, and the results are
checked, and - if the check is satisfactory - stored in the respective accounts.

7. POWER DOWN DURING THE FINAL MONITORING PART

The final part of the monitoring process requires some time, where the DAU still
must be powered. If the power breaks down during this final calculation, the processor
status will be saved. The final calculation will be continued and completed either
when the DAU is powered again or when the NET is connected. In both cases correct
LCF results will be obtained and added to the accounts, provided the result check
does not fail.

7I.
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8. PLAUSIBILITY CHECKS AND DATA CORRECTION

Input data are those data which describe the actual flight and engine condition.
They are received from different sources and collected within the DAU. The set
of input data useJ for engine monitoring is updated every 0.5 seconds.

The input data are converted to their physical value and checked for plausibility,
where checks of range, rate of change and model checks are employed. The rate of
data faults is counted by a separate counter for each signal. If the number of faults
exceeds an accepted limit the current monitoring process will be terminated.

Data which are found to be implausible are substituted wherever possible. Substitutes
are calculated either by a functional relationship to other plausible data or by
interpolation within the time domain. If correction is not logical, the whole input
data set is substituted by the previous one.

9. ENGINGE LIFE USAGE MONITORING

The engine life usage monitoring procedure consists of the same steps as the engine

life design procedure. These steps are

- performance calculation (gas temperatures and pressures)

- calculation of temperature distributions for the components

- stress calculation for all critical areas

- damage assessment for each critical area with respect to stress and temperature
history.

For the purpose of engine life usage monitoring, mathematical models are employed
for all these steps. These algorithms have been specially developed (/4, 5/) in
such a way that they are accurate enough to match the results of the design procedure
within accepted limits and that they are simple enough to be implemented in an
on-board real-time microprocessor system such as OLMOS.

LCF life usage monitoring requires coverage of the complete engine running tem-
perature and stress history for each of the monitored areas, which number more
than 40 with the RB199 engine. This demands that in the main calculation process
each of these steps must be repeated in every 0.5-second time-increment.

In particular, the steps of the LCF monitoring procedure are carried out as follows.

9.1 PERFORMANCE CALCULATION

The performance calculation consists of the estimation of temperatures and pressures
in the gas path and the cooling air paths.

9.2 TEMPERATURE CALCULATION

The metal-temperature distribution of thermally highly-loaded components is calculated.

The initial temperature estimation is achieved by using the ambient temperature.

For the main calculation the temperature distribution is calculated at the end
of each time increment using the temperature distribution at the beginning of this
increment and the performance data and speeds during this increment.

The temperature distribution of the shutdown peak is calculated using the temperature
distribution and the performance data and speeds of the last main calculation increment.

The metal-temperature distribution of thermally lowly-loaded components is assumed
to be constant.

9.3 STRESS CALCULATION

Total stresses are calculated for each monitored area, summing centrifuqal stresses,
thermal stresses and additional stresses.

Centrifugal stresses are related to the squared speed. Thermal stresses are derived
from the actual temperature distribution of the component (which includes initial
temperatures and shutdown temperatures, respectively). Additional stresses cover
stresses from gas pressure, bolt clamping, etc.

I|
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Calculating the total stresses time increment by time increment, stress histories
arise step by step for all monitored areas.

9.4 EXTRACTION OF STRESS CYCLES

Stress cycles are extracted from the stress histories using a rainflow algorithm.
The rainflow algorithm allows most of the subcycles to be found during the main
calculation process. But the main cycle is always gained during the final calculation
process when the actual engine run is finished. The corresponding temperatures
are also acquired. Each cycle is characterized by its lower stress value, its upper
stress value, and the corresponding temperatures.

9.5 DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

Fatigue per cycle is calculated immediately when a cycle is found. This increment
of fatigue is calculated with respect to stress range and mean stress as well as
temperature and matrial's properties. So each cycle produces a fatigue increment,
which all are summed up during a particular engine run, separately for each monitored
area.

The fatigue sum over this particular engine run is completed during the final calcu-
lation process. All fatigue results are checked for plausibility with respect to
flight time as well as to the number of faults detected by the input data check.
If that check fails, the results will be rejected and appropiate diagnosis accounts
will be set. If the fatigue results pass the plausibility check they will be added
to the stored LCF accounts.

10. PERFORMANCE TREND MONITORING

For performance trend monitoring an automatic placard check is carried out. It
is carried out a maximum of once per engine run.

Placard conditions are met when, for the first time within an engine run, the pilot's
throttle is set to Max Dry and the low pressure spool speed exceeds a given level.
After allowing a few seconds for the engine conditions to stabilize, average values
of

- low-pressure spool speed,

- high-pressure spool speed,

- turbine blade temperature,

- air intake temperature

are registered. Speeds and turbine blade temperature are normalized to ISA conditions
using the air intake temperature. These corrected values are stored. A status code
is also stored, containing the information whether the placard procedure has begun,
or whether it has finished correctly or incorrectly. Furthermore, it discriminates
between flights and engine ground runs.

Trending results of five engine runs are stored for each aircraft engine within
the DAU. When actual trending data are stored, the oldest data are overwritten.

Trending results and trending status are transferred via lRT to the OGS, which
provides the option to store and display up to 50 trending results for each engine.
The results of speeds and turbine blade temperature are shown in relation to reference
values which depend on settings of the engine control unit. They are obtained from
engine setting runs and are updated within the OGS via keyboard.

The engine performance trend can be judged using these trending displays.

11. DIAGNOSIS AND STATISTICS

Some status codes are stored in accounts such as LCF calculation status, trending
status as well as several diagnostic times and numbers. These accounts are transferred
via BRT to the OGS by the milking procedure, too. In case of failure, these accounts
provide information for diagnosis purposes.

Flight and engine data are checked as mentioned above. For each signal a separate
counter is provided. If any data do not pass the check, the respective counter
is incremented.
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Plausibility checks of the LCF results are carried out, where plausibility is checked
with respect to the flight time and the number of input data faults provided by
the data check. The check result is stored in a LCF calculation status code. In
case of failure it contains information about the conditions which caused the failinq
of the check. If the result check fails the period without valid LCF results will
be accumulated and stored. This value will be used in the OGS for data corrections.

The number of engine runs and the number of valid LCP accumulations is counted.
Several important periods of time are measured such as engine running time, engine
flight time, warming up and cooling down periods, as well as periods of limit exceedance
of some input signals.

All these results are useful to support troubleshooting in case of ELCNP failure.

12. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION WITHIN RARDWARE

The ELCMP software is designed as a fully modular structure. This provides the
software for module interchangeability, necessary for adaptation to future engine
configuration modifications.

The microprocessor software code was developed a shown in Fiq. 5. The source code
was written in FORTRAN 77-language for most of the modules, and then transferred
into C-language. Other modules were developed in C-language directly. The source
was then compiled on the development system for the target system and loaded into
the microprocessor within the DAU.

The software was verified initially on the development system. Final verification

was made on the target system under real-time conditions.

The hardware configuration is shown in Fig. 6. The ELCMP software is installed
in processor system 2 for the LB engine and in processor system 3 for the RR engine.
Both systems operate independently of each other.

The two systems are identical with regard to both hardware and software. Both systems
are connected with system 1 by a bidirectional bus. With respect to ELCMP, system 1
has the tasks to condition the flight and engine data for system 2 and 3, to handle
the monitoring control parameters which are stored in EEPROMs within system 1,
and to control the data transfer.

13. RESULTS

OLMOS has been in operational service service since 1987, and first results are
now available.

Some of these provisional results are given in Fig. 7. The frequency distribution
of the fatigue ratio is shown, where fatigue ratio means fatigue calculated with
ELCMP over fatigue calculated with B-factors. These figures are given for three
selected representative monitored areas.

They show completely different shapes of the distribution curves. But the curves
have in common that they cover a wide range of ratios. That fact proves the -factors
being not adequate for life monitioring of military aircraft engines, because the
B-factors do not cover all the infuences of

- mission type and variations in mission mix

- air base

- difference in handling of LB and RB engine

- climate and weather

- individual pilot's behaviour,

which are naturally covered by an on-board monitoring system such as OLMOS.

The distribution curves have also in common that their mean values - marked by
the dashed lines - are more or less smaller than unity. Th.s shows that the overall
life consumption individually calculated by ELC4MP is smaller than generally calculated
with B-factors, although the basic lifing concept is the same. This means that
individual parts will remain in service for longer periods, reducing the cost of
replacement and spare parts.

__ A
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DISCUSSION

Keith C. HOBBS

Your paper states that data found to be implausible is substituted,

wherever possible, by calculation from other plausible data with a

functional relationship or by substitution of complete previous data

set. Do you have any figures on frequency of substitutions.perhaps

a ball park percentage?

Author's Reply:

The reliability of the signals is in general very high. The number

of signals faults is less than 0.1%, except one signal where a hardware

problem of the sensor exists. The correction of that faulty signal

leads to a slight overestimation of the calculated life consumption.

Accumulated periods of data faults, which do not exceed 2% of the engine

running time, do not influence significantly the monitoring results.

G.D.XISTRIS

What fatigue model is used to estimate LCF damage and how reliable

are the results obtained?

Author's Reply:

LCF damage is accumulated linearly.

The results are in line with the basic design policy. The algorithms

within OLMOS are derived with adequate accuracy from those used for

engine design and so the results reflect the reliability of the design

procedure. Verification is done by a sampling program.

___ I
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RECENT UX TRIALS IN ENGINE HEALTH MONITORING - FEDBACK AND FEEDFORWARD

by

M J SAPSARD

Procurement Executive, Ministry of Defence

Directorate of Engines

St Giles Court

LONDON IC2H 8LD

SUMMARY

Engine health monitoring effectiveness had to be quantified prior to large scale commitment by the UK
Services. This paper describes some of the activities undertaken in Air Staff Target 603, a proframe
set up to assess that effectiveness. Also described are some of the Incidental lessons learned from this
and other related health monitoring exercises.

1. Introduction. Air Staff Target 603 was to demonstrate the effectiveness of engine health monitoring
procedures. The physical embodiment and demonstration occurred in conjunction with several other related

exercises. Perhaps inevitably, the general historical perception of all of these has combined into a
single entity - namely AST 603. This paper describes the specific project but inescapably refers to
those other activities which were Instrumental in the decisions of the UK Services to adopt their current

health monitoring policies.

In the late 1970a many longstanding questions regarding the cost effectiveness of engine health
monitoring techniques were unanswered. The advent of modular engines and the exchange of modules between
engines had renewed doubts both about the effectiveness of existing safety margins for life critical
parts and about the economics of existing maintenance and provisioning practices. Naturally, there was a
great reluctance to alter methods without strong evidence that changes were necessary, and of the types
of change that should be made. As the potential savings that might accrue were believed to be
significant, it was decided to collect in-flight and repair data in a methodical manner so that
maintenance information could be correlated to usage. If successful, it was hoped that a wide range of

pointers to improvements in design, operation, and maintenance philosophies would be gained.

Subsequently, 12 Hawk aircraft at RAF Valley were modified to collect relevant engine, aircraft and

ambient data throughout flight. The data was stored on audio cassettes that were analysed on a Ground
Data Processing Unit (GDPU) at RAF Valley. Prom this stored data life consumption and performance
calculations were made. The trial also used manually recorded maintenance data from normal service
documentation produced during module strip at RAF St Athan. Several novel experimental mechanical
condition monitoring techniques were also trialled. Data from all of the above was then used to relate

failure modes to appropriate detection methods.

During the trial some disappointments and difficulties were encountered, reducing the impact that the
programe might have had. Notwithstanding the setbeck@ the trial may be judged a success, especially
when viewed in conjunction with other contemporary trials and studies. The outcome is that it is now the

policy of ell 3 UK Services to fit health monitoring equipment to all new aircraft entering service.
Increasingly, these are whole aircraft monitoring systems rather than engine systems, and are fleetwide
rather than sample fits, with a large element of onboard life usage calculation.

2. Objectives of the Trial. The overall objective was to prove the cost effectiveness of Engine
Condition Monitoring (ECK) when used in conjunction with comprehensive On Condition Maintenance (OCM).
The formally specified objectives were:

a. to determine the extent of the correlations which exist between engine health and variations in
measurable engine operating parameters on the Adour Mk 151 engine;

b. to devise a practical method for presenting the correlations in forms which could be used for
maintenance purposes, to reduce the costs of owner-ship, to improve aircraft and engine availability
and flight safety, and in particular to show how these correlations could best be used to support a
policy of on-condition maintenance for aero-engines;

c. to indicate the individual costs of development, production and operation of all the elements

of the data collection and processing equipment used to provide and present those correlations;

d. to show how cost savings have been, could have been, or would be obtained by applying those

correlations, and to quantify those savings;

_ _ _ __ ___.__ .
.'~-
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e. to show how improvements in aircraft and engine availability and flight safety have been, could
have been, or would be obtained by applying those correlations and to assess the benefits thereof,
qusntifying them wherever possible;

f. to devise the procedures for the transfer of information and data between the RAP, DC Eng (PE)
and Industry to obtain executive action to achieve those benefits;

g. to recommend preferred combinations of EM techniques, including the information transfer
procedures, to maximise the savings of improvements or both;

h. to consider the extent to which the conclusions of the trial are relevant to aircraft/
aero-engine combinations in general and to indicate what additional work would be necessary to
validate and to quantity the benefits for particular cases;

i. to examine the in-service management structure which would be necessary to integrate such a
system into the RAP's maintenance organisation at all levels and lines of servicing.

These objectives led to a prograsme that lasted from October 1981 to early 1985 (some four and a half
years), and involved a considerable number of people from both MOD and Industry.

3. AST603 Contemporary Projects and Equipments. The first digital engine monitoring system for the
UK Services was known a the Engine Usage monitoring System (EUISI). Introduced in 1975 this was
essentially a system that recorded data for later analysie on the ground in the Ground Data Processing
Station (GDPS) managed by Rolls Royce, Bristol. The data captured and analysed with this system
substantiated the case for further developments.

The first development was EUMS2 which also performed Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) life usage calculations in
real time. These results ware displayed at first line, with bulk data for further analysis being
returned to the GDPS. At about the same time a dedicated Low Cycle Fatigue Counter (LCFC) was also
developed. This accepted engine spool speed data from a variety of standard aircraft transducers,
executed life usage algorithms in real time and displayed the results at the end of each flight.

EUMSI and 2 are still in use on a wide variety of aircraft. The LCFC is now used only on the Hawk. It
was once intended for fit to the Tornado but was cancelled to provide short term cost savings necessary
during the financial moratorium of the early 198Os.

In 1984 an extensive study of the cost effectiveness of different levels of engine monitoring on the
Adour Nk 151 engine (Hawk) and RB199 (Tornado) was completed. This was heavily dependent on data from
the EBUSI and LCFC equipments and analysis programmes.

4. Project Organisation. The project organlsation was surprisingly simple in view of the ambitious
objectives. Putting the MOD bodies to one side (the RAF and the Procurement Executive) six companies
were involved of which five were contracted directly by MOD(PE). A seventh company was directly
contracted to produce software for the Prototype Information Management System which was a follow-on
task.

MOD(AIr) was responsible for in-service management, whilst the Central Servicing and Software Development
Establishment (CSDE) were responsible for all day-to-day in-service activities, which were considerable
and encompassed operation of the GDPU facility, collection of strip data, software development and
correlation of diagnostic cause and effect dats. MOD(PE) were responsible for managing the industrial
aspects of the project.

The companies involved were:

Rolls Royce plc - the engine manufacturer who was responsible for specification of the functional
requirements ie: the lifing algorithms, performance diagnosis, definition of the engine
masurements, the engine modifications, design of che CSDE GDPU, and running the Ground Data
Processing Station at Bristol. They naturally, were also responsible for engine related advice to
all of the participants.

British Aerospace plc - the aircraft manufacturer provided the aircraft modifications and sensors.

Plight Data Company Ltd - assisted CSDE and Rolls Royce in the analysis and interpretation of
In-flight data.

Plessey Avionics Ltd - were responsible for the Engine Usage Monitoring System and its associated
replay facility to pass data to the GDPU.

Scicon Ltd - were responsible for producing the software for the Prototype Information Management
System (PINS), which was a follow-up activity.

Stewart Hughes Ltd - produced the expert system software for per. rmance analysis and diagnosis
based on smell change matrix data from Rolls Royce. They were also subcontractors to Scicon for the
PIKS.

Vinten Ltd (then Davall) - supplied the airborne recording equipment, which was already standard
equipment in service, as part of the Engine Usage Monitoring System (EUS).

.! i~
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The Rolls Royce, Plessey and Vinten equipment was already in use in a related Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF)
life consumption monitoring exercise, as the RUNS Mc I programme.

S. The Trial. Twelve Rawk T Nk I training aircraft at RAP Valley were instrumented. It was considered
essential that the trial did not cause any disruption to the flying programme of either these or any of
the other 60 similar aircraft at RAF Valley. Due to the short turnround time for the aircraft it was
necessary to be able to replay and analyse cassette data within 10 minutes - the mlnima period between
successive flights - so that the crew could be briefed on any engine deterioration detected. With a
typical flying time of 30 hours per month it was anticipated that some 15 000 sorties would be flown
during the trial. The data from these flights was to be calibrated and stored on magnetic tape and the
GDPU wes sized accordingly.

In case of breakdown, the similar Ground Data Processing Station (GDPS) at Rolls Royce Bristol was to
provide the necessary support. This equipment was similar to and in addition to the system already
installed at Rolls Royce for the EUMS1 and 2 data collected from other aircraft. It was used for
programme support, to prepare specifications and computer programs for analysis of data, and to develop
software to overcome unforeseen problems.

The functional elements of the engine monitoring system were essentially:

Life usage monitoring - low cycle fatigue, thermal fatigue and creep,

Mechanical condition monitoring - vibration, turbine cooling air temperature, oil debris monitoring
etc,

Performance monitoring - trending and diagnosis,

Limit exceedance monitoring - speeds and temperatures.

Other failure detection techniques were later trialled or tested as an extension to AST6O3. These
included gas path particle analysis, based on capturing particles on carbon "targets"; use of conductive
wire and paint to detect cracking of static parts; and vibration analysis.

5.1 Life Usage. The low cycle fatigue life usage calculation on rotating components illustrated
the potential for lifing based on cyclic use rather than engine running or flying hours. Two life
expired HP compressor spools were individually given extended lives due to this monitoring, thus
demonstrating the conceptual benefits of Individual engine life management. It was also shown that
high data capture rates were essential if such techniques were to be used in a routine manner. Only
70% of the ideal data capture rate was achieved. Reasons for data losses were:

Failure of ground/aircrew to fit a cassette.

Cassette/recorder failure.

Data channel faults te sensors or wiring.

The minimum acceptable data capture rate for individual engine life management was estimated to be
952. Reinforcement was also given to the already recognised need to calculate usage data in
real-time on-board the aircraft so that data losses, ground system processing times and overheads
could be reduced.

Creep life consumption calculation was intended to monitor HP turbine blade life. Due to lack of
data quaiity ud Impending work on other turbine lifIng programmes no useful demonstration was
achieved.

Thermal fatigue was the most difficult usage measure to develop. An early algorithm ws proved to
be unsatisfactory, and a new algorithm was withheld until the method Involved had been more
thoroughly demonstrated on rigs.

5.2 Mechanical Condition The mechanical condition monitoring objective was to prove whether
methods other than magnetic chip detection, boroscopy, simple broad bend vibration analysis and oil
consumption could be effectively applied In a Service environment. A very wide range of techniques
was examined in relation to mechanical problems observed on the Adour during the trial. nf these, 3
techniques were selected as applicable during the timescale of the trial. These were:

Gs-path particle detection and analysis. Carbon pads Installed In the jet pipe were used to
catch metallic particles generated within the engine. These were removed at 25 hourly
intervals and analysed at Rolls Royce Bristol. The work continued beyond the trial, but was
not a success, due to difficulties in selecting a pad material that could withstand the
environment and yet still be soft enough to allow impingeing particles to embed themselves.
Pad contamination from other sources was also a problem.

Detection of cracked compressor stator vanes was attempted as this is an occasional problem in
this engine and necessitates a periodic Eddy Current inspection. A reliable detection device
would, it was considered, significantly reduce the servicing workload. The technique se'ected
was to "paint" a continuous conductor along each vane so that any loss of continuity would

A,
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Indicate vane cracking. Checks could be me either at intervals, or continuously using the
onboard data recorder. Although the modification wa not approved during the trial, it was
subsequently tested on the ex-AST603 aircraft but found to give a high false alarm rate due to
patt damage and unreliable connectors.

Vibration signature monLcoring wa attempted, by measuring total levels. However, the digital
sampling technique used precluded detailed analysis, and the particular method used was not a
complete success. Nonetheles, it provided a usable vibration signature which could have
formed the basis of a production system. It also provided information on the variation of
vibretion levels with altitude. Other programmes of work have investigated these techniques
much more thoroughly with respect to both airborne and ground based equipments. In general,
work is now proceoding down 2 "In routes: dynamic generation of Campbell "Spoke" diagrams and
for tranamissions and gearboxes complex aerial averaging techniques are employed. Expert

system approaches to the analysis are also being explored.

5.3 Performance Trending and Diagnosis. Performance trending and diagnosis was undertaken to
establish whether correlations between the physical condition of the engine and its performance
could be achieved. To this end 15 aircraft and engine parameters (measurements) were recorded. The
GDPU was then used to extract a 5 second sample of date which was taken from each sortie st 2
specific flight windows. These were at take-off and during climb.

The data was corrected and presented as trend deltas, defined as the difference between the measured

and theoretical values based on a datum (fleet average) engine. During the trial it became evident
that no significant performance deterioration was occurring. This was attributed to the simple fact
that the engine had a robust thermodynamic cycle that rendered It somewhat insensitive to small
changes in component efficiency. This meant that oaut engine removals were due to liie expiry of
components or other maintenance considerations.

Early attempts were unsuccessful due to a combination of unsatisfactorv Instrumentstion and errors

in software. These were unrelated but made fault diagnosis difficult. Consequently it touk some 2
years to achieve a satisfactory standard of data.

The diagnostic technique to he applied to the performance trends was initially as problematical as
the trending itself. Based on a small change matrix approach which shows the expected changes in
trended measurements for a one per cent change in say efficiency, throat capacity or some other

engine parameter. This was visualised via "Star Charts" which provided a graphical representation
of the changes. These were fairly effective when only a single component deteriorated, but multiple
component deterioration resulted In confusion for the interpreter. The final approach was to use
"Expert System" techniques to relate trend plots to actual defects discovered during inspection.

This proved to be a breakthrough in assisting interpretation.

Unfortunately the trial finished after only twelve months of the executive phase during which the
fully iaplemented system was trialled, and before a conclusive demonstration of the power of this
approach was achieved. Originally, en executive phase of three years duration had been envisaged.

It should be stated, however, that a correct diagnosis was made for the last 2 engines rejected.

In addition to the above the CSDE team independently established a O/NO GO parametric thrust
measuring technique using exhaust duct pressures and NL. This was demonstrated on the RAF

Un-lnstalled Engine Test Facility to be capable of indicating thrust within 22 under test bed
conditions. AST603 data was inadequate for this purpose, due to instrumentation and data

inadequacies.

5.4 Limit gxceedance Monitoring. Limit exceedance nitoring provides an indication of abnormal

engine operation that is potentially damaging. Three types of exceedance were monitored:

Standard fixed limits - NH, NL, TGT, vibration and turbine cooling air temperature.

Time limits - TGT.

Individual engine limits - vibration.

Used primarily to confirm pilots' reports the exceedance alert system proved its worth, and extended
knowledge of the behaviour of the engine Oiroughout its envelope. An example was the discover! that
the vibration signature changed significantly at altitude, indicating the need to capture adequate
vibration data In the air to allow analysis on the ground.

5.5 Cost Analysis. One objective was to show how maintenance cost savings could be made by using
engine health monitoring. The AST603 aircraft engine operating costs were to be compered with a
control group of aircraft. Because of difficulties in determining complete costs due to external
constraints, only the following were considered:

Direct anhour costs at first and second line,

Direct manhour costs at module overhaul (3rd line),

Repair parts cost at module overhaul,
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Consumable* at second line.

All other costs were excluded. Cost data was extremely limited. The following simplifying

assumptions were made:

All trades attracted the same rates,

Supervisors were Chief Technicians or Sergeants.

Civilians attracted Service rates,

Spares were costed at 1 April 1984 rates.

There were 19 "occurrences" in the AST603 group and 21 in the control group. However the total

costs of the AST603 group were some 15 higher than that of the control group.

The EM techniques were not all proven or in place at the time of the cost analysis. Hore
importantly the duration was too short to smooth out distor tiones due to an unrelated engineering

campaign and the associated discovery end correction of secondary damage. Purely by chance, the

effect was greeter upon the AST603 engines.

During the course of the AST603 trial the parallel EUMS 1 programme achieved new cyclic exchange

rates for the Adour Mk 151 engines. This effectively removed the opportunity for AST603 to achieve

the same thing snd claim the associated cost benefits. The exchange rates changed by a factor of

2.3 cycles per hour. This generated an estimated saving of £45H over 20 years.

Despite the difficulties,. this and other trials provided sufficient evidence to prove the cost

effectiveness of engine health monitoring such that E1M is now recognised as cost effective within

the UK.

6. Results of the Trial - Feedback. The objectives were to assess the technical and economic viability

of engine health monitoring. A summary of the extent to which the objectives were met is given below,

and may be compared with the sub-paragraphs of Section 2 corresponding to those below:

a. The extent of the correlations which existed between engine health and deterioration was not
fully established, but the potential was clearly demonstrated. It was possible from assessment of

the trend plots to identify a deteriorating module and assign a probability or confidence factor to

the analysis. This was achieved by use of 'expert system' techniques, which were a powerful

software development tool.

b. A practical method for presenting the correlations in a usable form was demonstrated via the

expert system display.

c. The Individual costs of development, production and operation of the EEM system relating to non

RAF activities were well documented.

d. Cost savings due to ElIE were inconclusive during the one year cost measurement phase, due
largely to the short trial period. and to the fact that not all elements of the E£81 system were

fully functional at the time.

a. Improvements in availability and flight safety were not directly demonstrated. However

considerable use was made of the data during diagnosis of reported defects. These included reported
thrust pulsing, cockpit captions lit, vibration levels, surges and flameouts. Additionally, the E£M

recorder survived 2 crashes and provided vital evidence to the Board of Inquiry. In one case the
Accident Data Recorder woe not functioning and in the other it wes destroyed. In both cases the
AST603 recorder broke away on impact.

f&i) The procedures that already existed for transfer of information between the RAF, MOD(PE) and

Industry were demonstrated to be sound. It wee confirmed that CSDE should assist from the early

stages of any project in choosing appropriate techniques and setting elarm levels with the MOD

project office, and that these should be promulgated through the Local Technical Comittees and
technical publications.

g&h) Preferred combinations of ElM techniques were not recommnded. It was shown that in general

the available techniques are complementary, albeit with an overlap in some areas. This overlap is
not a disadvantage as it may provide diagnostic confirmation or alternatively, information where one
technique has failed. Techniques to be considered are:

Indirect thrust estimation.
Performance trending and diagnosls,
Vibration analysis and diagnosis,

Incident analysis (Pilot initiated),
Automatic excedance recording,

Low cycle fatigue monitoring (real-time o-boatu),

Creep and Thermal fatigue monitoring,
Oil debris monitoring.
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During engine demonstration, design, development, and qualification, consideration should be given
to all of the above techniques in conjunction with the factors listed below:

Engine failure modes,

Operating circumstances of the engine and aircraft,

Lifing policy and maintenance philosophy, in particular the minimum issue service life (MISL)
required for any engine on return to the fleet after repair, and prior to its next removal due to
life expiry of a life limited component,

Realistic estimation of savings accruing from failure prevention and avoidance of secondary

damage,

Cost of fitting the necessary equipment,

Fleet size,

Availability of test faculities,

Contracting Policy for maintenance, repair and overhaul.

lIinent and rapid changes in data recording and transmission technologies were anticipated during
the trial. Because of this it was felt to be imprudent to make any firm recommendations on "the way
to go". However, the 2 extremes are: either to record in the air and analyse on the ground or to
record and analyse in the air. The former leads to large ground based overheads, whilst the latter
does not. However, the latter may lead into the trap of not retaining enough data for the occasions
when further analysis is required to explain some unanticipated event. For this reason RAP policy
is for new systems to have a bulk data recorder as an optional fit, and for it to be used on 10 of
the fleet. This provides 2 facilities - monitoring of the continuing correctness of the algorithms
and system operation, and a readily fitted device to assist in trouble shooting.

7. Current EHN Applications - Feed Forward. Seven fixed wing engine health monitoring projects have
followed on from AST603. They vary enormously from each other as the pressures of each aircrift project
are brought to bear. Additionally, my colleagues concerned with rotary wing aircraft are planning and
conducting Helicopter Operational Data Recording (HOUR) exercises on Lynx, Chinook and Seaking using EUMS
based equipment. The Anglo-Italian EH101 helicopter is also offering a comprehensive Helicopter Usage
Monitoring system (HUM). A brief outline of each fixed wing EHM activity is given below:

7.1 Harrier GR Nk 5 and AV 8g. The Harrier GR Hk 5 aircraft is the first in the UK to have a
purpose designed EHM system installed from initial build. The functional elemente are directly
derived from accumulated previous experience.

Vibration Monitoring (15 narrow band channels cross related to engine speeds)

LCF monitoring - 6 components using real-time Rainflow analysis" and a further 24 using read
across factors.

Creep Monitoring.

Thermal fatigue monitoring.
Limit exceedances.

Pilot initiated events

Hover Performance
follow on modifications

Performance Trending and diagnosis

Data on up to 5 flights can be downloaded via a data retrieval unit for transfer to the ground
based computer known as the Harrier Information System (HIMS).

7.2 Tucson. Much simpler than the Harrier system, and procured in haste, many desirable features
were omitted from the EMS. Examples are lack of torque monitoring and adoption of a simplistic LCF
usage monitor which does not use rainflow techniques.

7.3 EFA. Based on all British, German, Italian end Spanish experience to date this aircraft will
have an Integrated Monitoring and Recording System which encompasses all airborne systems. For the
first time in Europe the engine specification includes the building up of a data base relating
vibration, oil debris and performance to the physical condition of each engine on strip. This will
be used to produce a powerful diagnostic capability. At the time of writing many system details
have yet to be finalised.

7.4 Tornado CRB199) Mid Life Update (MLU). EUMSI recorders are fitted to a smell number of Tornado
aircraft, both IDS and ADV. The variation in usage data seen to date has caused some concern and a
burgeoning belief that parts life tracking should be considered for a small group of lifed
components. Consideration is now being given to fitting a low cycle fatigue counter to all engines
during the NLU.

,_ _ i
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7.5 B199 Unnstalled Engine Test Facilities (UETFs' Experience has shown that RAF personnel on
the R1199 URFTs can diagnose 80% of all problems encountered. The remaining 202 sometimes
necessitate a degree of nugatory strip and rebuild work that would be better avoided. Based on a
cost effectiveness case, Rolls Royce and GEC are producing a performance analysis and diagnosis
package to overcome these difficulties. Rolls Royce have been asked to base it upon their COMPASS
performance trending and diagnosis system. If successful this will be the first military
application of COMPASS.

7.6 Tristar. The RAF has a small fleet of Tristar aircraft used for tanking and troop carrying.
These have an airborne monitoring system f!tted. In service for only a short time a significant
peyback has already been seen. The primary example is that of an engine with a rising vibration
problem. By careful monitoring of the incipient fault trend (within acceptance limits) it was
possible to retain the engine in service for nine months longer than would otherwise have been the
case.

7.7 E3A - AWACS. Entering RAP service in the near future a suitable health monitoring system is
being sought. For logistics reasons a system already in RAP service is favoured.

8 Observations. In addition to meeting each of the trial objectives with a greater or lesser degree of
adequacy, AST603 allowed a significant number of lessons to be learnt along the way. Many were obvious
only with hindsight and others merely reinforced the conventional wisdom of project management that every
project must (or at least does) reinvent the wheel. No apology is offered for the disjointed list of
observations made below.

The objectives of AST603 were to assess the technical and economic viability of engine health monitoring.
Although the lack of knowledge in many areas was recognised, it was assumed that the existing technical
knowledge and the organisations involved provided an adequate resource to overcome the majority of
problems to be encountered. This assumption was not unreasonable. However, the organisational problems
encountered were such that in some instances potentially adequate assistance was not made available.
This was partly due to conflicting viewpoints and priorities but also to the apparent perception that the
project was an impractical "scientific- experiment with a high nuisance value to the mainstream of
maintenance. Significantly perhaps, AST603 project management was not by the Adour Mk 151 project ream,
but by the EUCAMS project team. In future any similar trial should be managed by the main
aircraft/engine project team, if necessary with specialist advice. This is increasingly important as
moves toward whole aircraft monitoring systems progress.

The choice of aircraft/engine fleet chosen for a trial must be realistic, even if inconvenient. In the
case of AST603 a training squadron was chosen. Because high performance engines were not involved
serious performance degradation did not exist and was therefore difficult to detect.

Personnel changes should be minimised. During the course of the trial: four different Squadron Leaders
held the MOD(PE) project manager post; three different Flight Lieutenants held the CSDE team leader
post; and three different engineers held the Rols Royce programme manager post. All of this occurred
over a four year period, and allowed all concerned to make their own inferences as to the importance of
the work in hand.

Training of personnel for each post must be considered seriously. The abilities to produce software, to
be familiar with maintenance procedures, and to have an in-depth theoretical knowledge of thermodynamics
and structures do not often occur in people assigned to such work without careful selection.

Software specialists need help to produce sensible code, which must be validated by an engineer to ensure
correct functionality. This could be interpreted as meaning that the engineers are unlikely to write a
sufficiently comprehensive specification at the first attempt.

Failures and the associated symptoms are peculiar to each engine type and Its application. Monitoring
techniques must therefore be selected (and weeded) during development. Equally, provision must be made
to allow additional techniques to be added as found to be necessary during development and in-service.

For maximum effectiveness the data relating cause and effect for development failures should form the
basis for the ground based maintenance information management system data base. This is also probably
the most effective way of delivering a usable ground environment, at the same time as the aircraft is
introduced into service, in terms of function and capacity.

Calculations should be performed on-board wherever possible, because this minimises the ground station
workload, and costs. Only if there is not enough confidence in the lifing algorithms should bulk data be
transferred to the ground environment for routine analysis.

Notwithstanding the above, provision should be aue to allow an optional fit of a bulk data recorder for
continuing system validation and trouble shooting.

If performance monitoring and fault diagnosis to any level is intended then suitable Instrumentation must
be fitted. The diagnosis requirement determines the instrumentation fit in terms of quantity of sensors
and the quality of measurement, which must be determined during engine design.

Contract arrangements for repair and overhaul must take into account the advent of lifing by cycles
rather than hours, and the need to maintain the maintenance information management database.

1t
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Aircraft system are classified in three categories ranging from "safety critical' to "non-essential" MOD
consider E181 systems to fall in the middle 'essential" category. This is due to the potential for
dormant faults to Jeopardise safety if accurate life control of engine components and monitoring of the
engine conditions is not maintained.

9. Conclusions. The discoveries and lessons learnt from AST 603 and related studies and projects paved
the way for videspread gas turbine engine health monitoring In U& service aircraft.

Now that BUM is widely accepted, and the concept of whole aircraft health monitoring is following closely
behind, attention should be given to the practicalities of monitoring other mechanical systema. and
pneumatic and hydraulic systems. Electrical and electronic systems appear to have relatively advanced
BIT capabilities, and consideration should be given to nurturing advances in the other systems. It
should not be overlooked that the cost of a modern military aircraft falls approximately equally between
structure, avionics and engines.

Mein project office reaction to health monitoring often lies at one of the two extremes of either "it's
all too diffficult" or 'it's too basic to worry me". Both produce the same neglect which cannot easily
be rectified at a later date. Hopefully, this and the other papers presented at this conference will
provide a suitable reference source that will help future projects avoid some of the pitfalls.

This paper Is based upon project reports written by the participants, and the author gratefully
acknowledges their contributions.

The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily represent the policy of the Ministry
of Defence.

Copyright (C) Controller HNSO, London 1988.

DISCUSSION

H.I.H.SARAVANAMUTTOO

You referred both to the difficulty of communication between engineers

and software specialists and also to the use of a consultant company

to develop an expert system. We should seek out experts from our own

community rather than those who would develop expert systems without

a detailed knowledge of gas turbine operation.

Author's Reply:

Between 1981 and 1984, a great deal of publicity was given to expert

systems and we wanted to evaluate them. The major advantage I see for

expert systems is that the languages used, such as LISP and PROLOGUE,

piovide a very powerful programmers development tool, such that programs

are easily modified. This is not permissible in a first and second

line service environment.

Much of the difficulty between engineers and softunre specialists is

due to the engineers failure to recognise the depth of their own know-

ledge. Engineers must write good specifications.

The beat performance diagnosis presentation package I have seen to

date is the R-R COMPASS System, which, three years later, surpasses

the AST 603 displays. We have always considered information presenta-

tion to be almost as important as the information itself, and this

was an important aspect of the AST 603 work.

The engine performance diagnosis rules were supplied by R-R and encap-

sulated into a custom expert system by STEWART HUGHES Ltd.
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rlO !1l8E NOMITORING AN4D NAIETMINUCE MAEAGEMNT SYSTEMS FOR F-16 C/D

F. Algbn
Major, Turkish Air Force Headquarters, Logistics

Technical Maintenance Dept., Aircraft Engines Branch
Have Kuvvetleri Komutanli~i

Ankara, TURKEY

SUMAR

This paper describes the engine monitoring and management systems employed by the
Turkish Air Force for F1l0-GE-100 engines of F-16 C/D aircraft. These systems include
the Engine Monitoring System (EMS) and the Minimum Essential Engine Tracking System
(MEETS). The EMS performs the acquisition, transfer and processing of engine data for
maintenance use. The system monitors engine operation, and determines engine
exceedances and faults, isolates faults to appropriate level and processes data to
interface with other data systems. The MEETS provides an automated means of managing
on-condition maintenance of fighter engines. This system tracks engines and components
in terms of operation time, temperature, and cycle limits, and also forecasts remaining
flying and engine operation hours for an individual engine, aircraft, or the whole
fleet. The operation of the systems and future plans to develop and implement a unique
data automation system are discussed. This automated data system will be capable of
supporting all the base-level functions of aircraft, engines, trainers, support
equipment, test equipment, missiles, munitions and communications/electronics.

ABRRBVIATIONS

AFTC - Augmenter Fan TemperaLure Control
AMU - Aircraft Maintenance Unit
CAMS - Core Automated Maintenance System
DDTU - Data Display and Transfer Unit
EMS - Engine Management Branch
EMS - Engine Monitoring System
EMSC - Engine Monitoring System Computer
EMSP - Engine Monitoring System Processor
FBS - F-16 Data System
GSS - Ground Station Software
LRU - Line Replaceable Unit
MEETS - Minimum Essential Engine Tracking System
OCM - On Condition Maintenance
PLT - Parts Life Tracking
TEST - Installed or uninstalled engine operation at base test facility
TUAF - Turkish Air Force
USAF - United States Air Force

IWYTRODOCTION

One of the most effective ways to strengthen the readiness of an Air Force is to
improve the flow and availability of logistics information which in turn enhances
management and utilization of resources. The capabilities of deployable information
system should also be provided for supporting maintenance units in the full range of
operating environments. A large, dynamic, on-line automated data system that supports
the authorities directly for maintenance activities would be a valuable tool to manage
the weapon systems successfully. Such an automated data system in support of base-level
maintenance activities (except the supply system) did not previously exist in the
Turkish Air Force (TUAF). With the introduction of F-16 weapon systems, data automation
became one of the most important issues. To meet this requirement, a detailed research
effort was initiated. The most cost-effective approach was to gradually introduce data
automation in two stages:

(a) Implementation of already existing basic engine condition monitoring and tracking
systems for management of F110-GE-100 engines.

(b) Development and implementation of data automation systems not only for engines, but
also for all the maintenance functions.

The basic systems to manage FIIO-GE-100 engines of F-16 C and D models in TUAF
inventory ares (a) Engine Monitoring System (EMS), which was developed by General
Electric Aircraft Engines Company/Cincinnatil (bl Minimum Essential Engine Tracking
System (MEETS), developed by the USAF Logistics Management Center/Gunter Air Force
Station.

The EMS was designed to acquire relevant engine and aircraft data during flight or
on the ground, and to process these data and provide a concise output at the flightline
to define recommended maintenance actions. For the transfer of stored data from the

.: . ; , r . ....................... .~#. iI. ,
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* aircraft to the ground computer system, additional processing and output to the
appropriate user was also required. Hence, the scope of the EMS was to provide data
acquisition and storage, and to transfer, process and present these data for maintenance
usage. More specifically the system is capable of incorporating such features as:

(a) Determination of engine limit exceedances to the appropriate level;

(b) Acquisition of data to support long term engine performance trendings and tracking
of life-limited engine components;

(c) Indication of flight line go/no-go conditions to reflect engine status;

(d) The Ground Support Software (GSS) to process the EMS data and interface with other
data systems such as the MEETS.

The MEETS receives Parts Life Tracking Data from the EMS and provides an automated
means of managing on-condition-maintenance (OCM). The system allows the tracking of
engines and engine components by time, temperature and cycle limits based on inputs from
the EMS. The MEETS forecasts flying hours and engine operating hours remaining for ar
individual engine or aircraft, or for a fleet of aircraft. It also provides the
capability for shipping or receiving engines to or from other units. An automated data
download from the system is also available.

In parallel with implementing the EMS and the MEETS to the TUAF engine management
systems, a study of a TUAF unique automated data system, called F-16 Data System (FBS),
was initiated. TUAF data automation requirements were defined and the FBS was to be
implemented. The network is to comprise the following information systems:

(a) Logistics Management
(b) Flight and Flying Personnel Training
(c) Personnel and Training Requirements
(d) Headquarters Level Management

Logistics Management Information System, resident on an IBM Main Frame, is the
major component of FBS and will be similar to USAF developed Core Automated Maintenance
System (CARS), but will have some additional TUAF unique features. The FBS is currently
under development ,nd shall be capable of supporting all base-level aircraft, engines,
trainers, supp-. equipment, test equipment, missiles, munitions and
communications/electronics functions.

SYSTNS D6 SCIPTION AND OPBRATION

The FIIO-GE-1O0 engine has a full authority, the Augmenter Fan Temperature Control
(AFTC), designed with ele-trical connectors to allow real time access to the engine
parameters in analog form. The EMS configuration which interfaces with the AFTC
consists of three hardware components: an engine mounted EMS Processor (EMSP), an
airframe mounted EMS Computer (EMSC) and a flightline equipment Data Display and
Transfer Unit (DDTU). The relative locations of EMS hardware is illustrated in
Figure 1. The control/non-control engine and aircraft related parameters utilized by
the EMS, listed in Table I, are available in analog form at the AFTC and are routed to
the EMSP where they are multiplexed and digitized for subsequent transmission to the
EMSC. The DDTU provides the link between the airborne equipment and the ground computer
system. The EMSC and EMSP are accessed by the DDTU and all the data stored are
transferred to the ground computers. In aedition to temporary storage of the flight
data, the DDTU provides a display which allous the maintenance personnel to view, at the
flightline, the detected fault/isolation messages determined by the EMSC. The single
entry point of all data into the ground computer system takes place at the Aircraft
Maintenance Unit (AMU), adjacent to the flightline.

In general, four types of data are available from the EMS: Diagnostic, Parts Life
Tracking, Trending and Pilot Initiated Data. These are briefly outlined and some
examples for the outputs of the operation are given below.

Ca) Diagnostic Data: Parametric data, composed of control and non-control (basic and
discrete engme and aircraft parameters, are saved as a result of a detected engine
abnormality. This may be a major limit exceedance, or an out of limit control schedule
of a secondary system. In addition to detection of exceedances, the system incorporates
isolation logic, present within the EMSC, aimed at identifying the Line Replaceable Unit
(LRU) of the engine causing the exceedance. An overview of the EMSC engine diagnostic
logic and the EMS messages for fault isolation/LRU identification are shown in Figure 2
and Table 2, respectively. The parameters given in Table 2 are continuously monitored
by the system during engine operation. If a signal fails to pass range check and/or
loss of a discrete signal, a fault will be recorded and identified in the EMSC and
will be displayed when the system is downloaded. Twelve pre-event data records (6
seconds) and up to 18 post-event data records (9 seconds) can be saved by the EMSC. The
amount of diagnostic data saved is dependent upon the type of exceedance or fault, as
shown in Table 3.

In case of an exceedance or fault, the utilization of the EMS elements and Fault
isolation/Trouble Shooting Data is described in Table 4 and below:I7
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1. On the Plight Line:

a) Once the cNSC detects the fault, Remote Status Panel indicates NOGO and the
data are immediately downloaded to the DDTU.

b) The DDTU displays the EMS message giving the fault code and Line
Replaceable Unit identification for isolation. From this message, the
ground crew should have an idea about the probable cause.

c) With the information available, the fault could be isolated without any
delay. If further information or action is required, the data have to be
transferred and corrective action has to be determined using the ground
computer system.

2. On the Ground Station Computer:

a) The fault message is printed out again as a warning when the data are
processed.

b) The data records saved by the EMSC for that fault are displayed/printed for
troubleshooting.

c) Referring to the maintenance manuals, detailed analysis could be made and
the necessary action could be determined.

(b) Parts Life Tracking (PLT) Data: The EMSP computes and stores the PLT data on a
cumulative basis. These data are then used by the ground computer systems to track life
limited engine components. Besides the EMSP, a copy of the data is stored in the EMSC
to allow single download interface for all the data when the engine is installed. Tie
MEETS utilizes the PLT data to allow predictions for maintenance planning and spares
provisioning. PLT is a method of accounting for engine usage and parts' life. The data
consist of engine operating times and cycles, such as duration time above T4B limit (5
levels), Engine Operating Time, Augmenter Operating Time, Augmenter On/Off Cycles, Low
Cycle Fatigue Counts, Full Thermal Cycles, and Cruise-Intermediate-Cruise Cycles. An
example of PLT data output from the EMS is given in Table 5.

(c) Trend Data: The EMSC automatically acquires and stores four data records (2
secondsT-pe-r--lght during the take-off sequence at approximately 0.3 Mach. The
information is presented in four separate scans of basic, control, discrete engine (see
Table 4) and aircraft parameters. The data are used for trending and performancechecks. Eighteen engine parameters, 6 aircraft parameters and 5 system discretes are

available but for the time being, plots of only 7 engine parameters are generated.
These 7 parameters are HP Turbine Blade Temperature, Fuel Flow, Exhaust Nozzle Area,
Core Speed, Compressor Discharge Pressure, Fan Speed, and Lube Tank Quantity. An
example of trending plots for an engine is given In Figure 3.

(d) Pilot Initiated Data: In addition to the EMS automatically saving data as a
result of an abnormality, the capability exists for the pilot to request a data save.
The same function can be used if test procedures on the ground require the use of engine
parametric data. When a switch in the cockpit is activated, 12 pre-event data (6
seconds) and 4 post event data (2 seconds) scans are saved.

The F-16 is equipped with a data transfer system which allows the aircraft on-board
computer systems to centralize systems' faults in a common data transfer cartridge
(memory module). The data transfer cartridge can be taken to a loader-reader unit and
the information can be downloaded for maintenance use as necessary. The Engine
Monitoring System has the ability to communicate with this system through the multiplex
bus. Selected critical engine faults are made available for the pilot viewing on
multifunction display scopes. The Enhance Fire Control Computer (EFCC) commands the
EMSC to transmit detected faults through the mux bus to the EFCC. When the faults are
received, the EFCC assigns a code to the multifunction display system (MFDS) and stores
the faults in their respective memory. Faults stored in the MPDS can be viewed at any
time by calling up the test page. If the fault is identified as a pilot fault list item
by the EFCC, then a command is issued to the up front controls (UFC) to illuminate the
avionics light on the caution panel, which in turn illuminates the master caution light.
When the pilot depresses the F-ACK (fault acknowledge) button on the integrated central
panel, the fault is displayed on the data entry display.

Zenith Z-248 microcomputers are used at the TUAF for the ground station function of
the EMS. The single entry point of all data into ground computer system takes place at
the Aircraft Maintenance Unit (AMU). The TEST function, which is defined as Installed
or uninstalled engine operation, which must be performed it the base engine test
facility, is similar to the AMU. At the AMU, which is adjacent to the flightline, the
data are formatted and processed. The exceedance, fault and pilot initiated data are
presented. The trend and parts life tracking data are subsequently transferred to the
base-level Engine Management Branch (EMS) of the maintenance organization. The EMS is
the focal point for data from both AMU's and base testing facility (TEST). At the EMS,
the trend data are processed and displayed graphically, and the PLT data are formatted
for transfer to the MEETS. An overview of all the EMS functions is illustrated in
Figure 4. The functions of each unit involved, the AMU, TESr and EMS are sumarized in
Table 6.

SV3-
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The software package for Z-248 to process and format the EMS data and present it to
the appropriate users was developed by General Electric, and is called the Ground
Station Software (GSS). The GSS is a menu-driven computer system. There are three
menus containing all of the available GSS procedures, and each procedure is executed by
a single key stroke.

MEETS receives the data from the EMS via an output file of the GSS and provides an
automated means of managing on-condition-maintenance (OCM) functions of FII0-GE-100
engines. At the EMB, the parts life tracking data are transferred from the GSS to the
MEETS which is loaded on the same micro computer Z-248 at the EMB. The MEETS is also a
menu driven computer system, the Master Menu being composed of 12 basic menu options.
The main functions of the MEETS are described below:

a) "Engine Tracking" provides the capability of updating engine and component
records by inputting the EMS data, printing various management products, and
forecasting engine components closest to their life limits. The parts life
tracking information from the EMS is input via an electronic data transfer,
but a manual update is also available. Printed copies of stored data can be
obtained in various formats. The status of all tracked components on any
engine in the database or items closest to their limits, by each tracking
method can also be listed. An example is given in Table 7. A listing of all
engines, spare parts, and all installed parts or the complete database can
also be generated. The forecasting option provides a clear picture of the
items on any engine or aircraft that are closest to scheduled removal or
inspection, along with the projected flying hours remaining for each engine.
An example is given in Table 8. A listing of warranted parts can also be
provided.

b) "Database Updating" functionally enables adding new engines and components to
the database, correcting errors or changing the database, removing and
installing components or engines, and deleting aircraft or engines from the
database.

c) "Work Unit Code File Maintenance" provides for the addition, deletion, change
and deployment or listing of Work Unit Code files - i.e. the tracked items.

d) "Engine Shipment/Receipt" function provides the capability for documenting the
configuration/status of the engines to be shipped, and initializing MEETS data
base for engines to be received.

FUTURE PLANS - DATA AUTOMATION SYSTEM

The essential systems, the EMS and the MEETS, for managing on-condition maintenance
of F-11O-GE-100 engines, have been implemented at TUAF. The next step is to proceed
with developing and implementing the data automation system, the FOS. Several
alternatives were evaluated under the following criteria: TUAF requirements, current
technology, the existing HATO countries' Air Force systems, systems proposed by the
vendors, TUAF interoperability-systems integration requirements and supportability in
Turkey. The decision was to proceed with a unique data system - FBS, comprising of not
only Logistics Management Information System similar to USAF developed CAMS, but also
Flight and Flying Personnel Information System, Personnel and Training Requirements and
High Level Headquarters Management Information Systems.

The FBS scope is defined to have the capability to support:

(a) The Bases
(b) The Tactical Air Commands
(c) The Air Training Command
(d) The Headquarters.

The functions and the features of the FBS are given in Table 9. Comprehensive Engine
Management System is one of the subsystems of the FBS and will be integrated into the
existing engine monitoring and tracking systems.

" TUAF, USAF and IBM will participate in developing the PBS. Application software
development/conversion is to be contracted to IBM. The responsibilities of each party
are as follows:

(a) TUAF: to establish the requirements, provide functional expertise, participate in
system development, and acquire necessary skills to maintain the FBS.

(b) USAF: to manage the FOS as a TUAF agent, provide CAMS functional expertise and
advisory assistance.

(c) IBM: to provide the system, programming and database expertise, training for the
TUAF and the USAF, development of the system, production of the system and to
assist in its implementation.

The PBS configuration is summarized at Table 10. FBS is based on the IBM 3090-200
Computer and Database Management System Dm2, versus Sperry U1100 Series computers and
Data Management System DMS-1100, used by the USAF developed CAMS.
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The FBS will be integrated with the Requirements and Distribution System-Supply
System (IBM 4381, MVS/XA, IMS) and Factory Management Improvement Systems (IBM 4381,
VM, AS).

CONCLUDING REMRKBS

The EMS and MEETS are simple, effective systems, the output products of which are
very supportive of all levels of the engine maintenance effort. The systems have become
a fully integrated part of the FII0-GE-100 engine management system at the TUkF.

It has been observed that the diagnostic parametric data, trending data and parts
life tracking data are valuable tools for the mechanics, technicians and managers in
increasing the readiness, and flight safety of F-16 C/D aircraft.

The essential F110-GE-100 engine control and cockpit instrumentation was already in
existence and the basic configuration of the engine electronic control AFTC was also
defined at the commencement of the EMS design phase. The AFTC was normally utilized
during engine development testing at the factory to provide a test monitoring capability
and to assist in trouble-shooting faults. This feature provided a "ready made' primary
interface for the EMS, and no additional sensors were therefore added for EMS purposes.
To commence the design of such monitoring systems at the early stages of engine design
might increase the cost effectiveness and trouble-free features of the on-condition
maintenance systems, and ultimately the readiness of the weapon systems.

Operational experience has shown that the usefulness of diagntostic pacametric data
highly depends on the experience accumulated worldwide. The engine manufacturer's
extensive study and implementation of all the feedback information from users would
contribute to a great extent to the success and realization of the engine monitoring
system's full objectives. Furthermore, if the operational experiences of the users are
not utilized, only a limited portion of the monitoring system's capability could be
rendered useful.

Operational experience has also shown that to date, the maximum use of trend data
has been limited due to the lack of suitable analysis techniques at the base-level.
Only when the engine technicians become fully conversant with demonstrated, reliable
trending techniques, could full use be made of the wealth of data being compiled by the
engine fleet.

It is believed that weapon systems and operational resources readiness, which is a
function of both operational availability and sustalnability, is the key to effective-
ness. Hence the FBS is designed to document, measure and improve a fielded weapon
system's readiness. The system is expected to enhance management functions at all
levels.
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TABLE It PARAMETERS UTILIZED BY ENS

(A) Engine Related ParanmtOer (a) Aircraft Related Paramters

Parameter Symbol Paranieter Smo

HP Turbine Blade Temperature T48 Aircraft Mach Nunber MN

Engine Power Lever Angle EPLA Angle of Attack ADA

Fan Inlet Temperature T2 Normal Acceleration NA

Fan Inlet Guide Vane Position IGV Total Engine Fuel Flow TFF

Compressor Discharge Pressure PS3 Altitude ALT

Main Fuel Valve Position MVPOS Gear Up GIJL

Main Torque Motor Current MTM
Fan IGV Torque Motor Current IGVTM

Lube Tank Quantity O

Fan Speed NP

Core Speed NG
Aircraft Power Lever Angle APLA
Exhaust Nozzle Area AB

Fan Duct Pressure Ratio DPP
Fan Duct Pressure Differential Delta DIP

Augmentor Fuel Valve Position AUGPOS
Augmerstor Fuel Valve Torque Motor Current WFRTM
Exhaust Nozzle Torque Motor Current A8TM
Anti-Icing Valve Positton A/I
Lube Temperature T

Augmentor Flame Detector Signal FOS
Augesentor initiation Signal AIS
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TABLE 3s ANOUNT OF DATA SAVED BY AIRBORNB CO PUTER

TYPE OF DATA DATA RECORDS

I 12 Pre I 4 Post I 18 Post I Total

DIAGNOSTICS I I I
I I t I

* Overtemp, Overspeed I X I I X 1 30 Scans
i I- - I

* Flame-Out, Power Loss, Stall I X X I I 16 Scans

* All Other Faults I X I 1 4 Scans

* Pilot Requests I X I X I I 16 Scans
I ~ I I I --

TRENDS X I 4 Scans

TABLE 4: AN EXAMPLE OF FAULT ISOLATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING DATA UTILIZATION

(1) On the _?jlht Line:

a) Remote Status Panel - NO GO INDICATION

b) DDTU Fault/LRU Message - 66 SIG*EPLA/AFTC

EMS MESSAGE DESCRIPTION - The engine power lever angle signal is detected out of
range at the AFTC/EMSP interface.
Probable cause is engine power lever angle sensor with
AFTC as alternate.

(2) On the Ground Station Computer

a) Print Fault/LRU Message:

EMSC SN GD800424 DOWN LOADED 05/09/1988 19:30:14

AIRCRAFT TAIL NUMBER .. 86-0071
AIRCRAFT TYPE .......... P-16
ENGINE S/N .............. 509264

THIS DOWN LOAD CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING FAULT MESSAGES

1-66 SIG*EPLA/AFTC

b) Display Print Data Records for Troubleshooting
(4 scans for this message. 1st scan is given below as an example.)

05/10/1988 10:30:11
ENG S/N AC TAIL m DATE 05/09/1988 TIME 18:00:26
FAULT 1-66 SIG*EPLA/AFTC SCAN 1

ENGINE PARAMETERS AIRCRAFT

BASIC CONTROL : DISCRETES ; PARAMETERS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APLA.. 133.5 DEG MVFOS. 7648 PPH TL .... OX ACMN.. ****** UNIT
EPLA.. 132.4 DEG AUGPOS 16.8 R/U MNAFTC .09 UNIT
NF.... 95.6 WrTM... 17.0 mA A/I... OFF
NO .... 99.1 %f IGVTM. -20.7 mA t AID.., NO 1 AOA... 13.6 DEG
T2.... 516.9 DEGR 48TM.. 15.9 mA ALT... 2720 FEET

1 T4B... 1316 DEGF WFRTM. 25.5 mA AIS... ON NA .... .9 G
IGV... 14.7 DEG DFF ... .209 R/U FDS... ON
AS.... 510 SQIN DP .... 5.9 PSID 928V., OK t GUL... GRND
PS3C.. 280.6 PSIA AFTPWR -14.9 V DC NFXFER NO :
QL.... 2.13 GAL SECNF. 95.4 % ! TFF ... 13422 PPN
CDPCBP 12.8 PSID SECTM. .0 mA TREND. NO :

SNFLIM 100.2 % t WARDAT NO t

-- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- - - -- - -- - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - -

I . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 5: AN ESMPLE OF PARTS LIFE TRACKING DATA STORED

ENGINE S/N AC TAIL s DATE 05/09/1988 TIME 18sSStlS

EMS? S/N 361

EMSP CYCLE COUNTER DATA

HOURS COUNTS

T4B > 1600 DIG F .533 16
T4E > 1630 DIG F .100 6
T4B > 1660 DIG F .000 0
T4B > 1685 DIG F .000 0
T4B > 1705 DIG F .000 0
ENGINE RUN TIME 142.000 1420

AUG RUN TIME 1.850 111

CYCLES COUNTS
LCF COUNTER 85 85
FTC COUNTER 530 530
CIC COUNTER 612 612

AUG COUNTER 181 181

TABLE 6: SUMARTY OF FUNCTIONS OF EACH UNIT INVOLVED IN ENS

(1) AMU (FlightLine) Functions

Accept DDTU data

Convert fault associated data to engineering units

Display/print fault code/message and associated engine data

Transmit trend data, maintenance events and actions,
and parts life tracking information to the EMS

Accept maintenance action input

Maintain a maintenance event history file

Transmit and accept maintenance event history records

(2) TEST Functions

(Installed or uninstalled engine operation at
base engine test facility)

All AMU functions

- plus using the operator (pilot) initiated data to perform
preliminary data analysis

- but TEST does not maintain/transmit and accept event
hi-story file/records.

(3) ENS Functions

Accept and store AMU and TEST data

Provide access to engine level life usage data

Provide trend plots

Accept maintenance information from intermudiate shop

Maintain an engine history file

Provide maintenance history as required

Transmit and accept engine history records

Transmit parts life tracking data to MEETS

BOEING 
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TABLE 7z AN EXAMPLE FOR STATUS OF TRACKED COMPONENTS AND ITCH CLOSEST TO ITS LIMITS

PREPAND: 10 NiT se WIzuIm ESSENTIALl naiH TRACKING STSTEM

INI 8: HIC31? 3: DATE: 86071 CURDN REIDINGS

IN AN FLY135
we SERIAL I PART' IENT CYCLES NOOK ELC ITT TIE TAC SC! IOT

271DC D D00 11E 1270DP01 110.3 213 4.3 107.0 69.0 261.3 107.0 110

0"# FOLLOWING 1TICLOSEST TO LIITS *+*
ETED: MOT SC: 276P1. ID11 a? CONTROL
ETUD: IN? SOC: 276a1 3011UN: MINFE POW (WP)
EED: ELCY S9C: 27CLC 3011: ff? HLAD 7S RETAIIR
ETIOD: SWO SC: 27BDE NOW1: FIN DISK SYG I
ETD: TIC SOC: 27FE 10111: HIARING 82
ETROD: ITT SC: 2701.0 NOUN: H? BLADE SET

TABLE 8: AN EXAMPLE OF COMPONENT LIFE PREDICTION

610110 INIEM ESSENTIAL ENGINE TRACING SYSTEM

ITEES CLOSEST TO UIMITS 0N ENGINES A IRCRAFT I

NEIT TIE
SERIL: I R 8m IROT DUE REMAIN
O010D12207 71I7MIDGOS 110.5 2000.0 1869.5

SC: 277PL NOUN: AFT CONTROL

NEIT TIE
SERI m PATs Ley FT CiC TAC DUE REMAIN
001AFE301 973212FP07 107 579 389 261.5 2000.0 1738.5

SC: 27M NOWN: RAIN 12

SERIAL 8 PART 8 T1600 T163O ThSO TI665 T1705 ETT
001POU3284 953035P13 0.4 0.1

1- FAIC TO0RS NEX TIE
3 4 a 6 7 DoE REEII

2,000 1.230 0.736 0.376 0.179 342.0 341.9
S9C: 27CL 1011N; VT BLAD SET

I FACTORS HIT TIE
SIRIAL I PARTS8 1 2 ELu DUE RE111IN
O0CAV22114 9628E8P04 0.009 109.9 1581 1471.1

WC: 2701.0 notl VT BLADE mE RETAINR

K FACTRS NEIT TiE
SERIlu PINT 1 8 9 SC! Do3 REmIN
OCANAOISO 35M1F0 0.250 0.025 261.9 2000 1738.5

SOC: 2731 no: FUN DISK MT I

. ... .. ...... . .
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TABLE 9. FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES OF T1E PBS

THE FBS IS A SYSTEM TO ACCONPLISH:

A. MAINTENANCE DATA COLLECTION

B. MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND CONTROL

1. Planning/Scheduling and Controlling Maintenance

2. Configuration Status Accounting

3. Comprehensive Engine Management

4. Serialized Parts (LRU/SRU/Engines) Tracking

S. Tracking Weapon System Utilization and Readiness (MICAP) 3tatus

6. Time Compliance Technical Order (TCTO) Management

7. History and Resource Consumption Recording

S. Trend Analysis/Forecasting

C. FLIGHT AND FLYING PERSONNEL TRAINING MANAGEMENT

1. Requirements Computation

2. Automated Flight Scheduling

3. Flying Personnel Records

4. Data Analysis and Management Reports

5. Activities Tracking

D. CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM OPgRATIONS/DECISIONS/ADMINISTRArION

9. CENTRALIZED ODATA BASE

F. SECURE NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS

G. CENTRALIZED PROJECT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

TABLE 10: FBS CONFIGURATION

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION:

1. IBM 3090-200

2. IBM PS/2's

3. IBM Peripherals

4. 3270 Terminals and Printers

5. 3745 Communication Controllers

6. 3174 Cluster Controllers/Modems

SOFTNAB CONFIGORATION:

1. MVS/ESA

2. VTAM

3. DB2

4. CICS/kVS

5. COBOL

6. Application System (AS)

ALI
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F110-GE-100 TREND PLOT REPORT

ENGINE S/N: AIRCRAFT ID: 05/10/1988
INSTALL DATE: 08/20/1987

100 :
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Figure 3: An Example of Trend Plots for an Engine
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SumWrary

With the introduction of the AIRBUS A310 in 1983, an enhanced ECM concept was
established at Lufthans. Highlights of the theme include application areas and the
economic aspects of everyday airline operation.

The ECM information system supports maintenance personnel in detecting incipient
engine failures, in carrying-out optimum adjustment of engine controls, and in cutting down
the number of engine run-ups. It also assists overhaul personnel in removal planning and
overhaul planning. All data are acquired by an aircraft integrated data system through
expanded engine instrumentation and are periodically reported through an on-board printer.
Data printouts are entered into the Lufthansa computer network from each flight
destination station. For a high degree of actuality data are processed on-line in the central
computer at the Frankfurt maintenance base. In addition to engine modular performance
and mechanical parameter analysis, data processing also performs automatic trend
recognition and alert report generation.

1. G

ACM Aircraft Condition Monitoring
ACMS Aircraft Condition Monitoring System
APU Auxiliary Power Unit
ECM Engine Condition Monitoring
EGT Exhaust Gas Temperature
EROPS Extended Range Operations
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FADEC Full Authority Digital Engine Control
GE General Electric Company
GEM GE Ground based Engine Monitoring Software
LH Lufthansa
MEC Main Engine Control
OCR Optical Character Recognition
PMUX Propulsion Data Multiplexer
SLOATL Outside Air Temperature Limit at Sea Level
SOAP Spectrometric Oil Analysis Program
VBV Variable Bleed Valve
VSV Variable Stator Vane

2. Introduction

As an early failure detection tool Engine Condition Monitoring has been an integral part of Lufthansa's "On Condition"
maintenance concept since the early 1970's and has been paying an essential contribution towards enhancing dispatch
reliability and safety.

At the beginning of the 1980's, the development of improved engine diagnosis procedures and the increasing availability
of digital electronics in the aircraft lead to Lufthensa's decision to introduce a new and more comprehensive engine
condition monitoring concept along with the advent of the AIRBUS A310.

The advanced system is aimed at achieving, in addition to the reduction of operational irregularities, a minimization of
the engine's total operating cost (fuel, material, maintenance). Also, reduction of ground operation for lower emission
has ever increasingly gained in significance in the past years.

This paper reviews the application and economical aspects of this concept based on 5 years of operational experience
with the combined A310/A300-600 fleet.

i
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A modern ECM system is intended to allow comprehensive assessment of each aircraft engine's condition through

diagnosis of its gas path performance down to the level of each individual module;
diagnosis of its mechanical condition in regard to vibration and lubrication system parameters.

The objectives in detail are%

verification of engine health;
detection of incipient engine problems;
optimum adjustment of engine controls (fuel, speed margin, stability);
avoidance of engine run-ups;
assistance in engine removal planning;
optimization of the engine's overhaul workscope.

Aimed at efficient and cost effective application of ECM major emphasis was put on the establishment of an
Information system, which is characterized by the following conceptual highlights:

expanded engine instrumentation and propulsion data multiplexer (PMUX);
automatic on-board data acquisition system;
integration of all engine condition relevant information from operations, maintenance, work shop, and test cell,
central organisation/analysis;
high degree of actuality;

- high degree of user friendliness, versatility and expandibility.

4. System Deacrption (F. 1)

The Lufthansa A310's and A00-600's are equipped with an expanded aircraft integrated date system which generates
reports for later on ground analysis. Included in this system is an airborne printer which serves as the prime data output
device. The layout of the print reports meets OCR standards (Optical Character Recognition) and by this permits
automated reading.

Data Proess~in/Recording

ON Bordtwar

Corrective p Reports
Corrcfla ~Ex oedac Reports

Aion On Request Reports

Crrtstlas CrS-8o43 On hoard PrIl
Ac.0ton IIUX pri ts OCR a)

readable
Test Cell

.......................... CT Optical
SMolnemnce . Frankfurt

* a Workshop/Test Cell kln Rose,
: -. 'w..--. • ' Real Time Ground based "......

I Engine Ano r Rervo
, up* -,- n Lld.Modular y~e

S- Automatic Marts p -T ss fro all
-On Request: Trends -Ts Cel

Input d t -Run WingUp 9)OCR:Opfiol

L ......................- OWn iatsataA ln

I F N LH A310/A300-600Fig. E H INE CONDITION MONITORING SYSTEM
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Since data link is currently not available at Lufthansa this inevitably leads to a time lag between data recording and
central analysis. For a high degrae of actuality, however, a fast data transmittal medium is required. An extended on-
board diagnosis capability is not considered a rewarding goal.

The contents of the reports generated during flight are entered into Lufthans' ground-based computer network from all
flight destination stations. After line station personnel have submitted the data by means of hand held video scanners
those are transmitted to the central computer at the Frankfurt maintenance base where extended analysis is performed
on-line by the General Electric ECM software "GEM" (Ground based Engine Monitoring) which was specified in a
combined GE/airlines effort.

All input data and results are stored in a data base for trending purposes thus making complete ECM histories available.
Lpon analysis all results are automatically checked for findings and, if significant, are output to the maintenance
engineers in the form of an alert message. This concept releases the maintenance personnel from the previous need to
inspect all engine data and thus assists In concentrating on problem cases. For in-depth data analysis engine history
output is provided on request via computer terminals.

In case an engine removal is due the overhaul enginmers make use of engine history information for definition of the
optimum shop work scope.

Upon test cell acceptance which the engine has to pass after overhaul PMUX as well as test cell instrumentation data
are transmitted to the central computer for modular performance analysis. While the engine Is still running the analysis
results are made available automatically by return to the test cell personnel indicating the quality of measurement and
performance of the engine and Its individual modules.

The ECM user family connected to the ground based information system Is depicted by Fig. 2. Maintenance engineering
in charge of the daily monitoring and trouble shooting work is located at the maintenance base in Frankfurt. Engine
overhaul, production planning and control, engine test cell, as well as central engineering Is located in Hamburg. The
engine manufacturer, i.e. General Electric in Cincinati, are also connected to the ECM system.

Condition

Mon itoring

Soft'. III

at Meain ss m Planning ITogt Call -Poserpiant

> Individual engine

> Initon of correctirei
oct its bia ed on > Rndovidupl +nRes > Mointenance proceduresactionac alerts > Remol pcinq & modification monitoring

> Woarscooe defmition L LCM system monitoring

> Shoplood planing
> ECM system coordination

Fig. 2 ECM USERS COMMUNITY
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5. Review of AgdkLotm

In the following the main application areaa are discuased focussing an cost and savings.

The financial balance a depicted in Fig. 3 is based an the experience gained between 1983 and 1987 mnd is projected
until 1M2 to cover the planned aircraft operating time of tan years.

For the given LH A310/A300-600 fleet and the cosidered time period the reaulting net savings through ECM amount to
3.9 mio US S.

This is 23.0030 US S per aircraft and year.

A310/A300-600 Engine Condition Monitorig

U 45000

a 4

37A 4a

4. - -n

2500

1.0 a

F ig. 3 COSTS/SAVINGS

5.1. cost

There are four main factors:

"Onboard Hardware"

This factor Includes the cogt for expanded instrumentation and PMUX as well as a 50 % share for the Airplane
Integrated Data System attributed to ECM.

"Project Cost"

Establishing the basic computer structure required expenditures for-
creation of the software for data Input at line stations;

* peripheral hardware Investment;
- creation of a new real time/onlIne datasoftware structure;
-incorporation of manufacturers" programs Into LIf computer environenL.

It has to be emphasized that moat of the project cost are onetime-investrnents charging the A310 fleet for the
pioneering effort without recurring for the further fleets to come.
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"Computer Processing Cost"

Currently this amounts to approx. 1,000 US $ per engine end year which Is 0.3 % of the engine maintenance cost. This is
deemed to be favorable. Intended program optimization will further reduce this figure.

"Software Maintenance"

To a certain extent, the ECM software Is subjected to continual modifications of its analytical functionality. This also
extends beyond the project period and requires some marnpower an a permanent basis.

5.. Savings

"Fuel" (Optimum Control Adjustment)

Currently the largest portion of the savings is achieved by ensuring optimum adjustment of the variable stator vanes
(VSV) and variable bleed valves (VBV).

Since the hydromechanical Main Engine Control (MEC) is per design not able to compensate internal deterioration this
task has been integrated into ECM:

Maintenance engineering is automatically informed about off-optimum-schedule shifts derived from inflight VSV/VBV
data. The corrective action, so triggered, is reduced to a verification of the transducer calibration and the adjustment
itself by turning the MEC adjustment screw a defined number of turns.

No ground run is required I

The consequent application of this feature does reduce the fleet fuel consumption by 0.5 %

The associated savings depend on the actual price of fuel. For the time beyond 1987 the price has been assumed to keep
the '87 level - for the cost/benefit balance a conservative approach.

"Avoidance of Enalne Run-ups"

Acquisition of operational data by ground runs is no longer required in particular for troubleshooting and verification of
maintenance actions due to expanded instrumentation and availability of appropriate inflight data.

Two features are reducing especially the number of high power runs.
After replacing the MEC an optimum rig run/tracking check Is normally required. Through ECM, pre-adjusted MEC's get
this optimum adjustment using inflight data. Only an engine leak check is performed.

For fan trimbalancing the specific engine characteristic Is derived from inflight data subsequent to installing a 'trial'
balance weight. From this the optimum balance bolt configuration in the fan spinner is determined.
The convenience of this method ettlows a frequent application to keep fan vibration to a minimum for the entire fleet.

The savings are based on the experience that for both adjustment procedures 2 run-ups per engine and year are avoided
with total cost of 1,000 US $ per run-up.

"Maintenance Coat"

For engine overhaul it is of essential importance to optimize the workcope with respect to both performance recovery
and cost. By the availability o'r performance data down to the individual engine module, this task can be performed.

The information provided includes the modular performance parameter deltas (efficiencies, flow capacities) relative
nominal and appeerent measurement errors. The contribution of each individual module to the engine% exhaust gas
temperature as the most indicative performance quality parameter is derived from this.

The overview of the actual engine health status is completed by:

- initial modular performance information;
- overall performance status (T/O EGT margin);
- non gas path related information (Oil Consumption, SOAP, Vibration).

The above mentioned information derived prior to engine disassembly provides assistance in defining the workscope.
Modules requiring performance recovery in any case are indicated as well as modules with slight degradation to be
returned to the engine assembly line without overhaul.

The reduction of maintenance cost currently amounts to 5 %.

The realization of these savings is highly dependent on experience, which was gained on deteriorated engines since
2 years. For the financial balance this figure is kept constant beyond 1988 although higher savings can be expected with
further practice.

i i ---'I
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"Early Failure Detection"

This function is primarily aimed at reducing operational irregularities (delays, cancellations) and unscheduled engine

removals particularly at line stations.

Within the advanced ECM system this is supported by:

- online procesaing and automatic trend recognition reducing the time gap between occurrence of an incipient engine
failure and detectability through maintenance personnel;

- trending of an extended parametr set including modular performance.

Failure - ECM detectable and Inhering the risk for a line station removal - did not occur yet for A310/A300-600. This is
due to the engines' high reliability standard, application of other ECM functions and the fleet size. With no occurrence
the cost and benefit balance currently cannot take this factor into account.

Experience from other fleets proves that such failures are reduced but not avoided. They are still a significant saving
potential due to the steady Increasing cost for unscheduled removals at line stations.

"Unquantified savings"

Beyond the savings described so far, ECM also offers a series of advantages whose quantification, however, is somewhat
difficult.

This category includes monitoring hot day EGT margin and the limiting outside air temperature (SLOATL) respectively.
Engine overall performance status and engine deterioration characteristics provided by this function enable main-
tenance to determine the remaining on wing time. Using this information for engine removal planning provides the key
to an even dop load rate.
In addition the application of SLOATL does contribute positively to flight safety: It does prevent unexpected EGT
exceedences during Take Off.

Due to the availability of modular performance information it is possible to combine modules with regard to optimum
engine efficiency and lowest fuel burn. Since the savings for the attainable fuel bum reduction are currently lower than
the cost for additional spare parts, module management is not applied. This scenario will change with an increasing fuel
price.

Further benefits a.

- reduced emision due to avoided ground runs (pollution and noise) and lowest inflight fuel consumption;
- less unscheduled lay-overs due to "cold" adjustment methods ("cold fan trimbalance", "cold MEC change");
- reduction of secondary damage/high cycle fatigue (e.g. duct ruptures) thanks to engine vibration minimization.

It must also not be forgotten that, in many cases, ECM provides information to the effect that no problem is pending.
This facilitates or additionally consolidates decision-maKing processes.

6. Conelusin

The aim of the original Engine Condition Monitoring approaches was to increase the dispatch reliability by means of
early failure detection.

For the advanced ECM introduced with the A310, additional objectives are pursued in order to save fuel and
maintanance cost.

The now available A310/A300-600 experience does prove the validity of this approach. Also, the high acceptance by the
users has to be emphasized.

The ECM investment had to cover the implementation of the basic coputer infrastructure as a major one time effort
which therefore cannot be assigned exclusively to the A310. Fleet enlargement and Incorporation of new fleets Improve
economics.

Considering today's high technological standards, it is questionable whether optimum treatment of an engine can be
ensured without an extended ECM.

The on-line availability of a large amount of engine operational data will assist the engine manufacturer to better
understand and quantify the mechanisms by which engines deteriorate in service. This will contribute to product
improvements to the benefit of the airline industry.

N.l
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7. OuUtWk

The above described concept will be used as the standard for future aircraft/engine types with some further
enhnemmt

For AIRBUS A320 and BOEING B747-400, ECM will be extended to a comprehensive "Airplane Condition Monitoring"
(ACM) covering engine, APU and airplane performance.

The engines of these aircraft are generally equipped with a Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC). The FADEC
per deslgn (Closed Loop Concept) automatically ensures optimum VSV and VBV adjustment. The cost for ECM related
on-board hardware is reduced because the FADEC amongst other things replaces the PMUX.

As a further "Data Transport Channel" it Is planned to establish a direct transfer of digital data from the aircraft via
ground stations to the central computer.

The expansion to ACM necessitates software standardization for minimizing the airline's implementation effort.
Standardization endeavors are currently being forced aheed by SAE under strong support by manufacturers and airlines.

ECM is of particular Importance for all airlines operating twin engine aircraft under extended range conditions
(gROPS). This is supported by the FAA in drafting of an appropriate recommendation for operation under EROPS
conditions.

The changing attitude of the manufacturers must also be mentioned. While ECM was still largely left to the initiative of
the airlines a few years ago, particularly also the aircraft manufacturers have realized that they have a relevant
contribution to make.

A step in the right direction is the approach for integration of an Aircraft Condition Monitoring System (ACMS) in the
BOEING 737 aircraft. The ACMS requirements are already being taken into account in an early phase of the
development. Both the on-board hardware and also the ground-based software will be provided and supported by the
aircraft manufacturer. As a matter of course, also in this scenario the challenge of implementation and successful
application still remains with the user airlines.

DISCUSS ION

M. BRUSSELEERS

1. Can the transition of a classic ECM system to a system as you pre-

sented be done without any increase in man power. Did you account for

this increase in man power if necessary?

2. The ECM system requires additional hardware such as instrumentation,

PHUX, AIDS ... What is your experience with the reliability of this

hardware? Did it yield additional maintenance costs and did you account

for it in your cost figures?

Author's Reply:

1. There is no man power increase with respect to the maintenance engi-

neering being in charge of the daily trend monitoring. The automatic

trend recognition and alerting feature even compensate for the fleet

increase. Within the engineering division there is a certain man power

required to evaluate advanced maintenance procedures and to coordinate

the ECM system itself. Our cost figure do not account for this.

2. We had problems with the pressure sensor lines in the beginning

These problems are solved since the PHUX is redesigned. Additional

costs are minor, our cost figure do not account for it.

P.J.JENKINS

What advantages are provided by using ACARS downlink instead of a ground

based data transfer.

Author's Reply:

The ACARS is used for flight operations and also for the transmission

of troubleshooting messages from the Central Maintenance Computer(uplink

and downlink).
The main advantages of ECM are:

-reduction of time interval between recording and analysis down to

a few seconds.
-Reduction of workload for line personnel

-slightly higher data quality becaus input errors froe the human Inter-

face are eliminated.
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H. AREIYr

Could you outline the cold fan balance procedure?

Author's Reply:

From the vibration level, amplitude and phase angle, the speed and the

bolts configuration we calculate on a P.C. the corrections to apply on

the spinner by changing the bolts configuration.

F. AZEVEDO

Is the relation between imbalance and vibration units different from

engine to engine?

Author's Reply:

The reaction is similar, but not identical. For that reason the specific

engine characteristic is derived by installing a "trial" balance weight

prior to installing the final balance bolt configuration.

1EiI
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LE CFM 56-5 SUR A320 A Ant FRANCE

par
P.Chtal

AIR FRANCE
DM-UW

Direction du Materiel
Air France Orly

94396 Orly Aerogare, France

1. HISTORIQUE

Air France a kt6, d~a 1967. une dea prealdrec Compagniem kn Europe a mettre en
oeuvre le muivi permanent mu aol dec param~trec rtacteur er, croi-ire.

Ceux-ci, enregictra A bord par lea m~caniciens naviganta cur des rahierm pr,§for-
mat~s (fig 1) cot encuite trancai s par t~l~grame laipremilre eccalegtouch,e
Aun ordinatao centr 1al iu6 prAm de .arim. am cntre Air France de Vilg6nic,

od ellec coot traitdca "en batch", la nuit, celon un programme fourni par lea
cooctructeura moteur Pratt et Whitney, Rolls Royce oo General Electric. Lee
listings correspondants (fig 2, 3, 4) cont tranamic Ie lendemmin matin par na-
vatte automobile, mux centras de maintenance aitudm cur lea maroporta de

Charles de Gaulle at d'Orly.

Au courm dam 20 derni~rec ann~ea, cc traitement journalier a f'ait la preuve de
con eI'iicacit6 et figure d'ailleurm nomm~ment coo programmes de fiabilit6
d~pos~s par la Coapagnie Air France, mupr~m dec Autoritkm de Tutelle Franqaices.
Dec cahiera de signature de panne exictent qui regroopent la m~thode de muivi
dec param~trec at d'autrea. tallem que le SOAP, qui, toutes ensemblec, partici-
pant A la curveillance parmanente dam moteure entretenuc melon 6tat (fig 5).

2. LIMITATIONS RS14CONTREES EN SERVICE

Le recoursamum m~caniciens navigante pr~senta certaine avantages. Ceux-ci exer-
cent leur jugement qoant A la repr~mentativit@ dam valeurm enregictr4§ec, et
d'ailleorc, depuim quelqoec monkec, ils cuppikent, dana una certaine macore, mum
limitationc inh~rantem A ce cyct~me da surveillance A moyen at long terma. Ila
procAdent A bord, en tampa r~el, A certaina calcula deatin~c A d~caler lea pan-
nee bruaquec at notent on nombre rdduit de valeurm mu d~collage, qul completent
utilemant ce traitament dam donn~aa de croicidre, en parmattant de murveiller mu

ao ':volution de la marge r~ciduella EGT A pleine puissance en ambiance
"chaud.

En 1983, I'arriv~e A Air Franca doun avion pilot& A daux, le B.737, a entraink
Ia remime en question dam conditions d'acquisition at de transmission dec don-
nbea r~mcteurs. La solution de relav~c manuels faits par l'officier pilots ft
rejet~e par principe, catta t~che no participant pam directement A la conduite
do vol. L'acquiaition dec B.737 A Air Franca, an 1983, Atmit alora suppoa~e
teaporaira. Il fut alarm d~cid6 de na proc~der qu'A daa modification. mineuram
do l'avion do base (installations suppl~aentaires d'un captaur EGT par r~ameur),
at do profiter do l'inataliation do QAR pour extraire en differ6, mu aol, lea
donnA.. r~amteura A partir dam enragiatramanta mogn~tiquec continua r~alimac A
bord cur casette (fig 6).

Tram rapidement, daux limitatioms apparuront

- 1. nombra do points extraita dot Atre limit6 A up maul par jour at par avion
(bien qua I. logiciel d~veloppt mu aol sit 6t6 capable d'en reconnoitre
beoucoup plum),

- 10 retard A l'eaploitation des r~multata, fonction du d~lai do d~pose at
transmission dem casettes, 6tait de l'ordre de 8 A 9 jour., aurtout done le
cmo 00 cm cassettes devaient Itre dlpoale. dana des macalma autre. quo
cello, do la r~gion porimienne.

Capendant, cette mlthode permettait d'asuurer un "traitement monitoring minimal"
acceptable des r~acteurs.
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3. DEFINITION ET MISE EN OEUVRE D'UNK NOUVELLE &TAPE

Specification ETNT n" 2 et experience ATLAS A310.

Des 1975, en 6troitt cooperation avoc lea sutres smbres du groups ATLAS (1), et
notammont avoc ia participation do Lufthansa, une specification ATLAS Atait miss
au point at adres&6. A Airbus Industrie, pour I& aiso on oeuvre do l'acquisition
autosatique do@ donn~es our avion A310, A 1laide d'un calculateur do bard et
d'uno imprisante.

Tandis qu'A LII. ce systes 6tait gen~ralisd our taus leurs A310 at donnait lieu
aux d~voloppomonts tr~s int~rooants qui ant 6t6 pr~asnta par aillouro, la
presence d'un troisidno sombre d'6quipage done lea avions A310 d'hir France
pereettait do continuer Is mltbode ant~rioure do rolov~s manueo. Toutefois, Ise
syatbue AIDS/imprimanto 6tait explrimont6A& Air France do faqon extensiveo ur
Io prosier avion liyr (F-GE1MA).

Grtco A ls participation active des quipages Air France d'une part, et de SFIN
(conotructeur do i'AIDS) d'autre part, au bout d'un an doexpioitation, doux
conclusions ossentiellos purent Atre dlgagdos:

- I& logique do reconnaissance do 1'6&t "motour otabilisa", bas~e sur la
constance do la TAT uno fois is mode "cruise" engage, devait Stro changte
Cu profit do I& reconnaissance d'un Ni stabilicA.

- l'acquisition pratique des donn~os (4 i'aide d'uno isprimante do bord), leur
locture ult~rioure Cu sol, lour rransmission par telex au calculatour
centrol do Vilglnis, umom liaitt A un seul avion as r~vdla trop lourde A
mottre en oeuvre efficaceaent et rapideasni par lea services au sal, dont
les moyons n'svaient pas 6t6 augeent6s.

En consequence, il apparut A l'tvidence qu'il Atait n~cessaire d'automatiser
cotte transmission en prenant avantege do 1Vexpirience des compagnioc amiri-
cainos, DAL, AAL ot PAR en particulier. gui trsnamettaient directement ceo
donnies au sot, par VHF selon un syattse dit ACARS.

La Direction Generale d'Air France dficidait siors d'Aquiper lea A320 (pilotts A
dour des leur wse en service) (fig 71, d'un systems AIDSIACNiS, deatin6 dane
un premier tempo, A acquirir et tranomettre automatiquement leo dannies nac-
tours au d~callage et en craisiire, l'extensian de ce code de traitement A
d'autres types de dannies (informations opbrationnelles, mitia. etc.) 6tant
privue doe une 6tape ultinieure (fig 8 et 9).

4. DEFINITION DU. SYSTERE A320

4.1. Acquisition.

Do faqon simplifi~e, on pout considirer le systime A320 cause Is superposition
au systime riglementaire traditionnel d'acquisition at do stockage de dannies
our un DFDR, d'un systime d'acquisition en parallels de ceo mimes donnies et de
transmission au sal per un systdme do type ACARS (AIRCOM). Ce oystime repose
our l'existence d'un rfiseau soi de transmission par telex, Ie SITA. Ce risesu
recouvre dijA suffisamuent bien, en 1988, l'eneembie des lignes exploit~es par
lea A320 d'Air France pour devenir couplet en 1990 (rig 10).

4.2. Transmission.

Los dannies tranesisee per AIRCOM cant reques autosatiquesent par Is station
sol SITA is plus proche, I& reconnaissance et mise en transmission du message
itant cospldtement automatique et pouvant 4tre efrectute dim i'fimision du
message qui, ' i n'eat pas transuis aimmidistement , eat stock# on memo ire A bard.

La station sal retransoet I e ssage A i'ordinateur central AF do Viiginia via
Hong-Kong.

NOTA :Au moment de l'6tabissement de co rapport (fivrier 1988) quelgues diffi-
cultis de rialisation itatent apparue chez les 6quipomentiers cboisic

(1) ATLAS eat un consortium forinA par lee cinq CompagniesI.Air France /Lufthansa /Iberia /Alitalia /Sabena
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par Airbus Industrie, BENDIX pour lea ACARS at NORD MICRO pour lee AIDS.
Air France a jpr~vu de pallier A ces difficult~s teoporairesaen recourant
A une e~thode du type B.737 d~crite ci-dessus.

4.3. Traitement GEM (Ground based Engine Monitoring).

A Vilg~nis, lea donn~es soot trait~es en temps r~el suivant le programme GEM
(version 10.0), et une surveillance automatique eat prograsmm~ qui vise A recon-
naltre. dds qu'elles apparaissent, lee anomalies de tendance.

Afin de limiter le noabre de fausses alertee, l~e systems de surveillance auto-
matique a 6td limitt volontairement A Air France sum seuls paramtres EGT at VIE,
au momns done un premier temps.

La listing habitual AD)EPT 6ms journellesent pour lee autree types de r~acteurs
eat rasplac6 per un listing GEM, Atabli d'une faton systhoatique seulement one
fois par semaine. as celoi-ci peut Atre "appelA" automatiquement A partir des
tersinsux du service utilisateur. par one transaction particuli~re, pour un
mstrtcule, un scion o on r~acteur donnA§ (fig 11).

4.4. Alerte automatique.

L'aigorithme de reconnaissance eat le solvant

1Xn = IXn-l -~ &,1 (Xn - Ilb-1)

Si Xn eat l'6cart d'un paroamtre avec s vaieur de r~f~rence pour le relevA
de rang n

tUn Is valeur iissee de cet Acart pour le rang n

C 1 un coefficient de lissage dit exponential compels entre 0 at 1

Lorsque is diff~rence jxn - Ixnl eat sup~rieure ou tgale A on seuil prA-dk-
terminA, un message eat Amis sotomatiquement par le calculsteur central de
Vilg~nis at apparsit sue lee Acrans du service contrilc de la base principale
de maintenance DM.QN de l'a~roport Charles de Gaulle (fig 12).

La service peut alors demander des informatione suppi~mentaires A l'ordinateur
et le listing GEM, en particolier.

Lee r~acteurs CFM 56-5 n'avaient pee encore. A la date d'6mission de ce rapport,
donnA d'alerte r~elle, c'eet pourquoi le programme a At6 appliqu6 r~trospecti-
vement sun donn~es brutes r~elles CF6-50C et E correspondant A des incidents
r~ele, enregistr~s A Air France au cours de laonne 1987 (fig 13 at 14).

Il convient de noter qua cm syst~me de reconnaissance de tendance. baeA eur las
d~viations brueques do r~acteur par rapport A lui-mfme, recoupe en g~n~rsi celoi
qui eat installA eur Ile calculateur de bord at qoi, pour l'EGT seulement, d~c~le
sea variations brusques dun r~acteur par rapport A son (00 sea) homologues,
fonctionnant sur le m~ine scion at dans le m~ma environrement. Mais, tandis qua
la surveillance inetallke ne e'adreese qosou paramAtre principal d'ktat qu'est
l'EGT, Ile surveillance so sol pout plus facilement Atre progrsmm~e pour surveil-
lee Agalement d'autres paramdtres, evec des algorithmee analogues ou mama dif-
f~rants. Cee m~thodes sont compl~mentairee et ne se soperposant qua pour l'EGT.

4.5. Surveillance de l'Atat des modules.

Depuis plus de 10 es Air France Avalue lee performances modulairas de see
r~Actaurs CF6-50 at -80, a0 beoc daesi. o una instrumentation sp~ciale eat
install~e A cat effet. Sur CFM 56-5, cette installation exists (fig 15) en
permanence, at see inforations sont recueillias our AIDS et teasmises par
AIRCOM en m~ma tamps que lea informations relatives sum param~tres usuals.

Ainsi qua lont d~montrA sur le CF6-80A3, LII at EL. Air Franca a l'intention
d'utilisar cette information pour optimiser la d~finition des travaum A effec-
tuar our un e~actaur descendu, soit pour one cause s~canique, colt pour limite
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thermique potentiollemont atteinte (m~thode OATL). Aprac ent :Le en atelier,
l'6tet physique des couposants du r~acteur set rapproch6 des 616menta de rendo-
cent et/ou de capacit6 do d~bit d~terain~s par 1. traitement GEM/TEMPER. et le
worokcopo oat affin6 en cone~quonce.

Ainai eat bouclk le traitocent des donn~es r~acteurs.

En conclusion, ii conviont do souligner que Is traitesent des pares~tres r~ac-
teurs our A320, n'est qu'une des m~thodoc do surveillance do i'6tct des CFM 56-5.
Elle Oct compi~t6e par deux types do surveillance permanente, l'un de I'6tat
des pi~coc m6caniques par observation vicuello. b~rescopique ou gassagraphique.
at lautro de I'6tat d'usure/fstigue des pidcos lubrifi~es per i'huilo per bou-
chon magn~tique et spectrographic d'6chantillon d'huile. Vest de liharsonisation
do coc m~thodes et do is mice en oeuvre do lour compl6mentarit6 quo depend
l'am~lioration do la fiabilit6 du propulceur.

Sur A320, A Air France, is philocophie d'entretien dec r~acteurs n'est pac dif-
f~rente do cello do tous lec autros propulceurs, du DART A l'Olympuc on incluant
tous lea r~acteurc PWA et GE, mcis l'installation AIDS - AIRCOM contribue A
rendre bosucoup plus officace quo par be pass6, la surveillance do Vint~grit6
du passago des gaz.

Le but rechorch6 par 1lemploi do cec techniques d'entretien peut d'ailiours Be
r~cumor d'une faqon lapidaire:

"MONITORER POUR MIEUX ANTICIPER"
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AUTOMATISRO GAS TURBINES IN CONBINED CYCLS-UNITS FOR ELECTRICITY AND HEAT PRODUCTION

by
A.S. do Clorcq
Vice-Director

Municipal Energy Board The Nagae
P.O. Box 60701

2506 LS The Hague (ML)

SUMMARY

In 1983 two n 25 mw Olympus SK 30 gas turbines came in service togseher with a 25 N stem
turbine in a combined cycle concept in the powerworks of The Hague (NL) in order to supply
electricity and heat to the city.

The reasons why this concept - being the first one in the MIL - was chosen are given, followed
by description of the unit, its automation and monitoring and control equipment.
Experience obtained is given.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1983 in the powerworks of the city of The Hague (WL) a combined cycle-unit
consisting of two Rolls-Royce gasturbines, two flue gas boilers and a DeLaval-Stork
stem turbine was commissioned.

Except for the electricity supply for the center of the city and cooperation in the
national electricity-grid this unit is the main production-unit of the district
heating system of the city.
As third city in succesion in the country The Hague started a district heating system
in 1975. This system was in so far unique that apart from steam-bleeding of an
excisting steam-turbine of the powerworks the heat is also obtained from the refuse
incineration plant next to the powerplant.
As the heat demand (connected load) was (and is still) increasing already in 1978 it
became clear that the replacement of two old turbo-generators of 30NW electrical of
the condensation type that was to be realised in 1983 had to be done by installing a
combined cycle of about 75 NW electrical and 80 NV thermal output.

In this paper the reasons why this concept was chosen are given, followed by a
description of this unit for electricity and heat production based on the lightweight
type gas turbine.
Furthermore the automation and monitoring and control equipment are described and
experience obtained in some 5 years of service is discussed.

2. CHOICE OF THE COMBINED CYCLE-UNIT

The power station in The Hague has a middle load function in the case of electricity
supply. This is an intermediate stage between base load and peak load.
The middle load operation (4 to 5000 hrs/a) is characterised by relatively frequent
starts on stops (about 250 times per annum) and a demand for short load increasing
times from no load to full load.

It is well known gas turbines can be put on load very quickly, so they are extremely
suited for accomodating peak loads. It is true that their heat consumption is
relatively high but the low costs of installation per kI compensate this fact at peak
load. Moreover, gas turbines require no cooling water facilities and can easily be
automated and remotely controlled. Large numbers of gasturbines have been installed
all over the world for peek load service. In our country since 1968 some 140
gasturbines have been installed, lately to "repower" existing powerworks. Developments
of gas turbines and, therefore of important components of combined cycle-units have
led to the existence of two main types.
On the one har.$ land based machines have been developed and on the other hand the
types known from aviation have been rendered suitable for generating electricity. The
former is the heavy duty type characterised by sturdy constructions with all
advantages of this robustness. The second, the aero-derived light-weight type, is
characterised by lighter constructions and very short load increase time.

Combined cycle-units consisting of a combination of gas turbines and steam turbines
can generate electricity at a high efficiency, in addition to which they can
relatively quickly be pot into service. Therefore combined-cycle units are very
suitable for middle-load electricity supply, as was needed in The Hague. Furthermore
heat for a district heating system can be obtained by bringing an extra pipe-section
in the flue-gas-flow down stream of the boiler and extracting stom from the steam
turbine.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIT

With a view to the availability for the generation of heat and power the installation
of two units was being considered. Because of the standardization of existing gas
turbine units, two 25 Nwe gas turbines were chosen. each with a heat recovery boiler.

The steam from the two unfired beat recovery boilers is led to one 25 NWe steam
turbine, thus resulting in a total power of 75 NW. (FIG 1).

In order to increase the availability of the installation both for the heat and power
production, various features were included in the system, i.e.:

- two separate steam circuits enabling the gas turbines with their own boiler to be
started and stopped independently;

- a bypass of the steam turbine in order to be able to continue generating electricity
by means of the gas turbines and covering the need of heat when the stem turbine is
shut down, combined with an emergency condenser;

- further, with regard to the availibility of heat and power, mention may be made of
the possibility of quickly starting up the unit; within 20 minutes which is a very
short time for electricity works, the system can be brought to full electric load
and then 2/3 of the maximum capacity is available.

- the starting system consists of a hydraulic starter motor that is driving the HP
compressor of the gas turbine. The motor itself is driven by pressure oil obtained
from an electrical driven pump.

Thanks to the measures taken, the availability of the installation as a whole is as
good as that of a conventional power station.

Power control
The operation control of this three shaft gasturbines is done by means of an
electronic Woodward governor. The power controlling is based on the speed of iP en LP
compressor parts, the speed of the electric generator via the power turbine (primary
control), the pressure control of the compressor and temperature control of the outlet
of the gasgenerator.

For the automation the Siemens Teleperm N system was chosen enabling all controls to
be visualined on a screen. With the aid of a luminous pin the control data can be
adjusted and control actions can be carried out. By means of a process computer in
this advanced installation various computing programs and data acquisition can be
carried out, including optimalisation calculations for the operation.

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE GASTURBINES

The package gasturbine consists of the gas generator and power turbine (FIG. 2) and is
placed in the existing building in a structure fabricated from metal plates secured to
a metal frame. The structure is double skinned, the inner skin being perforated. Sound
absorbent material is packed into the space between the two skins to reduce noise to
an acceptable level.

Located in the gas turbine enclosure is a fabricated base fram which supports both
the gas generator and the power turbine. The gas generator is trunnion mounted to
support columns bolted to the base frame. The power turbine support pedestal is bolted
directly to the base frame (FIG. 3).

After the gas generator exhaust gases have passed through the power turbine, the gases
are used to fire the boiler and then are vented to atmosphere through a stainless
steel exhaust stack, mounted on the roof of the building.

3.1.1 GAS GENERATOR

The gas generator is a Rolls-Royce Industrial Olympus straight-flow unit having a
medium compression-ratio of 10 and consisting of a five-stage LP compressor and a
seven-stage HP compressor, arranged in tandem.
Each compressor is separately driven by its own one-stage turbine through co-axial
shafts. Being mechanically independent each compressor is rotating at optimal speed,
having flexibility in service, fast acceleration and a high degree of stability at all
loads without the need of variation of engine geometric or blow off-facilities.
Another advantage is that when starting it is sufficient to drive the HP compressor
and turbine only.

burners
The eight burners are secured to the HP compressor delivery c€aing and project into
the combustion chambers. Each burner has a main and primary liquid fuel feed and a gas
fuel feed. The main liquid fuel enters each burner from an individual hose directly
connected to the pressurizing valve whilst the primary liquid fuel pipes are connected
to the burner via a manifold pipe.

A separate LUBRICATING OIL SYSTEN for the gas generator having pipings, filters.
magnetic inspectionplugs and accessoires, consists of four main components.
The main oilppun t is consisting of a main pressure pump and a scavenge oil pump
unit.
The auxiliary scavense oil pump unit incorporates four gear-wheel type scavenge pumps
and four associated filters end is mounted at the rear of the tank. These pumps are

. . . . .... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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scavenging the front bearing of the LP compressor and oil separator, the HP turbine
bearing, the intermediate casing with its intersheft bearing and the LP turbine
bearing.

FURL CONTROL Of THE GAS GENERATOI
Each gas generator has its own fuel coatrolystem controlling the power by mans of
the quantity of fuel streming from the burners. The min components are a gafilter,
a pressure control valve, a gas control valve and operating device, fast-closing valve
and a power speed regulator. The latter is moanted off the engine.

ELECTRIC SYSTE OF aA GENERATOR
The lectric equipment of the gas generator includes an ignition system,
instrumentation for the LP and UP speed and a DC-solenoid to control the anti-icing
hot-sir value.

The STAITER MOTOR is a hydraulic motor that is to be connected to the HP-comprssor
shaft by mans of an automatic coupling. The hydraulic energy for the motor is
supplied by a separate AC-driven pump that is mounted among the accessories.

BOROsCOPs INSPECTION can be done through Tour openings in the combustion chamber
casting to the nozzle guide vanes of the P-turbine and the combustion chambers
(crater-openings) and after removing the burners cans an opening in the exhaust
annulus allows inspection of the nozzle guide vanes of the LP-turbine.

3.1.2 POWR TURBINE

The power turbine is a Rolls-Royce three-stage axial-flow turbine. The rotor is
overhung mounted on the main shaft, that is supported in two big white metal bearings,
which are mounted in a pedestal that is mounted on the base plate. The exhaust gases
from the gas generator discharge into the interturbineduct, expand in the three stages
of the power turbine and finally discharge into an uptake by nus of an exhaust
volute.

OROSCOPE INSPECTION of the first stage nozzle guide vanes of the power turbine can be
done via eight openings equally spaced over the circumference of the interturbine duct.

4. AIR SYSTEM

Air, taken from selected stages of the compressors is used for:
- cooling, to insulate areas against beat inflow from combustion to prevent leakage of

hot gases from the main stream and to dissipate heat from the turbine assemblies;
- seal pressurizing to make effective the clearance labyrinth type seals for oil

containment that are employed due to the high rotational shaft speeds for low
friction;

- anti-icing.

5. FURL SYSTIX/POWER CONTROL

Automatic starting, loading and synchronizing of the generating sets is catered for in
the design of the fuel control systems.
The power control done by the electric Woodward governor is actuating the fuel flow.

6. OIL SYSTEM DEBRIS MONITORING

There are certain components in OT engines c.q. bearings, gears, splines etc. which
release wear debris into the scavenge oil flow.
These components do not usually fail suddenly. There is a normal period in which wear
and failure particles are released at a greater rate than normal before actual failure.
Monitoring and trending this release of wear debris combined with debris
identification techniques allows diagnosis of impending failures.

Three methods of monitoring wear debris can be used:

1. Systems which capture the debris and allow later evaluation and analysis;
2. Systems which count debris particles as the scavenge oil passes through them;
3. Analysis of scavenge oil samples in a laboratory by means of a microscope or

spectromatic analyses.
The first method, used in the installation in The Hague, includes the ferrograph and
magnetic plugs with their associated back up systems. Metallic debris are seperated
from the oil for separate evaluation each month.
Quantitative assessment is in an instrument plotted against running hours to monitor
changes in trends.

7. ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTES SAED ON DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM CONTOLLED BY A HICiOPROCUSOR

Before the 70's control apparatus in power generation consisted of separate
components, each with its own specific function. They were connected with copperleads.
These installations had a low automation degree.
Increasing the efficiency of the power generation needed modern control and
monitoring, thus leading to more complex and voluminous installations.
For information and detalogging computersystems were introduced.

Nf
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The next logic stop was that also executive functions were to be fulfilled by the
central computer system. It turned out that centralization in Digital Direct Control
(DDC) instead of the original decentralized concept led to vulnerability of the
central computer. Due to this vulnerability a large conventional back-up was
neccessary, through which the installation remained expensive.
The development of the sicro-electronics made it possible to combine in one system the
advantages of digital control, decentralized and hierarchical structure and
concentrated datalegging.
The info-trnsmission between the partial systems can furthermore be done by a greatly
reduced number of cable connections.
The communication between man and system for information as wel as for control is done
concentrated via displays and functional keyboards.

7.1 HIERARCHICAL DECNTIRALIZED CONTROL SYSTENS

Instead of an "automation-island" where all functions of an installation are assembled
in one autarktic automation system it is possible to realise the same availability and
network security as in conventional systems by mns of a decentralised system with

different algorithms located in microprocessor based digital regulatory unit
controllers per function. High reliability and flexibility are possible and as an
extra advantage low-volume field-wiring occures. (FIG. 4)
Parallel communication paths for gathering the process-data and control-actions as
well as serial communication paths for mutual communication of the sutomstionsystems
and with productive control and observation systems are possible. (FIG. 5)

The components of the used Teleperm N system are in general:
Automation subsystem AS 220 for monitoring, regulating, computation and control;
Operating subsystems OS 250 and OS 251 for process monitoring and handling;
Coupling (bus) system CS 275 for datatransmission between the subsystems.

The Automation Subsystem AS 220 consists of the basic unit and the extension unit. The
basic unit comprises a power supply, the central micro-programmed processor (16 bit
telegram. 60 k-byte Memory CKOS-RAH) and connection to control unit (nonitor display
and keyboard), bussystem CS 275. mini-floppy disc and recorder printer.

The Operating Subsystem OS 250 (and OS 251) has communication by alphanumeric signal
and thermometer indication on the display while control can be done by a process
control keyboard connected with an alphanumeric keyboard. Signals visible on the

display can also be printed via a hard copy unit.
The station is connected to the bussystem CS 275 in order to activate several
automation subsystems A220 simultaneously.

Subsystem 05 251 has the possibility to an extensive process control and monitoring
and can be connected to several automation subsystems over the bussyntem.
The basic unit comprises a powerful central part and connections to bussystem,
keyboard, display, mini-floppy disc, printer and analog recorder.
Perception is possible in a hierarchical 4 type standard survey system:

Plant survey;
Overall survey, monitoring the process;
Group survey, for operation;
Circuit survey, for tracing.

The screen is divided in different parts, each picture having the overall heading
repeated while the working part below that head due to the call Is changed and showing
other information.
In FIG. 6 this hierarchical system is shown.

The group survey f.i. can show simultaneously 8 circuits at the most (regulating,
measuring, binarysignal etc.) which is done for all groups in standard signals.
Thus 3.072 circuits, 384 groups and 12 overall surveys can be shown.
The circuit survey is repeating a certain circuit from the group survey, adding
parameter and trend developments in graphics or numerically.
The control of the OS 251 is preferably done with the luminous pin or the control
keyboard. Calling of pictures or info is done by tipping names and signals. Process
control, changing setpoints or on/off switching can only be done in group pictures and
circuit pictures.

The coupling Bussyst CS 275 has communication tasks: data transmission between the
automation systems and coordinating and managing the dataflow. Normally in powerworks
there is a large distance, also functionally, between the automation systems, this is
not the case in our works.

The bussystem of 2 coaxial cables itself has no central systems. Its transmissionspeed
25 k-bit/s (long distance). Each "connection" can get a masterfunction, which can be
done with time-out on call, or ordered with priority.

4
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The basic components of the bussystem are the interfaces and secondery bussystem, that
is consecting the autoastionsystem and the procescmputer Siemens A 30 type.
A maima of 16 connections for the asecndary system is possible, the total of
stations can be 2S6.
The inductive interfaces consist of a transmitter, a receiver, digital electronics and
powersupply.
Faults that occur in the circuit of a connected system can not be transmitted to the
bs.
The interfaces have a transmission rate of 2.4 k-bit/sec to the bus. A transfer
element is 4-9 bit brought together in a unit telegram. Naster transfer needs 300

< micro sec., maximm length of a telegram 128 k-byte.
The system configuration is given in FIG. 7 consisting of a number of subsystems

having capacities attuned to each other.

7.2 DATA ACQUISITIONSYSTIN

The operator can get a great lot of information and elucidation through:
alarmsignals
life-process diagrams
efficiency figures
startsequence
trendgraphics
events sequence printing faults

The simultaneous information of a great number of components enables mutual during
tests and fault-analysis.

To set up further maintenance philosophy recording of running hours versus events is
an important help.
The storage of different criteria and data for longer periods by discs enables a
quicker check of long term developments. In the past it was nearly impossible to have
the same number of data (in a reasonable time).
The most important condition is that the software is of a good quality.

S. RzPgRINCBs

Teleperm control system
The first year of operation was needed for the personnel to get totally used to the
new philosophy of this way of control. Once used to it the operators became
enthusiastic about the system. With the supplier of the system a limited fault
abolition contract for the hardware is agreed. Few faults occurred and they were
nearly always adequately solved.
Data Acusisation System
A great deal of information is available and it can be of great importance. Now and
then even to much info can be supplied.

In practice it turned out that the great number of data is confusing and therefore
categories have to be introduced indicating the degree of urgency of faults e.g.:

Category 1: Urient, reported without delay
These signals occur when the process proceeding is obstructed or a trip of the engine
can be expected.

Category 2: Important. reported automatically when category 1 is receipted
These signals occur to inform the neccessity for action to avoid further difficulties
and the possibility to become category 1.
A category 3 can be used to draw attention to certain imperfections, after having
solved the other two categories.

9. c0UCLISIOU
The primary process system of the combined cycle is an efficient and reliable way of
electricity and beat production.
The automation by mans of the described control and monitoring system turned out to
be reliable.
The data acquisition system can give a great nmber of data, which is very important
during fault solving.

10. ACILIDGRIT
Except for the experiences of the staff of the Production Department also sm
suppliers' publications were of great help is composing this paper.
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DISCUSSION

H. SAVARANAMUTrO0

1. Is it possible to run the system with one gasgenerator shut down

for planned maintenance?

2. How many man are required to operate the system and is it possible

to operate unmanned?

Author's Reply:

1. The unit with only one gasturbine and the steamturbine in service

can produce half the power of about 40 MW electrical and 40 N thermical

This was deliberated designed to have the possibility to keep upright

energy supply at least partially during maintenance or failure.

2. Fully automatical service is possible. Due to the fact that for

other reasons(for instance:load-management and other apparatus control)

personnel is present the full-automation is only used for processes

of parts of the unit. Normally three men are present.

H. SCHLUETER

1. Is in depth performance analysis performed to detect incipient engine

problems?

2. Is long term performance monitoring performed in order to assist

optimum engine operation, planning of maintenance actions and long

term system control?

Author's Reply:

1. Indeed, analysis of deviations is made to check engine performance

in service.

2. The data obtained are used to optimise operation and for planning

actions on long term control. This is only used in our works with its

own performance as unit for combined electricity and heat production.
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iMPUICATION DE L'AVIONNEUR DANS LE SUMV DES PERFORMANCES DU MOTEUR

par

A.Vieillard
Aerospatiale - Aircraft Division

Toulouse
France

The experience acquired by Aerospatiale in the Airbua and ATR programs haa highlighted the necessity for the aircraft
manufacturer to be asaociated with E.C.M. system implementation.

The aircraft manufacturer will thus be more involved as regards:

- the acquisition of information on the design of airborne systems (AIDS) and validation of measurement systems on
the basis of flight teats;

- the use of information to ensure the consistency of and engine models used by the aircraft the engine monitoring
systems and familiarity with the E.C.M. system.

The predictable growth of this performance monitoring activity will necessitate closcr coordination with the engine
manufacturers and airlines, the objective still being to quantify the deterioration of each aircraft "sub-assembly", i.e.: the
engines, the airframe and their respective components.

L'exporience acquise par F'Aerospatiale dans lea programmes Airbus et ATh a mis en 6vidence la niceasit6 pour
l'avionneur dVtre asoci6 4t ]a mise en oeuvre des systimea d'ECM"

Ainsi, ce demnier sera de plus en plus impliqu6 pour cc qui concerne:

- L'acquisition de l'nformation dans la definition des systemes embarques (AIDS) et dans la validation des chaines de
meaure a partir des essais en vol.

- L'utilisation de l'information pour s'assurer de la cohirence des modeles moteur utilises par les systimes de suivi du
moteur et de l'avion et pour se familiariser avec le systeme ECM.

L'accroissement pr~sible de cette activit6 de suivi des performances n~cessitera une coordination de plus en plus etroite
avec les motoristes et les compagnies airiennes. l'objectif restant de quantifier la degradation de chaque sous-ensemble de
l'avion i savoir les moteurs. la cellule et leurs composants respectifs.

PRELIVMNAIRE

Cette presentation foumit lea principaux centres d'intiret de l'avionneur Aerospatiale dana le auivi scion l'6tat des
moteurs. 11 eat tout a fait clair que lea programmes de suivi moteur sont et restent de [a reaponsabiitd du motoriste.

11 faut egalement rappeler que l'Aerospatiale intervient en tant que partenaire dans lea programmes Airbus et ATR.

Lea differents chapitres abordes sont:

Au cours de la phase de developemnent de l'avion avec:

Lea 6tudea
Les easais en vol

Puis I'aetivit6 de suivi en compagnie.

INTRODUCIION

Dana l'acronautique civile, ce sont lea compagnies airnennea qui, pour repondre h leurs beaoina, on &6~ motrices pour le
developpement des syat~mes embarques. Si, dans un premier tempa, l'avionneur na fait que repondre A une demande pour tous
lea avions developpes depuis ['Airbus A310, Ie syste~me de bord fait parti de Ia definition de l'avion en tant qu'option
conatructeur, en collaboration avec lea compagnies aeriennes, lea fabricants de moteur et l'avionneur.

Z-...
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Le moteur, par ces contraintes de fonctionnement est plus sensible a la deterioration, ce qui explique qu'ils aient etc
surveil prioritairement.

Le moteur eat un element fundamental de l'avion, il I'est aussi de sa modefisation. les performances de l'avion sont Wies A
celle du moteur.

I . DURANT LA PHASE DE DEVELOPPEMENT

* La quaiit6 de IPanalyse, eat fonction de la precision et de la r~positivit6 de I'acquisition des paramctres.

* Lea programmes permettant de discriminer la contribution des modules demandent une instrumentation
importante.

" Afin de b~n~ficier au mieux de l'int~ret des programmes existant. il est necessaire d'avoir une mise en forme et une
transmission rapide des informations.

Ce sont autant de taches qui ne peuvent Etre assur~es que par un systime atstomatique.

L'AIDS (Airborne Integrated Data System) eat apparu avec l'Airbus A3 10. H eat devenue une option standard sur
l'Airbus A320 (Voir figure 1). 11 en sera de mime, avec une autre appelation. sur les Airbus A330 et A340. Son role est de
permestre Ie suivi des moteurs, de P'APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) et des performances de l'avion. U1 collecte, valide, convertit en
unit~a inginieur, met en form et 6met les informations qui seront utilisees par lea programmes au sot.

L'AIDS se compose d'un calculateur central, le DMU - Data Management Unit - qui g&re lea informations a l'aide des
fonctions suivantes:

* De6tection des phases de vol

* Filtrage des donn~es

* Detection des dapassements, des phases stables

* D36lenchement de l'enregistreur continu le DAR - Direct Aids Recorder

Le DMU inclut 2 OBRM (On Board Replaceable Module) contenant le logiciel qui peut, ainsi Wte facilement remis A
jour. Ces informations sont mises sous forme de rapports qui sont transmis & l'imprimante ou au sol par data link. Les valeurs
qui g~rent le d~clenchement des rapports peuvent Wte modifi~es via le MCDU - Multi Purpose Control and Display Unit.

Les principaux rapports pour le moteur sont Ia phase croisiere stabilisee, le decollage, la divergence des parametes le
dimarrage.

De mime lea commutters comme lea ATR 42 et 72 ont un systeme complet. (voir figure 2) developpe svec Ia SFIM.
comprenant bord de l'avion, un FDAU - Flighst Data Acquisition Unit - qui s~lectionne et stocke les parametres moteurs et
avions.

Le transfert, entre l'avion et Ia station sol, est assur6 par une valise, terminale portable, qui permet aussi d'aller interroger
lea m~moires du FDAU.

Un logiciel sol a 6t fait pour stocker, sur IBM PC, let donn~es et assurer le transfert automatique des informations du
rapport croisiire au logiciel de "Trend Monitoring" de PW CANADA, l'EC1'M (Engine Condition and Trend Monitoring).

Ce syst~me permet I'acquisition de 4 types d'informations

* Le rapport d&6vnement g~n~r6 sur demande.

* Le rapport de croisi~re stabilisie.

* L'aequisition des d~passements en niveau et en temps

" L'acquisition du temps de fonctionnement du moteur.

A tire d'exemple, sur Is figure 2A, on peut comparer Ia qualitd du Trend Monitoring entre l'enregistrement manuel et
celui obtenu par le syst~me Mini-Aids sur ATR. L'interprdtation des tendances reste l'une des phases delicates et pour laquelle
il eat envisage de developper des outils d'aide l'analyse.

U1 faut noter que Ia quaai totaliti des avions vendus par Airbus et ATR sont 6quipees de l'AIDS.

2. DURANT LES ESSAIS EN VOL

Lea essais en vol permettent de:

* Valider l'instrumentation qui sera utilisi en service

* Verifier/adapter lea crit~res utilises pour la generation des rapports
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* s'assurer, point important, de la coherence des modiles moteurs qui sont utihsces par lea programmes motoristes et
avionneurs

* Se familianiser avec les programmes de suivi moteur utisiaf par lea compagnies clientes.

2.1 La validation de racquisition des paransm

Lea essais en vol fournissent ]'occasion de comparer l'instrumentation utilisd par lea programmes d ECM avec
l'instrumentation etalonnee d'esaais en vol. Durant ces comparaisons, nous nous aemnmes aper~us que le positionnement des
capteurs, notarnment les pressions et temperatures pouvaient affecter i la fois le niveau et la pente des resultats obtenus. Les
defonnations des profila airothernodynamiques en sont la cause. PI eat important de le savoir puisque les modelisations du
groupe propulseur sont faites i partir de l'instrumentatios d'essais en vol. Lea valeurs releves reatent geniralement inmies.

A titre d'illustrat ion [a figure 2B montre Ie N2 releve sur 2 moteurs CF6-80C2 d'essais en vol.

2.2 La difinition des enitires de gln6ration des rapports AIDS

Lea essais en vol permettent en outre de s'assurer de ]a coherence des fen~tres utilisees pour la sdlection des rapports de
phase croisiire.

Lea s~ries de dicollsge, qui identifient N'volution des param'~tes, fournissent l'occasion de difinir le critire Ic plus
judicicux pour l'enregistrement du rapport decollage. Ce critire, syant pour but de releve le "Peak" d'EGT est, sur Let derniiret
motorisations. un temps A partir de ]a mite eni poussee ou au passage A une vitesse donnie (50 secondes apres 80 KTS pour
l'A320 equipe de CFM 56-5A). De mime il est possible de foumir des vale-irs par defaut qui ddinissent lea scuils
d'avertissement pour lea rapports de divergence, ou de recommander des temps de sdquence pour l'scquisition des rapports
d'&v6nements.

Pour lea crit~res de stabilisation en croisiere, et compte tenu des essaia en vol qui se font dans des conditions tres
specifiques, une 4tude, bas~e sur des enregistrements continu (DAR) provenant de vols en services a&6 faite. Elle portait sur 42
heures de croisiire representant 33 volt d'une duree allant de 5 minutes A 3 heures. Cette etude svait pour but de definir des
cit~res coherents, du rapport croitiere. de declenchement.

La figure 3 montre pour 3 criteres de stabilite le nombre de rapports; croisiere que l'on pettobtenirstir des volt en service.
Le point dimensionnant eat d'obtenir des rapports pour let volt court courier.

La figure 4 fait apparaitre l'effet du tempt pour lequel la stabilisation eat demandee. Chaque subframe correspondant A 20
secondet.

Au cours de cette 6tude, nous avons pu egalement noter la tret bonne correlation qui existe entre let paramitres moteurs.
Les crit~res de stabilitd ainti ditermnines seront utilis~s tur l'A320.

2.3 La cohirence des modiles inoteurs

Lea modeles moteurs sent utilis~s par l'avionneur dans ces programmes de performances et par le motoriste dana ces
programmes de suivi. Pour 6viter qu'une analyse faite sclon le programme de suivi det performances avion oti de tuivi moteur
soil incohirente, il eat nicessaire d'assurer Iastimilarite des moduiles moteurs. L'dvolution des moteurs. notamnment lea
regulations affinees par lea FADEC rendent ces modules de plus en plus complexes.

3. FAMILLIRSATION AVEC LES PROGRAMMES D'ECM

Un autre aspect est de se familiariser avec: lea programmes de suivi du moteur. C'eat pourquoi nous avons installe et evalu
Ie PW TEAM 1fl (Turbine Engine Aids Monitoring) d'analyse modulaire pendant lea essait en vol du PW4000. De mime le
programme GEM (Engine Condition Monitoring) devrait ktre utilisE avec lea essais de l'A320 CFM56-5. Le COMPASS
(Condition Monitoring and Performance Analysis Software System) suivra la mime voic.

Les programmes COMPASS, GEM et TEAM M sent des programmes permettant l'analyse modulaire des moteura.

Si lea essais en vol permettent d'explorer tout Ic domaine de vol avec une tris bonne pr~cision. c'est avec un 6chantillon
limiti (de l'ordre de 150 points de croisicre) et POUr un tempt restreint. Ust ne permettentt pat de couvrir les phinomines
inh~rents au vieillissement.

4. L'ACI1VFITE DE SUM/ EN COMPAGNIE

Pour lea ATh tin groupe de travail a 6t cr~e. Une des activit~s de ce groupe eat de suivrc et d'amuliorer Ie systeme existant
de Trend Monitoring. Ce groupe eat composE de representants des compagnies du motoriste et de l'avionneur. Pour Airbus
Induatrie, c'eat essentieflement du suivi des differentes activitis. 11 peut s'agir aussi ripondre A des demandes spicifiques.

Lorsque des ddtiriorations de performance sent releves, il eat necessaire de pouvoir determiner la contribution de la
cellule et du moteur. C'est un exercice toujours delicat. La poussee du moteur etlla trainie de l'avion sont tr~s difficile A
dissocier.
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CONCLUSION

En conclusion, l'avionngur est et sera de plus en plus implique darn les systemes de suivi scion letat par:

* La definition de l'avion et l'intdgration des moteurs.

* L'intir~t grandissant daub les aspects de performance et le lhen direct entre le suivi des performances du moteur et de
l'avion.

* Rapports de suiv qui seront utilises comme source d'information pour ]a maintenance.

Le propos de l'avionneur eat d'&tre en mesure de repondre aux demandes des conspagnties et d'assurer une
communication tni-partite fructueuse entre lea compagnies, lea motoristea et l'avionneur.
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FIOO-PW-220 ENGINE MONITORING SYSTEM
By

Dennis A. Myers and G. William Hog

Pratt & Whitney
P.O. Box 109600

West Palm Beach, Florida 33410-9600

FOREWORD

This discumion reviews the development and operational experience of the FIOO-PW-220 Engine Monitoring System currently in service
with the United States Air Force and other national defense air forces utilizing the FIOO-PW-220 engine and its derivatives.

INTRODUCTION

The FIOO-PW-220 Engine Monitoring System (EMS) is one of the most advanced logistics support tools in production for the Pratt &
Whitsey P100 family of gas turbine engines. The highly successful introduction of the PW-220 EMS represents over ten years of diagnoetic system
and maintenance technology development using the latest in aerospace electronic component design and digital. engine control system
implenmentatior. The PW-220 EMS is a comprehensive engine support system that is hilly integrated with in-figt aircraft operating systems, as
well as, ground-based maintenance and logistics systems.

BACKGROUND

The PW-220 EMS was developed by Pratt & Whitney and Hamilton Standard, both of United Technologies Corporation, in conjunction
with the F100 Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC). for the Aeronautical Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command, USAF. Many of
the PW-220 EMS hardware and monitoring concepts were derived from an earlier developmen system, known as the FIOO Engine Diagnostic
System (EDS), which acquired over 2500 flight hours of operational testing with F00-PW-100 engines in USAF F-15 aircraft. Experience from
the initial F100 production engine monitor, the Events History Recorder (EHR), also contributed to engine usage algorithms for the PW-220 EMS.
The lessons learned" from these early efforts, along with the improved data acquisition and self-testing capabilities of the DEEC system, provided
she basis for development of an effective diagnostic. maintenance and logistic support System.

PW-220 EMS development began in April 1982 and achieved an interim milestone with first production deliveries in November 1985.
Engineering work continued through November 1987 to incorporate additional aircraft integration and logistics database compatibility features.
System growth and improvements are an on-going effort, as field experience is accumulated.

SYSTEM OBJECTIVM

The primary objective of the PW-220 EMS is to provide information to assist in identifying faulty engine control system components,
detecting and documenting engine operation beyond acceptable limits, recording normal engine usage, and tracking engine performance.
Encompassed in this single objective a redesign goals which include: 1) Fully automatic in-flight operation. 2)Electronc data transfer to aircraft
and ground systems, 3) No off-engine mounted flight components, 4)Modular component design for enhanced system maintenance, 5)Minimum
dedicated flight sensors, 6) Field s'gradble software and flight ine reprogrammability, and 7) Engine and aircraft interchangeability.

For the maintenancelogistics user, achieving the system objectives means fewer maintenance actions, fewer maintenance man-hours
expended, fewer on-site spares required, increased maintenance effectiveness and increased engine/aircraft availability. For the operational user
(pilot), a reliable EMS provides better real-time analysis of propulsion system integrity, higher probability of successful mission completion, and an
overall reduced cockpit workload. For the engineer. the PW-220 EMS provides in-flight operational data automatically or on pilot request, without
adding extensive nsrnmentation and specialized recording equipment; however, unlike earlier, less successful attempts, the PW-220 EMS is
designed for maintenance support first. and engineering data acquisition is accomplished as a secondary benefit.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The PW-210 EMS is comprised of five subsystems (Figure 1). There are two engine mounted units: 1) the digital control, DEEC. and 2) a
dedicated engine monitor designated the Engine Diagnostic Unit (EDU). Two ground support units are used for flight line and uninstalled engine
test stand operations: I) the Data Collecton Unit (DCU), and 2) the Engine Analyzer Unit (EAU). The fifth subsystem is the link to the user's
engine logistics database system; in the USAF. this interface is called the Ground Station Unt (GSU).

Digital Electroac Eagine Control (Fisure 2)

During engine operation, whether installed in an aircraft, or a stand-alone test cell, the DEEC continuously transmits engine parametric
and control system fault data to the EDU across a simplex, serial digital communication bus, at the rate of 9600 bits per second. Approximately 300
individual pieces of information are transmitted every 250 milliseconds.

In the process of controlling the engine, the DEEC is measuring and evaluating temperamres, pressures, speeds, positions and interface
conditions to maintain stable, safe operation in response to the pilot's power lever or discrete input commands. If a failure is detected in the
internal electronics of the DEEC. or in the sensor input circuits, or the DEEC is unable to maintain control. autonatic fault accommodation takes
place to regain control or operate in a degraded capacity. The resulting fault data is utnsmitted to the EDU in the form of an eight bit "Fault

Code-, for each failure.

EngIne Diagnostic Unit (Figure 3)

The EDU performs a passive function as an electrical junction box, routing analog electrical signals to the aircraft for display. In its active
role, the EDU operates on a basic computational cycle determined by the update rate of the data being received from the DEEC; ie., 250
milliseconds or four times per second. Within the nominal compute cycle, the EDU: I) receives serial data from the DEEC, 2) conditions and
measures the analog cockpit signals. 3) evaluates the integrity of the data acquired, 4) execrites & pre-determined diagnostic logic sequence. 5)
records in non-volatile memory the fault codes from the DEEC, data exceplios identified from the logic execution and data from the engine usage
algorithms. 6) performs a comprehensive internal electronic self-test, 7) responds to high-speed digital communications from aircraft data systems,
8) generates a real-tie serial digital data transmission for off-engine acquisition systems, and 9) activates aircraft-mounted engine status j
indicator, when faults are detected.

I! -
=.4
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Data Collection Unit (Figure 4)

On the fightline. the LCU is used by the aircraft suppon technican to retreve and review Night data recorded in the EDU. The portable.
battery-operated DCU is connected by means of an integral cable aseemibly to a readily accessible engine harnes. By following the menu-driven
insuctiom displayed on the hand-held unit, the operator automatically downloads the recorded data into non-volatle memory devices housed in
a removble cartridge within the DCU. Electrical power for the EDU. during the 30 second download operation, is provided by the removable DCU
battery pack.

Ift the engine status indicators, located in the aircraft, are tripped denoting faults detected during the flight, the technician may chooae to
review the fault codes and event data recorded. The DCU will also evaluate the combinations of reported faults against an internal set of engine
trouble shooting logic, and display a "maintenance code*, which is referenced to the detailed maintenance instructions needed to isolate and
correct the fault. Normally, a single DCU with a fully charged battery pack and a clean memory cartridge has sufficlent capacity to service a
complete squadron of aircraft.

Engine Analyzer Unit (Figure 5)

When an engine fault has been detected and the DEEC or EDU may be suspect, the EAU is used to assist in fault isolation. With access to
the underside of the engine, special circuit simulator, stored on the EAU, are sbsiued for the normal electrical interfaces on the DEEC. Duplex
serial communicaton is established between the DEEC and EAU, and. once again, by following the menu-driven itstructkis, the operator
performs a complete check of the DEEC. executed by means of temporary diagnostic programs uploaded automatically from the EAU. The
pass/fail results displayed to the technician either confirm the location of the fault within the DEEC, or direct further troubleshooting. A similer
capability exists to test the EDU. and the EAU can be used to perform all the data retrievel functions of the DCU, except non-volatile data storage.

Although the EAU requires an external electrical power source, it does supply conditioned power to the DEEC and EDU, when under test,
to permit trouble-shooting without engine operation. If the fault isolation procedures do require engine operation, or for post-repair operational
verification testing, the EAU may be used as a real-time monitor and display; data from the DEEC. EDU or both serial digital outputs may be
viewed simultaneously. Changes to the programmed control law limits in the DEEC or the diagnostic constants in the EDU are also accomplished
unng the EAU, with the components remaing installed on the engine.

Ground Station Unit (FIgure 6)

The OSU hardware may vary from user to user, but it is generally some microcomputer-based device capable of standard serial digital
communication. For the USAF. the GSU is a desktop, conmercially available computer tandardied for use in multiple applications. It is the
interfacv device to the base-level logistics system from, not only the flightline. but the various base maintenance facilities, as well.

PW-220 EMS data products are downloaded to the OSU by electronic transfer from a DCU. The recorded memory cartridge is first installed in a
local DCU. or the Irightlne DCU is carried to the aircraft maintenance support hangar and then connected by means of interface cabling to the
serial port on the OSU microcomputer. Selecting the appropriate operating mode from the DCU menu, the OSU operator follows a second OSU
menu of instructions to complete the data transfer to OSU memory. OSU software processes the EMS data to formulate engine history records,
calculate engine life-limited part parameters and evaluate engine performance margins.

DIAGNOSTIC LOGIC

Analysis of engine data in the PW-220 EMS is accomplished in real time, any time the engine is operating. Decisions concerning control
system health and engine operating conditions are made continuously by the EDU during every computational cycle. (Figure 7). For some
conditions, where the four hertz data rate from the DEEC is not adequate for the EDU to reliably capture high speed events, the DEEC, which
operates on a shorter compute cycle, pe forms the event detection function in the process of accommodating the anomaly, and the EDU records
the occurrence later, when notified in the DEEC serial data.

The EDU uses the parametric data obtained from the DEEC for diagnostic logic execution. Data which the EDU acquires from its own
measurements or from aircraft systems generally supplement the DEEC data, in case of communication failures or DEEC input faults. Prior to
executing the diagnostic logic, data validity checks are performed to avoid erroneous conclusions. If a required parameter is determined to be
invalid, a substitute parameter is selected, an alternate logic path is executed, or the logic function may be bypassed esnirely.

At the end of each logic sequence, the results are evaluated against any faults previously stored during the current flight cycle, and, in the
condition is the first occurrence during the flight, a fault code, similar in format to those transmitted by the DEEC, is recorded along with the
relative time of occurrence in the flight. During each subsequent compute cycle in the EDU, the condition is re-evaluated. Depending on the type
of anomaly in progress, raw and or computed data may accumulated, which descibes the severity of the condition or provides some key
information necessary to accurately assess the effect of the occurrence on engine health or assist in directing post-flight investigation and repair. As
an examplethe duration and maximum temperature reached is recorded, when a turbine over temperature event is detected.

Engine Events

The following table identifies the engine events recorded by the PW220 EMS:

Table 1. FIOO-PW-220 EMS Engine Events

Turbine Overtemperature Low Rotor Overspeed
Augmentor Anomaly High Rotor Overspeed
Stall Detect Compressor % ane Flutter
Stagnstion Detect Control Auto-Transfer
Dieout Detect Low Oil Pressure
Hot Ground Start High Oil Pressure
Hot Air Start Start Bleed Failure
No Start Inhibited Augmentor
Anti-icing System Overtemperatre Low Thrust

Anti-icing System Failed Open Anti-icing System Failed Closed
Slow Turbine Temperature Probe.

VAL
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AIRCRAFT INTEGRATION

The availability of high-speed data but communications wisb aircraft systems, offers an excellent, relatively inexpensve data source for
engine monioring purposes, a wel as. an opportunity to provide the pilot better indicatiaos of the propulsion system health. without the need for
analyzing cockpit puges or stuffing indkitor panels with confusing bt. Through isteraction with the aircraft cockpit display and data
management computer, the PW-220 EMS is capable of supplying real-time engine operating data to augment or replace normal analog dat
systems. It also provides a continuously updated ae identfying every fauk detectad and each engine event recorded. In exchange, the EDU
acquires aircraft akitude, speed and attitude information to supplement recorded event data.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

The F100-PW-220 engine entered production service in November 1985 wan USAF F-15 aircraft. During 1986 and 1987, F-16 aircraft
were delivered with FIOO-PW-220 engines to the USAF, as well as, the air forces of South Korea and Egypt. Approximately 400 units have now
accumulated over 20,000 flight hours in world-wide operationa,including scenarios ranging from routine training missions to full defense alert. The
PW-220 EMS has also supported remote sitb deployments for extended time periods. In all applications, the performance of the EMS has met or
exceeded Its operational objectives.

System Performance

EMS performance monitoring is primarily accomplished by tracking the detection of engine faults and events by both EMS and the pilot.
Each report is evaluated for validity and then the pilot and EMS reports are compared to determine an interim classification of "HIT" or 'MISS",
where:

HIT = Valid EMS detected occurrence

MISS = Invalid EMS detected occurrence, or
Valid pilot detected occurrence. within the EMS detection criteria,
but not detected by EMS

These categories are further subdivided for detailed analysis as follows:

HIT = ACTUAL, or INDUCED occurrences

where,

ACTUAL = Real fault or event

and.

INDUCED - Real occurrence resulting from pilot or maintenance actions

Also,

MISS = FALSE, or UNDETECTED occurrences

where,

FALSE = Invalid fault or event

and.

UNDETECTED = Real occurrence not detected

For the purpose of determining a figure of merit for EMS performance, two additional values are needed:

OPEN = Occurrence of undetermined validity

and,

GOOD = Sortie (flight) with no occurrences

From them statistics, two performance factors are derived:

The first, system effectiveness, is a measure of the EMS capability to correctly detect occurrences or confirm the absence of them. In equation
form:

EFFECTIVENESS = I ( (OPENS + MISSES) / (GOODS + HITS) I

The second factor, confirmation rate, only considers the validity of detected occurrences, and is expressed as:

CONFIRMATION RATE = (HITS) / (HITS + MISSES)

Both performance factors are generally calculated as percentages.

Field Results (Figure 8)

Based on operations through August 1987, with 19043 total engine flight hours and 9502 sorties flown, the PW-220 EMS performance factors are:

EFFECTIVENESS = 99.3 %

and

CONFIRMATION RATE = 92.7 % 9

*1 _ _ _ ,I--
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Analysis

Athougb syem performance citaer wer not stictly defined for the PW-220 EMS prior to initiatig tie design actviy, a gmena
operational a of last than 10% unconfirmed occurmes at miductio was established. For purposes of operational trendig introducio is
baselined around 20,000 mnne fligl hom (EPH); whereas, system maturity is assmed after 1.000,000 EFH.

Analysis of the system performance factors indicates that. even though the introductory confirmation rue has been achieved, the primary
negative contributors are FALSE and INDUCED detections. As a result, changes to the diagnostic logic criteria have been identified end
incorporated in the production EMS configuration. These changes, along with some related improvenens to other engine components. are

mected to redmce the system unconfirmed rise to les than 1% at maturity.

MAINT NANCE IMPACT

The direct effect of the EMS on engine maintenance is somewhat difficult to isolate from other factors such as improved component
reliability, better component accessibility, and modular component design, which all infiuen e the number, durnatio and frequency of maintenance
actions performed. The FIOO-PW-220 engine incorporated many changes. incuding EMS, which were intended to enhance overall
maintainability.

Two of the more common maintenance measurement standards are: 1) the number of maintenance man-hours expended for each hour of
flight time accumulated, and 2) the sortie generation rate, or aircraft availability. A comparison of the FI00-PW-220 engine with EMS to the
remainder of the FI00 fleet reveala that the EMS-equipped engines ar averagig approximately 33% fewer maintenance man-hours per flight
hour, and are in flight ready staums five times more often. (Pipure 9). Additional investigation with the EMS users indicates that a significant
contributor to this reduced workload is the ability, with EMS, to rapidly isolate a control system anomaly to a faulty component. Coupled with the
improved testability of the DEEC system, using the EMS ground support equipment. the fault isolation capability of EMS engines is expected to
reduce maintenance manpower requirements to less than SO% of the non-EMS engines at maturity.

LOGISTICS SUPPORT

Evaluation of the PW-220 EMS logistics support performance is also difficult to accomplish, due to the absence of valid comparative data.
Not only are there few, if any. figures of merit available for the non-EMS engine support system, but some of the users have not fully implemented
the electronic transfer features of the GSU subsystem. However, where the GSU is being used, no data discrepancies have been noted. and the
users have submitted new requirements to expand the system functions.

ENGINEERING DATA ACQUISITION

Some features of the FIOO-PW-220 engine and EMS represent development and design substantiation compromises, which, with
extended operational experience, have been proven to need refinement or enhancement. The parametric data obtained by the EMS has been a
valuable asset in analyzing engine and control sysem responses to unusual flight and aircraft conditions, and formulating hardware and software
changes to tolerate those situations. In several cases, the EMS data revealed operational anomalies totally unknown, and for which no design
consideration had been given. Engine system changes have been developed and verified in less than half the normal time, as a result of EMS being
available.

NEW APPLICATIONS

Development of the potential benefits of an EMS have been encouraged and supported by the F100 engine family users. (Figure 10).
Upgrades to the PW-220 EMS were incorporated to permit aircraft systems to better utilize the data available and provide new methods of
improving overall weapons system effectiveness. Additionally, derivative P100 engines are now in development with EMS hardware and diagnostic
logic tailored for new engine and mission requirements. The EMS concepts have also been integrated with advanced engine control systems
projected for full-scale development in the next five years. With the success of the PW-220 EMS, it is unlikely that any future Pratt & Whitney
military engine will enter service without an EMS.

CONCLUSIONS

The PW-220 EMS experience has not only demonstrated the capabilities of engine diagnostic systems to positively influence engine
maintainability and logistics support, but it has also higligted the potential of EMS to improve overall propulsion system and aircraft integration.
Having met system objectives and introductory performance goals, the PW-220 EMS is continuing to provide significant enhancements in failure
detection, fault isolation, and repair verification. The PW-220 EMS is confirming the significant payback in reduced maintenance costs and
improved logistics support offered by real-time engine monitoring.
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Figure 3. Engine Diagnostic Unit

I Figure 4. Data Col1ction lhk
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LE CALCULATEUR DR POTENTIEL
SUR LE REACTEUR M53

SPRUNG Claude - SNECMA
B.P. 83 - 91003 - EVRY CEDEX - FRANCE

0 - Rdsumd

1. Ddfinition des besoins utilisateurs

2. Description des matdriels

2.1. Matdriel embarqud sur avion

2.2. Matdriels d'environnement au sol

3. Utilisation et philosophie d'emploi

4. Premiers rdsultats d'exploitation chez l'utilisateur

5. Conclusion

1 - Ddfinition des besoins utilisateurs

Lheure de fonctionnement d'un rdacteur, bien que comptabiliste avec precision n'est
pas tr~s reprdesentative de son vieillissement rdel.

Sans faire, dans un premier temps, de savants calculs, on imagine qu'un moteur qui
subit un vol de convoyage ne se fatigue pas de la mgme fagon que celui qui r~alise
un vol de combat.

Le premier qui est & rdgime constant, n'utilise pratiquement pas la pleine puissance

alors que le second est soumis & tous lee svices

- changement de rdgime,

- utilisation fr4quente de la plelne puissance,

- fonctionnement sous fort facteur de charge.

Un ddcollage peut se rdaliser de deux manibres extrlmes trbs diffdrentes.

- Ddcollage long, configuration ldgbre, puissance minimale,

- Ddcollage court, configuration lourde, puissance maximum.

Ainsi, il faut fournir & l'utilisateur un moyen dintdgrer dans l'heure de fonction-
nement (que nous appellerons heure horloge) la sdvdrit4 de la mission et ddfinir
d'abord l'unitd de comptage.
La premibre idde qui vient & l'esprit serait de ddfinir des unit6s qui seraient des

cycles complexes :

- cycles thermiques,

- cycles de fatigue mdcanique, olygocyclique, ou autre.

Afin de ne pas bouleverser les habitudes des utilisateurs et de toujours conserver
la notion de potentiel en heures et de faciliter la gestion de tous les 6ldments du
moteur, ceux qui vieillissent en fonction du temps rdel inddpendamment de l sdvdritd
de la mission et ceux qui, au contraire, sont sensibles h cette sdvdrit6, nous avons
ddfini le concept :

HEURE DE MISSION MIXEE

L'unit6 de comptage dtant d6finie, le matdriel permettant de calculer le vieillisse-
ment du moteur doit Atre aussi peu contraignant que possible au niveau de l'utilisa-
teur et en particulier ne dolt pas autoriser de faire des erreurs.

Avant d'aborder la description des matdriels, ddfinissons l'unit4 de comptage.

Le tableau ci-aprbs reprdsente la consommation relative de potentiel pour chaque
type de mission.

Si l'heure de vol de convoyage reprdsente 1 heure, on constate que linterception &
partir de lialerte au sol reprdsente 39 heures de vol de convoyage et que la mission
plastron reprdsente, elle, 81 heures.
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CONVOYAGE 1

INTERCEPTION ALERTE AU SOL 39

INTERCEPTION BASSE ALTITUDE 5

PLASTRON 81

PENETRATION BASSE ALTITUDE 1,50

VOLTIGE 2,75

MISSION MIXEE 16

L'unitd de compte ainsi d~finie"MISSION MIXEE* reprtsente 16 heures de vol de.
convoyage.

C'est avec cette unitd que la SNECMA ddfinit les potentiels et les durdes de vie des
4ldments du moteur, sans pour autant connaltre la s4vdritd rdelle A laquelle est sou-
mis chaque moteur, en attribuant & chaque mission un taux d'occurrence et un pourcen-
tage de temps dans le fonctionnement du moteur.
Ces deux derni~res donndes n'ont pas 4t4 choisies au hasard. Elles reprdsentent une

moyenne des missions dans l'Armde de l'Air Frangaise sur un type d'avion d4termin6.

2 - Description des matdriels

2.1. Matdriel embarqud sur avion

Ii se compose d'un calculateur de potentiel qui enregistre les param~tres de
fonctionnement du moteur et calcule le potentiel en heures de missions mix4es.

Ci-dessous une vue du calculateur ouvert.

4

I -...... ", - - "
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Vue avec Ilune des cartes d'd1dments dlectroniques

La vue ci-dessous permet d'apprdcier les dimensions de cet dquipement.
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Ce calculateur est instalid dans une saute de l2avion, qut pourra d'ailleurs atre
diffdrente suivant le standard de la cellule de chaque client.

Ci-dessous est prdsentde une solution pour u~n standard donnd de cellule.

Le choix de Vemplacement doit, bien sdr, rdsulter d'une discussion entre l'avionneur

et le client.

Le principe de linstallation sur lavion restera cependant toujours le m~lne
canine ii est indiqu6 sur la planche ci-dessous.

FRONTIERE

AVION jMOTEUR

CALCULNECTEURE REGUNTTIO-

oo0 TERMINAL DE SAISIES ICATION DU MOTEUR
o DE DONNEES (T.S.D.)
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Apparalt dgalement le terminal do saisies do donn~es (T.S.D.).

Ce matdriel est un siatdriel doenvironnement qui reste au So1 et Sur lequel je
donnerai plus de ddtails dans le paragraphe suivant.

Pour terminer la description du matdriel embarqud, nous avons ajoutd Sur le
calculateur de r6gulation du moteur un connectour codd dlidentification lid au
moteur qui pormet au calculatour de poteritiel de lire le numdro du moteur.

Ceci dvite des erreurs lors des ddposes moteur du fait qu1e le calculateur de
potentiel est Sur la cellule.

Si le numdro du moteur no correspond pas & celui programmd dons le calculateur
de potontiel, ce dernier se ddclare en panne.

2.2. Hatdriels dlenvironnement

Pour dviter toute errour, le chargelsent et l'extraction des donndes du calcula-
teur do potentiol sont rdalisds automatiquement Sur Ilavion au iscyen du terminal
de saislos do donndes (T.S.D.).

11 est connect6 au calculateur do potentiel pour

- extrairo los donndes dlabordes et trait~es par celui-ci,

- initier ce Is~me calculateur lorsqu'on change do Isoteur ou do calculatour de
potentiol.

Voici cet dquipement reprdsentd avoc le calculatour do potentiol.
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Je m'dtendrai un peu plus sur son utilisation lorsque jdvoqueral les problbmes
de gestion lids A 'esploi du concept calculateur de potentiel et les solutions
que nous proposons pour les rdsoudre.

Les informations ainsi extraites sont introduitea dans un micro ordinateur de
gestion au niveau de la base adrienine, de mani~re automatique, pour dviter toute
orrour de transcription.

Une liaison vers un ordinateur central peut dgalement 8tre dtablie.

Ainsi doit exister une, circulation permanente et en temps rdel d'',Q Los
comise le montre le schdma ci-dessous, entre

- l'avlon,

- le terminal de saisles de donndes (T.S.D.),

- le micro ordinateur do gestion et retour vera lavlon, via le T.S.D.

GESTION DES PIECES GESTION GENERALE"VIONII
MOTEURS SUIVIES POUR
LE CP.LCULATEVR SUR

I MINI-ORDINATEUR

TERMINAL DE SAISIES DE IMINI ORDINATEUR
DONNEES ASSURANT LE
TRANSFERT AUT014ATIQUE ORDINATEURCETA
DES DONNEES

IER ECHELON I 2EME ECHELON I 4ENE ECHELON

3 -Utilisation et philosophie doemploi

Uno bonno gestion do parc moteur dolt permottro une meilleura utilisation des moteurs
at pour cola il eat ndcessaire, do

- mettre & jour la base de donndes des pi~ces suivies par le calculateur do potential,

- faire los prdvisions A court et moyen torme, des ddposes do moteurs pour envoi A
V.atelier Z2ino dcbolon,

- faire las prdvlsions do rotour do modules au 46me dcholon,

- faire des analyses statistiques de consommation do places en fonction de la sdvdrltd
des missions et des heures do vol rdelles,

- connaftre 1' historique des pibces sulvios.
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3.1. Maintenance

Pour atteindre cet objectif, il faut slasaurer du bon fonctionnement du calcula-
teur de potentiel.

Au niveau. de lavion, la maintenance s rdsume A

- Ia aignalisation,

- un diagnostic sur alluisage du voyant PR (porte de redondance du calculateur
moteur).

L'allumage de ce voyant doit 6tre interprdtd suivant Ie schtma ci-dessous du
fait qulil a deux fonctions

- porte do redondance du calculateur do rdgulation moteur.

- demande d'intervention sur le calculateur do potentiel

- soit parce qulil est en panne

- soit parce qu'une Piace moteur est en limite de fonctionnement.

SIGNALISATION :VOYANT EN SOUTE MECANICIEN

- FIN PR DE POTENTIEL D'UNE PIECE MO0TEUR

- PANNE DE LA CHAINE DE CALCUL

DIAGNOSTIC ;(SUR ALLUM4AGE VOYANT PR)

OUI -4 NON _

4 ERINA DE SAISIE1 ENSEM4BLE DE TEST
DDONNEES DUCALCULATEUR DE

REGLAONE

PANNE CALCULATEUR PIECE MOTEUR

PAN4NE AVION DE POTENTIEL EN FIN DE POTENTIEL

CNGEMENT HNEETMEU
CALCULTEURCHGEETMER

RECOPIE INITIALISATION DU
DES MEMOIRES CALCULATEUR DE POTENTIEL

Pour distinguer l.'une ou Vautre fonction un "flog" s'allume aur le calcuJlateur
do potentiel.

3.2. Ispgratifs A respecter

Le mode d'emploi 4tant dtabli, lea impdratif a & respecter sont lea suivanta

Au premier dchelon

- Prdvoir la ddpoae du moteur pour limits atteinte.

- En aucun cas no ddpasser Ia limite do fonctionnement. Li lamps PR citde
linstant nous Is garantit.

- Maia aussi no pas so laisser surprendre, par cotte limito pour des raisons opd-
rationnelles dvidentoa.

Il faut donc ddfinir la pdriodicitd dextraction des donndes traitdos par le cal-
culateur do potontiel.

--1 -_ -- -----
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Au deuxibme dchelon

Si lea impdratifs citds pour le premier dchelon sont respectds, lea prdvisiofls
de retour des modules au 46me dchelon pourront 6tre correctement rdalisdes au,
26me 6chelon.

3.3. Frdquence d'extraction des donndes

Compte tenu de ces impdratif a, quelle doit Atre Ia fr~quence d'extraction des
donndes ?

La question reste posde et peut Atre diffdrente pour chaque utilisateur suivant
les conditions d'emploi des avions.

VoiCi simplement quelques 6l6ments gui doivent permettre h chaque utilisateur de
d~terminer cette fr~quence en fonction de leur organisation et des impdratifs
opdrationnels qui leur sont sp6cifiques.

La graphique ci-dessous pr~cise lea diffdrentes donndes pour rdpondre A cette
question.

- En ordonnde, figure Ilendommagement en *pour cent" ainsi, lorsqu'une pibce
arrive & limite, son endommagement est dit de 100%.

- En abscisse figurent les heures de vol r~elles (temps horloge), dont on dis-
tinquc

- Durde de vie prddite de la pibce moteur. Elle eat d~finie en heures de mis-
sions mixdes montrant que si lavion faisait cc type de mission, telles
qu'ellcs ont dt6 indiqudes par leur taux d'occurrence, verrait ces pilces
moteur arriver A limite au point A.

- Durde de vie autorisde :durde de vie lib~rde par le constructeur par m~con-
naissance de la nature r~elle et exacte des missions de chaque moteur.

- Potentiel en missions les plus p~naiisantes.

- Potentiel en missions les momns p~nalisantes.

- Potentiel en heures de missions mix~es A un instant donng, r~sultat fourni
par le calculateur de potentiel.

ENDoNmAGEI4ENT

100 % --- A-___ El

ENDOMMAGE14ENT
EN 100 %

jOE'IEL EN HEURES DE ISNI
i= I MIXEES EN VOOUREE DE VIE PROE -

POTENTIEL I.-POTENTIEL EN HEURES MISSIONA, ES MO0INS PENALISANTES1
EN HEURES MISSIONS i

LES PLUS PLENALISANTES

DUREE DE VIE AUTORISEE
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Dewc can s prdsentent

3.3.1. L'utilisateur n'a pas de calculateur de potentiol.

-Ii est obligd do rebuter la pi~ce, du moteur qui a 6tteint so limite de
vie. La durde do vie autoriade par Ie constructeur eat dons ce cas
dgale, & la moitid de Is durde do vie prddite par le calcul.

La diffdrence entre ces deux valours couvre lns aldas dus a la sdvdritt
des missions qui nest paa connue du constructeur.

3.3.2. L'utilisateur possbde le calculateur do patentiel.

Si llon considbre un., pitce qui a vieilli suivant le procossus reprdsentd
en OB, au point B, on fait une, extraction de donndes du colculateur de
potontiel. Ce dernier nous indique le potentiel en heures de MISSIONS MI-
XNES qui reste a faire sur moteur (reprdsentd par is droite BC).

Dons le cas dlexdcution de MISSIONS LES PLUS PENALISA4TES, cette pi~ice no
pourra Otre maintenue en utilisation quo pour un potentiel roprdsentd par
Is draito BD.

Dana le cas d'exdcution de MISSIONS LES MOINS PENALISANTES, cette pibce
pourra 6tre, par contre, maintenue en utilisation pour un potentiel re-
prdsentd par is droito BE.

Par cetto roprdsentation graphique, on pout apprdcier is dispersion d'u-
tilisation que pout avoir une pibce considdrdo. Cest le domaine reprd-
sentd ici par Ie triangle BDE.

Pour concrdtiser, prenons l'oxomplo do deux pibces moteur dont Is durde
do vie prddite est do 1200 heures.

Elles pourrsient, donc voler 1200 heuros si le moteur ne faisait quo des
missions mixdes. Sur co moteur ia lecture du caiculateur montre qulii

- une pibce A qui a vieiiii un peu plus vite quo no le prdvoit is mission
sixdo,

- one pibce B qui a vieilii un peu moins vito quo la mission mixde.

ENDOMMAGEMENT

100%------------------------------PIECE -

50 % ,$ .

PIECE-

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 1200
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En prolongeant les lignes qui reprdsentent lendommagement des pibces
dites A et B, suivant lea missions la plus p6nalisantes pour ces pibces,
nous obtenons respectivement pour lea pibces A et B, 200 et 250 heures de
vol rdel restant h accomplir avant limite de fonctionnement.

A- 250
ENDOMMAGEMENT 2 00
100 - - - -- - -

50

0 0 20 300 400 500 600 700 I800 I10

EXTRAPOLATION PAR MISSIONS HEU RE S

MISSION A LA PLUS ENDOMAGEANTE POUR LA PIECE (
MISSION B LA PLUS ENDOMAGEANTE POUR LA. PIECE G

Dens ce cas prdcis. il faut aller vdrifier le potentiel affichd par le
calculateur avant 200 heures de vol.

Ce mbme moteur continue de vieillir et lea missions sont telles qulau
stade de fonctionneisent 600 heures, Ia lecture du calculateur montre que
la pibce B a eu un vieillissement accdldrd (pente accentu~e). Par contra,
la pibce A est passde sous la ligne de sa "mission mix~e th~orique".

tNujuAGEMENT

100 0

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 1200
HEURES
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En faisant le 8fie raisonnemant qua prdcddejinent, le potentiel autorisd
avec, lea missions les plus pinalisantes - courbes prolongdes avec les
mafmes pantes respectives - c'est Is pibce B qui, avec 150 heures de po-
tentiel restant, provoquera is prochaine extraction de donndes &950
heures.

El4DOHMAGENZNT 150 -01
100 % F--

50%

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 950 1200
HEU RE S

Continuons le raisonnement et faisons one lecture & 950 h.

ENDO)MGMEM

50

0 6 100; 2 200300 400 500 600 700 800 950 1200
HEURES

Au stade da fonctionnement 950 heures, nous con~tatons que Ie vieillisse-
mant des deux pibces A et B s'est stabilisd.
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En prolongeant lea courbes comm. prdcddemment, avec respect des pentes
des missions lea plus pdnalizantes, c'eat la pibce A qui cette fois pro-
voquera, avec 10. heures de potentiel restant, la prochaine lecture.

ENDOKKAGE14ENT
100 % - - - -- - - -

0 100 200 300 400, 500 600 700 800 950 1200
HEU RE S

on constate qu'il faut donc augmenter la fr~quence d'extraction au fur et
A mesure quon se rapproche de la limite d'endommagement maximum.

Tout ce raisonnement eat bien entendu b~ti, pour un moteur "mature",
pour lequel la durde de vie autorisde Be rapproche plus et a Mme
atteint la durde de vie prddite :cc gui West possible qulavec un calcu-
lateur de potentiel.

4 -Premiers rdsultats d'exploitation chez l'utilisateur

Ces rdsultats donnds A titre d'exemple sont parfaitement corrdlds avec lea profils de
vol. Sur lea graphiques, il y a en ordonndes lea heures de missions mixdes en abacia-
se lea heures horloge.

4.1. Premier example. Utilisation moyenne de 1 avion

AH.H.M. (NEURES DE MISSIONS KIXEES)
60

50 _____

40 - DI__

.T1~ DT2

30 -Di

0 0 AUBE TURBINE NP

0 10 20 30 40 NH (HEURES HORLOGE)

L~gende D1, D 2' D3 -D a diagues compr-?sseura

0T1 1 DT 2  diaques turbines 1 et 2

~--~- . .-- ---- ---- -MM
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Si lutilisation de ce motour se poursuit do la mgme manibre, le calculateur de
potential porfettra de rdaliser plus dhoures de vol horlogo, et dana ce cas
prdcis on constate quo l'endowmagmrit des aubes de turbine HP eat dgal h Is
moitid do co qui oat prdvu en moyenno.

4.2. Deuxcibme example

Los deux graphiquos suivants roprdsontent is vie de deux moteura sur lesquels on
a pu distinguer deux pdriodes diff~rentes*

- uno, premibre ob Pavion a plus largement explord le domains de vol et en par-
ticulier la zone haute altitude ot fort Mach.

- une, deuxibine oit l'avion n's rdalisd quo des vola do navigation. On constato
trbs nettement quo lea courbes dlendosrnagemont s'infldchissent et en particu-
lier pendant cotte deuxibme pdriode, Is vieilliasemont de h'aubo do turbine
HP s stabilise.

AH.M.N. (HEURES DE MISSIONS MIXEES)
25 - ______

20

+ D1

D2 - 03

AUBE DT1 012/ 0D4 8

H.H
(HEUR ES HORLOGE)

0 5 10 1 5

VOLS VOLS NAVIGATION

D0O4AINE
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15 -D- -- 1

02 -D3

10

0 1 5 10 i
VOLS VOLS NAVIGATION
DONAINE

5 - Conclusion

Le calculateur de potentiel est parfaitement au point et est en service dans l'Armde
de l'Air Frangaise pratiquement depuis un an.

Il intbgre tr~s fidblement la sdvdrit6 des missions ce qui permet donc de gdrer les
mat~riels de mani~re, plus s~Ire, plus intelligente et plus 6conomnique.

Pour montrer llintdrdt de ce calculateur, je choisirai comme exemple one des pibces
le s plus chbres du moteur qu'il surveille

L'AUBE DE TURBINE NP

Aujourd'hui, le critbre de rebut dune aube est son fluage maximum autorisd josqu'&
Ia prochaine visite pdriodique de Is turbine.

La valeur de ce critbre est celle obtenue par diff~rence entre le floaqe & partir
duquel ii peut y avoir rupture de l'aube, et celui que subir~it l'aube pendant le
temps jusqu'& Ia prochaine visite pdriodique (soit 300 heures aujourd'hui), avec
le critbre de sdv~rit6 le plus dur.

Si nous navons pas de calculateur de potentiel, nous devons donc rebuter on jeo
daubes qui nest pas & sa limite rdelle de fluage.

Et cette limite de rebut est d'autant plus basse que, la pdriodicit6 de visite est
plus grande, but recherch6 par Ilutilisateur.

Inddpendamment des autres pibces qui sont surveill~es par le calculateor, les 6cono-
mies rdalisdes sur llutilisation optimale des aubes de turbine HP justifient a elles
seules le calculateur de potentiel.
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D1 CUSSION

P.J. JENKINS

Do you calculate engine life based on a statistical mean of sortie

types or do you calculate engine usage directly based on engine speed

and temperature changes?

Author's Reply:

L'heure de mission mix6e est une unit6 de compte qui pourrait s'ecrire

ainsi

Heure de mission mimle (hr de vol horloge) x (s~v~rit6 de la mission)

Ainsi on calcule le potentiel du moteur en fonction des diffdrents

paramwtres de vol(r~gime, pression, to)

P. CHETAIL

With all the progress made in the Military applications for life usage

evaluation, I wonder, as a commercial user, when this will be applied

in the world of civil engines?

Author's Reply:

II n'y a aucun problime pour adapter un calculateur de potentiel sur

un moteur civil ou militaire. Encore faut-il que ce soit utile.

En principe, sur un moteur civil, A l'inverse d'un woteur militaire

on connalt bien la mission. Mais dans le cas o6 l'on change souvent

la mission (ex:ditarage du moteur pour Aconomiser du potentiel) le

calculateur prend route sa valeur.

A-----------
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MILITARY Zoo= CONDITI MWI ING SYBTEB
TM UK camC

by
C N O'Connor

Manager, Engine Data Systems
Rolls-Royce plc

PO Box 3
Filton

Bristol BS12 7QE
England

SUmMY

The desire to monitor exactly how engines are used in service is probably as old as
the gas turbine engine itself. However, it was not until the mid-seventies that the
concept of engine monitoring really became viable following the appearance and general
availability of affordable digital electronics, including the mini-computer which is now
commonplace in most engineering organisations. Since then, the proliferation of engine
condition monitoring has resulted in the development of many different systems and it is
now customary for defence organisations to include it among their requirements for new
military aircraft.

The functional requirements for engine condition monitoring, as stated in the
specifications for new aircraft and engine programmes, are usually defined in very
general terms, but for one notable exception. The exception is for the life usage
monitoring of major rotating components, these being the discs and the turbines. The
level of importance afforded to the monitoring of these components is attributable to
safety and economic factors which are too great to be ignored in the world of modern high
technology aircraft engines.

To the engine designer, a monitoring system can simply mean extra mass, which in
terms of today's performance goals is more critical than ever. If it is considered that
a monitoring requirement is impracticable or that it will be ineffective, the mass
argument will prevail in an effort to have the requirement withdrawn. There are few,
however, who would challenge the requirement for engine usage monitoring, not only
because it is stated unequivocally in the paragraphs of engine specifications, but
moreover because life usage is an inevitable consequence of engine operation.

Engine condition monitoring in the UK military has been built on the foundations of
usage monitoring. It is interesting to note that except for one or two very specialised
functions such as vibration and oil system monitoring, the engine parameters required for
usage monitoring can provide enough data for many other conditiol, monitoring functions.
Thus, by starting with usage monitoring, the UK has acquired a useful experience base
from which it has been possible to expand into other areas of engine condition
monitoring, at the least additional cost.

All the programmes described in this paper have been supported and funded by the
Procurement Executive of the UK Ministry of Defence, primarily for the purpose of
monitoring Rolls-Royce engines in service with the Royal Air Force.

USAGE MNITORIG

Of the many different parts which make up a gas turbine engine, only a small number
actually qualify for life usage monitoring. Indeed, the majority have no need for any
form of monitoring at all. On the other hand there are some parts that would benefit
immensely if a practical monitoring technique could be developed.

To qualify for usage monitoring, the requirements are straightforward; they are to
improve safety or reduce costs. Analysis shows that this means discs and turbine blades,
all of which are life-limited. The fact that a part is life-limited has nothing directly
to do with engine monitoring. A part is life-limited because in time it is liable to
fail as a result of the environment and the stresses imposed on it during service
operation. It is the variability of operation which makes monitoring necessary.

The principal life usage monitoring functions are low cycle fatigue (LCF) and creep.
LCF is predominant in compressor and turbine discs where the consequence of cyclic stress
is critical, such that in the event of a failure a serious safety hazard would inevitably
result. Unlike the failure of a blade which can be contained by the engine structure,
the containment of a disc failure is impossible and since many military aircraft engines
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are buried in the fuselage, it is not difficult to understand why it is so critical. The
fact that an aircraft has two engines can offer little additional comfort in the event of
a disc failure.

An LCF cycle is usually defined as an excursion from a state of zero stress up to the
maximum design stress and back to zero, making a complete cycle. The stresses that cause
LCF increase proportionally with the square of the rotational speed and are usually at
their greatest at peak engine rpm. It follows that a small change in speed at a higher
rpm will involve a much greater change in stress than a corresponding change in speed at
a low rpm. This is broadly the situation that pertains to the first few stages of the
engine compressor system. However, in the later stages of the compressor and
particularly in the turbines, the situation is quite different. The difference is that
the discs in these areas of the engine are also affected by thermally induced stresses
which, depending on the circumstances, can either augment or abate the rpm based
stresses. These thermal stresses arise from temperature gradients that develop across
the affected component. Thus, the computation process becomes increasingly more involved
as engine components are required to operate at higher and higher temperature levels.

Temperature and stress are also
the main contributors to creep which is
particularly evident in parts of the
engine that are totally immersed in the
hot gases downstream of the combustion
chamber. The conditions for creep are
most prevalent at high power ratings
when rotational speed and temperature
are closest to their operating limits.
Unlike LCF, where there are no visible
signs of distress until the onset of
cracking shortly before failure, creep /
can be measured in units of length as
it progresses. Indeed, special gauges
have been developed just for this
purpose, a typical example being shown
in Figure 1. Fig.l Turbine Creep Checking Gauge

In theory, it should be possible to plot life usage as it happens, but in practice
it is not so simple. Nevertheless, the propensity to develop electronic black boxes has
continued with strength for a market where the emphasis on life cycle costs is growing in
significance.

Before proceeding with a description of the systems that have been developed for
military engine life usage monitoring, it is worth pausing for a moment to consider the
question; 'why bother?'. For years, gas turbine engines have been operated on the basis
of flying hours and indeed the majority still are. Are we therefore in danger of just
inventing or fabricating a need to develop yet another box to occupy space somewhere in
an already crowded aircraft avionics bay. The arguments for and against usage monitoring
almost always revolve around a common set of questions regarding safety, cost and cost
benefit. It has already been said that an engine can be operated without any form of
life usage monitoring device that is capable of counting cycles or time at temperature.
However, there is no guarantee that a fleet of engines will be operated in accordance
with the assumptions originally used to estimate the service lives. This introduces the
problem of uncertainty and the requirement to apply safety factors. Although it would be
possible to make the safety factors so large that the probability of a failure in
operation would be virtually zero, the cost of doing so, in spare parts alone, would be
astronomic.

There are some good examples that usefully
illustrate the problem of uncertainty.
The problem is really due to many factors,
two of the more obvious being; the

Thweti variance between theoretical and actual
mission profiles, and variation within the
same mission type. Figures 2 and 3
provide an indication of both problems
respectively. The engine rpm profiles in
Figure 2 clearly show that there is a vast
difference between a theoretical mission
profile and a recording of actual service
operation for the same mission type. This
is not really surprising since the
theoretical profile is constructed by

LF simple point to point connection, ignoring
the many throttle movements which

naturally occur in flight. However,
because it is known that real flying is

Fig.2 Mission Profiles (rpm) more complex, safety factors ari applied.
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So, although initially it might seem that gross underestimates of life consumption
are possible, in practice the service life predictions are generally conservative.

Perhaps the best example of this
is the Adour Nk 151 engine in operation
with Royal Air Force Hawk training
squadrons, where less than five years T
after entering service the assumed
LCF life consumption rates were revised
downwards by a factor of 2.3.AA
Correspondingly the service life limits
of many components were increased by
the same factor. The projected life
cycle cost savings resulting from this . .
achievement alone were estimated in
1984 to be around fifty million pounds.

As mentioned already, it is not
just the variance between theory and
practice that is important. Variation
between sortie types and variation
within a specific sortie type are
equally important. The reasons for
this variability are manifold; they
include pilot-to-pilot differences,
engine-to-engine differences due to
performance or modification state, and
aircraft stores configuration. A
striking example of the degree of
variation that can exist is shown,
albeit in somewhat extreme
circumstances, in Figure 3.

The rpm traces shown are produced
from data recorded by monitoring
systems fitted to two of the Red Arrows
formation flying team. The difference
is clearly visible, with the wing man
using up LCF life almost forty times
more quickly than the lead man. Fig.3 Red Arrow. rpm Traces

USAGE NOWITRIG E

Several systems have been developed in the UK for military engine usage monitoring,
some specifically for the purpose, others for more comprehensive engine condition
monitoring. These systems range from relatively simple data recorders to real-time data
processors.

Pegasus Engine Life Recorder

All marks of Harrier aircraft incorporate a facility for metering the life usage of
HP turbine blades. In the later AV8B/GR5 series of aircraft, this is performed by an
engine monitoring system while earlier aircraft are fitted with a purpose designed
'engine life recorder'. There are, however, significant differences between the
algorithms used in each of these systems.

The engine life recorder function is based on an exponential law which uses an
averaged exhaust gas temperature measurement to estimate the rate of creep life usage.
To account for the cooling effect of water injection on the turbine blades, a 'wet law'
is applied which reduces the count rate for a given exhaust gas temperature. However,
the accuracy of the engine life recorder relies on an implicit relationship between
exhaust gas temperature and turbine blade temperature, and so lacks the sophistication
that is possible with more modern digital computing devices. For example, centrifugal
stress is not included because shaft speed is absent from the simple life recorder
function.

The limitations of the engine life recorder have not gone unnoticed. As more
capable electronics have become available, the opportunity has been taken to improve the
methodology for calculating creep for use in later generation monitoring systems.

AL,-
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angine usage mnitoring system

The development of special-to-type life usage monitoring systems is an expensive
business. Ideally, therefore, it would seem worthwhile to develop a standard monitoring
system that could be used for a multitude of aircraft types with minimal changes to its
configuration.

Such a system was developed in the early seventies, known as the Engine Usage
Monitoring System, or simply rUMS. The primary aim of rUMS was to provide a better
knowledge of the usage, in particular LCF life usage, of engines in service. In its
original form, EUMS provided a simple and effective monitoring capability.

The system, described by Figure 4, simply
records data from an array of engine and aircraft
sensors onto a tape cassette in a digital format.
The tape cassette recordings, one for each flight,
are then processed on computers using complex
stress algorithms to calculate the amount of LCF
life usage incurred by each of the major engine
components.

The power of rUMS, when fitted to a large
enough sample of aircraft, covering the spectrum
of operating roles, is such that the life of major
engine components can be controlled with greater
confidence and significant cost benefits. At the - -

same time, the system enhances flight safety by
providing a more accurate assessment of life usage DATA ACQUISITION UNIT
rates. However, these benefits can only be
realised when sufficient data has been accrued to 0
build a data base consisting of hundreds or even
thousands of flights, depending on the role of the
aircraft type concerned. The actual amount of QUCES
data required before a cyclic usage rate can ue RECORDER
determined will depend largely on the observed
scatter in the life usage results. As a broad ----------------------.

indication of the scale of rUMS, to date more than W
60,000 hours of data have been recorded from more GROUND PROCESSING
than sixty aircraft installations covering a dozen
different types. Fig.4 Engine Usage Monitoring System

As implied earlier, rUMS has been the subject of further development. Indeed by
1980 there was a rUMS Mk.2, incorporating a microprocessor for executing life usage
algorithms in real time. Although never employed on the scale of the original system,
EUMS Mk.2 has successfully provided a valuable service as a development tool in support
of other important engine monitoring programmes.

LCF Counter

The obvious limitation of rUMS is that it can only serve to provide a small window
on the overall service operation of a fleet of aircraft, unless of course it is fitted to
each and every one. Although the natural conclusion might be to do just that, there are
two major factors against doing so. SUMS, although a low cost option for a small number
of aircraft, would be too expensive for fleetwide use. Moreover, the amount of recorded
data from a fleet of aircraft could conceivably overwhelm the resources available to
support its operation in the service environment. If then, the maximum life is to be
obtained from all major components, a system that is both cheap and simple to manage must
be a requirement.

A system that met these criteria was
developed, primarily for the Royal Air
Force.

This was the LCF counter, illustrated in
Figure 5, which incorporates a
microprocessor, memory and display devices
that enable it to calculate and store life
usage counts for later interrogation by
maintenance personnel. It has been fitted
to several military aircraft types on a

Fig.5 Smiths rCV Counter limited basis, but never fleetwide.

- -- - -- -
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Since its introduction, development of the LCF Counter has continued in order to
enhance its performance and the number of functions it can accommodate. From its initial
capability of calculating LCF life usage from the bare minimum of input parameters, the
latest derivatives are capable of executing virtually any life usage algorithm, plus a
host of other engine condition monitoring functions.

Following the success of RUMS, support grew in favour of investigating the potential
of health monitoring. Accordingly a programme, designated Air Staff Target 603, was
sponsored by the Royal Air Force to trial a condition monitoring system on Hawk trainer
aircraft. AST 603 was originally conceived in 1976 and emerged finally, ready for
evaluation, in 1980. An important objective of the trial was to demonstrate that a
condition monitoring system could reduce maintenance and support costs. The technical
objectives were:

To determine the correlations between engine condition and
measurable engine operating parameters; and

To develop a practical means of presenting condition monitoring
data in a form which could be used for maintenance purposes.

Twelve aircraft and engines were duly fitted with special instrumentation to sense
and record a total of fourteen parameters as shown in Figure 6. The system, both the
airborne and ground based elements, was based largely on RUMS.

Engine and airframe parameters
~ were recorded on EUMS equipment

/ and processed on the ground,
7 .but unlike rUMS the whole

-- ---- operation was to be managed
°- within the Service environment

,L ,!T*by Air Force personnel. The
. life usage functions merely

replicated SUMS, though the
additional health monitoring
parameters were utilised where
beneficial. The engine health
monitoring objectives called
for several functions including

,. vibration, gas path performance
monitoring and fuel system

- diagnostics. However, it was
performance monitoring which
received the most interest and

Fig.6 AST 603 Hawk Instrumentation attention during the trial.

Performance monitoring was pursued as a two-stage process; performance trending and
trend analysis. The development of trending techniques was relatively straightforward,
but the interpretation of trends proved much more difficult for several reasons.
Firstly, the Adour engine has a reputation for good performance retention. Secondly, the
engine has no history of single module degradation. Thirdly, the number of performance
parameters was significantly less than used for test house performance measurement.
Finally, the appearance of long, wavy trend lines offered little meaningful indication of
engine condition to anyone but a performance expert. However, by the time the trial
ended in March 1985, a number of techniques had been proposed to provide a simple,
meaningful indication of the cause of performance changes. Two of these were developed
further. Both relied on small change (one percent) performance matrices based on fixed
compressor speed and exhaust gas temperature reference parameters. One of these produced
graphical results, the other produced plain English and used an expert system.

In more than 2000 hours of monitoring, none of the engines involved in the trial was
removed for performance problems, neither did any of the engines give any indication of
performance problems. Although this was viewed by some as a failure to demonstrate the
worth of condition monitoring, others pointed to success as the data consistently
correlated with the good condition of the engines that were monitored.

Many important lessons were learned from AST 603 which have already been put to use
in a later production monitoring system. There can be little doubt that some of the
problems experienced in AST 603, if encountered in a prodvction programme could seriously
undermine confidence in the credibility of engine condition monitoring.

A
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The most recent equipment developments have been, of necessity, forced to provide a
wider range of functions, following the trend towards comprehensive engine condition
monitoring. In keeping with the philosopby to produce a mostly common equipment
standard, the requirement arose for a standard engine monitoring system (EMS) that could
satisfy all condition monitoring requirements. The EMS which subsequently emerged from
this requirement was developed with one application already planned. This was for RAF
Harrier GR5 aircraft which began service operation in the second half of 1987.

Development of the EMS hardware was the responsibility of Plessey Avionics under
contract from the Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive). Rolls-Royce was
contracted to define the functional requirements and provide the engine transducers.
When defining the requirements, Rolls-Royce was very cautious, not wanting to create an
over-sophisticated system that would be unsupportable. The basic functions include:

- LCF Life Usage Counting
- Turbine Life Usage Counting
- Operational Limit Exceedance Detection
- Hot Start Detection
- Surge Detection
- In-Flight Relight Detection
- Vibration Frequency Analysis
- Incident/Exceedance Recording
- Pilot Initiated Event Recording

It was fortunate that the GR5 would incorporate a MIL-STD-1553 data bus which could
provide most of the data required to satisfy the functional requirements. This was an
important advantage in favour of minimising weight penalties, which is always of concern
to aircraft designers, but even more so when the aircraft is designed for VTOL
operations. Only two extra transducers were required; an accelerometer to sense
vibration and a pressure transducer for compressor delivery pressure. Much of the EMS
data provided via the aircraft data bus is alternatively available from the digital
engine control system which is standard fit on Pegasus engines in the Harrier GR5. This
offers a straightforward means of data validation by comparing the values of parameters
that are common to both data sources.

Not all of the functional requirements are of prime concern to first or second line
maintenance. For example, the fact that an in-flight relight occurred is certain to be
reported by the pilot. The reason that this function has been included in the EMS is to
provide more information to the engine manufacturer in the hope that with a better
knowledge of the circumstances and engine behaviour relating to the incident, improved
maintenance procedures might be developed. A similar situation also applies, but to less
extent, to the other functions, enabling the engine manufacturer to build up a data base
of incidents that hitherto could only be recorded as pilot observations. With more
detailed information it is possible that some of the limits applied to basic engine
operation, such as top temperature limits, could be relaxed to the benefit of the
operator. Initially however, the EMS will only provide better information relating to
existing limitations which will help to determine, with more confidence, the maintenance
action to be taken.

The requirement for vibration frequency analysis did not originate from Rolls-Royce.
Previous experience with vibration monitoring systems on Rolls-Royce engines had proved
to be the cause of numerous false warnings. However, none of those systems attempted to
do very much with the transducer output other than to illuminate a warning lamp in the
cockpit when the vibration level exceeded a preset limit. This was not to be the case
for the Harrier EMS. The US Marine Corps, as the major customer for AV8B Harrier
aircraft demanded that vibration monitoring should be incorporated in the EMS, in keeping
with US Navy policy to equip all fighter aircraft with a facility to monitor engine
vibration and the capability to analyse the frequency components. This concept not only
improves the ability to identify the cause of vibration within the engine, but also
improves the ability to check out the transducer itself. In order to implement this
requirement, Rolls-Royce chose to specify a comb filter comprising of fifteen narrow band
frequency filters. These were appropriately distributed to span a bandwidth of 5 KHz to
cover the operating ranges of the engine spools as well as higher frequency levels
normally associated with gears and bearings.

Every time an engine abnormality is detected, as defined by the EMS logic, whether
it be vibration, overtemperature, surge, etc., or if the pilot chooses to record data,
two records are automatically stored in memory. The first of these is a high level
summary of the incident giving the salient details of the incident, the time at which it
occurred, the duration and the peak values of associated parameters. The second is a
time history record of all EMS parameters for the period of the incident including four
seconds before and afterwards.f*I _ _ 7
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The purpose of the sumaries is to provide maintenance personnel with sufficient
data to make GO/NOGO decisions between flights while the time history records are
intended'to provide detailed engineering data for troubleshooting the causes of problems.

The means to interrogate
the ENS have been provided in
several ways as shown in 0
Figure 7. Information can be
accessed from the cockpit O DipIly
using the display systems i
available to maintenance
personnel during after-flight EI et IviQ Wit
inspection. Alternatively,
there is a compatible data '
retrieval unit for reading
exceedance/incident summaries
and life usage counts or for
transferring all of the data
stored in the EKS to a ground
computer for bookkeeping and Handhl wtotcompue
analysis. Pig.7 Harrier QR5 =a Maintenance Interfaces

There is an obvious connection between engine condition monitoring and diagnostics.
The approach taken in the UK is to store data when there is an abnormal engine operating
condition and then to analyse that data on the ground to assist maintenance decisions.
However, unless there is a clear strategy for data management, the amount of data
produced from a fleet of aircraft will overwhelm maintenance resources. For this reason,
a special information management system has been developed in parallel with the engine
monitoring system which can be deployed to all Harrier operational units in the Royal Air
Force.

FULFILLIG THE OBJCTIVES

All of the monitoring systems described in this paper have succeeded in meeting
their functional objectives, though the degree of application has been slight in some
cases. Compared with the enormous success of the EUMS programme, the LCF counter may
seem insignificant, being fitted to no more than a few UK military aircraft, including
the Red Arrows. However, this is through no fault of the equipment; it is more a
reflection of the changing requirements and technology developments in the rapidly
expanding field of engine condition monitoring. It is only fair to point out that the
LCF counter has found greater success in other markets outside of the Royal Air Force.

It is highly significant that a monitoring system has to justify its way onto a
fleet of aircraft, and the most direct means of doing so is to demonstrate its
effectiveness on the basis of cost benefits. Unfortunately though, the cost benefits are
increasingly difficult to realise if the system is not incorporated during the aircraft
design and development phase. This is primarily due to the high cost of retrospective
installation, compounded by the loss of savings resulting from the absence of a parts
life monitor at the commencement of service operation of the aircraft. Consequently,
with new military aircraft programmes few and far between, the opportunities for
commissioning fleetwide monitoring systems are correspondingly small in number. Thus,
the chances of a new system being fitted to a new aircraft type tends to depend on there
being a requirement and the state of technology available at the time. The circumstances
relating to the decision to fit an engine monitoring system to Harrier GR5 aircraft
illustrates these points very well.

In the future, as avionics technology progresses, it is likely that engine condition
monitoring will find itself integrated with other aircraft monitoring functions in
multi-function processing systems, making the most recent engine monitoring systems
obsolescent. However, this prospect should not discourage further development of
independent systems, since without them, the importance ascribed to usage monitoring
could elude some of the less established engine condition monitoring functions.

The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily

reflect the views of Rolls-Royce plc.

CopyrightO1988 by Rolls-Royce plc.
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DISCUSSION
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MHHITARY ENGINE MONITORING STATUS AT GE AIRCRAFF ENGINES
CINCINNATI. OHIO

RJE.Dyson
Manager, Monitoring Systems Engineering

and
MJAshby

M g, Engme Monitoring Sytems
General Electric Company, Aircraft Division

I 1I Merchant Street, Room 343
Cincinnat OH 45246, USA

This paper describes the design and development by GE Aircraft Engines of
recent military engine monitoring systems. In particular, the systems for the
F10-GE-102 engine in the B-18 aircraft and the F110-GE-1O0 engine in the F-16C/D
are used as examples. Since both of these systems have recently been introduced
into service, this experience is discussed together with operational status.

These present systems are compared with future evolutionary trends which are
affected by the development of miniaturized, rugged electronics and by the desire
to minimize the unique hardware and software required for engine monitoring. A
discussion of interfaces, both airborne to the flight crew, and, through support
equipment and ground analysis programs, to the ground crew, is included.

INTROwCTION

The aircraft engine manufacturers' involvement in engine monitoring has varied
but, with recent emphasis on supportability features, participation in total system
integration throughout the engine design and development phases is now the normal
modus operandi. As will be seen from the two examples cited, the means of
achieving the end result of a fully integrated system can vary significantly and
will continue to evolve as aircraft with fly-by-wire techniques, which include data
bus architecture, become the standard.

Military monitoring systems have emphasized go/no-go decision making more than
long-term engine performance trends. GE Aircraft Engines is developing military
monitoring systems which include instrumentation of the engine, airborne diagnostic
algorithms, and ground software/hardware combinations. GE has developed the total
system for the F-16 aircraft with the FIIO-GE-1O0 engine, and similar ground
systems are being developed for the FllO-GE-400 (Navy) and FIOI-GE-102 (Air
Force/SAC). The systems for the F101-GE-102 in the 8-1B and the FllO-GE-100 in the
F-16C/D have been selected as examples of systems which are in service and accruing
operational experience.

The system for the B-lB/FIOl-GE-102 is known as the Central Integrated Test
System (CITS) which has its origins in the early '70s with the B-IA. Extensive
factory and flight testing led to diagnostic logic changes but the system remained
essentially unchanged even with the advent of the B-lB in 1982. Additional factory
and flight testing has brought the system to the operational point described in
this paper with almost all of the 100 B-lBs assembled by the end of 1987.

With respect to the F110-GE-1O0 system, GE received a contract from the USAF in
early 1983 for the full scale development of that engine. Included in this
contract was the requirement for a Engine Monitoring System (ENS). At that time it
was recognized that for the EMS to become an integral part of the engine
maintenance concept, it needed to be keyed to the existing USAF maintenance
organization.

System design was initiated in January of 1983, and complete system operation
was demonstrated during development engine testing in December 1984. The ENS was
available for the first flight of the FllO-GE-100 engine in an F-16C aircraft (May
1985). Production deliveries of ENS equipment started In March 1986 and at the end

of 1987, the ENS was "on board" over 250 GE powered F-16C/D aircraft that had
entered service. S~7T 7~ ~ ---- -___ ___
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Figure 1

SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

F101-GE-102 Engine Noitoriria

The Monitoring system for the FIOI-GE-102 engine in the B-lB is part of the
Central Integrated Test Systems (CITS) - See Figure 1. Engine control parameters
from the analog electronic Augmentor - Fan - Temperature (AFT) Control are
digitized by the on-engine CITS Processor, which also performs the engine cycle
counting functions. This cycle data can be downloaded directly to a portable

Engine Sensors/CITS Interface
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ground support Data Acquisition Unit. Other sub-system analog signals, e.g.,
vibration, anti-ice and lube parameters, are transmitted to the aircraft Signal
Conditioning and Distribution Unit (SCDU) for digitization. Both sets of digitized
parameters are then sent to the aircraft CITS computer which performs the data
acquisition, event detection and fault isolation functions. The CITS computer
communicates with the aircraft Control and Display panel, the maintenance recorder
and the airborne printer - See Figure 2. A Record Initiate Switch is in the
cockpit which permits the pilot to manually request the CITS to record data.

The aircraft maintenance recorder stores data on a magnetic tape. A cartridge
is physically removed from the aircraft and is read by the CITS Ground Processor
(CGP). All data is available, either in total or selectively, from the CGP in hard
copy form. In addition, engine data is separated and stored on an 8" floppy disk.
A ground software program is in the latter stages of development which will take
this engine data and process it in an Air Force Personal Computer (Z-248) to
provide Information such as fault parametric data, trends and maintenance history
in an easily accessible and understandable form - See Figure 3.

Integration of New Ground Software with

1. Data from varioua aircraft syatems Is
sampled by the CITS computer, and
perIodically atored on magnetic tape
during the flight.

2. The magnsic tape cartridge Is 3, The 8" floppy is delivered to the EDGE
removed from the aircraft, and the system at flight line maintenance, and
data applicable to the engine ia EDGE is used for engine fault analyais
tranaferred to V floppy by the CGP. and trending.

Figure 3

The present CITS engine logic is intended to detect 95% of the faults which
would result in a 10% or greater power loss. Further, it then should correctly
isolate at least 751 of those faults to the LRU level. The crew is informed of
these fault detection/isolations on the control and display panel and a printed
paper tape. At the same time, data snapshots are recorded on magnetic tape. Each
of the detection/isolation messages identified in the logic has been assigned a
unique code number (which also identifies the engine position). These codes are
listed in a table in the engine troubleshooting manual. The table identifies the
appropriate troubleshooting procedure for each of the codes. Additionally, each of
the troubleshooting flow charts has a list of the CITS cofes which relate to it.

It should be recognized that the limitations of the CITS automated diagnostics
(and, for that matter, other systems) are:

o CITS detects 951 of the faults. The 5% which are the most difficult for human
troubleshooters are also the most difficult for CITS.

o A CITS LRU includes cables and plumbing, The repair technician is still
required to diagnose interconnection faults.
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o When the CITS logic is confronted with two or more possible LRU's and has
insufficient Information to choose among the., they are ranked according to
failure probability.

o The CITS logic designers have attempted to compensate for the interaction of
multiple failures, however, all of the possible ramifications and interactions
of multiple failures are not known. The limitations of CITS is mentioned in
order to emphasize that CITS was designed to be a tool to aid a human
diagnostician, not a way to replace him, and not a diagnostic panacea.

A considerable amount of data can be recorded by CITS. It is grouped in the
following data blocks:

o Identification data (engine S/N, aircraft S/N, etc.) entered through the
control and display panel.

o Failure messages or CITS Maintenance codes (COCs) - 150 per engine or 600 per
aircraft. (6% of total aircraft which possesses 10435 unique OCs).

o Snapshot data taken at event detection, power up and every 30 minutes.
Consists of three scans, 30 seconds apart. A single snapshot is recorded when
the Record Initiate Switch is activated. It should be noted that any aircraft
event results in a complete set of aircraft data, including engine, being
recorded. This data can only be separated into sub-systems by the CGP on the
ground.

o Trend data, eight scans taken over a two second period.

o Continuous recording of fan speed, core speed and T4B in the event of an
exceedance.

o Parts Life Tracking Data.

o Engine status (total run time).

As part of the trend data block some additional data is taken associated with
T48 levels and significant engine anomalies such as power loss.

The B-1B CITS is, as its name Implies, a total aircraft monitoring system with
the engines being a sub-system. GE's involvement has been in the engine CITS
Processor, the ground support DAU, the on-board diagnostic logic and the future
ground software program. The ground software program did not commence until 1985
whereas the aircraft and engine CITS were designed in to the original B-1A system
which led to the B-IB.

F11-CE-DOO Enaine Monitorina Systm

The primary interface for the F110 EMS parametric inputs Is also the engine
AFT electronic control. This full authority control provides some 23 analog
inputs and five discrete values. Parameters are also available from other
non-control areas such as the anti-ice and lubrication sub-systems. The aircraft
avionics system provides an additional six inputs relating to flight conditions.

The EMS configuration consists of three hardwara components; an engine mounted
EMS processor (EMSP), an airframe mounted EMS computer (EMSC) and a Data Display
and Transfer Unit (DOTU) - flightline equipment. Additionally, EMS software is
provide, for the ground station computer. The relative locations of this equipment
are shown in Figure 4. The functional relationships and interfaces are illustrated
in Figure 5. A full description of the FllO ENS can be found in Ref. 1.

The system generates four types of data: Diagnostic Data, Parts Life Tracking
Data, Trend Data and Pilot Initiated Data.
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Figure 5

Oiaanostics Data

The ENSC incorporates extensive fault detection and isolation logic to provide
a a real time* diagnostics capability. The logic for the F110 was based on the
original F101 1 ~ic. The DISC continuously assesses all inputs and compares them
to stored criteria. When a parameter or a set of parameters exceed these stored
values indicative of a fault. the ENSC transmits an appropriate status flag to the
aircraft avionics for storage, cockpit display and/or pilot alert.
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Concurrently the ENSC stores a pre-programed amount of parametric data in its
non-volatile memory for post flight retrieval. The ENSC diagnostics is structured
to enable isolation of a fault to an engine Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) wherever
possible. The parametric data is also available to aid further troubleshooting if
required.

The ENS has the capacity for detecting/transmitting up to 80 different fault
flags to the aircrift. This fault status summary is known as the Maintenance Fault
List (MFL) for the engine. A small subset of the MFL comprises the Pilot Fault
List (PFL). The PFL consists of specific faults which warrant caution messages and
alerts to the pilot.

Parts Life Trackina Data

This data is computed by the EMSP and stored on a cumulative basis. The data
reflects the total operating times and cycles on the engine and is used by the
ground computer system to track life limited engine components. This tracking
allows predictions for maintenance planning and spares provisioning.

Trend Data

The EMSC automatically acquires and stores a pre-programmed amount of
parametric data during the take-off sequence. The data is subsequently transferred
after the flight and processed/displayed in the ground computer system. Selected
parameters are plotted over a period of time in order to identify any detrimental
trends in overall engine health.

Pilot Initiated Data

In addition to the EMS automatically saving data for detected faults etc.. the
capability exists for the pilot to request a data save by activation of a cockpit
switch. When so commanded the EMSC will save a pre-determined amount of parametric
data which can then be retrieved post flight and analyzed.

All of the EMS stored data is retrieved via a single connector, conveniently
located on the aircraft Remote Status Panel. This panel, which is housed in the
left hand side of the inlet structure, also incorporates two EMS status
indicators. The DDTU is used to accomplish the data transfer. Fault and isolation
summary messages are displayable on the DOTU together with the associated
engine/aircraft documentary information. The DDTU can be used to download multiple
aircraft prior to returning to the maintenance facilities/ground computer system
for data entry and processing.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

FIOI-GE-1O21B-l B

Since the CITS is a fully integrated system, it was not possible to run the
total system during factory testing of the FlOl. Instead the airborne algorithms
were programmed into a slave computer and airframe parameters were simulated
permitting exercise and development of the algorithms during factory engine test.
This proved to be an invaluable tool. Flight testing of the B-lB which has been
continuing since mid 1983 provided a source for continuing development but it is
since delivery of the first aircraft in mid 1985 that excellent progress has been
made. It must be remembered that engine monitoring represents approximately 10% of
the Rockwell CITS program and approximately 6. of total aircraft CITS. Thus
software block updates must consider many factors, not only the engine, and can
take longer with this integrated approach. On the benefit side, once software
design and test is complete, the update to the latest version happens quickly,
since it is an upload by tape of software rather than firmware as in the case of
the Fl10 EMS.

I[
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At the time of writing there are approximately 85 B-lBs in service and the
maturation process is proceeding. CITS has not, to date, driven maintenance but
has been used for verification and substantiation of flight crew reports. As
problems are solved and confidence in the system is built up, this will change.
Progress in the last year on engine-related airborne CITS has been good. A formal
evaluation performed in November 1987 over a period of 33 flights on 13 aircraft
showed that, of the 132 engine flights. 125 were fault free, seven real faults were
correctly identified and one false fault indicated. False alarms are driven
primarily by four factors - tolerances, operational considerations and flight
envelope considerations, all similar to the F110 and discussed in more detail in
the FlO section.

The false alarm rate has been reduced from a potential of 25 per flight, 18
months ago, to the current potential level of two per flight. "Potential" means
that these faults do not occur every flight but could possibly occur, depending on
the mission. Elimination of these three faults along with other improvements are
planned for 1988.

It is generally agreed that maturation of the engine-related CITS has been
significantly advanced due to regular quarterly coordination meetings attended by
all contributors yet small enough so that effective decisions can be made. A
preliminary version of the enhanced ground software is about to be released so it
is not possible to comment on its effectiveness but it is hoped that it will
encourage the use of CITS airborne data and aid those who maintain and manage the
FIOI-GE-102 engines.

Fll"E-I10El

The F110-GE-100 EMS has accumulated significant operational experience and
widespread usage around the world. As of the end of 1987 approximately 50000
flights had been flown and the "fleet" had grown to over 250 aircraft. The
discussion that follows summarizes that experience.

EMS False Alarms

The first FllO-GE-l00 powered production F-16 aircraft entered operational
service in mid 1986. Up to that time the EMS had been developed and "matured"
primarily as a result of factory engine test experience and 12 months of flight
test at Edwards AFB. The latter involved experience with one aircraft and two
different engines. Although it might be considered that the EMS had been
sufficiently exposed to an operational environment, with over 200 flights
accumulated, initial service experience was to suggest otherwise.

Ramstein AB in West Germany was the first operational base for the FllO-GE-100
powered F-16 aircraft. After some early flight experience it became evident that
the EMS was producing far more unjustified fault messages (known as false alarms)
than had been expected. During the latter stages of flight test, a false alarm
rate of approximately one per ten flights had been noted, whereas at Ramstein it
was near one per three flights. Despite several significant successes the EMS
performance was soon overshadowed by this false alarm rate and the reduction
thereof became a top priority.

Several factors were soon identified as driving the false alarm rate and they
are similar to other engine monitoring programs such as th. F101. Most could be
related to a "real world" environment versus a "test" environment as indicated
below:

o Tolerances

Incorrect or insufficient range/tolerances existed in the EMS diagnostic
routines to allow for engine-to-engine variations.

o Engine Operational Considerations
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Certain engine transient operations or combinations of transients appeared
during initial operations and requiring modifications to the diagnostic logic.

o Flight Envelope Considerations

Certain areas of the flight envelope (i.e., mach/altitude/engine power
combinations) generated unexpected faults which also required logic modification.
As with the previous category, these combinations are difficult to predict and
there is probably no substitute for service experience.

EMS Component Performance:

Overall, EMS component performance has been satisfactory. Several minor
problems have been experienced, however, together with a number of EMS interface
related anomalies.

o Non-Volatile Memory Perfermance

Both the EMSP and the 00TU use Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory (EEPROM) as non-volatile storage medium and both have experienced some
problems with these devices. Soft failures resulted in built-in-test (BIT) failure
indications being output randomly.

o EMS Interface Anomalies

Failure to transfer data from the DOTU into the ground computer system has been
experienced for two primary reasons. One involves a "time-out" by the sending
device (DDTU) while the ground computer is attempting to write data to its hard
disk. This has now been overcome by the introduction of a new computer and the
creation of a RAM disk for initial data storage. The second problem is one of
"corrupted" data being stored in the DTU and then transfer to the ground computer
being prevented. This "locks-up" the DDTU, which then requires special maintenance
to resolve. This problem is to be addressed in a proposed update to the ODTU
operating software.

Demonstrated EMS Benefits

Despite the above problems, significant benefits have been demonstrated.

o EMS/Aircraft Integration

By far the most significant EMS impact during this initial service period has
been the improvements in single engine safety as a result of integrating the EMS
diagnostics outputs into the F-16 aircraft fault reporting system. This is
particularly true for the Pilot Fault List (PFL) function.

In late 1986 and early 1987 a number of problems related to the lubrication oil
system were experienced. The availability of the engine PFL allowed the EMS to
report these faults to the cockpit directly, thus providing the pilots with earlier
warning of the problem, allowing extra time to react and take appropriate action.
This integration feature will undoubtably continue to pay big dividends over the
years.

o Line Replacement Unit (LRU) Fault Isolation

Mith the higher than expected false alarm rate output from the EMS, the correct$ fault annunciations have tended to become somewhat overshadowed. The EMS has,
however, provided a correct diagnosis on many occasions. These have included, not
only faults with electrical components, such as sensors, ignitors, engine controls,
etc., but also mechanical components such as actuators and pumps. The diagnostic
coverage of the system is biased towards the electrical components and the majority
of the detected faults have been of that type. Additionally a number of faults
have been correctly detected by the ENS, but incorrectly isolated due to
limitations either In the diagnostics or in the available data to the diagnostics.

- --.-
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During this initial service period it is estimated that approximately 707. of
all real faults detected were also correctly isolated to the proper LRU. Continued
refinement to the diagnostics is expected to improve this figure to approximately
90. It is to be noted also, that even with an incorrect LRU fault isolation, the
faulty sub-system is identified and some reduction in maintenance man hours costs
can still result.

o Engine Manufacturer Benefits

The data saved by the EMS has been of significant benefit to GE. It has aided
in the identification and resolution of early service problems. Pilot initiated
data has been used to refine the augmentor operability envelope and to aid in
analysis of problems. Trend data is used to check overall engine health during
acceptance flights at General Dynamics.

Additionally, because the EMS is on-board all F110-GE-100 powered aircraft, the
capability is provided to compare any engine with others in the fleet.

Ooeration Summary

The F110-GE-100 ENS has had a mixed response during its initial service
exposure. In general the pilot comunity like the system and recognizes its
benefits to them. The maintenance community gave it a somewhat negative reception
initially partly because it was new to them and partly due to the false alarms and
the work impact on them in clearing the alarms. This attitude is changing with the
introduction of improved ENS diagnostic software and ground processing
software/hardware. The latest "block" release of EMSP/EMSC's is demonstrating a
false alarm rate of I in 14 flights (previous version was 1 in 3). Also, some
newly added diagnostic functions are already indicating their worth.

The EMS will continue to be matured by a combination of improving what is
already in use (both hardware and software) and by adding new capabilities.
Current activity at GE Aircraft Engines involves development of the next "block" of
EMSP/EMSC software. The diagnostics improvements currently identified are hoped to
reduce the false alarm rate to one in 200 flights, as well as improve the LRU
isolation accuracy.

Additionally, several enhancements to the GE Aircraft Engines supplied ENS
ground processing software are being evaluated together with improved methods of
data retrieval, display and transfer.

LESSONS LEARNE

Single contractor responsibility, in the case of the FllO-.GE-100/F-16, enabled
the development of the EMS in a relatively short period of time (concept to flight
test in 24 months). Additionally, system interface problems were minimized and
problems that did arise were resolved quickly.

There is no substitute for operational experience. The majority of the false
alarms generated upon initial service flying were identified within the first month
or so and in general were not seen during flight test. A 3-6 month service
evaluation period (utilizing several aircraft/engines) would have yielded
significant benefits and should be considered for future systems (and system

* updates), prior to production introduction, if at all possible.

The benefits of aircraft integration, discussed earlier, make this area vital
for future systems. The level of integration achieved on the F-16C/D and the B-I
reflects the importance General Dynamics and Rockwell attach to the integration of
sub-system diagnostics.

It was recognized that because the F110-GE-100 ENS would still require some
maturation after service introduction, a means of building some flexibility into
the formal Organizational Level T.O.'s was necessary in order to overcome any
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system shortcomings. This flexibility was provided by the creation of an ENS Fault
Isolation Manual (FIN). This document remains under GE control (allowing rapid
revisions) for an agreed-to time period. At the end of this period it then becomes
the basis for a formal T.O.

The availability of this manual has allowed the ENS to direct flightline
maintenance whenever possible and provides a way to cope with false alarms and
other system limitations. The *formal" use of the EMS at the flightline has
provided significant visibility and thus impetus for the maturation process.

Much has already been learned from both programs with respect to the
diagnostics design, the impact of false alarms and the techniques necessary to
minimize them. Although some of this experience is unique to the engine
application, a significant portion can be considered generic, and is being
incorporated into future designs.

FUTURE SYSTDI

The F1Ol-GE-102/B-lB CITS described above was designed as a fully integrated
system in that it is one sub-system sharing computer space and operating system
software with other sub-systems. The sheer complexity of this task creates a
certain inflexibility and inertia resulting in extended maturation of the system
during service. On the other hand the FlIO-GE-lOO/F-16 EMS was designed as a
stand-alone system with the capability of communication interaction, a form of
integration. with the avionics system. In fact, much more integration has occurred
than originally envisaged. Maintenance procedures for the F110-GE-100 engine are
largely dependent upon the EMS thus providing impetus to fix any problems affecting
aircraft availability. In future, it is believed that there will be increased
reliance on engine monitoring systems and more integration with the aircraft
resulting in more real time diagnostics and less raw data.

The FllO-GE-1O0 EMS is the first production system to be integrated into an
engine maintenance concept and largely drive the flightline maintenance effort.
The lessons learned on this and the F1Ol program to date are already impacting GE
Aircraft Engines' designs for future monitoring systems and have significantly
increased awareness of the benefits of integrated diagnostics and engine monitoring
as a whole.

Digital controls provide tremendous advantages to engine monitoring. There is
more electronic information available in a form which can be rapidly utilized.
Control schedules are self-adjusting closed-loop incorporating some form of engine
model. Some degree of redundancy is included which makes many Line Replaceable
Unit (LRU) defects more identifiable. Many functions which required a separate
electronic unit can be performed within the control.

Future trends can be sub-divided into short and long term. In the short term,
on-engine boxes such as the CITS Processor for the F10 and the EMSP for the FIO,
which provide signal verification, cycle counting, digitization and communication
functions will become part of the control and thus be fully integrated. Data will
continue to be transmitted over digital data bus links to off-engine computers for
further analysis. Some parameters such as accelerometer vibration signals will
continue to require an analog interface.

In the long term much of the event detection and fault isolation will be
performed on-engine and only fault messages and small selments of relevant data
will be sent to the aircraft for transmission to ground systems. Separation of
software and the avoidance of throughput penalties in the control due to monitoring
functions (e.g.. vibration) continue to be of paramount Importance and may dictate
some degree of separate processors or even separate on-engine units. most current
monitoring systems have been added to the engine andlor aircraft at a later date.
Future systems are addressing monitoring requirements at a conceptual stage and are
basing instrumentation complement on requirements and Failure Modes Effects and
Criticality Analysis (FMECA) both of which may demand that unique instrumentation
is added to the engine.

17!
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Future integrated diagnostics must address all elements of a weapons system
such as propulsion, support equipment, flight control, software, avionics, sensors
and mechanical systems. A cost-effective approach must be utilized which improves
diagnostic effectiveness, improves fault detection/fault isolation accuracy,
reduces dependence on ground support equipment, reduces unscheduled maintenance and
Is designed in from inception. Future systems will present demanding electronic,
mechanical systems and rotating machinery challenges. These can only be met by an
integrated design approach which incorporates input from mechanical and aerodynamic
designers, logistic support analysis. reliability and maintainability studies and
include a high degree of coordination between engine manufacturer, airframe
manufacturer and users.
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DISCUSSION

C.A. KIRK

With regard to the FIOI engine monitoring sustem, could you elaborate

on why three scans are taken at 30 second intervals when an event is

detected?

Author's Reply:

The logic relating to event data storage was probably 2,iven by air-

frame requirements. Since the central CITS airborne computer treats

all CITS maintenance codes the same way, the engine data is treated

similarly.

I should stress that this is not an ideal situation and if we had to

design this system to-day we would hope to influence data retention

more along the lines of the FIIO-GE-IOO EMS.

G. TANNER

Will there be a conflict in criticality when integrating engine moni-

toring functions into the control system?

Author's Reply:

We are adopting an integrated but separate approach. A "CPU" is dedica-

ted to engine monitoring within the same box as the control.
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This paper describes the design, introduction and development of expanded
commercial engine monitoring systems by GE Aircraft Engines. The history of
present systems is outlined starting from the introduction on the CF6-80A3 engine
for the A310 aircraft of the Propulsion Multiplexer (PI4UX) which has led to similar
systems on the CF6-8OC2 engine. The impact of the full authority digital control
on future system is also discussed.

The introduction and application of the Ground-based Engine Monitoring (GEM)
software developed by GE in conjunction with several airline users is recounted.
This is an on-going team effort with the users playing a key role and where
individual airlines have added unique features, integrated with GEM, into their own
operations. The original software development occurred in parallel with the
expanded sensor complement and digitization of data. A description of the
functions of a typical ground software program is provided together with proposed
improvements and future directions.

INTRODUJCTION

The introduction of "on condition" maintenance concepts for high bypass
turbofan engines encouraged the use of advanced engine monitoring techniques.
Although GE had participated in several monitoring programs to support the CF6-6
and CF6-50, the CF6-8OA3 engine on the A310-200 aircraft for KLIM and Lufthansa
Airlines was the first to be equipped with expanded capabilities. These
capabilities included sufficient instrumentation for modular performance
assessments, an expanded aircraft data system and an analytical ground software
program.

Many airlines have in fact utilized engine monitoring techniques for a number
of years, driven by the introduction of "on-condition" concepts in the late
1960's. Initially, expanded instrumentation complements resulted in widespread
systems problems, many associated with the transmittal of analog signals over long
distances in aircraft. The introduction of the PIMUX on the CF6-80A3 engine, with
the associated transmittal of highly accurate, reliable digital data, was a key
factor in making the expanded engine monitoring approach work. The functions of
the PWJX are now being incorporated into the new generation of full authority
digital electronic controls with resultant reduction of unique monitoring hardware
and software, yet with a further expansion of capabilities.

The ground-based engine condition monitoring (GEM) software for many GE and CFM
international powered aircraft is described. This GEM system provides the
capability to monitor and analyze a wide range of engine thermodynamic and
mechanical measurements with a sngle. flexible computer program.
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Measurements acquired with the standard engine instrumentation as well as
extended monitoring instrumentation if available, are recorded during normal engine
operation. These data are generally stored for subsequent retrieval using an
on-board data acquisition system. The data recorded during flight, along with test
cell performance measurements, are input into the airline's computer system for
ground-based processing with the GEN system. The results from the GEN processing
are made available to various airline organizations in order to monitor and manage
the engines within their fleet.

the GEN monitoring system is designed to provide an airline with a valuable
tool with which to manage its aircraft engines relative to such concerns as safety.
availability, maintainability, fuel costs, and improved performance.

Directions for the future show that some of the functions which are presently
performed on the ground will be performed airborne where useful to flightline
operations. Airborne diagnostics will be enhanced and results, rather than raw
data, will be transmitted across the avionics data bus thus making available to the
line mechanic useable information for accomplishment of his maintenance tasks. The
paper concludes with a discussion of these future plans for commercial engine
monitoring and current operational experience.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTIO

n-Enaine Hardware

The PMUX was developed to provide consistent, accurate data suitable for gas
path analysis or modular fault isolation. It is a convection-cooled,
microprocessor-based unit which houses pressure transducers, signal conditioning
and analog to digital conversion. It has extensive built-in-test and signal
validity checks. All of the signals critical to the gas path analysis/modular
fault isolation function are routed through the P1UJX to maintain consistent.
accurate data, other than N1, TMC and TLA, which are processed by the Power
Management Control (PtC) and made available on the digital data link.

CF6-80 Condition Monitoring Parameters
I P14

Also: N1. N2. WF. TMC. TLA TNAC and Vibe (2) plus

aircraft parameters PO. TAT and Mach No.

Figura 1

The instrumentation complement for the CF6-8OA3 engine is shown in Figure
No. 1. Instrumentation for the CF6-80C2 is essentially the same. These sensors
can be sub-divided into the following categories:

' : " * * ... ;
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A. Signals required for indication/control purposes and routed through the
Propulsion Multiplexer (PHUX) or Power Management Control (PNC):
- Fan Speed (1)
- Core speed (2)
- Throttle Lever Angle (TLA)
- Fuel Flow (NF)
- Main Fuel Flow Torque Motor Current (ThC)
- LP Turbine Inlet Temperature (T49)

B. Additional signals required for Engine Monitoring which are routed through
the PtIJX:
- Fan Discharge Static Pressure (PS14)
- Compressor Inlet Pressure (P25)
- Compressor Inlet Temperature (T25)
- Compressor Discharge Static Pressure (PS3)
- Compressor Discharge Temperature (T3)
- LP Turbine Inlet Pressure (P4g)
- LP Turbine Discharge Temperature (T5)
- Variable Bypass Valve Position (VBV)
- Variable Stator Vane Position (VSV)

C. Additional signals required for Engine Monitoring but not routed through
the PWJX or PMC:
- #1 Bearing (Fan) Internal Accelerometer
- Alternate Fan Frame External Accelerometer (Optional)
- Compressor Rear Frame External Accelerometer
- Nacelle (core compartment) Temperature (TNAC)

D. Aircraft parameters required for engine monitoring (not including anti-ice
and bleed discretes):
- Pressure Altitude (PO)
- Total Air Temperature (TAT)
- Aircraft Mach No. (MN)
- Other instrumentation available as part of the inflight data record

consisting of oil temperature, oil pressure and oil quantity.

The interfaces with the PMUX and P14C are shown in Figure No. 2.

CF6-80C Fan Compartment Interface
Wiring and Connector Schematic

core : 11 (.Arcrft connector
tunclion -4, s. GE condition mon"rn connitoor

box I GE performance and controls connector
-GE neoele connector

*T3 GE condition monitoring PMUX kift
Supplied equipmentNot shown am P814. P25. P49. and PS3

Fue _ l - EtN

o fo C i ESN ou I b

Figure 2_ .
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The PMUX is mounted on the engine fan case. Electrical leads are combined in a
harness and routed from the core to the fan compartment and to the PMUX. The
pressure sensors (sources) are connected by tubing to the pressure transducers
which are contained within the PIMUX unit. In addition a raw N2 (core) signal is
routed to the PHUX and an ARINC data link connects the PMC to the PMUX. Thus. the
PHUX accepts analog and digital inputs from various added and existing engine
sensors. These inputs are conditioned, multiplexed, and converted to digital
format (ARINC 429) for output to the Aircraft Integrated Monitoring System (AIMS).

In addition, an encoded Engine Serial Number plug (ESN), lanyarded to the fan
case, interfaces with the PN.X and provides the means for "Tagging" acquired data
with the appropriate engine serial number.

A more detailed description of the hardware is contained in Ref. 1.

Instrumentation for the Full Authority Digital Controlled (FADEC) CF6-80C2B
1F/DIF and CFM56-5 is similar to that described above, but the system no longer
requires a separate PMUX. The functions of the PI4JX are contained within the FADEC
which provides the signal conditioning and the digital interface with the aircraft.
The parameters which required an analogue interface (e.g. vibration) still require
that interface in this first generation of FADEC controlled engines. It is
anticipated that future applications, such as the GE36 engine for the UOFIM, will
possess a purely digital link with the aircraft. (See Figure No. 3). The majority
of the engine monitoring, fault Isolation and detection will be performed on
engine. Space and flexibility considerations are presently dictating that there be
two on-engine boxes, one for control and flight critical purposes and the other for
engine monitoring.

Option for Proposed Advanced System
Eng. alt. pwr

Eng, cont. -'
Paras.t
Dispatchn i)

J[ < > ][EMS data

Engine G dAircraft storage

All others a m

Op,,ona
epanded Power
Param. d l a(Module analysis)

Figure 3

Ground-Based Engine onitortn

The flow of engine monitoring data Is shown in Figure No. 4. The Ground-based
Engine Monitoring (GEN) system provides the capability of handling a wide range of
engine thermodynamic and mechanical functions (see Figure No 5) within a single
very flexible program. The software was developed as a co-operative effort

involving GE and a group of airlines (originally KLM, Lufthansa and SAS). The
resulting design is shown in Figure No. 6.

Ah.
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Schematic of Engine Monitoring
Information Flow

AC 1004kADEI (AIMS)

Reportii/Caette/ACARS

Figure 4

Ground-based Engine Monitoring System
Analysis Functions

Function Purpose
On-wing temper* Analyze cruise gas path data to determine overall

engine and module health

Test cell temper* Analyze acceptance test gas path data to determine
overall engine and module health

Takeoff margin assessment Analyze takeoff data to determine the EGT margin of
the engine

Control schedule analysis Compare measured control variables to nominal
schedules and limits

Vibration trend analysis Compare measured vibrations to limits to identify
potential imbalances

Fan rotor Imbalance Use measured fan vibration amplitude and phase angle
to determine balance weights to oorrect fan imbalance

Fleet average Compute fleet statiics for engine family and
dent low pedorming engines

-For Mett .flrV module paommnmc eavmom rno

Figure 5

" I.
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GEM Software System Architecture

ArcraA I " User',
Installed CalculationsIntaAir,. l Nine I IE;,,

data Editing ConfiguraionI I ConfigurDation Ba

Generate Engine
"Airline Input GEM Hisiory

Test Cell Data

Maintenance reports Alert Message Trend plots, etc.

Figure 6

The GEM program monitors and analyzes performance trends, take-off margin,
control schedules, vibration trends and fan rotor imbalances. In addition, it
incorporates the Turbine Engine Module Performance Estimation Routine (TEMPER), a
program used to diagnose engine modular performance in airline test cells. GEM
extends the TEMPER program to the analysis of installed cruise data in order to
provide modular performance estimates and trends.

The GEM system started as a GE/Airline team effort for the CF6-80A3 engine on
the Airbus A310-200 aircraft. GE Aircraft Engines, KLM. Lufthansa and SAS, along
with Airbus Industrie, worked together to define, develop, implement and refine
this extensive monitoring system. CFM International and other airlines using GEM
have joined this effort during recent years. GE's participation has included the
development of the GEM nucleus of analytical functions, within a mutually agreed
software structure, to manage the data flow. A general architecture for GEM is
shown in Figure No. 7. On the airline side, each user has developed individual

GEM Software Architecture
update xtrMe

Dm control sum
fie fie file

Fleet ~ ~~Retrieve Cmue~Ij
Ste re rent and stor eromalyi

rawes data flecion avddrales

daa DFigure 7

Flee kR i te" comput-avrg nin n tr
...... s daanwaeae
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software to pre-process the engine data and has defined output display formats in a
manner compatible with their own operation. Further, they have contributed to the
overall design and implementation of the system. A description of implementation
of GEM monitoring at KLM and Lufthansa can be found in Ref. 2 and Ref. 3.

As the GEM program has been implemented the airlines have started to rely on
alert summary reports to monitor the engine trends for their fleets instead of
daily examination of individual trend charts. The engine trend analyst at each
airline interrogates the alert summaries and can obtain supplemental information
using a menu of available plots in order to investigate any particular alert.
Generally. previous trends for the engine are retrieved from the airline's history
files, which might Include codes indicating maintenance performed on the engine.
Based on this examination, the analyst will recommend appropriate actions. Efforts
continue to fine-tune the trend recognition routine in order to reduce some of the
unnecessary alerts.

Another significant advance is the use of cruise acquired vibration data to
perform fan trim balances without expensive ground runs. Lufthansa has
successfully used this procedure to balance their CF6-8OA3 fans to keep fan
vibrations well below limits using an auxiliary PC program which they developed and
which will be incorporated in GEM at a later date. The benefit to Lufthansa, in
addition to the avoidance of ground runs, is extended life for accessories and
parts (such as brackets) which are affected by high vibration. In this system,
both fan vibration amplitude and unbalance phase angle are acquired during cruise.
Back on the ground, these data are used to project appropriate weight changes;
these are done by changing the configuration of the balance bolts. When fan
vibration trends increase, the airline can make corrections based on cruise data
alone, without extensive (and expensive) ground operation. Similarly, engine
control parameters -- Variable Stator Vane (VSV) setting, Variable Bypass Valve
(VBV) position, and torque motor current -- are monitored to promote maximum fuel
efficiency.

Some Airlines have added a number of features to integrate the GEM system with
their own operations. These include features to process, store and present GEM
data automatically. KLM retrieves data from their on-board system using cassette
tapes containing data sampled throughout the flight from which readings are
selected for batch GEN processing. Lufthansa, on the other hand, uses optical
scanners to read data from its on-board system's printed reports; these are then
loaded into the main computer via their worldwide reservation system. Lufthansa
has thus developed a virtual real-time system in which GEM results are available to
their analyst within a few hours of the airplane's landing. These GEM results are
also available to GE via a direct data link, provided by Lufthansa, between the GE
Product Support Center in Cincinnati and Frankfurt, Germany.

GEM was originally designed for the CF6-8OA3 in the A310-200 application but it
has been expanded over a period of years to incorporate various GE/CFMI engines and
applications, the latest of which is the CFM56-5 in the A320 (see Figure No. 8).
The prime purpose of the latest software release is to include this first FADEC
controlled engine as part of what is now known as "universal" GEM. Instrumentation
limitations on certain engines do not allow for the implementation of all
analytical functions to all engines. The functions available by engine model are
shown in Figure No. 9.

OPERATIONlAL EXPERINC

Considerable operational experience has been obtained from the CF6-8OA3
engine. This experience is now being extended with the CF6-80 and CFM56 families
of engines. A number of problems have occurred all of which have been addressed in
latest releases.

o Pressure transducers were affected by service generated contamination and
moisture. Design changes to the transducer and pressure tubes were
required in order to overcome the problem.

mm _4~
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Latest GEM Engine/Aircraft Applications

A300 A300 A310 A320 B737 B747 B7471 8767 DC-10 A310

-200 4W0 -200 -300 -200 -300 -300 -30 -300

CF6-80A3 X

CF6-80C2 X X X X X

CF6-500/C + X X

CF6-5002 X X

CF6-50E2 X X

CFM56-3 X

CFMW65 X]II

Figure 8

Universal GEM Analytical MonitoringFunctions
M lW kction CF6-0A CFO-802 CF-50C CF&OC2/E21 CFM56-3 -CFM56-5

A) on wingperformance Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (3) Yes (3)
analss (1)

9) Test celfperformance Yes Yes Yes Yes yes No

Q) T/0 EGT margaJ Yes Yes Yes yes Yes Yes
SLOATL (2)

D) SLAT. with cruise Yes Yes yes Yes Yes Yes
update

E) Engine controls (2) Yes Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A
F) V~rslion trm*din(2) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (4) Yes
G) Fan rotor imbalance (2) Yes Yes (5) N/A N/A NO No
H) Reduced fan speed NO No Yes Yes No NO

Suma
1) ON monitor"g(AIMS) yes yes Yes Yes yes Yes

J) UMN excesdance yes Yes yes Yes Yes Yes
K) Trend recognition yes yes yes yes yes Yes
L) Mrscaelnsous alerts (2) Yes Yes Yes yes Yes Yes
M) Fleet verage yes yes yes Yes Yes Yes
N) Simujation yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (S) No
0) Nacelle temperature Yes INo INo NO No No

NIA No, Owrfte.
2I sho,0fla braN Sled or roej d'uu 4) Tw of Wo Pointh WW 9
(2) O.w-n -*4 (5) VbIWM 090Wbft 04 $ds O n04 mft
(3) TrWm nbft w4 (no rafts uWyI (5) Tom cda"

Figure 9

o Low input impedance cockpit instrumentation affected the shared EGT signal.

o Incompatibilities were generated due to late and seemingly Insignificant
design changes between the LVDT sensor and the PW.JX which provides
excitation and sIgnal conditioning.

o Initial software trend shift recognition and alerting features produced an
unacceptable number of false or unnecessary warnings to the airline
analysts. These continue to be refined based on operating experience.

o Initial cruise trends exhibited an unacceptable amount of scatter.
Replacement cruise reference baselines were required which better matched
the engine operating characteristics in revenue service.
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Lufthansa are reporting quantifiable savings through diligent use of the

system. It is reported that early failure detection, reduction in the number of
line station removals, optimum scheduling, "cold" fan trim balancing and improved
engine/module management are providing reductions in material. manpower,
maintenance, fuel and overhaul repair costs. Other non-quantifiable benefits are
also reported such as reduced out-of-service time, reduced secondary damage.
improved flight safety standards, improved troubleshooting and the ability to
handle large fleets.

A number of recommendations can be made in terms of general monitoring system
activity:

Hardware:

o The engine monitoring program should be established up front. Design of
auxiliary systems subsequent to design of the basic engine and
configuration hardware adds expense and "less than best" compromises.

o The engine monitoring system. including the off-engine software, should be
approached just like any other engine sub-system. It should be included on
all factory and flight test engines and certified like any other engine
sub-system.

o A thorough analysis of electrical characteristics both between components
within the system and between the various interfacing aircraft systems is
essential. Certain sensors and instruments are sometimes derivatives from
earlier systems and are included to maintain commonality of hardware.
Their operation in the new system can prove to be incompatible. Use of
cockpit instrumentation with low input impedance characteristics must be
avoided.

Software:

o Sufficient time must be provided to develop and check out such a software
system between the definition of the specification requirements and the
implementation in a production environment.

o Development of a new software system concept will benefit from initial
prototype application to gain operating experience which can be used to
finalize the software design.

o A design/development team with strong airline participation can address the
real operating conditions and requirements for the monitoring system. The
system's value will thereby be greatly enhanced.

o Too much initial flexibility and optional operating modes slows down

development and can overwhelm new users.

o Standard and rigid interfaces are required for the software system.

o It must be possible to refine the system as operation experience dictates.

Military and commercial operators have traditionally taken different approaches
to engine monitoring. The airlines have historically been interested in
performance monitoring. They ask, "Is the engine performance trend changing, and
if so, what maintenance will we need to schedule?" The military, on the other
hand, has been more interested in Line Replaceable Units, fault Isolation and
engine go/no-go decision-making using existing indication and conitrol parameters.
They ask "Is the engine available and will it complete a mission; if not, what do
we have to do to fix it?"
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Today's monitoring systems have improved to the point where both groups are
finding them cost-efficient and effective. As with many good things, success does
not come without a major contribution from the users themselves. Today GE's custo-
mers know what they want and why they want it. They are prepared to dedicate
personnel who will understand, maintain, and utilize the system.

In the future, analysis of on-wing modular performance promises to better
manage engine maintenance. Some organizations envision the time when shop
refurbishment workscopes might be largely defined prior to engine removal based on
the assessment of modular performance changes. This would be far more efficient
than the "once-we-get-it-apart-we'll-know-what-we- have-to-do" method of engine
analysis. Future airline plans might include the reduction or avoidance of test
cell acceptance runs, refined cycle counting, APU health monitoring and improved
integrated aircraft performance monitoring.

The success of the A310/CF6-8OA3 GEM system has led to expansion of the
monitoring capabilities to other applications. Universal GEM includes monitoring
capabilities for the CF6-80C2, CF6-50, CFM56-3 and CFM56-5 in addition to the
CF6-8OA3. It provides a single monitoring system to use with all the CF6 and CFMI
engine models. Refinement of the monitoring software continues based on airline
operational experience. Use of GEM has been restricted to a limited but expanding
number of airlines during this development period. At the beginning of 1988, GEM
is operational at Air Frame, KLM, Lufthansa and SAS with efforts underway to
install the system at Air Inter, Air Portugal (TAP), Quantas and Thai International
later in the year.

Engine monitoring systems are coming of age. Recent advances have included:

o Development of miniaturized electronics which can exist in a harsh
environment.

o Introduction of digital controls on an increasing number of engines such as
the CFM56-5 and CF6-80CZ. Digital controls reduce the need for unique
monitoring instrumentation, provide highly accurate, reliable digital data
and perform improved fault isolation.

o Development of software analysts techniques and availability of computer
facilities to guide troubleshooting, maintenance, logistic support and
planning.

Military and commercial philosophies will come together in the next generation
of advanced engines which will incorporate performance monitoring, modular health
analysis, Line Replaceable Unit fault isolation, vibration monitoring, fan trim
balance and control system programs. Such systems can reduce ground support, make
the engine easier to support, track warranty provisions, control, and reduce the
cost of ownership for all users.
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DISCUSSION

H.J. LICHTFUSS

You have mentioned many airlines which are using your system and others

which are interested. But all these airlines are European. Why are

the US airlines not interested in this system?

Author's Reply:

The observation is correct that only European airlines are currently

using GE Aircraft Engine's expanded monitoring capabilities. Additional

European, Asian and Australian operators are implementing the expanded

monitoring capability.

On the other hand, the US airlines use "basic" engine trending proce-

dures. It is important that individual airlines select approaches to

monitoring which are consistent with their own engine maintenance prac-

tices. Additional airline resources are required in order to introduce

and maintain the extended monitoring capabilities.

N.J. SAPSARD

1. What differences, if any, have you found between instrumentation

requirements for performance and control?

2. What "snapshot" length do you use for the three windows you describe?

3. Can you correlate the data collected during the cruise, the take-

off and testcell conditions?

4. What is your diagnosis success rate, are there modules particularly

difficult to diagnose?

5. Is your system a ground based system which can accept data from

any EMU supplier, rather than a combined airborne/ground system?

Author's Reply:

1. In the current systems providing expanded measurments for monitoring,

PRUX and additional sensors were designed to yield accurate, reliable

and repeatable data for monitoring. Similar sensors are included in

the new digital engine controls (FADEC) which provide suitable signals

for monitoring.

2. The onboard DNU's (data management units) have been programmed with

different criteria used to acquire appropriate T/ readings and stable

cruise measurements. The T/O readings are taken over a relatively short

period of time due to the transient conditions. These are generally

triggered to provide consistent conditions near the maximum EGT. At

cruise conditions, the consistent data quality is sought by establishing

a criteria requiring stable engine and aircraft cruise data at the

airline's desired frequency. Thus an overly restrictive selection cri-

teria might result in insufficient monitoring data, while wider tole-

rance bands or shorter time frames might produce inacceptable data

scatter.

3. Monitoring data collected at various operating conditions (cruise,

takeoff and testcell) generally are not correlated in the current ver-

sion of the GEM software. However there is a GEM feature which produces

estimates of T/O EGT margin (or outside air t
0 

limit - OATL) based

on changes in EGT trends.

4. The GEM modular analysis routine is designed to statistically provide

the most probable assessement of engine health based on measurements

of the expanded instrumentation. Our experience has been that deviations

in the performance of the high pressure components can be detected

more readily than the separation of the low pressure component devia-

tions between the fan and low pressure turbine.

' 4,L
"*7
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5. The data input to the GEN program is required to be in a specific

format that was mutually agreed upon by GE and the participating air-

lines. GEN is not linked with any particular acquisition system. It

is assumed.* however, that the input meaurents have been accurately

acquired under appropriate conditions.
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THE ADVAITAGE OF A THRUST RATING CONCEPT
RSED ON Till R9199 ZUMU

P. Theimer

MTU Motoren- und Turbinen-Union NMnchen GmbH
Dachauer Str. 665, 8000 Ndnchen 50

Federal Republic of Germany

SUMNARY

The control system of the R3199 engine was designed for a rating, using the
HP-turbine inlet temperature as a limiter. The engine has now been in service for
seven years and still uses the original concept throughout all fleets in United
Kingdom, Italy and Germany, although new digital engine control units are being
introduced which will allow considerable improvements.

For some fleets a thrust rating concept based on the original control system
design has been installed recently. In this paper the concept is described and the
procedure explained. A comparison is made between the existing full thrust concept at
the maximum cleared HP turbine temperature and the applied thrust rating concept.
Besides the basic behaviour of seal gaps, the influence of thrust rating in view of
the life usage of life-limited parts as well as in the change of the maintenance
material costs is explained. The assumptions for the comparison with their backround
are decribed. Finally, a refined thrust rating concept is introduced. This concept is
based on the existing turbine blade temperature schedule but trimmed so that with the
existing DECU, an automatic thrust compensation setting for engine deterioration and
varying ambient temperatures is possible for take-off and in-flight conditions. The
basic assumptions for the refined system are explained and the fundamental control
laws for verification are described.

SYMBOLS

DECU Digital engine control unit

DF Deterioration factor

EFH Engine flying hours

F Engine thrust

FAR Fuel air ratio

LCF Low cycle fatigue

MFN Fuel flow, main engine

NFR Fuel flow, reheat

MECU Main engine control unit (analog system)

MMC Maintenance material costs

NL Low-pressure spool speed

MI Intermediate-pressure spool speed

NH High-pressure spool speed

OLMOS On-board life consumption monitoring system

Pso/Too Static atmospheric pressure/temperature

Pto Total rem pressure

PLA Pilot's lever angle

Ttl Total temperature at engine inlet

TBT Turbine blade temperature (IP turbine)

R/H Reheat

SOT HP-turbine stator outlet temperature

INTRODUCTION

The owner of a fighter fleet demands that the thrust offer of the engine, the
flight readiness, and the cost of ownership are well balanced and optimized for the

41.
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individual mission requirements. The thrust setting influences these parameters con-
siderably.

The customer may decide to run engines over their lifetime to full available
thrust (i.e. constant cleared SOT) in order to fulfil specific mission requirements.
The thrust rating concept however best fulfils the demands for easier mission planning
and better flight readiness at lower cost of ownership.

The RB199 engine and its control system has been designed for a limiting HP
turbine stator outlet temperature rating. This concept was maintained thoughout the
whole development programme and in the production phase. Although nowadays fleets in
the United Kingdom and West Germany are being equipped with digital engine control
units the basic control laws of the main engine control unit (analog system) have been
maintained for simularity and interchangeability reasons.

With a careful choice of suitable existing engine parameters and the definition
of a manageable procedure however a thrust rating concept has been established, which
is now in use at several wings.

In this paper the applied thrust rating procedure and its benefits are explained.
With the use of a DECU with its flexibility and capacity a refined thrust rating and
automatic setting procedure can be introduced, which maintains the specific RB199
control parameters but ensures a constant thrust offer for take off and in flight,
which in turn influences mission planning and flying beneficially.

The RB199 ENGINE (Fig. 1)

The RB199 engine is a three-spool, turbofan with an afterburner and is of modular
construction. The bypass ratio is -'1.2. The engine delivers more than 70% of reheat
boost and is cleared for more than 1600 K stator outlet temperature at combat con-
ditions.

The engine was initially designed in the late sixties, but has been repeatedly
uprated in order to meet changing perfonance requirements because of higher aircraft
weight and changed mission demands. The engine is being developed from the existing
70 kN combat thrust level and is approaching the 80 kN class, where requirements such
as a specifically high DRY rating at certain flight conditions with thrust increases
of more than 25% can be offered.

The main features of the uprated versions are

- Redesigned upflowed LP/HP compressors and HP/IP turbines

- Use of single-crystal HP/IP turbine blades

- Brush seals

- Digital engine control unit

- Extended jet pipe for improved reheat boost (optional)

None of these features with the exception of the DECU's and the extended jet pipe
for some wings are actually in service yet. Consequently the considerations in this
paper exclude the engines with the later features but concentrate on the existing
engine fleet which since 1980 has accumulated more than 700,000 engine flying hours.
For example the life factor of turbine blades relates exclusively to equiaxed
high-temperature-resistant alloy.

The basic control system concept is shown in Fig. 2. The dual-lane control system
is characterized by linear control of the high-pressure spool speed i.e. a pilot's
lever an 1e conforms to a high-pressure spool speed. Besides several limiters, such as
N , N,/)( and N the IP turbine blade temperature is used to control the HP turbine
skato outlet temperature limit.

In the normal usage range the maximum SOT is limited by two independent and
individually set IP turbine blade temperatures which are measured by optical
pyrometers and processed in separate amplifiers and separate channels in the MECU for
the maximum fuel flow limitation.

The TBT is scheduled over Ttl as shown in Fig. 3. The slopes are designed so as to

- give a SOT increase over Ttl as required for the mission (L/H slope) in view of
thrust

- give an absolute temperature limit to avoid extreme life usage or overheating

- restore SOT with falling Pto (L/H, upper region of the flight envelope)

- on combat selection, raise the TBT by a ATBT combat to gain max. thrust con-
ditions

.44
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The limiting parameter at normal conditions is therefore always the SOT over the
TOT as the control parameter.

The TBT can be measured relatively close to the combustion chamber an the
pyrometer can be installed outside the main gas stream in the turbine casing. The TBT
as a control parameter measured by a pyrometer ensures a quick response and avoids
detrimental overawings during engine transient conditions. This is not only
advantageous in view of life usage of turbine and LCF parts due to temperature and

speed peak suppressions, but also ensures more stable control parameters for the
reheat nozzle area and the fuel flow during accelerations to reheat conditions, which
is required especially during the ignition phase. Special care had to be taken in
order to avoid excessive sooting of the pyrometer lens, which occurred in the early
phase. With the present configuration, slight lens sooting still occurs but its
influence on the TST readings is known and severe interference to the T&T control
concept can be avoided by corrective maintenance.

The basic engine rating concept is a constant temperature limiting concept with a
decreasing thrust over time depending an engine deterioration. Fig. 4 shows the
fundamental dependence between HP turbine temperature, thrust, N and N speeds over
time when the engine is set at constant SOT. The basic deterioraion cJve is
characterized by a slope, which initially has a steeper gradient but flattens at
longer running times. The degradation in the first period is the result of blade tip
and labyrinth seal wear caused by thermal expansion and dynamic deflection of rotors
and structural parts under manoeuvre loads. These effects diminish after the 'rub-in
period'. At longer running times, a small but normally constant degradation process
follows, which results generally from

a) Erosion of seal coatings, resulting in diminished efficieny of the seals

b) Higher roughnesses on gas-washed parts caused by foreign particles in the air

and/or attack by constituents such as sulphur, vanadium and chlorides.

c) Compressor blade fouling

Bearing these basic relationships in mind, it has to be ensured that the actual
thrust in flight is always above the minimum acceptable level. Performance checks are
therefore carried out periodically to ensure that the thrust requirements are met and
that the temperature (TBT) limit is set correctly. Between these checks the engine
health is monitored by pre-flight 'placard checks' at which the NH has to be within a
set placard tolerance.

The performance check is carried out on the basis of correlation curves as shown
in Fig. 5. The basis for the check of the dry performance is the N /F relationship and
its dependency on T . Using these parameters for individual enginks, the accuracy of
thrust setting is wlhin 1% initially and does not exceed 1.5% at high flying hours.
The NL over T line in Fig. 5b decribes the N for a constant SOT setting i.e. it
gives a varyiA thrust over T 1 . With the detehorating engine the SOT limit shifts
the N line downwards where it crosses the N minimum acceptance line, which
repreoents the minimum acceptable thrust of he engine. The reject limit needs to be
defined correspondingly.

For the reheated engine the fuelling (FAR) of the reheat burners is scheduled
over the nozzle area such that the required fan working line is achieved. For a
fleet of engines such as the RB199 which is in service since seven years (stabilized
conditions), the reheat thrust over the dry thrust can be expressed accurately over
the reheat fuel/air ratio (see Fig. 5c).

In fact, the flight personnel use tables and formulae for the execution of the
performance checks and settings.

THRUST RATING CONCEPT

With the given control system concept an entirely nominal thrust rating (Fig. 6)

cannot be verified, but a good approximation is possible.

Subject to the performance checks being satisfactory, a lower setting based on
the deterioration curve (Fig. 4) plus resetting in the field at appropriate intervals
leads to the conditions shown in Fig. 7. The intervals in this stepped deterioration
curve need to be defined so as to achieve a maximum in SOT saving at a minimum of
setting effort. The temperature savings over time indicate the potential life usage
reduction.

The actual setting and check procedures for the dry and reheated engine are
executed as described and shown in Fig. 5a and 5c. But in this case the determining
setting value is not the SOT, but the minimum acceptable thrust plus an increment for
the setting tolerance and for the expected deterioration over time until the next
setting and performance check. Fig. 8 shows the limiting N versus T,1 for this
procedure. For the deteriorating engine the SOT limit corrilated over a N line cuts
in the higher ambient temperature region first. The reject level is met wen the
minimum acceptable'thrust is no longer achieved at the given day ambient temperature.
The first resetting of a new engine after 50 hrs would be beneficial, but for the sake

-* •
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of a procedure con to all engines in service, resetting is carried out in 100 hrs
intervals only throughout the life of the engine. The performance check and resetting
are presently carried out as a scheduled maintenance activity.

The effect of the thrust rating compared with a temperature rating in view of
seal gaps, low cycle fatigue and hot gas path parts and their influence on maintenance
material costs is explained below.

SEAL GAP BZEAVIOUR

The experience shows that the slope of the deterioration curve (Fig. 4) is nearly
independent of the level of thrust the engine is set initially. Thrust rating an
engine reduces the wear on blade tip and labyrinth seals which contributes to the
overall benefit. The lesser wear in the initial phase achieved by thrust rating thus
gives a greater SOT reduction, which in turn increases the improvement in life.

In the following, the technical backround and the magnitude of benefit are
illustrated by way of an example.

Fig. 9a shows the arrangement of the main air seal of the engine behind the
HP compressor, which is a four-fin labyrinth-type seal with a pre-profiled static
member. Fig. 9b shows the relative movement of one seal fin against the static member
during acceleration, deceleration and at steady state running. The diagram shows that
the rotating and static members could not be perfectly matched in their time-dependent
movements. During acceleration the seal opens temporarily. On deceleration however the
seal rubs in, which determines the permanent seal gap at steady state running.

Thrust rating of the engine reduces the centrifugal force and thermal expansion
especially during the early running period due to the lower speeds and temperatures. A
comparable situation indicates the dotted line of Fig. 9b. The lesser rub of the seal
on an deceleration results in a steady state seal gap reduction. As Fig. 7 illustrates
the benefit on temperature is diminishing over time but the speeds of the thrust rated
engine do never achieve the absolute level of a fully rated new engine.

The effect on the smaller tip seal gaps of the total engine is worth 0,3 - 0,5%
in thrust. As the thrust rated engine is set to a thrust figure the benefit appears as
a SOT saving. (Note: What here appears as an advantage has a detrimental effect in
cases where an engine uprating is by over temperature increases. The bigger seal wears
have to be taken into accounti)

INFLUENCE ON LIFED ITEMS

For life considerations the SOT setting is the determining parameter. A variety
of settings is in use by the wings operating the RB199 engine depending on their
thrust requirements.

The most significant are

- Setting to full cleared SOT over the lifetime and accepting a decreasing thrust
according to engine deterioration

- Thrust rating as described above to different minimum acceptable thrust levels

- Derating the engine, for example, by a ASOT - 30K and keeping that SOT limit.

Derating an engine, for example, by 30K in SOT is a very good means of increasing
the life of LCF controlled parts and hot gas path parts in particular, but the
thrust-level must be adequate for the intended service use.

In the following, derating is ignored, only the thrust rating compared with the
SOT rating concept is considered with regard to the influence on lifed items.

To enable the life benefits afforded by thrust rating to be quantified,
comparable conditions need to be defined accurately. The principles underlying this
paper are given in Fig. 10. The minimum acceptable thrust and maximum acceptable SOT
are taken to be the same in both concepts. Whereas in the full SOT rating concept,
such maintenance activities as compressor washing and module replacements, mainly
because of

- life-limited parts

- defects

- performance loss

lead to restoration of the thrust level, such activities would result in a SOT
reduction within the thrust rating concept (Fig. 10, bottom). The SOT reduction over
the engine lifetime indicates the potential life saving.

-. .
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EFFECT ON LCF LIFE

The basis for the design of I8199 LW parts was missions defined by customers.
According to the safe life concept, which clears life only up to a defined initial
crack, the calculated life is confirmed by spin tests. Using sample parts from
service, confirmatory spin tests are carried out to achieve and maintain full life
clearance.

The calculated life usage based on the given missions is nowadays refined by life
counting systems such as OLMWS, which are being introduced for TORNADOS in service
with the German Air Force.

Fig. 11 shows an example of a mission plot. It can be seen that thrust rating
results in the peaks being cut off. But there is another influence which has to be
taken into account. With lower maximum thrust, the mission profile will change ber.ause
for an acceleration from a certain flight condition to another, the lower thrust
engine must run longer on maximum conditions, for example. A very detailed
investigation would be required to quantify these influences. Whereas for 'cold' LCF
parts, which depend only on centrifugal force and cycle, such changes have hardly any
influencel with thermally-sensitive (i.e. 'hot') LCF parts, however, a longer soak
period influences the life usage rate. An acceptable first approach however is a life
calculation excluding the altered mission effect. The gain in LCF life can then be
determined. It is 3 - 5% on 'cold' LCF parts, and 2.51 on 'hot' LCF parts on an
average.

These life increases may not be economically usable in reality, because the
various components of a module have different lives and consequently those parts with
the shortest lives determine when parts have to be exchanged; meaning that the life of
certain components may not be fully utilized. The usable life improvement depends very
much on the basic lifes of the parts in comparison with the life of the engine. If the
frequency of pert exchanges in the life of the engine is not altered by the relatively
small life increase quoted above, really nothing can be gained.

The introduction of a life-counting system such as OLMOS for the German wings
will improve the determination of life usage drastically. It will indicate not only
differences between the SOT and thrust rating, for example, but also the more
significant effects of the different missions of all wings.

EFFECT ON HOT GAS PATH COMPONENTS

The hot gas path parts benefit directly from the lower temperature level, but
also from the somewhat lower speeds. The life-usage reduction depends on the basic
life of the parts, the deterioration slope of the engine (expressed by the gradient
and in total), the failure mode of the relevant parts and the maintenance concept for
the individual project. The RS199 utilizes the on-condition concept, i.e. there is no
strict life limitation for the hot gas path parts. The condition of the parts is
monitored and maintenance is carried out as required.

The gain in life is greatly influenced by the resetting interval. Fig. 12 shows
the dependence of the life increase on the resetting interval, taking a HPT blade as
an example. The figures are only valid for one engine standard or type with its
specific deterioration rate and for one standard of blade with its specific failure
mode. It shows the life improvement for the primary failure mode. The resetting
interval of 100 hrs as applied in the German fleets for thrust-rated engines is a
compromise between life benefit and maintenance effort. A considerable life potential
could be utilized by shorter resetting intervals of 50 or 25 hours. As the gradient of
the deterioration slope (Fig. 4) is steepest at the begin of service, shorter
resetting intervals in this phase would have a significant effect. If the resetting
intervals are normally 100 hrs, but if two 50 hrs resetting intervals are inserted
after each maintenance activity the effect will be noticeable.

Fig. 12 was plotted using an average deterioration factor, defined as

Fin
DF = Fn 

F 0  
00 +1 (9) with

DF - deterioration factor (0)

Fin - thrust at start of service (kN)

F30 0 - thrust after 300 engine flying hours (kN)

The definition of the deterioration factor is based on the experience that after
300 hours the engine has achieved stable conditions and that the 1% allowance for
further deterioration is on average adequate to cover the period up to the first
maintenance activity.

Based on the assumptions described at the beginning of this chapter as well as on
a resetting interval of 100 hrs throughout the life of the engine, the thrust rating
concept results in life increases in the primary failure modes of the individual parts
as follows:

'_ _ _ I
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1)
Combustion chamber 6% 1)

HP turbine nozzle guide vanes Ilit

HP turbine rotor blade 18%
IP turbine nozzle guide vanes 17%
IP turbine blades 311
LP turbine blading - I

1) The life of the combustion chamber and HP/IP nozzle guide vanes is largely
determined by the on-condition concept. These parts are most often not rejected
because of having attained a primary failure mode life limit, but because of
cracks, overheating, local burns etc., which do not allow the parts to be used for
further service.

2) The LP turbine blade life is longer than the engine life, therefore there is no
gain in the primary mode failure but only a saving in part-usage thanks to the
reduction of secondary defects caused by the increased life of the parts of the
preceding stages.

INFLUENCE ON COST OF OWNERSHIP

The total life cycle costs for a fighter engine are made up of

- Development and certification costs
- Production costs
- Operation and support costs

The influence of the changed life of the parts on the maintenance material costs
which directly affect the operating and support costs, is illustrated below.

The maintenance material costs vary according to the project. They depend greatly
on the production costs and the life of the parts. For a project like the RB199, the
production costs are already established and therefore the biggest impact on the
material costs can be gained by reducing the volume of the part requirements, i.e.
by increasing the life of the individual parts.

Based on the life improvements gained by thrust rating, calculations were carried
out for a fleet using engines at two different thrust levels

a) Using the max cleared SOT as a limit
b) Using a 30K lower SOT as a limit

Only the hot gas path parts are taken into account, since the LCF parts life
increase does not have an impact for the reasons described above. The results
are shown in Fig. 13. It can be clearly seen that the maintenance material cost
reduction is highest at max SOT setting.

The absolute figures emphasize the significant influence on the cost of owner-
ship. It is stressed again that the figures result from the comparison as described
where the maximum SOT and the minimum acceptable thrust are the same in both methods,
namely the constant SOT and the constant thrust rating concepts.

PROPOSAL FOR A REFINED CONCEPT FOR THE THRUST RATING

The introduction of the digital engine control unit means that a considerably
improved and refined thrust-rating control concept can be employed without the need
for hardware (instrumentation, control parameters) changes; only the DECU Software
requires changing. Although the thrust can be described by different engine parameters
such as HPC delivery pressure or turbine outlet pressure, which can be related to the
nozzle pressure ratio, it is recommended to continue to use the well-proven NL as the
thrust parameter.

The basis of the proposed concept is

- To maintain the TBT control, which ensures quick and reliable readings and best
represents the hot gas components life parameter (SOT)

- To use an individual NL = f (F) for engine deterioration compensation

- To schedule the TBT according to the in-flight requirements

- To trim the TBT for compensating the influence of ambient temperature on the thrust

According to the proposed concept

- On request the TBT is set automatically by a DECU logic on the ground to a value
required to maintain constant thrust

- The TBT schedule is trined so as to maintain the required thrust over the Mach-
number (within the flight envelope) irrespective of the ambient day temperature
conditions. The required TBT trim is derived automatically and set in short inter-
vals in flight by a DECU logic based on the comparison of the observed with the
calculated ISA day engine inlet temperature.

__ _ __ _I
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A fixed TT 'tent' schedule as the final overall limiter ensures that the limiting
SOT figures will not be exceeded.

Compared with the thrust rating procedure now in use, in the improved concept,
the TBT it is set according to the deterioration level on request and there will be
full day temperature compensation on thrust continuously on the ground and during
flight.

Basically for the procedure, the thrust requirements on the ground and over the
flight envelope at ISA conditions need to be defined and expressed in a TBT schedule.
In this TBT schedule, the specific requirements of the aircraft user can be expressed
as verified for the Tornado and shown in Fig. 3. The procedure is described in more
detail on the basis of the TBT 'tent'-shaped schedule below. But fundamentally it can
be applied to any schedule which has adequate distance to a limiting schedule, i.e.
there has to be an adequate thrust margin for the concept for the specific
application. A detailed feasibility study is therefore required for the individual
customer to ensure correct predictions in view of the performance level and life
situation in question.

ENGINE DETERIORATION COMPENSATION

The basis for the thrust on the deteriorating engine is the F/N relationship
which remains adequately constant over the usage time as described. kith the
deteriorating, i.e. less efficient engine, the F/IL relationship increases slightly,
ensuring that the min. acceptable thrust is always achieved or slightly exceeded.
(This effect derives from the lower energy transfer in the turbines on the
deteriorated engine in relation to the constant exhaust nozzle efficieny. Deteriorated
engines exhibit turbomachinery of lower efficiency, meaning that at a given thrust the
SOT is higher, the NL is somewhat smaller and the energy transfer in the exhaust
nozzle is higher.)

To compensate for the engine deterioration, the TBT is set on the ground. From
the basic relationship of N over T at a constant thrust as shown in Fig. 14, the
TBT for the ISA day can be berived lAd set as shown in Fig. 16. Consequently, this
special point effects the complete TBT schedule for the engine in its existing
deterioration level for the standard day.

The distance between the TST schedule on the ISA day and the limiting 'tent'
schedule indicates the TNT potential available for further engine deterioration on hot
days. For the individual engine usage, the max. TBT for the standard day, which just
ensures the required thrust at higher ambient temperatures, can be defined
accordingly.

The whole procedure of setting the TBT-ISA schedule for the individual engine can be
carried out automatically by the DECU on request if

- the NL and TBT gradients 'over Ttl for constant thrust on ground are given

- the limiting TBT schedule is set and frozen

- the parameters for the floating TBT schedule are given

- the DECU is programmed accordingly

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE

The aim is to maintain the thrust at any Mach number within the flight envelope
irrespective of the day temperature changes. For this, the basic engine thrust setting
has to be defined such that with a normally deteriorated engine, there is still a
sufficient margin to cope with the expected highest ambient temperature level.

Thrust restoration at different day temperature conditions requires the
definition of the T1 deviation from the standard day. The AT can then be used
to define a TBT tril which will ensure that the thrust demandstire met. The procedure
is described below in greater detail.

In flight only the observed engine inlet temperature IT ) is readily available.
The deviation of the observed T from the standard day templature has to be defined.
With the given standard day TsoTIso function the T can be derived iteratively
from the observed Mach number, With the & T I resfiti from the comparison of T
observed with T 1 let (see Fig. 15a) a A TBT for maintaining a constant thrust at
that day conditMiAd n be defined (see Fig. 15b). The two ines in Fig. 15b result
from the TBT schedule (Fig. 3) which has two different slopes over T , the so-called
tent. Consequently for one A Tt, the ATBT for the right hand slope M@eds to be higher
than for the left hand slope.

The ATOT from Fig. 15b is then added to the ISA TNT (Fig. 16), restoring the
thrust level for that day condition.

The limiting TBT schedule has authority against too high ATBT demands i.e. even
excessively deteriorated engines will not be overheated, but they will not maintain

•_ _ _ A
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the demanded thrusts on hotter days. The whole setting procedure is carried out
automatically throughout the life of the engine in intervals as required.

The procedure calls for the existing engine and aircraft parameters. Programming
of the DECU must be carried out as described and in accordance with the diagrams
(Fig. 15 and 16). The reheat thrust setting is maintained as described and shown in
Fig. Sc. By the way in the GAP, reheat setting is already being carried out
automatically on demand. On combat selection, the above procedure applies, but at a
slightly higher TBT threshold, i.e. TBTcombat - TBTmax dry R/H + TBTcombat"

In view of the life usage of life-limited parts a further positive effect in
comparison with the present thrust rating concept can be expected as long as the
engines are used on average under the same climatic conditions (high life usage on hot
days is compensated by low life usage on cold days) and the same thrust level. The
reason lies in the total compensation of engine thrust deterioration all the time,
rendering a deterioration margin over the setting period of for example, 100 hrs
unnecessary. For example, with the HP turbine blade shown in Fig. 12 for the
applied thrust rating concept, the refined concept will result in the full life
increase thanks to the very short intervals. This leads to a further reduction in
maintenance material costs as expressed by the dotted line in Fig. 13.

In summary, the refined constant thrust rating concept uses existing engine
parameters and maintains the TBT as a scheduled temperature limiter but trimmed for
the restoration of the thrusts over the Mach number irrespective of the day
temperature conditions.

With the DECU now available, setting on the ground and resetting in flight can be
carried out automatically, meaning that field maintenance can be reduced.

The concept is not limited just to the RB199 project. Thanks to its flexibility
in being able to accommondate various thrust parameters and to the use of various TBT
schedule slopes as required, it can be applied generally.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The investigations show that changing from a limiting temperature (SOT) concept to a
thrust rating concept decreases the life usage of the engine generally but on hot gas
path parts in particular which reduces the maintenance material costs considerably.
The existing control system concept of the RB199 engine allows the application of a
thrust rating concept without jeopardizing the advantages of the temperature
limitation by a quick response pyrometer system for maximum power conditions. No
additional maintenance effort is required because the required performance check and
resetting intervals can be selected to be in line with already existing maintenance
activities.

Further, with the introduction of the DECU a refined maximum thrust rating concept can
be introduced which does not only provide an automatic re-setting system of the TBT to
compensate thrust losses due to engine deterioration but also ensures a constant
thrust offer irrespective of the ambient day temperature conditions. A further
reduction in life usage of the engine and reduced maintenance efforts result.

The benefit of a constant maximum thrust offer of the engine in view of mission
planning and execution as well as in respect of pilots training needs to be assessed
and quantified by the customer.

The described thrust rating concepts are not limited to the RB199 engine but can be
applied generally on engines for which the relevant basic conditions as the
availability of

- suitable engine parameters for a thrust description

- a reliable, controllable maximum temperature limiting system

- sufficient thrust margin over the minimum requirements to cope with engine
deterioration and hot day thrust requirements

- a suitable engine control unit

is given.

However, the conditions and requirements for the individual application of a suitable
thrust rating concept need to be defined and scrutinized thoroughly to allow a
prediction of the benefits and implications.

..
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o Compact design

Systems Turbine Nzl
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0 Compact gear box 0 High efficiency

Fig. 1 Configuration of the RB199
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Fig. 2 RB199S control system concept
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Fig. 3 RB199 TBT schedule
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DISCUSSION

M. BEAUREGARD
How stable is NL vs Fdry vs time (i.e. deterioration)? Why can a

thrust gauge not be designed to reflect this concept?

What parameter does the pilot fly to? Is it temperature?

Author's Reply:

The relation is very stable. There is only a slight increase of thrust

over time with engine deterioration due to the energy transfer in the

turbomachinery and the thrust nozzle. The NL is used on grouid setting

as a thrust descriptiob,. ,-vt in flight because a reheated engines makes

it very difficult. There are efforts ongoing to design thrust gages

reliable enough for the difficult surroundings they have to work to.

The pilot flies with the pilots lever to an aircraft speed and to a

temperature limit which is set by turbine blad temperature and interacts

C. SPRUNG

Un des problimes A risoudre est d'obtenir une bonne precision pour
Is saisie de Is temperature des aubes de turbines surtout aux limites.

Comment acckdez-vous A cette temprature? Est-ce par mesure directe

ou par caicul?

Author's Reply:

THE S.O.T. cannot be measured reliably because the newer fighter engines

run at temperatures for which no reliable and accurate sensors are

available. The S.O.T. on the RB 199 is calculated for the performance

check. The Turbine Blade Temperature is then set accordingly for the

temperature limit. The TBT controls the temperature limit on ground

and in flight.

- -, - m ia m ae - .
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DE PETim ET MOENNE PILlAN

par

Phpe Vaquca
Expert Principal

Bureau Verim/DBADT
Cedcx 44

92077 Paris La Diebse, Frane

INTROOUCTION

Dans la recherche des mithodes propres A diminuer le coOt de lentretien des turbo-machines de petite et
moyonne puissance, figure la tendance A supprimer les buties fixes que constituent les potentiels entre revisions
des sections chaudes ou des sections froides, tout en conservant bien sOr un suivi des machines suffisant pour
privenir des avaries ou des digts graves en exploitation.

Certains Constructeurs (PRATT ET WHITNEY CANADA, GENERAL ELECTRIC, LYCOMING) ont donc proposi
une mithode basie uniquement sur des relev6s de parametres moteurs en vol et pr6sentie comme susceptible
d'affiner le suivi technique et de permettre de d4clencher les oprations d'entretien et/ou de riparation, au
moins des sections chaudes, uniquement A partir des signatures de pannes.

Lintroduction de ces mdthodes en FRANCE est relativernent rcente et Ilexpois suivant fait un point de
sa mise en oeuvre chez les exploitants franqais.

2 - MATERIEL CONCERNE

Les moteurs dont if est question ici sont les turbo-propulseurs PRATT ET WHITNEY CANADA PT6 A et P1 120,
et GENERAL ELECTRIC CT 7.

Les PT6 sont montis sur bi-moteurs BEECH 90 -99 - 200, DHC 6, EMBRAER P1l0, PIPER PA 31 T et mono-
moteurs PILATUS PC7. Ils sont dans une gamme de puissance allant de 400 i 700 kw.

Le PW 120 est monti sur I'ATR 42 - Puissance : I 500 kW.

Le CT 7 a une puissance de 1 300 kW. II est installi sur SAAB SF 340.

Tous ces appareils sont utilisds en transport rigional, sur des lignes plut8t courtes, en moyenne de I heure,
avec 1/2 heure mini et I heure 112 maxi, et At des altitudes de I'ordre de 3 000 Ai 6 000 m (niveaux 100 - 200).

Au point de vue flotte, il y a en FRANCE 6 opirateurs diclares faisant du Trend Monitoring sur PT6, ayant
de I A 7 appareils pour une flotte d'environ 20 bi-moteurs (soit environ 10 % de la flotte franvaise) ; en
PW 120, il y a 7 exploitants pour un peu moins de 20 avions. En SAAB SF 340 : 3 op6rateurs avec 4 avions.

L'ensemble de ia ilotte mise sous surveillance Trend Monitoring reprisente, A ce jour, environ 80 000 heures
moteur pour PT6, 50 000 pour PW 120 ; moins de 10 000 heures pour le CT 7. Le nombre d'heures augmente
rapidement pour les PW 120.

3 - PRINCIPE

Le "Trend Monitoring" (en franais "Surveillance de livolution des performances) consiste A observer, entre
deux p riodes d'entretien majeur, I'dvolution d'un certain nombre de paramrtres reprisentatifs de l'tat physique
du moteur, portde stir un graphique. En fait, on observe l' volution non pas de la grandeur des paramrtres,
mais de la diffirence entre les paramitres de vol (ramenis en conditions standards) et ceux d'un moteur type
ddfini par le constructeur. Les courbes observEes reprisentent donc les 6volutions de deltas.

Pour le PT6 et le CT 7, on observe les deltas sur 3 pararitres

- vitesse du g.nrateur,

- tempirature inter turbine,

- dibit carburant.

Pour le P1 120, qui est un triple corps, on observe en plus Ia vitesse du corps basse pression.

L'obtension de ces pararntres nkcessite le prdlivement des donn~es suivantes

- vitesse gdnrrateur (haute et basse pression),

- dibit carburant,

- vitesse de l'arbre porte-hilice et couple du moteur, ces deux paramtres donnant la puissance de r~frence,

- altitude - pression, vitesse indiqude et temprature exterieure de lair, ces derniers paramktres servant

& ramener aux conditions standards.

Les paramitres sont relevis par le pilote pour le PT 6 et le CT 7, par un enregistreur automatique embarque
(mini A.I.D.S.) pour le PW 120 (un dispositif analogue est A Ilitude pour le CT 7).

-,-.-* * : *.-;,Y . .
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Le traitemenh des paramitres se fait au sol, soit entiti-ement manuellement At partir de courbes donnies par
le constructetr, salt j l'asde dixie calculette pri-programmie (T.I. 59 ou HP40I, woit sur ardinateur IBM P.C.
coupi~ A une imprimante idtant directement Its rotates.

Le traiternent manuel a iti abandannii parce que trap impricis et tris contraignant.

Lavantage du traitement par ardinateur, sclon programme informatique fourni par Ie constructeur, est d'obtenar
directement ia lirne de base de chaque pararnitre et Its valeurs lissies (lissage sur 10 points pour PRATT ET
WHITNEY, Sur 5 pour GENERAL ELECTRIC).

A titre de camparaisan, il y a 8 paramktres survcillis pour un riacteur type JTS, Iat r6f~rcnce de base 6tant
un rapport de pression caractiristique de Ia pousstie (Engine Pressure Ratio) au lieu de ha puissance

-vitesse compresseur haute pression,

-vitesse campresseur baste pression,

-E.G.T.,

-vibrations,

-ddbit carburant,

-position manette,

-pressian d'huilc,

-temptiraturc dhuile.

Une correction due asia pridivements d'air Sur le conipresseur est 6galement appliquie en plus des corrections
d'altitsdc, tempirature et vitesse.

A noter que si pour le JTS lardinateur ne pr~sente que Ies courbes lissnes, pour les P4' 120, PT 6 et CT 7
lordinateur prisente en mime temps let valeurs lissn6es et les valeurs du jour.

Comment sont surveilids ret paramitres ?

-d'une part, par un encadoement de teuilt d'alerte A plusieurs niveaus Sur Ia tempkrature et Ia vitesse de
rotation pour let PT 6 et PW 120, par lobtention d'une marge nulle en tempkrature pour Ie CT 7;

-d'astre part, par Ie tens de variation, Ia pente et Its coanbinaitons de pentes pour lensemble des paramrittres.
Cet aspect de Ia surveillance est lc plus dilicat ;le constructeur donne des esemples de signatures de
pannes (voir figures 1).
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Figure I bis CT 7

Champ d'application

Le principe de la mithode fait que seuls des parametres thermo-dynamiques sont surveilles en consequence,
seuies les usures ou detaiflances ayant une consequence directe sur 1lecoulement dans la veine d'air et les
performances seront ditectables, aussi bien pour ]a section froide (cest- -dire les compresseurs) que sur la
section chaude (turbines et chambre de combustion):

-variation des jeux en bout de pales ou pertes deitancheiiteis internes,

-variation des qualites de combustion,

-dispositifs de prilivement d'air,

-et indirectement, les d~rives ou les pannes des instruments chargeis de cette surveillance, la d~rive des

instruments se traduisant pas une dirive apparente des paramitres surveiflls.

D'un autre c~ti, le procidk na pas possibiliti de surveilier Vitat mecanique initerne du moteur, ni certains
phinomeines dans la veine d'air comme les criques, la corrosion, ou ia sulfidation qui sont pourtant tris courants
et susceptibles de provoquer des degAts ou des I rais de remise en etat importants.

- EXPLOITATION

En giniral, on utilise un relevei par lour. Chez certains exploitants, ii peut y avoir plusieurs relevis par jour
dans ce cas, le sp~cialiste chargei du d~pouillement choisit le plus typique.

La Figure 2 montre un suivi fait en d~pouillant les paramitres i laide d'ur- caiculette T.I. 59 et en reportant
manuellement les points calcules sur un graphe.

'I~~ I_ _ AN
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Figure 2

La figure 3 montre on suivi fait sur ordinateur IBM PC avec imprimante, suivant on programme fourni par
le constructeur.

l .... . .......... . .. ....... I

Y3 .................

.. .. ...F. ................ ..... ... ..... .................i ..s. .......................... ..........I. ........... .

A,
.I . ...... ......... .... ....... ...... .....

Figure 3
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La figure 4 montre un relevi de moteur PW 120 d'ATR 42, f ait a partir de lenregistreur automnatique embarqui

(mini Airborne Integrated Data System) ; le bruit de fond avant lissage est particuliirement diminu6.

1 7 7.. .... - ----

---- ----- -- - -------- - - -

-- -- - - -r - - -- - - - -- - - ---------- - ---- - - - - --- -

A t . . - - - -. . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - . - - - - -

.... ._ .... .. ....
--- --- -- - _ _ - _ - - -- -- -- -- -- -- --

-- - ---- - - -- -- --

- -- - --- ---- -- -- -- --- --- --- --- --- - -- --- - ----

Figure 1;
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La figure 5 montre un suivi CT 7, avec ordinateur IBM PC.
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Figure 5

A titre de comparaison, nous montrons figure 6 un retevei de r~acteur JT8 1).
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